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1. Davidsons these dat men slechts kan achterhalen wat iemand gelooft
wanneer men weet wat zijn woorden betekenen - en omgekeerd - is een
variant van Hempels these dat men slechts kan achterhalen wat iemand
gelooft wanneer men weet wat die persoon wil - en omgekeerd.

2. De moeilijkheden die worden opgeroepen door Aristoteles’ notie ’laatste
protasis’ hebben veel gemeen met de moeilijkheden rond het begrip
’intentie’. (Cf. dit proefschrift, Hoofdstuk I, § 3.2, Hoofdstuk III, § 1,
Hoofdstuk VI, § 2.4.8.)

3. Quines behaviourisme met betrekking tot verbaal gedrag verschilt van
zijn behaviourisme inzake nonverbaal gedrag: volgens Quine zijn
mentale grootheden in de taal (meanings) heel andere dingen dan
mentale grootheden in de psychologie (beliefs, desires). Het door Quine
bedoelde verschil is te verduidelijken met behulp van Reichenbachs
onderscheid tussenabstractaen illata. (Contra Lars Bergström en Ken
Gemes; cf. dit proefschrift, voetnoot 42, voetnoot 86, Hoofdstuk VIII,
§ 2.3.)

4. Wanneer Buridanus’ ezel, de hongerdood nabij, willekeurig een van de
twee hooischelven zou kiezen, zou dat geen tegenvoorbeeld vormen
voor het principe van nutsmaximalisatie. (Contra Michael Bratman; cf.
dit proefschrift, voetnoot 64.)

5. Het is onjuist dat we handelingen van anderen slechts zouden begrijpen
door ze te vergelijken met wat we zelf doen. Veelal ligt de zaak precies
omgekeerd; in die gevallen begrijpen we onszelf door ons te spiegelen
aan anderen. (Contra Jaegwon KimsProjection Thesis, in ’Reasons and
the First Person’, ongepubliceerd typoscript uit 1996.)

6. Beoefenaren van de cognitie-wetenschap zouden de volgende uitspraak
serieus moeten menen:

"Eigenlijk is er ... weinig reden om aan te nemen dat er wel
blokjes en pijlen maar geen kleine mannetjes in het brein
zitten." (Fenna Poletiek inHypothese, maart 1995).



7. HetLeib-Seele-Problemis een heel ander probleem dan hetMind-Body
Problem.

8. Streven naar precisie betekent niet dat men zoveel mogelijk wiskundige
of logische symbolen gebruikt, maar dat men zich realiseert welke
formulering past bij welk idee. Sommige ideeën worden begrijpelijker
in een wiskundige formulering, andere juist niet. Het is niet duidelijk
welke formulering het best past bij beslis- en handelingstheoretische
vraagstukken.

9. Mensen geven gemakkelijk toe dat ze onmuzikaal zijn, een slecht
ontwikkeld richtingsgevoel hebben, met twee linkerhanden behept zijn,
of geen gezichten kunnen onthouden. Maar je hoort nooit iemand van
zichzelf zeggen dat hij geen gevoel voor humor heeft.

10. Geïmproviseerde muziek staat tot geschreven muziek als een debat staat
tot een toneelstuk.

11. Het is onjuist dat op CD’s wel staat ’Lucia Popp zingt Strauss’ en op
boeken niet ’Thérèse Cornips vertaalt Proust’.

12. Het wachten is op de CD met stilte die alle ongewenste geluiden kan
overstemmen.

13. Cursussen waarin werkzoekenden wordt geleerd hoe ze zich tijdens
sollicitaties moeten presenteren, vragen om cursussen waarin leden van
benoemingscommissies wordt geleerd hoe ze door die presentatie heen
moeten zien.

14. Een voorzitter van NWO die verklaart dat alle grote ontdekkingen al
zijn gedaan is als een directeur van het Stedelijk Museum die zijn
bezoekers reeds bij de ingang naar het Rijksmuseum verwijst.

15. Het streven van Nederlandse universiteiten naar internationalisering
staat op gespannen voet met het feit dat Nederlanders die tijdelijk aan
buitenlandse universiteiten werken geen wachtgeld ontvangen en met
pensioenbreuk worden geconfronteerd.

16. Het enige dat na de privatisering van de Nederlandse Spoorwegen
stipter werd is de kaartjescontrole.
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Is it possible to see this simple business
as obscure and mysterious? We must try.
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INTRODUCTION

Is it possible to act against your own best judgement? Can you do something
intentionally, i.e. knowingly and uncompelled, thinking at the moment when
you do it that it would be better, all-things-considered, if you did not do it?

That is the main problem of this book. Before going into it, let me
first explain what it is not. First, it is not merely a moral problem, although
it is easily and often depicted that way. Whether or not someone can go
against his best judgement is a general question that has to be dealt with in
action theory, not just in ethics. Ethics only comes in when the judgement
concerned is a moral one. To that extent, the ethical approach to our
problem might considered to be a special case of the general action
theoretical analysis, or as John Benson would have it: "Moral weakness is
just one variety of weakness of will." (Benson 1968, 201). Second, the
problem is not how someone can change his mind. Changing your mind no
doubt involves a complicated process which gives rise to many interesting
philosophical questions. But those are not the questions I am interested in
here. Third, the problem is also not whether someone’s actions are free or
determined. The debate on actions and free will is as old as it is fascinating,
and it has not been satisfactorily settled. Yet I will pass it by. The only
place where I will again mention the free will problem is in Section 4.2.4
of Chapter I, where I make the conjecture that questions related to free will
spring from the problem that interests me here.

The problem can also be phrased as follows: is it possible for a man
to act akratically? Can a man be anakratès? As can already be inferred from
the title of Hintikka 1988 (‘Was Leibniz’s Deity anAkrates?’), the question
is not confined to the sublunary species that we know and love. However,
I think the entire subject is already difficult enough in its restriction to
mortals, and I shall, therefore, leave God for what He is.

The adverb ‘akratically’, and the noun ‘akratès’ are connected to
the Greek nounakrasia or akrateia, usually translated by ‘lack of self-
control’, ‘immoderateness’, ‘intemperance’, or ‘weakness of will’. More
recent translations ofakrasiaare ‘irrationality’, or even ‘incontinence’, thus
calling forth undesired associations of physiological ailment. In recent times
authors have distinguished between strict, hard, clear-eyed, synchronic or
prima-facieakrasiaon the one hand, and broad, soft, diachronic or apparent
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Introduction

akrasiaon the other (Inwood 1985; Mele 1987; Charlton 1988; Penner 1990;
Price 1995). Roughly speaking, broadakrasia covers cases in which an
agent fails to stand by a previous decision about what he will do. Suppose
a man wants a glass of wine, and consequently takes one, although the other
day he has decided not to drink any more. Then his drinking is an akratic
action in the broad sense of the word; at the very moment the man starts to
drink, he prefers drinking over not drinking. As will be clear from this
example, broadakrasiausually touches upon the question of how someone
can change his mind. Since that is not the question I am dealing with here,
my use of the wordakrasia refers to strict (hard, clear-eyed, synchronic)
akrasia. A strict akratic action goes against a judgement which the agent still
considers the best at the time of the action.

Are such actions possible, then? It seems rather foolish to deny that
they are. Daily life is full of akratic actions, and a substantial part of the
world literature would be inconceivable without them. Homerus’ Helena
knows she should not run away with Paris, yet she lets him abduct her.
Euripides’ Medea knows she should not murder her children, still she
perpetrates the blood-curdling crime. Flaubert’s Emma Bovary firmly
decides not to see Rodolphe anymore, nonetheless she looks for him in the
woods around Yonville. "Ido know where [the truth] lies", twenty-eight-
year-old Vita Sackville-West writes on the first page of her diary, "but I
have no strength to grasp it; here I am already in the middle of my
infirmities." In his characteristic, visionary style Frederik van Eeden
described the phenomenon thus:

"Feeling myself to be a helpless thing driven by irresistible
forces. Feeling myself to be split in two, one that acts, the
other that observes, shocked, and asks: ‘what are you
doing? That is not at all what you want? Don’t do it. Are
you really doing it?’" (Van Eeden 1892, 349).1

1 My translation of: "Mijzelf voelen een hulpeloos ding, dat gedreven wordt door
oversterke machten. Mijzelf voelen twee, de een die doet, de ander die verschrikt toeziet
en vraagt: ’wat doe je? Dat wil je immers niet? Doe het niet. Doe je het nu toch?’"
About the same time, the French novelist Alphonse Daudet exclaimed on the first page
of his Notes sur la vie: "Homo duplex, homo duplex! ... This horrible duality has often
given me matter for reflection. Oh, this terrible second me, always seated whilst the
other is on foot, acting, living, suffering, bestirring itself. This second me that I have
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Introduction

A walking, or perhaps we had better say reclining, example of anakratèsis
Gontsjarov’s Oblomov. Oblomov very well knows that he should get up and
dress himself; in fact, several times a day he solemnly decides to do so. Yet
he stays in bed, continuing the cantankerous squabbles with his servant
Zahar. In 1864 Fjodor Dostoyevsky published a novel which is entirely
devoted to the phenomenon of akratic actions,Notes from Underground. In
this brief but psychologically rich book the ‘I’ argues that man often acts
against his own interest, and that this exactly is what makes man human.
Man is, ‘I’ argues, just like that friend of his:

"You see, ladies and gentlemen, I have a friend - of
course, he’s your friend, too, and, in fact, everyone’s
friend. When he’s about to do something, this friend
explains pompously and in detail how he must act in
accordance with the precepts of justice and reason.
Moreover, he becomes passionate as he expostulates upon
human interests. ... Then, ... without any apparent external
cause, ..., he pirouettes and starts saying exactly the
opposite of what he was saying before; that is, he
discredits the laws of logic and his own advantage. ...
Now, since my friend is a composite type, he cannot be
dismissed as an odd individual." (Notes from Underground,
Chapter VII, translation by A.R. MacAndrew; cf. Davidson
1970a, 29, footnote 12, which, too, contains a quote from
the book).

Long before Dostoyevsky, the phenomenon of akratic actions stupefied
Augustine of Hippo. The mind orders itself to will, Augustine argues, and
in doing so the mind itself is willing something; yet what it wills it does not
do. "How can this incredible thing be? Why is this so?", Augustine
repeatedly exclaims, as usual slightly in despair.2 Indeed, Augustine made
matters even more complex by his puzzling prayer in theConfessiones VIII,

never been able to intoxicate, to make shed tears, or put to sleep. And how it sees into
things, and how it mocks!" (translated and quoted by William James - James 1901-1902,
173).

2 "Unde hoc monstrum? Et quare istuc?" (Confessiones VIII, 9).
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Introduction

7, which became a famous joke: "Give me chastity and continence, Lord, but
not yet." Paul, to mention another sinner who rose to be a saint, seems to
have been entangled in a similar struggle. His lament to the Romans is well-
known: "For that which I do I allow not: for what I would, that do I not; but
what I hate, that I do. ... the good that I would I do not: but the evil which
I would not, that I do." (Romans 7:15, 7:19). P.L. Gardiner, not a saint but
at any rate an ethicist, even goes so far as to deny that akratic actions are
exceptions. They are part of normal human behaviour, Gardiner argues; it
is the non-akratic behaviour that is peculiar and thus in need of an
explanation (Gardiner 1954; a similar opinion is put forward by Horsburgh
in Horsburgh 1954).

Even though akratic actions are part and parcel of daily life and
classic literature, they nonetheless constitute a grave problem for scientists
and philosophers. Disparate philosophers and many psychologists have tried
to capture the meaning and the origin of akratic behaviour. As for
philosophy, most of the attempts to understandakrasiaare made explicitly,
as in Mele’s Irrationality, Davidson’s ‘How is Weakness of the Will
Possible?’, or Jeffrey’s ‘Preference among Preferences’. But there also exist
implicit attempts. An example of the latter is Anscombe’s famous study on
intention. Anscombe’s book gained wide attention and became a classic in
the field; yet it has been scarcely noticed that it is, at least in part, an
attempt to cope withakrasia. The book culminates in a reference to the
akratic behaviour of yet another saint, viz. St. Peter. While Jesus was led
away to Annas and Caiaphas, Peter "did not change his mind about denying
Christ, and was not prevented from carrying out his resolution not to, and
yet did deny him" (Anscombe 1957, 93). In order to explain this full-
blooded akratic action, Anscombe is driven back to assumptions about
"ignorance as to the way in which the prophecy would be fulfilled"
(Anscombe 1957, 94). Only by invoking such miraculous presumptions can
she draw her final conclusion and write down the last words of her fine
book: "thus St. Peter could do what he intended not to, without changing his
mind, and yet do it intentionally" (Anscombe 1957, 94). In the sequel I will
cite Anscombe several times, but contrary to her approach I shall eschew
invoking the Christian Revelation.

As far as the interest of psychologists inakrasia is concerned, we
can point to all of those psychological experiments which tell us that
irrational actions do occur, even though they are very difficult to understand.
In an interview granted to Fred Backus ofNRC-Handelsblad, Nico Frijda
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mentions the occurrence of irrational actions as an example of what-
psychology-does-not-yet-understand:

NF: For instance, how does it happen that people do things
they know to be irrational.

FB: They react with their reptile brain.

NF: Yes, but that is no answer. Because they know that
they react with their reptile brain and at the same time
they know that it is not rational. I have not managed to
find a conclusive explanation for this; by the way, no one
has.3

The philosopher and psychologist Jaap van Heerden confides a similar
thought to Max Pam ofVrij Nederland:

"People perform actions that they did not intend, or even
positively wished to avoid. ... Human behaviour is
miraculously contradictory. Apparently you don’t want
what you want most."4

In this domain, Van Heerden argues, it is practically impossible to measure
or to explain something in a scientific manner. If we want to explain
irrational behaviour, then we must accept "the unconscious". On the other

3 My translation of:
NF: "Hoe het bijvoorbeeld komt dat mensen dingen doen waarvan ze wéten dat ze niet
verstandig zijn."
FB: Ze reageren vanuit hun reptielehersenen.
NF: "Ja, maar dat is geen antwoord. Want ze weten dat ze vanuit hun reptielehersenen
reageren en tegelijkertijd weten ze dat het niet verstandig is. Om daar een sluitende
verklaring voor te vinden - dat is mij nog niet gelukt. Niemand trouwens." (In:De mond
vol tanden. Dertig vraaggesprekken over wat de wetenschap niet weet. Prometheus,
Amsterdam, 1992, 93.)

4 "Mensen verrichten handelingen die zij niet van plan waren, of eigenlijk in het
geheel niet wilden. ... Het menselijk gedrag is wonderlijk tegenstrijdig. Kennelijk wil je
niet wat je het liefste wilt" (Vrij Nederland27-5-1978).
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Introduction

hand, Van Heerden realises very well that "methodologists will immediately
raise the objection that the unconscious is an unworkable concept."5 Later
I will try to do what Van Heerden thinks is impossible: account for irrational
behaviour without using the concept of the unconsciousness.

This book consists in three parts. The first part deals with the
history of theakrasia problem. It comprises only one chapter, in which I
describe how the old Greeks and the early Stoics struggled with the problem.
Then I make a huge jump, leaping right over the Middle Ages and early
modern times, to the contemporary scene discussed in Part Two. I argue that
the oldakrasiaproblem, after having lain dormant for ages, reappeared on
the philosophical stage as a result of the debate on action explanation.
Within this debate I distinguish three different factions, headed respectively
by Carl G. Hempel, Georg Henrik von Wright and Donald Davidson. Their
positions are discussed in Chapters II, III and IV. I explain that each of the
factions stumbles upon theakrasiaproblem, and that none of them is able
to solve it. Part Three is called ‘Towards a Solution’. It has five chapters,
of which the first, Chapter V, is about the notion of a divided mind. This
chapter mainly serves as an introduction to Chapter VI, which is devoted to
Davidson’s famous solution of theakrasiaproblem. In that chapter I show
how Davidson’s solution makes use of three Freudian ideas: the idea that the
mind consists of parts, that among the parts conflicts may arise, and that the
parts can interact causally. Especially the latter idea, the idea of mental
causation, will prove to be bothersome. In Chapters VII-IX I develop my
own solution, from which the concept of mental causation is banished
altogether. The crucial notion in my approach is the notion of grade or
degree. I distinguish between degrees of probability on the one hand and
degrees of intensity or strength on the other. As far as degrees of probability
are concerned, I extend an argument concerning the works of Hempel and
Hans Reichenbach (Chapter VII and Chapter VIII), only to show why their
approaches are unsatisfactory. In Chapter IX I maintain that the notion of
degrees of strength can give us a better understanding of what happens when
a person acts irrationally.

5 "Op dat terrein is het vrijwel onmogelijk iets te meten of wetenschappelijk te
verklaren en methodologen zullen dan ook onmiddellijk naar voren brengen dat het
onbewuste een onhanteerbaar begrip is" (ibid.).

vi



PART ONE

THE HISTORY OF THE AKRASIA PROBLEM



CHAPTER I

FROM SOCRATES TO STOICISM

0. Introduction

The present chapter coincides with Part One. It contains an overview of
what early philosophers have had to say on the existence of akratic actions.
The chapter is divided into four sections, dealing with the views of Socrates,
Plato, Aristotle, and the Stoics respectively. Later chapters are about the way
in which contemporary philosophers handle the subject. At the end I give
my own view.

1. Socrates

The question whether or not akratic actions can exist was brought into
philosophy by Socrates, who conceived an answer to it as well. As we know
from Plato’s early dialogues, Socrates’ answer is remarkably short and plain:
akratic actions are plainly impossible. A dialogue in which this stands out
very clearly is theProtagoras. There Socrates states thatoudeis hekon
hamartanei(345d-e). In ancient Greek, the verbhamartaneinoccurs not only
in moral contexts (where it means ‘doing wrong or evil’), but also in non-
moral settings (in which it signifies ‘failing an objective’ or ‘missing a
mark’). Therefore,oudeis hekon hamartaneimight be translated as ‘no one
intentionally makes mistakes’ or ‘no one intentionally acts counter to what
he knows to be the best’, where ‘best’ does not necessarily mean ‘morally
best’.

It looks as though Socrates goes further still in theMeno. Had he
maintained in theProtagorasthat no one can do what he believes to be bad,
at Meno78a-b Socrates argues with Meno that no one can even desire what
he thinks to be evil:

S: Well, does anybody want to be unhappy and
unfortunate?

3



I: From Socrates to Stoicism

M: I suppose not.

S: Then if not, nobody desires what is evil, for what else
is unhappiness but desiring evil things and getting them?

M: It looks as if you are right, Socrates, and nobody
desires what is evil.

Similar statements on the impossibility of desiring allegedly evil things can
be found in theGorgias467-468.

Socrates’ claim that akratic actions cannot exist because no one
intentionally goes against his own best judgement gives rise to the so-called
Socratic Paradox. For notwithstanding its logical and even intuitive appeal,
Socrates’ claim is at odds with what we daily experience. Not only novelists
and playwriters, not only saints and Church Fathers, not only professional
psychologists and famous philosophers, but we too observe that people often
act counter to what they know to be their best interest.

The common sense idea that akratic actions do occur was prevalent
in Socrates’ time too. Socrates was well aware of that, for he explicitly
opposes the idea at several places. But what does he further do? That is,
how does heexplainwhat he opposes? Again the answer is short and plain.
According to Socrates, the commonalty does not comprehend the real nature
of knowledge (epistèmè). Real knowledge is something very solid and
persistent. It cannot fade away, nor break down, nor be overruled, nor
become affected otherwise. Whenever knowledge is present in a man’s mind,
it will be the leading and ruling element; nothing else in that mind is strong
enough to overcome it. More particularly, no affection, emotion, or passion
can force knowledge under its sway. Or, as Socrates phrases it atProtagoras
352b-c, knowledge cannot be "pushed around or dragged about like a slave"
by any affection whatever, be it pleasure or pain, love or fear. Consequently,
a man who possesses knowledge must act in accordance with his knowledge,
for nothing has the power to make him act otherwise. Most people, however,
miss that point. They wrongly believe that knowledge about what it is best
to do can be overcome by desire, pleasure, lust or whatever. Thus, Socrates
concludes, the common sense view that akratic actions do occur is a
superficial and misleading one; it is the result of deception by what appears
to be the case. Whenever we seem to see a man intentionally doing what he
knows not to be the best, in truth he does not know that his act is not the
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best one; he is in error about the better and the worse. "No one who either
knows or believes there is another possible course of action, better than the
one he is following, will ever continue on his present course when he might
choose the better", Socrates declares atProtagoras358b-c. And he proceeds:
"To ‘act beneath yourself’ is the result of pure ignorance." The conclusion
will be clear: according to Socrates, what people callakrasia is in fact an
instance of ignorance.

The view that akratic actions stem from ignorance may sound
convincing in one respect: it is rather unsatisfactory in another. For instance,
it makes it impossible to distinguish between actions which clearly differ in
kind. Suppose that you and I both are on a diet which forbids us to have
pork. Suppose that you, being totally disinterested in gastronomic matters,
wrongly think thecôte de cassel rôtieon the menu is mutton, whereas I,
culinarily qualified and very partial to pig meat, rightly believe it to be pork.
Suppose we both eat it. Then my consuming the côte clearly is another kind
of act than your eating it is: my act is akratic whereas yours is not. But in
Socrates’s view both acts are in a sense of the same kind, for both acts
follow from ignorance: you are ignorant of the fact that the meat you are
having consists of pork, and I am ignorant of the fact that pork is bad for
my health. But the latter is somehow hard to believe.6

6 An interesting analysis of Socrates’ argument onakrasia in the Protagorasis
offered by Martha Nussbaum. Like many interpreters, Nussbaum believes that Socrates
seesakrasiaas "a case where ordinary deliberative rationality breaks down" (Nussbaum
1986, 114). And again like many interpreters, Nussbaum believes that what Socrates has
done "is not so much to prove that there can never be such breakdowns as to clarify the
relationship between a certain picture of deliberative rationality and theakrasiaproblem"
(ibid.). Contrary to most scholars, however, Nussbaum is convinced that "something
more is going on" (ibid., 115). Via his account ofakrasia, Socrates offers us "a radical
proposal for the transformation of our lives." (ibid., 117). If I understand Nussbaum
correctly, the transformation is supposed to proceed in the following way.

Akrasiasprings from the fact that we regard the goods surrounding us as
havingheterogeneous qualities: we attach to them plural values that often cannot be
compared. It is this heterogeneity that causes the development of irrational behaviour.
Without it, conflicts would be absent, and the ground on which irrational actions flourish
would be missing. A way to get rid of this heterogeneity is to adopt the viewpoint of
science, especially the science of ethics. Ethics teaches us that "the acceptance of the
qualitative singleness and homogeneity of the values actually modifies the passions,
removing the motivations we now have for certain sorts of irrational behavior" (ibid.,
115). What Socrates told us, Nussbaum tells us, "is that only an ethical science of
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2. Plato

Plato seems to disagree with Socrates’ view that akratic actions cannot
occur. ‘Seems’, for scholars are still disputing the question. Within this
dispute, one mostly refers to theLaws and The Republic. At 689a of the
LawsPlato maintains that someone can despise what he believes to be good
and can pine for what he knows to be evil, and inThe Republic440b
Socrates asks Glaucon:

"... don’t we often see ... instances of a man whose desires
are trying to force him to do something his reason
disapproves of, cursing himself and getting indignant at
their violence?"

The question addressed to Glaucon is a purely rhetorical one. It should be
answered by ‘yes’, and it merely serves as a step to the claim, central to
book IV, that the lower parts of someone’s soul can desire what the
reflective part thinks is bad.

Although Plato in theLaws and The Republicwrites as if the
number of akratic actions is huge (cf. the quotation above), neither theLaws
nor The Republicabound in examples.7 The most frequently discussed
example involves a macabre tale that Plato tells in theThe Republic439e-
440a. It is about Leontion, a passionate lover of boys looking as pallid as
death, who has great difficulties controlling his necrophiliac proclivities:

"I rely on a story I once heard ... It’s about Leontion, son
of Aglaion, who was on his way up from the Peiraeus,
under the outer side of the north wall, when he noticed
some corpses lying on the ground with the executioner
standing by them. He wanted to go and look at them, and

measurement will save our lives" (ibid.).
Under Nussbaum’s interpretation, Socrates’ views resemble those of Hare,

whose position is briefly sketched in Chapter VI. For a discussion of the idea that akratic
actions arise from conflicts, see the present Chapter, Sections 3-4, and Chapter V.

7 Cf. Price: "We might expect [Plato’s] writings to be rich in case-studies of hard
acrasia. In fact, they contain few." (Price 1995, 97).
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yet at the same time held himself back in disgust. For a
time he struggled with himself and covered his eyes, but
at last his desire got the better of him and he ran up to the
corpses, opening his eyes wide and saying to them, ‘There
you are, curse you - a lovely sight! Have a real good
look!’".

The story is primarily meant to show that indignation or anger (thumos) is
different from desire or appetite (439d), but it also indicates that appetite
might prevail, even ifthumoshas taken up arms for reason. In that sense the
Leontion tale can, and in fact has frequently been taken as the description
of a real akratic action.

However, scholars disagree about how exactly the tale should be
interpreted. Price distinguishes as many as four different interpretations of
Leontion’s capitulation to his morbid penchants, and concludes that
according to the most likely one it is merely "ironic and idle" (Price 1995,
98).Thumosand reason, Price argues, "recognize that appetite is carrying the
day in disregard of their judgement" (ibid.). The harsh words that Leontion
addresses to his own eyes therefore express nothing more than "impotent
disgust", and the entire story exemplifies a case of hard or clear-eyed
akrasia(ibid.). William Charlton seems to share Price’s interpretation in this
respect. He argues that the older Plato takesakrasia very seriously.
Especially theLaws "presents a completely different picture from the
Protagoras. No longer is wrong-doing attributed solely to ignorance; no
longer is action against one’s better judgement an impossibility." (Charlton
1988, 26). Both Charlton and Price conclude that the mature Plato revitalises
the view that Socrates rejected in theProtagoras, namely that akratic actions
are impossible since they imply the supposedly preposterous idea that real
knowledge could be dragged around like a slave.

Alfred R. Mele, on the other hand, takes a quite different view. He
believes that the older Plato treatsakrasia in much the same way as did
Socrates:

"Plato’s own (or later) position is not, for present purposes,
significantly different from the Socratic one. Although he
explicitly admits the possibility of action against one’s
better judgement (RepublicIV, 439e-440b;LawsIII 689a-
b, IX 863a-e), he retains the Socratic view that no one
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freelydoes wrong (LawsIX, 860c-863e)." (Mele 1987, 9).

Mele’s view appears to be partly supported by Justin Gosling. Like Mele,
Gosling thinks that the Plato of theLaws and The Republichas much in
common with the Socrates of theProtagoras: "[Plato] still holds, in the
Republic, that no-one can knowingly do wrong; and in theTimaeus(86d-e),
and again in theLaws (731c, 733b), we are told that no-one is willingly ...
evil, injust or intemperate. These retain the wording or apparent intent of the
Protagoras ..." (Gosling 1990, 23). Unlike Mele, however, Gosling
underscores that in Plato’s later works theProtagorastheses have changed.
With reference to the Leontion example he comments:

"Plato has abandoned the streamlined picture of human
beings so far as motivation is concerned, and with it the
rejection of the possibility of acting contrary to what we
think best." (Gosling 1990, 21).

This difference of opinion about Plato’s ideas onakrasiashould not come
as a suprise, for Plato saddled his readers with seemingly inconsistent texts.
On the one hand there are lines which entail that Plato complies with the old
Socratarian claim that no one acts willingly and knowingly against his best
judgement. On the other hand it is equally clear that Plato, at least his elder
avatar, believes that akratic actions do exist, and that Leontion’s dash to the
corpses exemplifies them. Apparently, some scholars focus on the first
passages, whilst others have concentrated on the latter ones.

An astute attempt to reconcile both kinds of statement has been
undertaken by C.D.C. Reeve (Reeve 1988). Reeve is convinced that the
Plato ofThe Republicbelieves in the existence ofakrasia. More than that,
he deems this belief to play a central rôle in Plato’s ripened philosophy;
according to Reeve, it gave the impetus to Plato’s famous doctrine that the
soul (psyche) has three parts or faculties:

"... the theory of the divided psyche was developed in
response to Socrates’ paradoxical views on akrasia, and
completely undermines them. If I am right, Plato ...
abandons that most Socratic of all doctrines, that akrasia
is impossible." (Reeve 1988, 135).
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Plato’s tripartite psychology is put forward in thePhaedrus, in theTimaeus
and most suggestively in Book II (Part II) and Book IV (Part V) ofThe
Republic. From these passages we learn that the first faculty in our soul is
Reason, engaged in thinking, deciding and calculating. The second is
Passion, in the sense of unthinking impulse and bare instinctive yearning.
The third is denoted by the Greek wordthumos, which covers properties like
bravery, endurance, vitality, and verve;thumos’main task, we are told, is to
serve Reason in the battle against Passion.

In order to understand Reeve’s claim that this tripartition is Plato’s
reply to the Socratic paradox, we must first realise that in Plato’s philosophy
the three faculties can be reconstructed asrelational forms. Relational forms
are a particular kind of property. They are calledrelational because they
pertain to properties that a thing can do, or suffer, or be in relation to
something else, or to a part of itself (436e; Reeve 1988, 118). They are
dubbed forms because they should be distinguished from three other
relational properties that according to Reeve occur in Plato’s work, namely
qualities, modes and figures. As opposed to the latter three, forms are
"universals or properties of some sort that are unique (507b2-7), that ‘remain
always the same in all respects’ (479a2-3), and that are ‘objects of thought,
not of sight’ (507b9-10)" (Reeve 1988, 52).

The next thing we must keep in mind when we want to understand
Reeve’s claim is that each relational form hasa natural object, i.e. the thing
to which it is in its nature related. Thus thirst is a relational form or faculty
(in this case a bare instinctive impulse) which has drink as its natural object,
for thirst is in its nature related to drink. Other examples that Reeve
mentions are:

"Food is the natural object of hunger, for only food can be
hungered for. What can be learned is the natural object of
knowing, for only what can be learned can be known. ...
the list can be continued: the natural object of cleaning is
what is dirty; of killing, what is alive; of divorcing, one’s
spouse; of burning, what is combustible; of stealing, what
belongs to another" (Reeve 1988, 120-121).

Generally speaking, the natural object of a relation,R, is the property,F,
that y must have if it is possible forx to stand in relationR to y. Thus "the
smaller is the natural object of the relation of bigger than, forx cannot be
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bigger thaty unlessy has the property of being smaller thanx" (Reeve 1988,
120).

The natural object is aformal rather than amaterial object. If a
person,P, is thirsty and there is a glass of wine,w, in front of him, thenw
is a material object ofP’s thirst. P’s thirst is not related to this particularw,
nor to those drinks that are wine, but to drinksas such(dipsos auto). Since
drinks as such do not exist, the natural object ofP’s thirst is not a material
but a formal object. The argument still holds good when the thirst is directed
toward a special kind of drink. IfP is an alcoholic whose thirst is only for
distilled drinks, then the natural object ofP’s yearning is a distilled drink as
such. But of course, no more than drinks as such do distilled drinks as such
exist. Hence, in this case too the natural object is formal rather than
material, even if the drink in question is qualified as a particular (namely
distilled) drink.

The crucial assumption in Reeve’s reconstruction of Plato’s
argument is that relational formscan conflict. For example, a person may be
thirsty but nevertheless be reluctant to drink. This means that a person may
have two formal objects, in this case ‘drink’ and ‘not-drink’, which are each
others’ opposites. On the basis of a very sophisticated argument (which I
will not reproduce here) Reeve maintains that, according to Plato, there are
two possibilities here. Either the opposites are genuine or they are not
genuine. In the first case the conflict between the forms is real, in the
second it is merely apparent.

An example of the second case is the following. Suppose thatP
wants a drink which takes him away from the grey and gloomy reality and
brings him into a pleasant flush. Since he believes thatw, the glass of wine
in front of him, is such a drink, it is only natural that he wantsw. Thus the
natural object ofP’s desire forw is giving-flush-drink. However,P also
realises thatw will make him sick, and of course he wants to avoid such a
condition. Hence he has also an aversion tow, of which the natural object
is making-sick-drink. Now suppose thatw is the only drink available. Then
P sees himself compelled to create a third attitude in which the two others
are as it were synthesised. The natural object of this new attitude isgiving-
flush-and-making-sick-drink. It is towards this natural object thatP has either
a desire or an aversion. IfP’s desire forgiving-flush-drinkis stronger than
his aversion to making-sick-drink, then his new attitude will be a
(proportionately weaker) desire forw; but if his aversion is stronger, then his
new attitude will be a (proportionately weaker) aversion tow. The moral
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will be clear: in this example the original conflict between the relational
forms or faculties is only apparent, because the natural objects can be
synthesised into a new natural object.

However, the interesting case is where the natural objects are such
that a synthesiscannotbe made. Here the objects are genuine opposites, and
the conflict between the corresponding relational forms is real rather than
apparent. At this juncture, two questions force themselves upon us. First,are
there any natural objects which really oppose one another? Second, if there
are,howcan they exist, i.e. how can one and the same person at one and the
same time have two genuinely opposing natural objects?

As far as the first question is concerned, Reeve argues that Plato’s
answer to it is a whole-hearted ‘yes’: natural objects can be genuine
opposites and relational forms can really conflict. There are several ways in
which this might happen, each reflecting a manner in which the creation of
a synthesis can be blocked. One of those ways is the following. Suppose that
a rod, r1, looks longer than another rod,r2, although careful measurement
has taught us thatr1 is not longer thanr2. Then we have two opposed natural
objects, what-is-longer-than-r2 and what-is-not-longer-than-r2. However,
these objects cannot be synthesised, for the synthesis,what-is-both-longer-
and-not-longer-than-r2, can never be the object of a possible belief. Hence,
in this case, a synthesis is blocked by the logical incompatibility of the two
natural objects involved.8 Another way in which a synthesis can be impeded
is when one natural object is already part of the other, so that their
conjunction results in nothing new. This situation typically occurs when one

8 One might argue that the two combined objects are not really incompatible. For the
new natural object is notwhat-is-both-longer-and-not-longer-than-r2, but ratherwhat-is-
longer-on-the-basis-of-looking-and-not-longer-on-the-basis-of-measurement. Since the
latter object, as opposed to the former, consists of two compatible parts, it can perfectly
well be the object of a belief.

The above argument is correct to the extent thatwhat-is-longer-on-the-basis-
of-lookingdoes not contradictwhat-is-longer-on-the-basis-of-measurement. However, it is
incorrect in so far as it suggests that the newly constructed object is a real synthesis.
According to Plato-Reeve, it is not, sincewhat-is-longer-on-the-basis-of-looking-and-not-
longer-on-the-basis-of-measurementadds nothing towhat-is-longer-on-the-basis-of-
looking. This is so because only measurement can inform us about the nature of a thing;
our senses are not to be trusted. Thus what-is-longer-on-the-basis-of-measurement will
always overrule what-is-longer-on-the-basis-of-looking. See the text, in particular the
second way in which the creation of a synthesis can be blocked.
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of the natural objects relates to the faculty Reason, since Reason
contemplates what is goodfor the psyche as a whole. Hence it is assumed
that the natural object of Reason already embraces the natural objects of
other relational forms.9

How can a conflict between relational forms occur? It is with
respect to this second question that the idea of a divided mind comes in.
According to the Plato of Reeve, a conflict occurs if and only if thepsyche
of the agent is divided: only if his soul consists ofn parts, can a person have
n genuinely opposing natural objects. Plato’s argument for this claim is
extremely simple. It appears to be nothing more than the principle of non-
contradiction. "Clearly one and the same thing cannot act or be affected in
opposite ways at the same time in the same part of it and in relation to the
same object; so if we find these contradictions, we shall know we are
dealing with more than one faculty", Plato argues through Socrates inThe
Republic, 436b. And he concludes: "We shan’t, then, be shaken by
objections of this kind into believing that the same thing can never act or be
affected in opposite ways, or bear opposite predicates, at the same time in
the same part of itself and in relation to the same thing" (436e). Ergo, when
someone has two natural objects which are genuine opposites, he must
somehow be split into two.

This way of reasoning may well sound plausible. Apart from its
metaphorical flavour, there seems to be nothing wrong with the idea that
genuine opposites presuppose a divided soul or mind (I come back to the
notion of a divided mind in Chapter V). However, as for the relation
between a divided mind and an akratic action, we still are all at sea. Why
should akratic actions presuppose divided minds? What doesakrasiahave
to do with conflicting relational forms? The Plato-Reeve answer to this
question, if I understand it correctly, goes as follows.

When relational forms really conflict, their natural objects cannot
be synthesised into a new object. Therefore, the conflict cannot be resolved
by creating a compromise between the natural objects involved. The only
way to put an end to the clash is by letting one relational form override the
other. In Plato’s view, not all relational forms are equally good, for some
aim at better objects than others. What happens in the case of an akratic

9 See the previous footnote. That a conflict is nevertheless possible is explained in
Reeve 1988, 126-129.
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action is thatthe worse relational form overrides the better. In the Leontion
case, for example, a lower form overrules a higher one, since Leontion’s
desire to look at the dead bodies outweighs histhumoswhich makes a great
effort to hold him back.

It is important to realise that what Leontion actuallydoes is far
from what he trulywants. In the reconstruction by Reeve, Leontion sincerely
wants to combat his aberrant sexual inclinations, which he deems to be far
beneath his station as a gentleman. His lust, however, is simply too strong
to resist. Thus it gives rise to a voluntary action other than the action that
Leontion knows to be the best. It is in this way that Reeve has attempted to
reconcile the apparently irreconcilable statements in Plato’s text. For now he
can account for Plato’s (Socratarian) claim that no one intentionally acts
against his best judgment, as well as Plato’s (anti-Socratarian) declaration
that akratic actions do exist.

Reeve’s reading of Plato contains many more interesting details,
such as answers to the questions ‘Why does thepsycheconsist of precisely
threeparts?’ and ‘Why does the tripartition affect thepsycherather than the
outer world?’ However, I will not deal with them here. For I am interested
in another question, viz. ‘What does itmean that some faculties are too
strong to resist?’, in other words ‘How is itpossiblethat what someone does
deviates from what he truly wants?’ If I am right, Reeve fails to answer this
question. The only answer that can be extricated from his writings is: ‘it
means that an akratic action occurs’ or ‘it is possible because an akratic
action occurred’. But the occurrence of an akratic action is of course exactly
what we want to explain.

In sum, then, Plato’s account ofakrasiacannot satisfy me. In Part
Three I construct an answer to the questions that Plato’s texts fail to resolve,
even when they are interpreted by an ingenious scholar like Reeve. In the
present Part One I discuss other ancient philosophers who tried very hard to
account for the existence of akratic actions. Aristotle is a classic case in
point. Aristotle’s attempt to saveakrasia has become very famous, and it
has laid the foundations for mediaeval and modern discussions on the
subject. In the next section I take a closer look at his celebrated analysis.
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3. Aristotle

Aristotle wrote nearly a whole book onakrasia(Nicomachean Ethics VIII),
and he deals with the subject at several places in theEudemian Ethics II-III
and inOn the Soul III. Characteristically, he treats the topic with meticulous
care. He conscientiously distinguishesakrasia (doing something you know
is wrong but pleasant) from another imperfection, which he callsmalakia
(omitting something you know is right but painful); he cautiously separates
akrasiaandmalakiafrom their counterpartsenkrateia(refraining from what
you know is pleasant but wrong) andkarteria (doing what is right though
painful); he further distinguishes two varieties ofakrasia, to wit propeteia
(knowingly doing the wrong thing out of impetuosity) andastheneia
(knowingly and calmly doing the wrong thing); moreover, he differentiates
betweenakrasia due to epithumiaor bodily pleasure andakrasia due to
thumosor anger.

Surely, Aristotle would not have constructed this whole machinery
had he not believed that such a thing asakrasiaexists. Yet interpreters of
Aristotle carry on debates about whether Aristotle thinksakrasiais possible.
James J. Walsh, who wrote a study of two hundred pages on Aristotle’s
notion ofakrasia, concludes that he deems it to be impossible (Walsh 1963).
Yet another expert on Aristotle’s ethical writings, Anthony Kenny, holds that
Aristotle does believe thatakrasia exists (Kenny 1979). Anscombe and
Charlton seem to support Walsh (Anscombe 1965; Charlton 1988).
Oksenberg Rorty, Pears and Mele seem to be on Kenny’s side (Oksenberg
Rorty 1980; Pears 1984; Mele 1981, 1985, 1987).

The dispute concerning Aristotle’s opinion onakrasiacentres on the
second and the third chapter of theNicomachean Ethics VII, in particular on
1145b21-31 and 1147a24-1147b18. Some have maintained that, at those two
places, Aristotle describesakrasiaas a case of ignorance, thus, like Socrates,
denying its existence. But others consider both passages to be a justification
of the common-sense view that akratic actions do exist. This is what
Aristotle says in the first passage:

"Now we may ask what kind of right belief is possessed
by the man who behaves incontinently. That he should
behave so when he has knowledge, some say is
impossible; for it would be strange - so Socrates thought -
if when knowledge was in a man something else could
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master it and drag it about like a slave. ForSocrateswas
entirely opposed to the view in question, holding that there
is no such thing as incontinence; no one, he said, acts
against what he believes best - people act so only by
reason of ignorance. Now this view contradicts the plain
phenomena, and we must inquire what happens to such a
man; if he acts by reason of ignorance, what is the manner
of his ignorance? For that the man who behaves
incontinently does not, before he gets into this state,think
he ought to act so, is evident." (1145b21-31).

And this is what he writes in the second passage:

"[Therefore], the position that Socrates sought to establish
seems to result; for it is not what is thought to be
knowledge proper that the passion overcomes (nor is it this
that is dragged about as a result of the passion)."
(1147b13-17).

What do these quotations mean? Do they mean that Socrates is wrong
because ‘the plain phenomena’ show that people can act in an akratic way
(as Kenny c.s. will maintain)? Or do they mean that Socrates is right
because ‘knowledge proper’ cannot possibly be ignored (as Walsh c.s. will
claim)? Or is there still another meaning possible?

In order to gain some idea what the answers to these questions may
be, and thus what Aristotle had in mind, I examine in Section 3.1 three
distinctions extracted from theNicomachean Ethics. The first (A) is a
distinction between acting and mere moving. The second distinction (B)
differentiates between two meanings of ‘to know’. The third distinction (C)
is a subdivision: it splits one of the meanings of ‘to know’ into two. On the
basis of (A), (B) and (C) I raise and also answer two questions in Section
3.2 and Section 3.3. As we will see, the answers to both questions enable us
to reconstruct what Aristotle might have had in mind when he wrote down
the two quotations above. In 3.4 I offer an evaluation of Aristotle’s view.
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3.1 Three distinctions from the Nicomachean Ethics

(A) The first distinction sets apart actions from mere movements (1139b ff.).
Aristotle regards actions as constituting, so to say, a proper set of
movements. Actions, then, are those movements that are governed by certain
patterns of reasoning. These patterns are valid by definition, and Aristotle
calls themsyllogismoi toon praktoon, practical syllogisms.

In fact Aristotle is talking about two sorts of practical syllogisms:
technical syllogisms and ethical syllogisms. Technical syllogisms govern
those actions which Aristotle calls ‘makings’ (poièsis); ethical syllogisms
rule actions which are labeled ‘doings’ (praxis). The difference between
doings and makings is explained by Aristotle at several places, for instance
at theNicomachean Ethics I, 1094a5 ff. Makings are productions; they refer
to those human activities that have an end separate from the activity itself.
Doings are human activities that have no such separate ends; they are
performed for their own sake. A making expresses a certain skill (technè),
a doing expresses a certain state of character (èthikè hexis). An example of
the former is the healing of a patient by a medical doctor; this activity has
an end, viz. health, which is separate from the activity itself. An example of
the latter is any action with which ethics is concerned; for example, a
honourable or generous action is done because it is honourable or generous,
not because it produces something. Aristotle’s way of contrasting doings and
makings has been often criticised (cf. Robinson 1977, 80; Kenny 1979, 113,
note 1; Ackrill 1981, 143-143 and 153). Also, Aristotle is not very clear
about the way (or ways) doings and makings are related to practical
syllogisms: the difference between technical practical syllogisms and ethical
syllogisms is not particularly transparant (Kenny 1979, 125-147). Here I will
ignore the contrast between doings and makings as well as that between
technical and ethical syllogisms. I simply use the term ‘actions’ (which I
take to cover doings as well as makings), and the term ‘practical syllogism’
(which I take to cover ‘technical syllogism’ as well as ‘ethical syllogism’).

Aristotle, then, introduces his doctrine of the practical syllogism in
Chapter 3 of book VII. At that point he also gives the first example of a
practical syllogism; I will label this example (E1PS):
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premises (I.1): Dry food is good for all men
(I.2): I am a man

(E1PS) (I.3):P food is dry
(I.4): This food isP

conclusion (I.5): This food is good for me

in which ‘P’ is a predicate letter (Aristotle has ‘such-and-such’ instead of
‘P’; cf. 1147a4-6).10 (E1PS) is not much like the - assertoric - syllogisms
we know from thePrior andPosterior Analytics: (E1PS) has more than two
premises, it has more than three terms, not every premise is of subject-
predicate form, and neither is the conclusion. Even if we were to stretch the
meaning of ‘syllogism’ so that this word were to cover not only assertoric
syllogisms, but hypothetical, disjunctive and modal syllogisms as well, then
(E1PS) would still not look like a syllogism. Nor does (E1PS) resemble an
inference in propositional logic (as Kenny seems to think - cf. Kenny 1979,
112). It is only by using predicate logic that we can uncover the logical form
of (E1PS):

(I.1pred): ∀x ∀y ((Dx ∧ My) → G(x,y))
(I.2pred): M(a)

(E1PSpred) (I.3pred): ∀x (Px → Dx)
(I.4pred): P(b)
(I.4*pred): D(b) (I.3pred),(I.4pred)
(I.5pred): G(b,a) (I.1pred),(I.2pred), (I.4*pred)11.

10 I shall number most of the formulae and sentences I shall number consecutively in
each chapter. Thus (I.4) refers to formula or sentence number four in Chapter I, and
(VIII.2) denotes formula or sentence number two in Chapter VIII. Some formulae and
sentences are referred to differently. Thus in Chapter III (D) denotes a formula which is
an explicit definitionà la Carnap, whereas (RP) denotes two formulae which together
make up a so-called reduction pair. Furthermore, I shall use the terms ‘sentence’,
‘proposition’, ‘statement’ and the like interchangeably. At places where I deviate from
this usage, the context will make clear what is meant. Finally, if I refer to a certain
section without mentioning the number of a chapter, the section is in the same chapter.

11 D(x): x is dry, M(x): x is a man,P(x): x is P food,G(x,y): x is good fory.
Statement (I.4*pred) is a missing step, or if we want to put it more safely: an
intermediate conclusion, which elucidates the reasoning.
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In general, an Aristotelian practical syllogism appears to be a valid inference
in predicate logic, the conclusion of whichdescribesan action,prescribes
an action, oris itself an action: Aristotle does not distinguish between the
three, and neither will I (at least not in this chapter). Thus, in our example,
(I.5pred) can be interpreted as ‘b is good fora’ (descriptive), as ‘a should
consumeb’ (prescriptive), or even as a real action (the eating of this food).

The premises of a practical syllogism always encompass two kinds:
universalpremises andparticular premises. In post-Aristotelian philosophy,
the universal is often called themajor premise while the particular is labeled
the minor premise, but Aristotle himself never uses the expressions ‘major’
and ‘minor’ when he talks about practical syllogisms.

The universal premise is a statement on a general practical
principle; it often contains two general terms of which, as Aristotle tells us,
"one is predicable of the agent, the other of the object" (1147a 4-5). Thus,
in our examples, (I.1) or (I.1pred) is the universal premise which contains
two general terms: ‘men’ or ‘M’ and ‘dry’ or ‘D’. The former term is
predicable of me, the latter can be spelled out ofP food. As in the case of
the conclusion, Aristotle is somewhat ambiguous on the question of whether
the universal premise has a descriptive or a prescriptive nature: the
consequensG(x,y)can be read as ‘x is good fory’ (descriptive) but also as
‘y should consumex’ (prescriptive). Like Aristotle, I abstain from making
a choice between the interpretations.

In contrast to the universal premise, the particular premise is a
statement about a specific fact. In (E1PS) the particular premise is embodied
in (I.4). It is not quite clear how we have to assess (I.2) and (I.3). Aristotle
describes them as statements that particularise the general terms of (I.1):
(I.2) particularises ‘men’, and (I.3) particularises ‘dry’. I shall therefore
consider (I.2) and (I.3) to be particular premises, and put up with the quirk
that this is somewhat odd in relation to (I.3) and (I.3pred).

(B) The second distinction that we need, in order to find out what
Aristotle has in mind, touches upon the word ‘to know’ (1146b31-35; cf.On
the Soul417a26ff). According to Aristotle we use this word in two senses.
We can say of a man that he knowsp, meaning that this man possessesp
and usesp. But we can also say of a man that he knowsp*, meaning that
he possessesp* although he is not usingp* now. Aristotle does not give an
example of what he is after, but perhaps the following will do. When you
were reading the preceding sentence, you knew that Aristotle tried to
distinguish two meanings of ‘to know’, in the sense that you possessed this
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knowledge and were making use of it too. On the other hand, while reading
that very sentence, you possessed the knowledge that 259 is the product of
7 times 37 although you were not using it at that time.12

(C) The third distinction is a subdivision; it differentiates between
two senses of ‘possessing but not using’ (1147a10-1147a24). A sleeper, a
drunk or a madman all possess but do not use the knowledge that 7 times
37 equals 259. However, their ‘possessing but not using’ is different from
the ‘possessing but not using’ by a person who is awake, sober and sane. To
account for this difference, Aristotle subsequently distinguishes two
meanings of ‘to possess’ (1147a12). When they are sober, sane and awake
peoplefully possesspieces of knowledge (even if they don’t use them). But
drunk, mad or sleeping people onlypartly possesspieces of knowledge (and,
moreover, they are not using them). The latter people are in a state of
"having knowledge in a sense and yet not having it", as Aristotle puts it at
1147a12-14.

3.2 Two questions and the lastprotasis

Meanwhile we have prepared ourselves to unravel what Aristotle thinks
aboutakrasia. According to Aristotle theakratèsboth knows and does not
know that his act is not the best. He knows it, in the sense that he possesses
the relevant knowledge; yet he does not know it, in the sense that he fails
to use or exercise what he possesses - cf. the second distinction. Besides, the
akratès is like the drunk, the sleeper, or the madman: he possesses his
unused piece of knowledge only in a fragmentary way - cf. the third
distinction. The fact that an akratic agent may utter words like "I know that
my act is not the best" does not prove anything. For, as Aristotle points out,
even drunk and mad people can

12 The distinction here referred to should not be confused with the distinction
betweenknowingandbelieving. Aristotle discusses an argument from which it follows
that the akrates does notknow that his act is not the best but onlybelievesthat it is not.
Aristotle takes this to mean that akratic actions result from beliefs, c.q. convictions that
are less strong and sure than are pieces of knowledge. According to Aristotle this
argument is unsound. As far as strength of conviction is concerned, there is no difference
between knowledge and belief: beliefs can be as strong and convincing as pieces of
knowledge - "as is shown by the case of Heraclitus", Aristotle subtly adds (1146b 31).
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"utter scientific proofs and verses of Empedocles, and
those who have just begun to learn can string together
words, but do not yet know; for it has to become part of
themselves, and that takes time." (1147a19-21).

The utterances of men in an akratic state should not be taken seriously,
Aristotle assures us; "it means no more than its utterance by actors on the
stage" (1147a22-23).

Now all this sounds fairly sensible. Apparently, Aristotle is easy on
common-sense thoughts aboutakrasia. On the other hand, however, one may
doubt whether Aristotle’s distinguished concepts really have empirical
import, that is, whether they actually can explain the occurrence of akratic
actions. More particularly, two questions might be raised. First,what is it
that theakratèsonly partly possesses? Certainly, it is an unused piece of
knowledge. But does this piece have a special property, apart from the
property that the agent possesses it only in a partial way? In other words,
can any piece of unused knowledge be partly grasped, or is there something
peculiar about such a piece, which makes it, so to say, a candidate for being
not fully grasped? Second,why is it that in some cases an unused piece of
knowledge is only partially grasped, while in other cases the agent fully
possesses it? In other words, whatcausesthe fact that an agent does not
fully grasp something?

In answering these questions, our first distinction can help us.
According to (A), actions are those movements that are governed by a
practical syllogism. Now consider the following example of a practical
syllogism, (E2PS):

(E2PS)

premises (I.6): Sweet food is pleasant for all men
(I.7): I am a man
(I.8): Chocolate is sweet food
(I.9): This food is chocolate

conclusion (I.10): This food is pleasant for me.

(E2PS) is a slightly different version of the practical syllogism that Aristotle
describes at theNicomachean EthicsVII, 1147a29-31. Imagine a personP
who does not take this food, although he knows that (E2PS) is valid and that
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its premises are true. Then, clearly,P acts akratically. By the second and the
third distinction we know that there exists a piece of knowledge whichP
does not use, and does not fully possess either. But by the first distinction
we gain an idea about what this piece of knowledge is: it is an element of
(E2PS). Which element? In a very tightly written and much discussed
passage, Aristotle calls the thing anakratèsdoes not fully grasp "the last
protasis" of the practical syllogism (Nicomachean Ethics, VII,1147b9). So
the element we are looking for is the lastprotasisof (E2PS), literally: the
last thing that (E2PS) puts forward.

Unfortunately, scholars strongly disagree about what the last
protasis of (E2PS) is. Some think it is the conclusion of (E2PS) (Charles
1984; cf. Kenny 1966). Others believe it is the last premise, i.e. (I.9)
(Charlton 1988). Still others assume that it is one of the particular premises
(I.7), (I.8), or (I.9) (Robinson 1977). Again, different interpretations have
been proposed. Urmson, for example, seems to suggest that the lastprotasis
is something in between the premises and the conclusion. Urmson first
rephrases (E2PS) roughly as (E2PS.Urm):

(E2PS.Urm)

premises (I.6): Sweet food is pleasant for all men
(I.7): I am a man
(I.8): Chocolate is sweet food
(I.9): This food is chocolate
(I.11): So this food will be pleasant

conclusion (I.12): And I should taste it.

Urmson then claims that the lastprotasisof (E2PS.Urm) is (I.11) (Urmson
1988, 94). But by the very terms in which (E2PS.Urm) is couched, it is
unclear how we should interpret (I.11). Should we look upon (I.11) as a
(particular) premise? That would be strange, since the first word of (I.11) -
‘so’ - seems to mark a conclusion. Then do we have to regard (I.11) as a
part of the conclusion, which, in that case, consists of (I.11) and (I.12)? But
that renders unclear why Urmson translatesprotasisas ‘premise’ (Urmson
1988, 94). Or must we consider (I.11) as a sort of link between the premises
(I.6)-(I.9) on the one hand, and the conclusion (I.12) on the other? This
option appears to be implied by Urmson’s statement that (I.11) leads
"directly to the conclusion that [I] should ... taste it" (Urmson 1988, 94).
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Still another interpretation has been put forward by Anthony Kenny.
According to Kenny the lastprotasismeans ‘the last proposition’, and its
reference, Kenny argues, depends on what the context is:

"what [the last proposition] refers to differs from case to
case: it refers to the point at which the reasoning of the
incontinent man breaks down. In some cases this is a
premise; in other cases it is a conclusion; in each case it
is the proposition whose absence, or whose effectiveness,
is the cause of the incontinence." (Kenny 1979, 164).

Despite the many differences in their opinions on what the lastprotasisof
(E2PS) is, all interpreters unite on what it isnot. It is not the universal
premise, c.q. (I.6). Aristotle appears to exclude the possibility that the
universal premise is not fully known; indeed, he does not even entertain the
prospect.

That at once gives us Aristotle’s answer to the first of our two
questions, viz., the question ofwhat it is that the akratès only partly
possesses. What theakratèsdoes not fully possess, and, moreover, does not
use at all, is a statement concerning a particular fact. Whether that statement
serves as a premise or as a conclusion is something Aristotle does not tell
us. But what he does tell us is that this very statement cannot possibly set
forth a general practical principle. That is to say, if a man possesses a
general principle like ‘Dry food is good for all men’ or ‘Killing is evil’, then
he fully possesses it. Does he also use it? Aristotle’s answer to this question
might have been as follows. To use or apply a general practical principle
means to act upon it. But one can only act upon a general principle if one
knows particular facts. For example, one can only act upon ‘Killing is evil’
if one knows that this-here-and-now is an instance of killing, and knowing
that involves knowledge of a fact. From this it follows that the question
whether a general principle is used or not, hinges on the way in which
statements on particular facts are known. If the latter statements are not fully
known, then the general principle cannot be applied. But if they are, then not
only is the general principle applied, but the conclusion is also necessarily
drawn. In sum, if a man possesses a universal premise then he fully
possesses it, yet full-blown knowledge of particular premises is needed to
put the universal premise into action.

Still this does not solve our problem. In the case of an akratic
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action, the agent does not fully know every particular statement of his
practical syllogism; he is missing at least one of them, viz. the lastprotasis-
whatever exactly this may be. Hence his practical syllogism might be

invalid, and in that casse it is not a practical syllogism at all - cf. distinction
(A). But then, on Aristotle’s definition, there cannot be an action. On the
other hand, however, an action is performed; an akratic action indeed, yet
an action. So, by definition, there is a practical syllogism which governs this
action, and, again by definition, this syllogism is valid. But if there is an
action governed by a valid practical syllogism, it does not make sense to call
that action ‘akratic’. What went wrong?

Again, Aristotle does not tell us. That is, he fails to formulate one
definite answer. Instead, he writes a rather puzzling passage, which, given
its importance, I quote at length:

"... we may also view the cause [ofakrasia] as follows
with reference to the facts of nature. The one opinion is
universal, the other is concerned with the particular facts,
and here we come to something within the sphere of
perception; when a single opinion results from the two, the
soul must in one type of case affirm the conclusion, while
in the case of opinions concerned with production it must
immediately act (e.g. if everything sweet ought to be
tasted, and this is sweet, in the sense of being one of the
particular sweet things, the man who can act and is not
restrained must at the same time act accordingly). When,
then, the universal opinion is present in restraining us from
tasting, and there is also the opinion that everything sweet
is pleasant, and that this is sweet (now this is the opinion
that is active), and when appetite happens to be present in
us, the one opinion bids us to avoid the object, but appetite
leads us towards it ...; so that it turns out that a man
behaves incontinently under the influence (in a sense) of
reason and opinion, and of opinion not contrary to itself,
but only incidentally ... to right reason (Nicomachean
Ethics VII, 1147a24 - 1147b3).

J.L. Ackrill has noticed that scholars have read this passage in two different
ways (Ackrill 1981, 148). In Section 3.3 I examine both readings somewhat
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further. It will be shown that, despite their differences, both interpretations
enable us to reconstruct Aristotle’s answer to our second question, viz. the
question of whatcausesthe fact that a particular statement is not fully
grasped.

3.3 Two readings

The first reading is advocated by, among others, Santas (Santas 1969). On
this reading, Aristotle appears to argue approximately as follows. Consider
a man who fully knows (that is, wholly possesses and uses) the particular
premises (I.7), (I.8), and (I.9) of (E2PS). Further, suppose this man also
possesses the premise that sweet food is pleasant for all men, i.e. (I.6). Since
(I.6) is a universal premise, the man fully possesses (I.6). Now it would not
be very realistic to assume that (I.6) is the only universal premise this man
has; everyone possesses, at any moment, hundreds of universal premises.
Among these premises supposedly is the statement that sweet food is bad for
a man’s health. This statement might somewhat elliptically be phrased as
(I.13):

(I.13): Sweet food is bad for all men.

If we connect the particular premises (I.7), (I.8) and (I.9) to the universal
premise (I.13), we obtain a new practical syllogism, (E3PS):

(E3PS)

premises (I.13): Sweet food is bad for all men
(I.7): I am a man
(I.8): Chocolate is sweet food
(I.9): This food is chocolate

conclusion (I.14): This food is bad for me.

Evidently, our man is in a peculiar position: his particular premises (I.7),
(I.8), and (I.9) set in action two seemingly incompatible universal premises,
(I.6) and (I.13), thus producing two mutually exclusive conclusions. To gain
a clearer view of the situation, I shall simplify (E2PS) and (E3PS). That is
to say, I prune (E2PS) and (E3PS) to syllogisms with two premises; (E2PS)
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becomes (E4PS), and (E3PS) becomes (E5PS):

(E4PS) (E5PS)

(I.15): Sweet food is to be tasted (I.18): Sweet food is not to be tasted
(I.16): This food is sweet (I.16): This food is sweet

(I.17): This food is to be tasted (I.19): This food is not to be tasted.

Statements (I.15) and (I.18) are universal premises; they replace (I.6) and
(I.13). Statement (I.16) is a particular premise; it is a substitution for (I.7),
(I.8), and (I.9). Furthermore, (I.17) and (I.19) take the place of (I.10) and
(I.14). Since an akratic action has been performed there must be a statement
- the lastprotasis- which the agent does not use, and does not fully possess
either. That statement cannot be (I.16), for by assumption our man uses and
wholly possesses his particular premise. Nor can that statement be (I.15) or
(I.18), since (I.15) and (I.18) are universal premises, and those the agent
fully possesses. So the lastprotasishas to be (I.17) or (I.19). For our present
purposes, it is entirely unimportant whether it is in fact (I.17) or (I.19). To
make things easy, let us suppose it is (I.19). Then (I.19) is the statement of
which our man is "having knowledge in a sense and yet not having it". His
knowledge of (I.19) is unstable, "pushed around or dragged about like a
slave". What pushes or drags it? This time Aristotle does tell us: it is
"appetite". Under the sway of appetite, the agent uses (I.16) to apply (I.15),
not (I.18). Thus he draws conclusion (I.17), and fails to draw conclusion
(I.19), although he fully possesses (I.18) and (I.16). The thing the agent does
do, viz. tasting, is a full-blown action, for a practical syllogism rules it. Yet
this action is an akratic action, for another syllogism has been suppressed by
a strong passion which "happens to be present" in the agent.

This interpretation of Aristotle’s text, closely reasoned though it
may be, seems to be incompatible with the following fragment of the
quotation above:

"... when a single opinion results from the two, the soul
must ... immediately act (e.g. if ‘everything sweet ought to
be tasted’, and ‘this is sweet’, in the sense of being one of
the particular sweet things, the man who can act and is not
restrained must at the same time act accordingly)."
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(1147a26-31).

Here "a single opinion" refers to the conclusion of a practical syllogism
whereas "the two" denotes the universal premise and the particular premise.
Since a single opinion can only "result from the two" if the two are fully
known, it follows that the conclusion of the syllogism is realised if and only
if the agent fully knows the universal and the particular premises. On the
first interpretation the agent fully knows (I.18) and (I.16). Therefore, he
must perform the action which results from (I.18) and (I.16), that is, he must
realise (I.19). However, the crux of the first interpretation is that the agent
does not realise (I.19).

The second interpretation of Aristotle’s text, championed by Richard
Robinson a.o., circumvents this difficulty (Robinson 1977). Like the previous
one, this interpretation implies that akratic behaviour involves the presence
of two competing practical syllogisms. However, now the syllogisms
compete in a different way. This difference is most easily explained by
presenting the four syllogisms in predicate logic. The form in predicate logic
of (E4PS) and (E5PS) is of course (E4PS.pred) and (E5PS.pred) respectively:

(E4PS.pred) (E5PS.pred)

(I.15): ∀x (S(x)→ T(x)) (I.18): ∀x (S(x)→ ∼ T(x))
(I.16): S(a) (I.16): S(a)

(I.17): T(a) (I.19): ∼ T(a),

where ‘S(x)’ means ‘x is sweet’ and ‘T(x)’ means ‘x is to be tasted’. On the
second reading, however, the form in predicate logic of the rivals becomes
(E4PS.pred) and (E6PS.pred):

(E4PS.pred) (E6PS.pred)

(I.15): ∀x (S(x)→ T(x)) (I.20): ∀x (L(x) → ∼ T(x))
(I.16): S(a) (I.21): L(a)

(I.17): T(a) (I.19): ∼ T(a),

where ‘L(x)’ means ‘x produces lactid acid’. An example of (E4PS.pred) I
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have already given: (E4PS). An example of (E6PS.pred) is (E6PS):

(E6PS)

premises (I.20): Food which produces lactic acid is not to
be tasted
(I.21): This food produces lactic acid

conclusion (I.19): This food is not to be tasted.

According to the second interpretation, theakratèsthoroughly knows (i.e.
fully possesses, and uses) all the premises of the syllogism that tells him to
taste. Besides, he fully possesses (I.20), the universal premise of the
syllogism that forbids him to taste, and he partly possesses (I.21), the
particular premise of that very syllogism. Consequently, he fails to apply
premise (I.20), and he does not draw conclusion (I.19). From this it follows
that the lastprotasisconsists in a conjunction, to wit (I.19) and (I.21); on
the second reading, it is the knowledge of this conjunction that is "dragged
about like a slave" by passions.

The difference between the two interpretations can be summarised
in the following representation, where the square brackets enclose the last
protasis:

First Reading

(E4PS.pred) (E5PS.pred)

(I.15): ∀x (S(x)→ T(x)) (I.18): ∀x (S(x)→ ∼ T(x))
(I.16): S(a) (I.16): S(a)

(I.17): T(a) [(I.19): ∼ T(a)]
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Second Reading

(E4PS.pred) (E6PS.pred)

(I.15): ∀x (S(x)→ T(x)) (I.20): ∀x (L(x) → ∼ T(x))
(I.16): S(a) [(I.21): L(a)]

(I.17): T(a) [(I.19): ∼ T(a)].

The difference between the first and the second reading no doubt arises from
Aristotle’s failure to make explicit the syllogism that tells the man not to
taste. Since of the latter syllogism neither the universal nor the particular
premise is spelled out in detail, we do not know what exactly it looks like:
Aristotle’s text seems to allow (E5PS.pred) as well as (E6PS.pred). Hence the
last protasisis either (I.19) or (I.19) and (I.21).

However, more important than the differences is the fact that both
interpretations are alike in pointing to apassionas the cause of akratic
actions. For this means that we now can reconstruct Aristotle’s answer to
our second question, viz. the question of whatcausesthe fact that a
particular statement is not fully grasped. According to Aristotle, the cause
is a passion which prevents the agent from realising what he actually knows.
Under the influence of a passion the agent fails to perceive what he knows
to be true, but what he does not want to be true. Indeed, the concept of
wishful thinking appears to have its roots much earlier than the Vienna at
the turn of the century.

3.4 Conclusion and evaluation

At the beginning of Section 3 I referred to the continuing dispute about
Aristotle’s analysis ofakrasia. Does Aristotle believe that akratic actions
exist, as Kenny c.s. will claim? Or is he taking the Socratarian stance that
akratic actions are impossible, as Walsh c.s. will say? In order to find out
what Aristotle might have meant, I discussed three distinctions, obtained
from theNicomachean Ethics(3.1). These distinctions yielded two questions,
which I tried to answer in an Aristotelian vein (3.2 - 3.3). On the basis of
these answers, the following can be garnered concerning Aristotle’s view of
akrasia.
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Aristotle does not, like Socrates, completely deny the existence of
akratic actions; in that sense, James J. Walshet al. are wrong. Nor is
Aristotle proving himself a radical anti-Socratarian; to that extent Anthony
Kenny et al. are mistaken. In fact, Aristotle occupies an intermediate
position. As we have seen, Socrates argued thatakrasia in reality is an
instance of ignorance, since real knowledge "cannot be dragged about like
a slave"; ergo, a man who really knows what to do must act accordingly.
With this argument Aristotle agrees to some extent. First, Aristotle holds that
realisation of the conclusion is implied by the complete knowledge of the
premises. If an agent fully possesses and uses all the premises of a practical
syllogism, then he cannot but perform the action which results from them.
Second, Aristotle takes a Socratarian stance as far as the knowledge of
general principles is concerned. Knowledge of general principles (which, as
we have seen, is embedded in universal premises) does not allow gradations:
either one has it completely, or one does not have it at all. Aristotle labels
this kind of knowledge "knowledge proper"; it is knowledge proper which
"cannot be dragged about like a slave". However, Aristotle distances himself
from Socrates in holding that not all knowledge is knowledge proper.
Knowledge of particular statements (which Aristotle calls ‘perceptual
knowledge’) indeed can be slave-like, pushed around hither and thither by
passions and desires. It is this defective knowledge which is the source of
akrasia.

Is Aristotle’s inquiry into akrasia satisfying? The best, though
clearly not the most exciting answer is: not quite. For Aristotle leaves us
with several unsolved problems. Five of them I mentioned before:

1. Aristotle’s way of distinguishing a doing (praxis) and a making
(poièsis) is vague. I did not go into this point, but it might have some
bearing on Aristotle’s view ofakrasia.

2. Aristotle fails to distinguish between drawing a conclusion on the
one hand, and performing a real act on the other. Hence it remains unclear
whether anakratèsfails to draw a conclusion, or misfires in executing a
conclusion he has in fact drawn.

3. Aristotle is ambiguous on the question whether the universal
premise be descriptive or prescriptive in nature. For example, the
expressions which mean the same as the descriptive statement ‘Sweet food
is pleasant’ also mean the same as the prescriptive ‘Sweet food should be
tasted’.

4. Aristotle does not unambiguously answer the question to what
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‘the last protasis’ refers. Thus we do not know what exactly it is that the
akratèsdoes not use and only partly possesses.

5. Although it is clear thatakrasia has something to do with
rivalling practical syllogisms, it is unclear in what way the syllogisms rival.
Moreover, Aristotle does not explain what a man will do if he has full
knowledge of both syllogisms, nor whether such a state of mind is possible.
Four more problems might be raised:

6. Why is the knowledge of universal premises (knowledge proper)
untouchable? Why can only the knowledge of particular statements
(perceptual knowledge) be dragged about and pushed around? If passion has
the power to pull knowledge under its sway, we should expect this power
to stretch out over either sort of knowledge. Indeed, as Hardie notes, the
facts seem to confirm this expectation:

"The man taking a drink too many may persuade himself
that the extra one will not be harmful to his digestion. But
he may also lapse into thinking that it is not wrong to
incur a hangover once a year. ... Aristotle ought perhaps to
recognize that theakratesmay fail to ‘use’, actively to
contemplate, either the particular premiss or the universal
principle." (Hardie 1968, 279).

7. Akratic actions are explained with reference to the fact that an
agent does not use, and only partly possesses a piece of knowledge. But how
do we know that such a fact has taken place? Aristotle suggests that we can
know this only by the occurrence of akratic actions. Thus he foists upon us
a case of circularity: akratic actions are explained by an appeal to partial
knowledge, and the occurrence of partial knowledge is justified by pointing
to akratic actions. Moreover, given the lack of empirical content in the
concept ‘partial knowledge’, the case of circularity might be considered an
instance ofobscurum per obscuriusas well.

8. How do we know whether someone was guided by a passion, or
whether it was a piece of knowledge that has led him? What exactly is the
difference between a passion and a piece of knowledge? At least, the former
can be described in terms of the latter, and vice versa. My passion for sweet
food, for example, might be described as my belief in the truth of ‘Sweet
food is pleasant’. Conversely, my belief in the truth of the general practical
principle ‘Sweet food is bad’, may considered to be a neatly sublimated fear
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of the dentist. The point may place Aristotle in an unpleasant predicament.
For if passions are described as beliefs, they themselves become parts of a
practical syllogism. Hence what Aristotle wants us to do becomes
impossible: we can no longer depict passions as alien forces which attack
pieces of the syllogism. Moreover, even if we were to succeed in describing
passions as alien powers, thus denying that they form a part of the
syllogism, then they would escape the agent’s control. Consequently, the
agent is no longer responsible for what his passions in fact cause, to wit
defective knowledge. This casts doubt on Aristotle’s otherwise right
suggestion that theakratèsis indeed responsible for his irrational action. At
the end of this book I shall give an account of akratic actions in which
passions and beliefs are treated in the same way; as a result, the problem
just described does not affect my approach.

9. It might be objected that Aristotle has left clear-eyedakrasia
unexplained. As said before, clear-eyedakrasia occurs when a man
intentionally doesA although he is well aware, at the moment of doingA,
that, everything considered, a better course of action is open to him.
However, within Aristotle’s analysis the agent is not aware of an alternative
action, for passion prevents him from such awareness.

In the next chapters I examine to what extent philosophers in the
twentieth century avoid all these problems. But first I take a glance at what
the Stoics have to say on the subject at hand.

4. The Stoics

Of no other ancient philosopher do we have writings onakrasia at our
disposal as comprehensive as those of Aristotle. One might guess that the
Stoics, too, wrote a lot on the subject, since they were primarily concerned
with the question of how one should act. Especially writings by the early
Stoics might have been of interest for us, since the early Stoic preoccupation
with questions on right conduct and moral responsibility seems to have been
not only practical but also theoretical in character. However, we will never
be sure, for most of the early Stoic writings have been lost. For information
on the early Stoics - Zeno of Citium, Cleanthes of Assos, Chrysippus of Soli
- we depend on writings by later authors: the middle Stoic Poseidonius
(although most of his work, too, we only know by hearsay) and the later
Stoics Seneca and Epictetus. Other sources are writings by philosophers who
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opposed the early Stoa: the neo-platonist Plutarch, the sceptic Sextus
Empiricus, and the physician Galen. An other important source is of course
Diogenes Laertius, although he wrote his noble gossip more than four
centuries after Zeno lectured in the Painted Colonade at the Athenian central
square. As far asakrasia is concerned, three fragments are of particular
importance:

* book VII of Diogenes Laertius’Lives and Opinions of Eminent
Philosophers in Ten Books(here referred to as LO),
* book VII of Plutarch’sOn Moral Virtue (MV),
* book IV of Galen’s On the Views of Hippocrates and Plato
(VHP).

In Section 4.1 I take a closer look at these fragments.13 In 4.2 I draw some
conclusions about the early Stoic view ofakrasia.

4.1 Diogenes, Plutarch and Galen

From Diogenes we learn that Zeno and his followers mentionakrasiaas one
of the three "subordinate vices", the remaining two being stupidity and ill-
advisedness (LO VII, 93). The antonym ofakrasia, viz. enkrateia(strong
will), is referred to as one of the "subordinate virtues" (ibid.). Furthermore,
Diogenes reports that according to the early Stoics "the vices are forms of
ignorance of those things whereof the corresponding virtues are the
knowledge" (ibid.). Since Diogenes has already told us thatenkrateia
denotes the knowledge of how to act in accordance with "right reason"
(logos), we can conclude thatakrasiadenotes the lack of such knowledge.
This suggests that the early Stoic view onakrasia closely resembles
Socrates’ ideas on the topic. Like Socrates, the early Stoics seem to explain
away akratic actions by deeming them to be in fact cases of ignorance.

The claim that the early Stoics deny the existence of akratic actions
is confirmed by what Plutarch tells us in MV. However, Plutarch’s approach
to the subject somewhat differs from the way in which Diogenes handles it.
According to Plutarch it is a fact that the human soul consists of several

13 The fragments can also be found in the basic collection of Stoic texts, the
Stoicorum Veterum Fragmenta, edited by Hans von Arnim, 3 volumes, Leipzig 1902-
1905. I refer to this collection as SVF.
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segments among which conflicts may arise: "It is obvious, then, that there
is in the soul an awareness of a distinction and difference of this type in
connection with desires, as though there were something fighting against
them and contradicting them" (MV VII, 446eff).14 Plutarch subsequently
criticises the Stoics for denying the existence of several sections in the soul:
"But some say that passion is not different from reason and that there is not
a disagreement and strife between the two, but that the one reason changes
into both, and we do not notice this because of the suddenness and speed of
the change" (ibid.).15

As has been argued by Long, the latter quotation indicates the Stoic
attitude towards what Plutarch saw as a fact: it shows how the Stoics
explained away the alleged conflict between different powers in the soul. As
the Stoics would have it, a man is not simultaneously subject to the
influence of two different forces in his soul: what may look like an internal
conflict is in fact a sudden change and fluctuation in the man’s soul (Long
1974, 177). Inwood concludes from this that Diogenes is wrong. The early
Stoics do not, as Diogenes suggests, follow Socrates in regarding akratic
actions as cases of ignorance. Rather, they consider akratic actions as results
of very quick changes of mind (Inwood 1985, 138). Citing the terminology
I have introduced earlier (cf. Introduction), we might also say: the early
Stoics reduce strict or clear-eyedakrasianot to ignorance, as Socrates did,
but to broad or apparentakrasia. If a man decides to doA and subsequently
does notA, then, in this view, the man has changed his mind.

There exists a fragment by Galen which likewise suggests that the
first Stoics reduce strict or clear-eyedakrasia to its broad or apparent
variant. In VHP 4.6.41ff Galen describes the way in which Chrysippus, the
‘second founder of Stoicism’ as he is sometimes called, analyses the failure
to control oneself. This passage seems to imply that Chrysippus regards
akratic actions as deviations from previously made decisions, and thus as
instances of broadakrasia.

14 The translation is by Brad Inwood, who quotes this fragment in Inwood 1985, 138.

15 Translation again by Brad Inwood. The fragment is also quoted by Long in his
1974, 177. Long’s translation, however, differs considerably from Inwood’s: "[But some
say that] passion is not other thanlogosnor is there dissension between two things, but a
turning of thelogos to both aspects; this escapes notice because of the suddenness and
swiftness of the change."
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There are some other passages in VHP which teach us something
about Chrysippus’ view ofakrasia. From VHP, 4.4.24ff we learn that
Chrysippus uses the termakratès to denote an excessive impulse, i.e. an
impulse which got out of control. In Stoic literature an impulse (hormè) is
a power which motivates a man to act upon a proposition to which he has
recently assented. Impulses become excessive (akrateis) when two conditions
are fulfilled. First, the proposition in question states either that something is
‘extremely bad’ or that something is ‘extremely good’ (SVF III, 467, 480).
Second, the proposition in question is false (SVF III, 459-461). Chrysippus,
by the mouth of Galen, gives the following illustration of an excessive
impulse. When a man is driven by an excessive impulse, his actions
resemble those of a runner, whereas when his impulse is not excessive, the
man acts like a walker. In walking, a man has every step that he is making
under his control, but in running he is taken over by the very movements of
his legs (VHP, 4.4.24ff). Perhaps Chrysippus’ talk of excessive impulses
might be taken as a clarification of broadakrasia. Galen himself, on the
other hand, is interested in strict akratic actions. According to Inwood, Galen
believes that an account of such actions can only be given on the assumption
that the human soul is prey to internal conflicts. Subsequently, Inwood
argues, Galen does two things which clearly are at odds with one another:
on one occasion he unjustly lays his own assumption at Chrysippus’ door,
on another he criticises Chrysippus for not being able to give an account of
familiar psychological phenomena like akratic actions (Inwood 1985, 33-34,
131-132, 140, 163, 172; for further remarks on the unreliability of Galen’s
writings on Chrysippus, see Gould 1970, 192ff). However this may be,
Chrysippus seems to have realised how difficult it is to explain certain
actions without making an appeal to internal conflicts; yet he persevered in
his attempt to do so (Inwood 1985, 132. Cf. VHP, 4.7.12-44).

4.2 Stoic psychology

Which conclusions can we draw from what Diogenes, Plutarch and Galen
told us about the Stoic view concerningakrasia? At least one conclusion
seems to be beyond doubt: the early Stoics deny the existence of akratic
actions. This conclusion is borne out by contemporary interpretations of
early Stoic writings. Rist, for instance, is convinced that clear-eyedakrasia
has no place in Stoic philosophy. He writes:
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"... if [a man] has assented to the fact that he ought to pull
the wretch out of the water, he has assented not merely to
the fact that someone ought to pull him out, but thathe
ought to pull him out. But, we might suggest, it is possible
to say ‘I ought to pull Jones out’ without attempting to do
so. For the Stoic, however, the moral question poses itself
not in the form ‘Ought I to pull him out?’, but ‘Shall I pull
him out or not?’ If in such circumstances he does not
make the attempt, it is obvious that he does not want to
pull Jones out,or that he has decided against pulling Jones
out, or again that he does not intend to pull Jones out. The
decision is: I will not pull Jones out." (Rist 1969, 220-
221).

A clearer declaration of the impossibility of akratic actions is hardly
conceivable.

As to the specific arguments the Stoics have had for their denial of
akratic actions, we grope in the dark. But it seems quite natural to assume
that those arguments stem from Stoic psychology. Much has been written on
the subject, but scholars still strongly disagree on the question of how early
Stoic psychology should be assessed. Some regard it as a radically pluralistic
psychology according to which the human soul consists of different parts
(Philippson 1937). Others consider it as a strictly monistic one according to
which the soul does not have any lasting distinctions in it (Pohlenz 1948).
According to the pluralistic view, each part has at least one power, and
between the powers conflicts may arise. In the monistic view, however,
conflicts between powers are impossible since all the soul’s activities are
just passing states of an indivisible substance; they should not be seen as
activations of different powers belonging to separate parts. Since both
opinions have repercussions for the reconstruction of the Stoic view of
akrasia, let us examine the arguments that have been raised in favour of
each of them.

4.2.1 Pluralism

The opinion that Stoic psychology is radically pluralistic finds support in the
orthodox Stoic doctrine on the structure of the human soul (psychè). This
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doctrine has been explained by many authors, and can be summarised as
follows. The human soul consists of eight parts or faculties (merè). These
parts are the five senses, the faculty of speech, the generative faculty (i.e.
the part which regulates reproduction), and the intellectual faculty. The latter
part, Diogenes Laertius tells us, "is the mind itself" (LO VII, 110, 157). This
part (which Diogenes callsdianoia but which most authors refer to as
hègemonikon) is at the same time the most important faculty. As opposed to
the other seven parts, each of which is said to have only one power, the
mind possesses four powers: presentation or perception (phantasia), impulse
(hormè), assent (synkatathesis) and reason (logos). Every one of those
powers has both an active form (anenergeia) and a latent form (adynamis).
When all of the mind’s powers are active, an action might come about. This
roughly proceeds in the following way. First something becomes apparent
to us either from the outer world or from dreams or hallucinations. As a
result we form a representational image or a perception which, so to say,
invites us to act upon it. However, we can only act upon a perception if we
give prior assent to it. Giving assent to a perception in turn requires that the
latter is couched as a meaningful entity (lekton). In particular the perceptions
should be couched as thoselekta that are called propositions (axiomata), for
assent exclusively applies tolektawhich are either true or false, and nothing
but propositions possess that quality. (Other types oflekta are questions,
imperatives, wishes, predicates, and syllogisms - LO VII, 7.63.) It belongs
to the power of reason to couch perceptions as propositions. In addition,
reason tells us whether or not a particular proposition should be assented to
(LO VII, 48-50; cf. Epictetus,Discourses, 2.18-24-26.). Now imagine that
we listen to reason and consequently assent to a certain proposition. Can that
considered to be an act? The answer is in the negative since giving assent
is a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for an action. What we also
need is something that sets us in motion, i.e. an impulse. This impulse is
described by the early Stoics as the power which commands a man to act or
as "a movement of the soul towards or away from something" (cf. Long
1974, 196).

The above story on the way in which actions emerge from a
multifarious field of mental forces is generally acknowledged to be at the
core of early Stoic action psychology. It has been keenly taken up by the
middle Stoic Poseidonius. Under his guidance the story develops into a full-
blown pluralistic action psychology according to which the parts of the soul
are sharply separated and severe struggles can take place among their fellow
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powers (Rist 1969, Chapter XI). Yet the view that the Stoics adhere to a
strictly monistic psychology of action is widespread: see below.

4.2.2. Monism

According to the monistic view, the Stoics do not acknowledge the existence
of separate parts nor of different powers, let alone of conflicts between
them. The human soul is undivided and in possession of only one force, viz.
reason. As may be expected, the monistic view is supported by what we
know from opponents of the old Stoa. We have seen that one of their most
important critics, to wit Plutarch, explicitly attacks the Stoics for denying the
existence of more than one power in the soul (cf. Section 4.1). Similar
attacks on the Stoics are launched by Galen throughout books IV and V of
his VHP (cf. Inwood 1985, 292, endnote 18). The monistic view might have
been fostered further by the famous Stoic doctrine on the all pervading
breath (pneuma), which declares that parts are nothing but qualities of one
underlying substance, thepneuma, and that powers are nothing but tensional
states (tonoi) of those qualities.

What can the pluralistic and the monistic view teach us about the
reasons behind the early Stoic denial of akratic actions? The pluralistic view
seems to be of little help here. For this view implies that in the soul parts
and powers as well as conflicts exist. Thus, assuming that akratic actions
emerge from conflicts in the soul, the conditions on which akratic actions
arise are fulfilled. However, that is something the early Stoics must
contradict on pain of being inconsistent. If one denies the existence of
akratic actions, one must likewise deny the conditions from which they arise.
This means that the pluralistic view is at odds with one of the few things we
can be sure of, viz. that there is no place for akratic actions in early Stoic
theory.

At first sight, the monistic view seems to be in better shape. For
according to this view there are neither parts nor powers nor conflicts in the
soul. On the assumption that an internal conflict is necessary forakrasia to
occur, the monistic view perfectly matches the Stoic denial of akratic
actions. However, on further consideration difficulties arise. For the monistic
view does not suit the Stoic story on the way in which actions emerge. This
story, which has come down to us from many sources and which I have
recounted above, cheerfully talks about parts and powers as if they were real
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entities.

4.2.3 Moderate monism

Some commentators have tried to run with the hare and hunt with the
hounds by developing a view of early Stoic psychology which might be
called ‘moderate monism’ or ‘non-radical pluralism’. As opposed to strict
monism, this view implies that the old Stoics do indeed acknowledge the
existence of lasting distinctions in the soul. In the soul different parts and
powers persist even if they are not exercised at any given time. But as
opposed to radical pluralism, non-radical pluralism claims that there can be
no conflictbetween parts or powers. Never does one part or power oppose
another; what appears to be a synchronous conflict is in fact an
extraordinarily quick succession of events. Moderate monism is defended in
Rist 1969, Long 1974, Sandbach 1975, but most explicitly in Inwood 1985.

Evidently, moderate monism is free from the disadvantages which
cling to the other positions: it fits the Stoic ideas on the way in which
actions come about, and it matches the Stoic denial of akratic actions.
However, it should be noted that there is an assumption onakrasiahidden
away in moderate monism. Moderate monism asumes thatakrasiaexists if
and only if the human soul is afflicted by conflicts between its parts or
powers; it is only by denying the very idea of a mental conflict that
moderate monism can also deny the existence of akratic actions. As we saw
in Section 2 and Section 3, there are indications of this assumption in Plato’s
and Aristotle’s theories onakrasia. In Chapter V I will come back to the
necessity of this assumption for the understanding of akratic actions.

4.2.4 A note on free will

As far as questions on right conduct and moral responsibility are concerned,
the Stoic period is a turning point in the history of philosophy. For questions
of moral responsibility and right conduct are central to early and late Stoic
thinking. This is not to say that those questions are not of immense
importance to Plato and Aristotle as well, but it is only after Aristotle’s
death that they gradually change and become central to Greek philosophical
interest, first as theoretical issues (in the early, Greek Stoa) and then as
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mainly practical problems (the later, Roman Stoa).
The main cause for this change might have been the increasing

belief in determinism. The Stoics as well as the Epicureans believe in forms
of determinism that are foreign to Plato and Aristotle. While the Epicureans
modeled their determinism on Democritus’ atomism, the Stoics stick to a
form of determinism that centres on the almighty power of fate, which is
nothing less than Providence. When taken together with a belief in
determinism, a belief in moral responsibility leads to the notorious difficulty
of how to reconcile the latter with the former. How can we bring into
agreement the fact that a man is responsible for his actions with the fact that
those actions are produced by a power which works largely beyond his
control? The Stoics made every effort to cope with this difficulty, which in
this form is absent in writings of Plato and Aristotle.

By their attempts to reconcile moral responsibility with
determinism, the early Stoics led the foundations for the famous problem of
free will. For the belief that people are responsible for their actions implies
that they do have free will, whereas the belief that their actions are part of
a causal chain which constitutes fate presupposes that they are deprived of
God’s greatest gift. Certainly, scholars still disagree on the question of
whether or not the concept of an autonomous free will fits into the Stoic
system (Pohlenz 1940; Huby 1967; Long 1971). Be that as it may, the Stoics
have at least sown the seeds of the very concept, as well as of the problems
connected to it.

The problem of free will develops step-by-step from post-
Aristotelian philosophy, taking its origin in Stoicism, and gaining further
shape in the hands and heads of neo-platonic and early Christian thinkers
(Anselm of Canterbury, Peter Abelard, John Duns Scotus). As times go by
it becomes one of the key problems in Western philosophy. It occupies a
major position in mediaeval philosophy, and it has racked the brains of
many important philosophers in the seventeenth and eigthteenth century. As
a result, it has pushed interest in the possibility of akratic actions into the
background. This is not to say, however, that studies onakrasiaare wholly
absent in post-Stoic times. As has been argued by Risto Saarinen, "one does
find sophisticated discussions onakrasia or ‘incontinence’ ... both in
medieval scholastic and in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century neo-
scholasticism" (Saarinen 1993, 133-134). Of course this should not surprise
us, given that many mediaeval authors "wrote lengthy commentaries on the
Nicomachean Ethics" (ibid., 134). It would therefore be an exaggeration to
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say that the rise of interest in free will meant the demise of interest in
akrasia, although it is beyond doubt that the former diluted the latter.

Whatever its connection toakrasiamay be, the problem of free will
is not the problem with which I deal. The unification of determinism and
moral responsibility will not concern me. My problem pertains to the
possibility of akratic actions, and this problem is quite different from
questions of free will, determinism or moral responsibility: akratic actions
can be determined or indeterminate, moral or immoral, noble or wicked,
diabolic or divine. The problem ofakrasia thus is an action theoretical
question, which differs from the ethical and metaphysical puzzles that make
up the problem of free will. For some decennia, theakrasia problem has
drawn renewed attention, and again became a matter of pressing concern to
philosophers. In Part Two I will explain how exactly this came about. I
argue that the problem entered contemporary philosophy via the philosophy
of science, in particular via the debate on action explanation. However, I
conclude that the problem cannot be solved within the confines of the debate
as its stands. We need new approaches, and in Part Three I describe some
of them.
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REVIVAL IN CONTEMPORARY PHILOSOPHY



CHAPTER II

HEMPEL’S ARGUMENT ON ACTION EXPLANATION

0. Introduction

Sometimes people fail to find a solution for a particular problem, and by
their very failure solve a completely different problem. The phenomenon is
called serendipity and the history of science contains many examples of it.
Alfred Nobel failed in his attempt to stabilize nitroglycerine, and thus
discovered dynamite; Clyde W. Tombaugh found Pluto near an already
predicted position, but the discovery was a fluke because Pluto’s low mass
could not have caused the apparent perturbations; Arno Penzias and Robert
Wilson tried to study local galactic signals, but instead discovered the ‘relic
radiation’ of the Big Bang; Friedrich Wöhler failed to produce ammonium
cyanate, but instead synthesised urea and founded organic chemistry; and in
failing to find an alternative route to the Orient, Columbus discovered a New
World.

The way in which philosophers of the twentieth century have
stumbled upon the ancient problem ofakrasia looks like the exact reverse
of a case of serendipity. For here it is not the failure to solve a particular
problem that induces the solution to another problem. On the contrary, it is
the invention of a dignified solution for a problem that brings another,
unsolved and almost forgotten problem back to life. The unresolved and
nearly forgotten problem is the problem on the possibility of akratic actions.
The dignified solution that caused its revival is Hempel’s answer to the
question: ‘What are the function and the characteristics of a scientific
explanation?’

Hempel introduced his theory of scientific explanation in the early
forties, but similar views had already been put forward by Popper (Popper
1934); of course, the ideas themselves had been anticipated in the first half
of the nineteenth century by Comte’sCours de philosophie positiveand
Mill’s A System of Logic. Bearing in mind that it grew out of discussions
with Paul Oppenheim, I shall mostly refer to Hempel’s theory as the
H(empel)-O(ppenheim) model; now and then I will also use the names
‘H(ypothetico)-D(eductive) theory’ or ‘covering law model’.
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As is well known, the H-O model distinguishes three categories of
explanation: deductive-nomological, inductive-statistical, and deductive-
statistical explanations. Under the headings of these categories a whole range
of explanations fan out: causal, dispositional, functional, teleological,
genetic, co-existensive, elliptical, complete, incomplete, and partial
explanations are all part of the H-O model. Depending on the particular
science as well as on the phenomenon under consideration, the one
explanation will of course be more appropriate than the other. However, the
essence and also the splendour of the H-O model is that it brings all those
different scientific explanations together under a common denominator,
consisting of four conditions of adequacy (to be mentioned below). These
conditions are common to explanations of miscellaneous phenomena (events,
laws, characteristics, trends, animal behaviour, human actions) in
miscellaneous sciences (history, biology, physics, sociology, chemistry,
psychology). The H-O model thus implies that there is no essential
difference between a physical or a chemical explanation of an event, and a
psychological or a historical explanation of a human action. From a logical
or methodological point of view, the explanation of actions and that of
events are supposed to be completely on a par.

Immediately after its publication, the H-O model provoked a
passionate and, as it turned out, unabated discussion. Numerous signs of
approval and admiration greeted the model, but much disapproval and
disagreement has been expressed as well. Several parts of the model were
subject to fire, but the part that undoubtedly got the severest attacks involves
the claim just mentioned, viz. that there is no logical difference between the
explanation of events and that of actions. Many different philosophers have
raised many different arguments against that claim. They maintained that the
two types of explanation do differ, since the explanation of events may suit
the covering law model, but the explanation of actions certainly does not.

In the chapters that make up Part Two I give a general overview of
the controversy. My thesis is that the debate, as it progresses, gradually
transforms. From being purely a debate on the scope and adequacy of
Hempel’s model, it little by little becomes a debate on the possibility of
akrasia. The question of whether the H-O model covers the explanation of
actions gradually loses its urgency, whereas the question of whether akratic
actions can occur becomes more and more pressing. Part Two contains three
chapters, each of which deals with a specific position in the debate. The
present chapter is mainly devoted to a description of Hempel’s position.
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Chapters III and IV are on two important criticisms of Hempel’s view:
Chapter III deals with those philosophers who took their inspiration from the
later Wittgenstein, Chapter IV is about Donald Davidson’s critique.

The end of Chapter IV also marks the end of Part Two. By then I
shall have explained how the modern debate on action explanation came
across the ancient problem ofakrasia, and how, as a consequence, the
debate changed in character, having no longer the correctness of the H-O
model, but the possibility of akratic actions as its main issue. Also, I hope
to have shown that theakrasiaproblem can never be solved in terms of the
debate as it stands. For each of the three debating parties finally runs into
the very difficulty. Hence an actual solution of theakrasiaproblem seems
to require one of two procedures: either we abandon the present debate and
chose a completely new approach, or we retain it and try to repair it from
the inside. My own strategy, to be explained in Part Three, is in some sense
a compromise between those options. On the one hand I shall step out of the
debate and formulate a new approach. On the other, I keep in intimate touch
with one position in the debate, namely that of Hempel. In Part Three I shall
reshape Hempel’s view such that it will be open to degrees, thus making it
less classificatory (allowing only yes or no) and more comparative
(permitting also gradations). Naturally, it remains to be seen in what sense
my strategy can help us in solving "this notorious mess of a problem", as
Hintikka called theakrasiaquestion (Hintikka 1978).

I start the present chapter by paraphrasing what initially was the key
question in the modern debate on action explanation (Section 1). Section 2
and Section 3 together contain a description of Hempel’s position. In Section
4 I shortly dwell upon a minor criticism of the Hempelian view. This
criticism reflects the arguments that have been raised by theVerstehen
supporters in the well-knownErklären-Verstehencontroversy. These
arguments used to have, and in a modified form still have, some fame.
Nonetheless I call this criticism minor because it is not particularly
important for my approach toakrasia. The major criticisms of Hempel I
discuss in Chapters III and IV.

1. The key question

As is well known, Hempel considers all scientific explanations to be answers
to a certain type of why-question, viz.explanation-seeking why-questions.
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Questions of this type can be expressed in the form ‘Why is it the case that
p?’, where ‘p’ denotes an empirical statement specifying the subject matter
of the explanation. ‘Why did the television apparatus on Ranger IV fail?’,
‘Why did Hitler go to war against Russia?’ are among Hempel’s examples
of explanation-seeking why-questions (Hempel 1965, 334). Explanation-
seeking why-questions should not be confused with another type of why-
question, viz.reason-seekingor epistemicwhy-questions. The latter can be
expressed in the form ‘Why should it be believed thatp?’, i.e. ‘What reasons
are there for believing thatp?’ (Hempel 1965). Examples of reason-seeking
why-questions are: ‘Why would tomorrow’s wind-force be 8?’ (i.e. ‘What
reasons are there for believing that tomorrow’s wind-force will be 8?’) and
‘Why would it be that Willard Van Orman Quine derives inspiration from
Burrhus Frederic Skinner?’ (i.e. ‘What reasons are there for believing that
Quine is inspired by Skinner?’).

Reason-seeking why-questions solicit grounds that will make
empirical statementscredible, whereas explanation-seeking why-questions
solicit information that will explain empirical phenomena and thus render
themintelligible (Hempel 1965, 487-488). The main difference between the
two types is that an explanation-seeking why-question normally presupposes
the truth of the statement denoted by ‘p’, whereas an epistemic why-question
does not assume the truth of the corresponding statement, since it requests
reasons for believing it to be true. Accordingly, any adequate answer to an
explanation-seeking question ‘Why is it the case thatp?’ must also provide
a potential answer to the corresponding epistemic question ‘What reasons are
there for believing thatp?’ (Hempel 1965, 335). Remarkably enough, the
converse does not hold. We may have good reasons for believing that
tomorrow the wind-force is going to be 8, for instance because the weather
forecaster has told us that it will be, but if tomorrow the wind-force is in
fact 8, this cannot be explained by pointing to the weather forecast. In other
words, the latter is areasonfor believing that the wind-force is 8, it is not
a causefor the wind-force being 8 (Hempel 1965, 368).

In Hempel’s opinion, answers to explanation-seeking why-questions
can all be reduced to a common denominator. This common denominator is
the heart of the H-O model; it involves the four conditions of adequacy
(CA1)-(CA4):

(CA1) the statement describing the phenomenon to be
explained (this statement is called ‘the
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explanandum’) must be logically deducible from
the information contained in the class of those
statements which are adduced to account for the
phenomenon (this class is called ‘the explanans’);

(CA2) the explanans must contain at least one statement
which expresses a general law, and which is
required for the derivation of the explanandum;

(CA3) the explanans must have empirical content; i.e. it
must be capable, at least in principle, of test by
experiment or observation;

(CA4) the statements constituting the explanans must be
true.16

Hempel does not consider it a necessary condition for a sound explanation
that the explanans contains at least one statement which is not a law.
Nonetheless such a statement often appears in the explanans. Taking that
into account, the conditions (CA1)-(CA4) yield the following pattern of a
scientific explanation, (SE) (Hempel 1965, 249):

(SE)

L1,L2,...,Lm general laws
C1,C2,...,Cn statements of antecedent conditions

[logical deduction]
E description of the empirical phenomenon

to be explained.

Together, the premises form the explanans whereas the conclusion
constitutes the explanandum. Hempel explicitly uses the term ‘explanandum’
in two ways: "the word ‘explanandum’ alone will be used to refer either to

16 Hempel 1965, 247-248. For my present purposes it suffices to formulate (CA1)-
(CA4) in the loose and intuitive manner that Hempel chooses (Hempel 1965, 247ff); I
have paraphrased that formulation here. We do not need the more precise restatements,
see Hempel 1965, 264-278, which after all proved to be false since (i) they countenance
the explanation of virtually any particular fact by virtually any theory and (ii) they
permit the explanation of any particular fact by itself. (Cf. Hempel’s Postscript in
Hempel 1965, p. 293ff.)
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the explanandum-phenomenon or to the explanandum-sentence: the context
will show which is meant" (Hempel 1965, 336). I adopt this double usage
and let the context say whether ‘explanandum’ has the former (ontological)
or the latter (linguistic) sense.

The textbook example of an explanation meeting the pattern (SE)
is the causal explanation of an event. Using predicate logic, the causal
explanation of an event can be represented as (CE):

(CE)

(II.1): ∀(x) {P(x) → Q(x)} general causal law
(II.2): P(a) statement of

antecedent condition
(II.3): P(a) → Q(a) universal instantiation,

(II.1)

(II.4): Q(a) description of the event
to be explained

where ‘x’ ranges over events, ‘P(a)’ describes the cause, and ‘Q(a)’
describes the effect to be explained. Hence, (CE) is (SE) using a causal law.

The key question in the debate on action explanation is: do
explanations of human actions meet the four conditions (CA1)-(CA4)? In
other words, is the basic pattern of action explanation similar to (CE)?
According to Hempel it is. Section 2 and Section 3 offer a précis of
Hempel’s argument. They summarise Hempel’s general attitude towards the
relation between action explanations and causal explanations. It is shown
that the concept of a disposition is, so to speak, the medium by which
Hempel reduces the former to the latter.

2. Action explanations as dispositional explanations

Most people would be willing to assert that all actions are events, but not
that all events are actions. This suggests that there exist certain conditions
which an event must meet in order to become an action. Thus we might ask
what must be added to my ocular tic so that it becomes a meaningful wink -
with a nod to Wittgenstein’s famous example (Philosophical Investigations
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I, Section 621; cf. The Brown Book, Chapter II, Section 11-14). But of
course the suggestion is misleading: nothing is added to my tic so that it
becomes a wink, for an action is not an event plus something else. What
distinguishes actions from events are the conceptual frameworks in which
they feature. As Wittgenstein might have said: actions and events are
flaunted in different language games (Philosophical Investigations I, Sections
630-633). I would prefer to say: actions and events areexplaineddifferently.

The standard way of explaining an event is by pointing out its
causes, while the standard way of explaining an action is by reference to its
reasons. Thus, when we ask ‘Why did the power fail?’ we ask whatcaused
the failure of the power, but when we ask ‘Why did John turn off the main
switch?’ we ask what John’sreasonwas for performing his action.

Hempel obviously is in the same mind about this point: in the H-O
model events are explained by causes whereas actions are explained by
reasons. Now it is clear enough what Hempel means by the term ‘causes’,
namely events that are described as antecedent or initial conditions in an
explanation of the form (CE):

"A ‘cause’ must be allowed to be a more or less complex
set of circumstances and events, which might be described
by a set of statements C1, C2,..., Ck. ... Thus the causal
explanation implicitly claims that there are general laws -
let us say, L1, L2,....,Lr - in virtue of which the occurrence
of the causal antecedents mentioned in C1, C2,..., Ck is a
sufficient condition for the occurrence of the explanandum
event." (Hempel 1965, 348-349).17

17 Hempel’s notion that causes are events is widely accepted by philosophers of
science. Only a few dissidents have actually contradicted it, among whom is John
Pollock:

" ... in analyzing the concept of a cause philosophers have repeatedly found
themselves talking about conjunctions and disjunctions of events. But the
relations of conjunction and disjunction are relations between sentences or
propositions. If these relations are to be used in some derivative sense in
connection with events, this derivative sense must be explained, and such
explanation will very likely presuppose facts about the individuation of events
...
However, I think there is a fundamental confusion here. Why do we believe
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However, Hempel’s use of the term ‘reasons’ is less clear, because Hempel
uses the term in two senses. The first we have already encountered; this
sense is present when Hempel contrasts explanation-seeking why-questions
with reason-seeking why-questions. Here ‘reason’ meansreason for
believing that something is the case. The other sense turns up when Hempel
contrasts causes of events with reasons for actions. Here ‘reason’ means
reason for performing an action. The former sense I shall refer to by
reasonbel; the latter I describe as reasonact. Although Hempel does not
explicitly distinguish the two senses, it is obvious from his writings that they
should be so separated.

When Hempel is talking about reasons by which actions are
explained, he has of course in mind reasonsact, not reasonsbel. What Hempel
has to show, then, is that explanations of actions by reasonsact have a
structure which is similar to the standard example of (SE), namely (CE). In
other words, Hempel has to prove that: "[t]he explanation of an action ..., if
adequately formulated, conforms to the conditions for causal explanation"
(Hempel 1965, 255).

At this juncture, Hempel can follow either of two lines. First, he
can try to show that reasonsact are in fact causes, and then claim that
explanations by reasonsact indeed have the same structure as (CE). Second,
he can claim that explanations by reasonsact have a (CE)-like structure,
although reasonsact are not causes. In fact, Hempel chooses the second line.
Taking Gilbert Ryle’s lead, Hempel regards reasonsact as dispositions, and
explanations by reasonsact asdispositional explanations. The familiar method
of explaining human actions, Hempel declares, is basically of the
dispositional kind. To ascribe to an actor reasonsact is "to assign to him
certain more or less complex dispositional characteristics: this has been

that causation is a relation between events? Most philosophers take this as just
obvious, but I do not think that it is at all obvious." (Pollock 1976, 146).

Another non-conformist is Sydney Shoemaker. Like Pollock Shoemaker realises that "it
is events, rather than objects or properties, that are usually taken by philosophers to be
the terms of the causal relationship" (Shoemaker 1974, 206). He is however of the
opinion that "when one event causes another, this will be in part because of the
properties possessed by their constituent objects" (ibid.). Thus Shoemaker concludes:
"any account of causality as a relation between events should involve, in a central way,
reference to the properties of the constituent objects of the events" (Shoemaker 1974,
207).
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argued in detail by Ryle, whose ideas have had great influence on the
discussion of the subject" (Hempel 1965, 457). On the basis of Ryle’s
example, Hempel formulates the dispositional explanation as (DE):

(DE)

(II.5): The pane was sharply struck by a stone at timet1

(II.6): The pane was brittle at timet1

(II.7): Any brittle object, if sharply struck at any time,
breaks at that time

(II.8): The pane broke att1

(Hempel 1965, 459). (DE) can be generalised as (DE*):

(DE*)

(II.9): i was inS at t1
(II.10): i hasD at t1

(II.11): Any y with D will, when in Sat anyt, behave in mannerR
at t

(II.12): i behaves in mannerR at t1,

where ‘S’ is a situation, ‘D’ is a disposition, ‘R’ is a way of reacting, ‘x’ and
‘ i’ are objects or individuals, andt, t1 indicate the time (Hempel 1965, 462).

Evidently, dispositions differ from causes: the latter are events while
the former are inclinations to behave in certain observable ways under
certain observable circumstances. Hempel clearly recognises this difference
when he states that

"... possession of [a] dispositional property ... would not
ordinarily count as a cause ..." (Hempel 1965, 487).

On the other hand, however, he refuses to designate dispositional
explanations as being downright noncausal:

Dispositional explanations ... cannot be said to be
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noncausal" (Hempel 1965, 486).

But if dispositions do not count as causes, in what then does the causal
character of a dispositional explanation lie? To that question Hempel
answers:

"... a dispositional explanation invokes, in addition to the
appropriate dispositional property [D], also the presence of
circumstances ... in which the property [D] will manifest
itself by the symptom ... to be explained.Here [the
circumstances] may be said ... to have caused the
explanandum event" (Hempel 1965, 486; my emphasis).

In other words, the causal character of a dispositional explanation lies in the
conditions under which the disposition manifests itself, c.q. the conditions
described in (II.5) and in (II.9). (II.5) and (II.9) describe the causes of the
explanandum events in (DE) and (DE*), in much the same way as (II.2)
describes the cause of the explanandum event in (CE). Thus Hempel’s
argument for the claim that action explanations are causal explanations
consist of two simple parts: (i) the statement that action explanations are
dispositional explanations, and (ii) the claim that dispositional explanations
have the same structure as causal explanations.

There is more to the story, however. In Hempel’s view, action
explanations are not just ordinary dispositional explanations, but they
constitute a special kind; they are alsorational explanations. Although most
philosophers know the story about rational explanations, I nonetheless restate
its Leitmotivebelow (in Section 3). On the basis of this story, it can then be
explained how not only Hempel’s ideas, but those of his antagonists too ran
into the time-honouredakrasiaproblem.

3. Action explanations as rational explanations

The idea that action explanations are dispositional explanations was already
present in Hempel’s earliest work on scientific explanation. But it was not
until 1957 that he started to work out this idea in more detail. In that year
William Dray publishedLaws and Explanation in History, a much-discussed
criticism of the H-O model which gave voice to all those historians and
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social scientists who felt uncomfortable with Hempel’s rational
reconstruction of their daily activities.

As is widely known, Dray argued that the H-O model can never
cover the ordinary explanation of human actions. The latter explanation, so
the criticism runs, is a "rational explanation" which "displays the rationale
of what was done" (Dray 1957, 124). This means that such an explanation
refers, not to an empirical law, but to a "principle of action", i.e. "a
judgement of the form: ‘When in a situation of typeC1, ..., Cn the thing to
do is A-1’" (Dray 1957, 132; Dray’s text has ‘x’ instead of ‘A-1’). Since
Hempel deems the presence of an empirical law to be asine qua nonof
every sound explanation, a rational explanation is said to defy the Hempelian
covering law model.

In response to this objection Hempel has introduced his schema
(AEh) of action explanation:

(AEh)

(II.13): In a situation of typeC,
any rational agent will doA-1 general law
(II.14): P was a rational agent initial condition
(II.15): P was in a situation of typeC initial condition

(II.16): Therefore,P did A-1, explanandum

(Hempel 1965, 470ff; Hempel’s text has ‘A’ instead of ‘P’ and ‘x’ instead
of ‘A-1’). Here ‘A-1’ describes an action, element of the setA of k possible
actions,A-1, A-2, ..., A-k; ‘C’ abbreviates Dray’s ‘C1, C2, ..., Cn’ (Hempel
1965, 470; cf. Dray 1957, 132); according to Hempel ‘C’ describes three
items:

(a) the end the agent sought to attain;
(b) the agent’s beliefs concerning the empirical
circumstances in which he had to act and concerning the
means available to him for the attainment of his objective;
(c) moral, religious, or other norms to which the agent was
committed.

Item (b) contains what Hempel calls theinformation basis, i.e. the set of
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sentences that the agent believes to be true. Items (a) and (c) jointly
constitute what Hempel calls thetotal objective, i.e. the "setE of sentences
describing the intended end state, in conjunction with a setN of constraining
norms", whereN contains "certain general constraining principles, ... moral
or legal norms, contractual commitments, social conventions, the rules of the
game being played, or the like" (Hempel 1965, 464ff). Thus ‘C’ in Hempel’s
schema denotes the union of the agent’s total objective and his total
information basis.

(AEh) is a dispositional explanation, for having a certain objective
and possessing a certain amount of information both are dispositions. But
(AEh) is also arational explanation. Before I expand that point in Section
3.2, four comments have to be made.

3.1 Four comments

Hempel’s schema for action explanation (AEh) calls for four comments, most
of which are merely terminological. The first is about the make-up of the
total objective. It is unclear why and how Hempel divides it into two parts:
E or (a) on the one hand andN or (c) on the other. As far as I know we do
not have an adequate theory of differences between norms and intended end
states. Moreover, even if we were to have such a theory, it would be
doubtful whether the presumed differences would be of any significance to
the explanationof actions: relative to a theory on action explanation, end
states and norms are completely on a par (as would be, for instance, what
Kant called Pflicht and Neigung). But the main reason for calling a
distinction betweenE and N unclear is that it is illogical in the light of
Hempel’s own thoughts. According to Hempel,E as well asN contain
dispositions and he nowhere even tries to discriminate between the
disposition to pursue an end and the disposition to obey a norm. He regards
both dispositions as cases of the general umbrella disposition that other
authors have termed a ‘pro-attitude’ or ‘want’ or ‘desire’. The point is neatly
described by Tuomela:

"We still lack a general satisfactory account on the
similarities and dissimilarities between the conceptual
behavior of different psychological pro-attitudes (such as
... volitions, wants, desires, etc.). In any case I am willing
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to submit that they all intrinsically contain a disposition to
behave towards a goal, and this in fact suffices for our
present discussion" (Tuomela 1976, 204, footnote 7).

Like Tuomela, Davidson bestows upon the term ‘pro-attitudes’ a very broad
meaning. Under pro-attitudes are to be included "tastes, values, principles,
inclinations, and other evaluative attitudes" (Davidson 1985c, 202); pro-
attitudes contain "desires, wantings, urges, promptings, and a great variety
of moral views, aesthetic principles, economic prejudices, social conventions,
and public and private goals and values" (Davidson 1963, 4). In sum, then,
"[t]he word ‘attitude’ does yeoman service here, for it must cover not only
permanent character traits that show themselves in a lifetime behaviour, ...
but also the most passing fancy that prompts a unique action ..." (Davidson
1963, 4). Davidson concludes:

"It is not unnatural, in fact, to treat wanting as a genus
including all pro attitudes as species" (Davidson 1963, 6).

Robert Audi is another scholar who has argued that we should use one
broad, general motivational notion; and like Davidson, he thinks the concept
of wanting can do the job (Audi 1973a; for an explication of this concept,
see Audi 1973b). Still another supporter of the view in question is
Christopher Peacocke. According to him, any distinction within the class of
desires or pro-attitudes is irrelevant to the understanding of akratic actions:

"In recent writing on the philosophy of action several
important distinctions have been made between various
kinds of desires. Distinctions have been drawn between
first- and second-order desires, between desires one desires
to be acting on and those which one does not desire to be
acting upon, and so forth. But I would claim that almost
all these distinctions are irrelevant or only obliquely
relevant to the problem ofakrasia. No intrinsic distinction
within the class of desires can provide a full understanding
of akrasia." (Peacocke 1985, 51).

As far as this particular point is concerned, I agree with all the authors
mentioned: in compliance with Tuomela, Davidson, Audi, and Peacocke (and
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contra for instance Milligan who distinguishes ‘wanting’ from ‘liking’ -
Milligan 1980, 31), I shall not discriminate between pursuing a goal and
obeying a norm. Both of them I consider to be pro-attitudes towards actions
of a certain kind. Consequently I neglect any distinction between (a) and (c);
for me, intended end statesE and constraining normsN are entirely on a par.
I will treat E andN as species of a genus, and as generic term I choosepro-
attitude, sometimes alsowant or desire. This generic term I take to denote
everything that can be regarded as an attitude of approval towards actions
of a certain kind. Them members ofE∪N I refer to as the setD of pro-
attitudes or desires:D = {D-1, ..., D-m}. The n elements of the information
basis will be termed beliefs: {B-1, ..., B-n} = B. Accordingly, the ‘situation
of type C’ in schema (AEh) refers to the union ofB andD, B∪D.18

18 David Milligan is not the only author who makes out a case for a distinction
between pro-attitudes. Michael Bratman is another. Already in his early writings,
Bratman maintains that there is an essential difference between deliberating aboutwhat
would be best to doand deliberating about, say,what would be chic to do(Bratman
1979, 158). The former is, as he calls it, "evaluative" in a way that the latter is not.
According to Bratman, only evaluative deliberations about what would be best to do lead
to "full-blown actions", i.e. actions that are "free, deliberate, purposive" (ibid., 154). The
idea that such actions could also result from other deliberations (for instance,
deliberations about what would be chic to do) Bratman calls an "extreme externalist
response":

"This response finds no essential relation between desiring to do
something and valuing doing it. It sees judgements about what
would be best as playing no special role in the practical reasoning."
(ibid., 159).

Whatever the merit of Bratman’s distinction between desiring and valuing may be, I do
not think it is relevant in the present context. That context is, I recall, dominated by the
explanationof actions. Since an action,A, can be explained equally well by saying that
the actordesired Aor by saying that hevalued A, the difference between desiring and
valuing is of little significance here. Moreover I believe that the difference is not
relevant to theakrasiaproblem either. For the latter can equally well be phrased by
saying that the agent acts against what hevalues, or acts against what hedesiresmost
vehemently.

In later writings Bratman confirms that there exists a distinction among pro-
attitudes; now the distinction is between desires and intentions: "Both intentions and
desires are ...pro-attitudes. ... Intentions are, whereas ordinary desires are not, conduct-
controlling pro-attitudes. Ordinary desires, in contrast, are merelypotential influencersof
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The second comment has to do precisely with this union. I take
B∪D to constitute the set ofreasonsfor an action. (I will from now on use
the term ‘reason’ whenever I mean ‘reasonact’ - cf. Section 2.) In conformity
with the current literature on the subject, I assume that a reason for an action
is a pair, consisting of a belief and a desire. For example, if ‘D-i’ (1≤i≤m)
means ‘wanting such and such to be the case’ and ‘B-j’ (1≤j≤n) means
‘believing that performing actionA-h (1≤h≤k) establishes such and such’,
then togetherD-i andB-j form a reason for doingA-h. There exists a weak
tendency to use the term ‘reason explanation’ instead of ‘action explanation’.
Despite the confusion engendered by this usage (after all a reason is part of
the explanans and not of the explanandum), I shall follow this practice and
use the terms ‘action explanation’ and ‘reason explanation’
interchangeably.19

It should be kept in mind - and this is the third comment - that in
a reason explanation like Hempel’s schema (AEh) no requirements are
imposed on the beliefs and the pro-attitudes. That is, the beliefs need not be
true nor need the desires to be virtuous or honourable. Whenever we explain
a person’s action by an appeal to his reasons, we are interested in his factual
beliefs, not in the grounds on which he holds them; similarly, we are
interested in what the agent in fact desires, not in the moral merit of his
wants (Hempel 1965, 464-465; cf. Introduction to Chapter I).

Comment number four: Hempel nowhere even remotely suggests
that the extensions of the belief setB and the desire setD are of any
significance for the explanation of actions; the structure of (AEh) is
obviously not affected by the number of beliefs and desires that constitute
the situation of typeC. Therefore nothing keeps us from supposing that P
has only one belief and one pro-attitude and thus thatB and D are
singletons:D = {D-1}, B = {B-1}, where D-1 and B-1 might be read as
‘wanting A-1’ and ‘believing thatA-2 is a means forA-1’. This enables us

action" (Bratman 1987, 15-16). Bratman’s formulation suggests that he has in mind a
distinction between first and second order pro-attitudes: I say more about that distinction
in the Introduction to Chapter V. Furthermore, the notion of intention has its own
problems. I say more on the term ‘intention’ in Chapters III, IV, and VI.

19 Some philosophers also use the word ‘intentional explanation’. That usage I shall
avoid.
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to simplify (AEh) to (AEhs):

(AEhs)

(II.17): ∀(x) {(R(x) ∧ D-1(x) ∧ B-1(x)) → A-1(x)}
(II.18): R(a)
(II.19): D-1(a)
(II.20): B-1(a)

(II.21): A-1(a).

Sentence (II.17) replaces (II.13); (II.18) is a translation of (II.14), and for
(II.16) sentence (II.21) is substituted. Together, (II.19) and (II.20) replace
(II.15); (II.19) says that personP has pro-attitudeD-1 and (II.20) says that
P has beliefB-1. In conformity with the conditions of adequacy, it is
assumed that (II.17) is a general law, that (II.17)-(II.21) all have empirical
content, and that they all are true. In Chapter III we will see that some of
these assumptions have come under heavy criticism.

3.2 Acting rationally:
the higher-order disposition to comply with decision theory

In the venerable tradition of Peirce, who claimed that "different beliefs are
distinguished by the different modes of action to which they give rise",
Hempel considers beliefs and desires as entities that can only be
distinguished on the basis of actions (Peirce,Collected Papers, vol. 5,
Section 398ff). Hence beliefs and desires are dispositions, and (AEhs) is a
dispositional explanation. It basically has the same structure as (DE*), which
in turn resembles (CE), the standard example of the scientific explanation
(SE).

However, (AEhs) is also a rational explanation. ExplainingP’s
action not only requires that we formulate a full statement ofP’s desires and
beliefs, it also demands a demonstration to the effect "that the action was to
be expected in view of those objectives and beliefs" (Hempel 1965, 469). By
this Hempel means that the reasons involved have to begood reasons. This
is of course not to say that the beliefs have to be true or that the objectives
have to be noble. Rather, it is to say thatP’s action "suits"P’s reasons
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(Hempel 1965, 465); as judged in the light ofP’s objectives and beliefs, his
action appears to be "reasonableor appropriate" (Hempel 1965, 463;
emphasis by Hempel). Hence we have to attribute toP another trait, viz.R,
the property of being a reasonable or rational agent. This property is
assigned in the so-calledrationality assumption: sentence (II.14) in (AEh)
and (II.18) in (AEhs).

Like having a belief or a desire, being a rational agent is a
disposition; it is a tendency to behave in a characteristic way under
circumstances of a given kind. But unlike the other two, the rationality
disposition is ahigher-order disposition. For the particular circumstances
under which a rational agent is said to behave in a characteristic way include
dispositions, viz. the agent’s desires and beliefs. Hence those conditions
cannot simply be described in terms that refer to observable, external
situations:

"When we call someone a rational agent, we assert by
implication that he will behave in characteristic ways if he
finds himself in certain kinds of situation; but such
situations cannot be described simply in terms of
environmental conditions and external stimuli; for
characteristically they include the agent’s objectives and
his relevant beliefs. To mark this difference, we might say
that the dispositions implied by attributing rationality to a
person arehigher-order-dispositions; for the beliefs and
ends-in-view in response to which, as it were, a rational
agent acts in a characteristic way are not manifest external
stimuli but rather, in turn, broadly dispositional features of
the agent." (Hempel 1965, 473).

Stated in this way, the concept of rationality is not very precise, but thanks
to the theory of decision making we are able to make it more specific.
Decision theory has supplied us with quantitative terms that can be
substituted for the merely qualitative terms that we use when we normally
speak about rational and irrational actions. Thus the qualitative terms ‘belief’
and ‘partial belief’ can be replaced by the quantitative terms ‘subjective
probability’, and the qualitative ‘desire’ and ‘pro-attitude’ can be replaced
by the quantitative ‘subjective desirability’ or ‘subjective utility’.
Accordingly, the concept of being a rational agent can be given a
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quantitative shape too.
Hempel has accepted the gifts of decision theory with appreciation,

notably its descriptive (as opposed to its normative) and its individual (as
opposed to its game theoretical) variant. How to specifyP’s higher-order
disposition to act rationally, i.e. his ability to make his action att "suit" his
reasons att? What exactly does ‘suitability’ mean in this case? Hempel’s
answer to this question is couched in terms of descriptive individual decision
theory, with its various rules (the rule of maximizing expected utility, the
maximin rule, the maximax rule, et cetera) for various cases in which
decisions have to be made (decisions under certainty, under risk, under
uncertainty, et cetera). Hempel’s final answer is thatP’s action att suits his
reasons att if and only if P follows a rule of which decision theory says that
it applies to the situationP is in at t.

The view that rational acting equals bowing to decision theoretical
dictates might sound rather uncomfortable, to say the least. Even if we do
not bother about philosophers like Habermas, but simply restrict rational
acting to rude and simplezweckrationales Handeln, problems remain. For
decision theory, that mathematical model for this conception of rationality,
is full of disconcerting dilemmas and puzzling paradoxes.

No matter how threatening and how enchanting the prisoner’s
dilemma and Newcomb’s problem may be, I shall ignore them here. I
circumvent the pitfalls of decision theory and accede to Hempel’s belief that
decision theory is an effective mathematical representation of rational acting.
For here, in Part Two, I am interested in another piece of Hempel’s analysis.
I am interested in the idea of rationality as ahigher-order disposition, not
in the decision theoreticalspecificationof that idea. I shall argue, mainly in
Chapter III, that this idea shifted the focus of the debate on action
explanation and made the oldakrasiaproblem a pressing issue again.

4. Criticism of Hempel’s argument

4.0 Introduction

On the basis of the above, Hempel’s position is easily summarised. Action
explanations satisfy the four conditions of a sound scientific explanation,
(SE), and hence fully fit into the H-O model. Moreover, action explanations
bear a very close resemblance to the textbook cases of the H-O model, viz.
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the ordinary causal explanations of events, (CE). For although reasons are
dispositions and thus cannot be called causes, the circumstances under which
reasons manifest themselves very well might be termed causes. Conclusion:
reason explanations resemble causal explanations.

Contrary to Hempel, countless philosophers have argued that
explanations of actions differ fundamentally from causal explanations of
events. Arguments in defense of this difference have been put forward by
philosophers as diverse as R.G. Collingwood, M. Oakeshott, K.O. Apel,
G.E.M. Anscombe, W. Dray, P. Winch, S. Hampshire, A.I. Melden, F.
Stoutland, J. Habermas, G.H. von Wright, D. Davidson and K. Holzkamp.20

Small wonder, then, that those arguments display a great variety. Although
in general it is a risky enterprise to sort arguments into clusters, all the more
so if the arguments are gathered from very different philosophical climates,
I shall nonetheless run that risk and divide the arguments concerned into two
groups. It should be borne in mind, however, that my division simply has a
pragmatic aim, namely that of gaining a better understanding of akratic
actions. In other contexts, where other aims are at stake, quite different
classifications may well be appropriate.

The first group contains arguments which are taken from what
became known as theErklären-Verstehendebate. I consider this group as
being of minor importance for my purpose, but I nevertheless cast a quick
and fairly frivolous glance at it in Section 4.1. The second group of
argumentsis important for my case. It enters when the relation between
reasons and causes is discussed. I shall divide this group into two subgroups.
The first consists of supporters of the so-called Logical Connection
Argument, the second is headed by Donald Davidson. I deal with both
groups in Chapter III and Chapter IV respectively.

4.1 TheErklären-Verstehencontroversy

The first group contains arguments for the claim that the method used in the
social sciences differs from that of the natural sciences, and that, therefore,

20 Collingwood 1946; Oakeshott 1953; Apel 1979; Anscombe 1957; Dray 1957;
Winch 1958; Hampshire 1959; Melden 1961; Stoutland 1970; Habermas 1968; Von
Wright 1971; Davidson 1963, 1976, 1987; Holzkamp 1972.
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action explanations differ from causal explanations. In the present section I
give a brief characterisation of those arguments. Then I bypass them in order
to fix my attention on the two subclasses of the second group.

Most of the arguments within the first group echo arguments which
nineteenth-century hermeneutics might have raised against their positivistic
contemporaries. As we all know, the early positivists argued for a unity of
scientific method whereby the natural sciences set the standard, dictating that
all scientific explanations are subsumptions of individual cases under
hypothetically assumed general laws.21 In opposition to this methodological
monism, hermeneuticallyangehauchtephilosophers like Windelband and
Dilthey claimed the existence of a method typical of the

21 Examples of this viewpoint exist in dozens in the writings of the founders of
positivism, Hempel’s predecessors Comte and Mill. A random sample choice from the
work of Comte (translations by myself):
- "... by positivistic philosophy... I mean merely the proper study of the generalities of
the different sciences, conceived as being submitted to a unique method and as forming
the different parts of a general plan." ("... parphilosophie positive... j’entends seulement
l’étude propre des généralités des différentes sciences, conçues comme soumises à une
méthode unique et comme formant les différentes parties d’un plan général.")
- The explanation of the facts ... is henceforth no more than a connection established
between the various phenomena and some general facts." ("L’explication des faits ...
n’est plus désormais que la liaison établie entres les divers phénomènes particuliers et
quelques faits généraux.")
- "Thus the real positivistic spirit consists above all in ... studying what is, in order to
infer what will be, according to the general dogma of the invariance of the natural laws."
("Ainsi, le véritable esprit positif consiste surtout ... à etudier ce qui est afin d’en
conclure ce qui sera, d’aprés le dogme général de l’invariabilité des lois naturelles".)

Here is the result of a dip into Mill’s work:
- "It must be kept constantly in view, therefore, that in science, those who speak of
explaining any phenomenon mean (or should mean) pointing out ... some more general
phenomenon, of which it is a partial exemplification; or some laws of causation which
produce it by their joint or successive action, and from which, therefore, its conditions
may be determined deductively";
- "An individual fact is said to be explained, by pointing out its cause, that is, by stating
the law or laws of causation, of which its production is an instance";
- "An hypothesis is any suppositiom which we make ... in order to endeavour to deduce
from it conclusions in accordance with facts which are known to be real; under the idea
that if the conclusions to which the hypothesis leads are known truths, the hypothesis
itself either must be, or at least is likely to be, true."
Quotes could easily be multiplied.
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Geisteswissenschaften. The latter have "the historico-social reality as their
object" ("die geschichtlich-gesellschaftliche Wirklichkeit zu ihrem
Gegenstande", Dilthey 1883, 4), and they think psychology is the "basic
science" ("Grundwissenschaft", Dilthey 1895/96, 273).Geisteswissenschaftler
take their own line, Dilthey and Windelband argue, and this line differs
considerably from the procedure followed by natural scientists. A few
differences which are frequently mentioned are the following. (All the
translations of Dilthey’s text are my own.)

To begin with, theGeisteswissenschaftenhave a distinctivesubject
matter. It consists of "facts of the mind" ("geistige Tatsachen"), not as in the
natural sciences, of "physical facts" ("physische Tatsachen", Dilthey 1895/96,
248). It affects "internal processes or states" ("innere Vorgängen oder
Zuständen"), not as in the natural sciences, "external or perceptual
observations" ("äussere oder sinnliche Wahrnehmungen", Dilthey 1895/96,
243-244). It primarily has to do with "the singular" ("das Singulare"), not as
in the natural sciences, with "general laws" ("das Gesetzliche", Dilthey
1895/96, 271). The unique nature of the subject matter requires aspecific
attitude on the side of the individual researcher. Contrary to the natural
scientist, the individualGeisteswissenschaftlerhas to penetrate into his
object with all his heart so as to live and relive it: " ... theattitude of
researchersin each field is very different ... the art of observing external
objects gives the natural researcher a completely different frame of mind
than that arising from the historical understanding, the deepening sensitive
empathy with human or historical condition." (Dilthey 1895/96, 260;
emphasis by the author).22 Accordingly, the application of aspecific method
is required: "What makes the difference already valid with respect to the
personal disposition, becomes even more the case so far as themethodis
concerned." (ibid.; emphasis by Dilthey).23

The main difference between theNaturwissenschaftlicheand the
Geisteswissenschaftlichemethod turns out to be twofold. First, the one

22 " ... derHabitus des Forschersauf beiden Gebieten ist gar verschieden .... die
Kunst der Beobachtung äusserer Objekte gibt dem Naturforscher eine ganz andere
Geisteshaltung, als welche aus dem geschichtlichen Nacherleben, dem vertieften mit dem
Gemüt sich Einleben in menschliche oder historische Zuständlichkeit erwächst."

23 "Was sich schon als Unterschied in der persönlichen Verfassung geltend macht,
das tritt als solcher derMethodennoch viel durchgreifender heraus."
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makes use of experiments while the other does not: "In the natural sciences
the experimental methods have an overriding significance ... but no
experimental work has so far led to knowledge of laws in the internal mental
domain." (Dilthey 1895/96, 262).24 Second, mathematics is at the heart of
the one, while it is only of minor importance to the other: "In a similar way
the utilization of mathematics has played a minor rôle in the field of the
mental sciences. On the other hand in the mental sciences description
(narration), analysis and comparative methods preponderate, whereas in the
natural sciences they give way to induction, experiment and mathematical
theory." (Dilthey 1895/96, 262).25

All these nineteenth-century arguments have been zealously used by
twentieth-century philosophers who aimed to show that the social sciences
have their own method, and that therefore explanations of actions escape the
straitjacket of the H-O model. Habermas, Holzkamp, Schutz and a host of
others have shown themselves veritable Dilthey’saprès la lettrein arguing
that the social sciences are unable to perform experiments in which the
relevant variables are kept under control. Just like the old
Geisteswissenschaften, the social sciences have a peculiar subject matter.
This subject matter is then explained in phrases which could have been
Dilthey’s: it is inexhaustibly unique and infinitely complex, it occurs at a
given historical period and within a special cultural setting, it changes as a
result of being studied, it has essentially value-impregnated aspects, it can
itself be the result of social scientific research, et cetera. Naturally, these
allegations did not pass unchallenged. Ernest Nagel is among the
philosophers who tried to conceive a neo-positivistic counter to this neo-
hermeneutic critique, thus giving fresh food for what had become generally
known as theErklären-Verstehendebate (Nagel 1961, Chapters XIII and
XIV).

In its original form, the controversy aboutErklären versus

24 "In der Naturwissenschaften besitzen die experimentellen methoden eine
herrschende Bedeutung ... aber keine experimentelle Arbeit hat bisher auf
innerpsychischem gebiet zur Erkenntnis von Gesetzen geführt."

25 "Ebenso untergeordnet ist die Verwertung der Mathematik auf dem Gebiet der
Geisteswissenschaften. Dagegen überwiegen in den Geisteswissenschaften Beschreibung
(Erzählung), Analysis und vergleichende Methode, welche in den Naturwissenschaften
gegen Induktion, Experiment und mathematische Theorie mehr zurücktreten."
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Verstehendebate has never been really resolved. After having had the
contents of several philosophical journals in its grasp for a decade or two,
it gradually quitted the philosophical scene and finally petered out
somewhere in the late seventies. For some years nobody seemed to have any
interest in what neo-hermeneutics and neo-positivists had to say to one
another. However, theErklären-Verstehendebate appears to be enjoying a
revival; the distinction between natural and social science is again a matter
of dispute, albeit in a different way. I am referring to the discussion about
Giddens notion of ‘the double hermeneutic’ (Giddens 1976). By ‘the double
hermeneutic’ Giddens means the phenomenon that concepts originally used
by social scientists become part of the vocabulary that is spoken by laymen.
The social facts which are described/explained by social scientists appear to
be described/explained by non-professionals too. As a result, social scientists
are engaged in double heremeneutic: they must interpret their subject matter
on a scientificand on a common sense level. According to Giddens, this
two-fold hermeneutic task is peculiar to the social sciences. For although
natural scientists certainly interpret the facts that they describe and explain,
those facts are not interpreting instances themselves.

The notion of a double hermeneutic aroused an agitated discussion,
the end of which does not yet seem to be in sight (cf.Social Epistemology
7 (1993), 183-211). Still the hermeneutic, whether single or double, will not
concern me here. Any attempt to settle theErklären-Verstehendebate,
whether new or obsolete, is beyond my scope. In my view, the arguments
taken from this debate seldom affect the finesses of explanation patterns.
More importantly, they have no direct bearing on the problem ofakrasia.
Any relation between theErklären-Verstehendebate and the problem of
akrasiamust surely proceed through the set of arguments discussed in the
next two chapters.
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CHAPTER III

THE LOGICAL CONNECTION ARGUMENT

0. Introduction

As we have seen in Chapter II, Hempel holds that action explanations look
like causal explanations, although reasons are not causes. Philosophers
claiming a fundamental difference between the two kinds of explanation
have therefore criticised Hempel in one of two ways. Some have argued that,
since reasons are not causes, action explanations cannot possibly be causal
explanations. Others maintained that action explanations do differ from
causal ones, although reasonsare causes. The first course is followed by
adherents of the later Wittgenstein; of the second Donald Davidson is the
leading man. The present chapter deals with the first kind of criticism;
Davidson’s causal theory on action explanation will be discussed in the next
chapter.

1. Intentions, reasons, causes

The view that reasons differ from causes, and that therefore explanations by
reasons are not causal explanations, gained influence through Wittgenstein’s
preliminary studies for thePhilosophical Investigations, viz. The Blue and
Brown Books. It is not easy to gather from these notes a clear idea of what
Wittgenstein II has in mind, but it is clear enough that he occasionally warns
against confusing reasons with causes (Wittgenstein 1958, 14ff; cf. 110ff;
143). In doing so, Wittgenstein appears to regard the cause of an action as
something from which a series of reasons can originate:

"Thus when the chain of reasons has come to an end and
still the question "why?" is asked, one is inclined to give
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a cause instead of a reason." (Wittgenstein 1958, 15).26

Furthermore, Wittgenstein considers the statement that your action has such-
and-such a cause to be a hypothesis, on the ground that you cannot know,
but merely conjecture what the cause of your action is. On the other hand,
the assertion that your action has such-and-such a reason cannot be called
hypothetical, for it is presumed that one knows his own motives
(Wittgenstein 1958, 15 - notice that Wittgenstein here uses the terms
‘reason’ and ‘motive’ interchangeably). This is not to say, Wittgenstein tells
us, that reasons are a subclass of causes, viz. the causes that we know and
recognise; Wittgenstein denies that "a motive is a cause of which we are
immediately aware, a cause ‘seen from the inside’, or a cause experienced"
(Wittgenstein 1958, 15). The point is rather that ‘cause’ and ‘reason’ stem
from different language games. If taken in conjunction with the appropriate
empirical laws, causes enable us to predict actions; reasons, on the other
hand, escape from a language game in which the notions of prediction and
empirical laws feature. As far as this point is concerned,The Blue and
Brown Booksmatches the work which it prepares: the claim that the
difference between reasons and causes hinges on a difference between
language games, is borne out by thePhilosophical Investigations I, notably
by Sections 630-633.

These brief remarks fromThe Blue and Brown Bookswere
developed further by philosophers such as Von Wright, Melden, and
Anscombe. In elaborating Wittgenstein’s ideas on reasons and causes, they
frequently referred to the conceptintention and to related notions:
intentional, intentionality, intendingand so on. Now Wittgenstein himself,

26 Cf. the Philosophical Investigations:

"211. How can heknowhow he is to continue a pattern by himself -
whatever instruction you give him? - Well, how do I know? - if that
means ‘Have I reasons?’ the answer is: my reasons will soon give
out. And then I shall act, without reasons.
212. When someone whom I am afraid of orders me to continue the
series, I act quickly, with perfect certainty, and the lack of reasons
does not trouble me. ....
326. We expectthis, and are surprised atthat. But the chain of
reasons has an end."
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in The Blue and Brown Books, refers to the concept of intending only twice
(Wittgenstein 1958, 32 and 147). Unfortunately these references are not only
fleeting, but even give off a contradictory glow. For the one says that
intending "is neither a particular state of mind nor a particular mental
process" (p. 32), whereas the other has it that intendingdoes"refer to certain
... states of mind" (p. 147). Perhaps, as Wittgenstein seems to suggest on
page 32, an intention consists in acombinationof many states of mind.

In general, ‘intentionality’ is said to have two senses, a broad sense
and a restricted one. The broad sense is connected to Brentano’s
epistemology and to Husserl’s phenomenology. Here ‘intention’ and
‘intentionality’ refer to a supposed essential feature of all mental phenomena,
viz. that those phenomenaare aboutor are directed towardssomething. The
Brentano-Husserl notion of the directedness of the mental springs from the
mediaeval notionsintentio and intenderewhich, in their turn, are rooted in
Aristotle’s idea that when we know or want an object, our mind takes on the
shape of that object.27 On the other hand, the restricted meaning of
‘intention’ and ‘intentionality’ does not have roots that stretch out that far
in the history of philosophy. In its restricted meaning ‘intention’ refers to
one particular wayof being directed towards something; here intending
plainly boils down to the everyday notion ofplanning to do something.

It is not altogether clear which of the two meanings Wittgenstein
II and his interpreters such as Winch and Anscombe have in mind. Judging
from their interest in ordinary language, it is probably the second, restricted
meaning. But even if we assume that all of them use the restricted meaning
and accordingly take ‘intending’ to mean ‘planning to do something’,

27 As has been lucidly explained by Føllesdal, there are interesting differences
between Brentano and Husserl insofar as their conceptions of ‘intentionality’ as
‘directedness of the mental’ are concerned. For Brentano, the directedness of a mental
phenomenon towards an object implies the existence of that object. Husserl, on the other
hand, maintains that a mental phenomenon can also be directed towards something that
does not exist (Husserl mentions dreams and hallucinations). Thus, whereas Brentano can
describe intentionality by refererring to the object towards which the mental phenomenon
is directed, Husserl must follow a different route. In Føllesdal’s explanation, Husserl
"f[o]cused on what the directedness consists of: what are the features of the mental
thanks to which it is alwaysas if it has an object?" (Føllesdal 1986, 109-110). Husserl
called the collection of these features thenoema, which, according to Føllesdal’s
illuminating explication, Husserl regarded as "a generalized theory of meaning, thereby
tying together intention with a t and intension with ans." (Føllesdal 1986, 110).
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differences remain. For some interpreters regard planning to do something
as astate or an episode, others look upon it as aproperty, and still others
consider it to be a (mental)event, or even anact.28

28 Thus Peter Winch considers an intention as anact, and "a statement of intention"
as an announcement of an act (Winch 1958, 81). Winch’s standpoint might be confirmed
by Philosophical Investigations I, Section 644: "‘I am not ashamed of what I did then,
but of the intention which I had’ - And didn’t the intention residealso in what I did?"
(emphasis by Wittgenstein).

A.I. Melden, on the other hand, regards an intention as amotive(Melden
1961, 83). Melden describes a motive as something thatexplainsan action (Melden
1961, 88-89). However, he stresses that a motive is not an event distinct from the action
and therefore cannot be seen as the cause of the action (Melden 1961, 89). According to
Melden, a "statement of intention" is a way "to explain oneself" or "a declaration of a
man’s reasons for doing what he does" (Melden 1961, 101 and 176-177). Following
Wittgenstein (Wittgenstein 1958, 15), Melden thus regards ‘reason’ and ‘motive’ as
synonyms. Yet Winch appears to take an opposite view: "The terms ‘reason’ and
‘motive’ are not synonymous" (Winch 1958, 82).

Stuart Hampshire seems to regard an intention as apropertyof an act, in the
sense that it is the quality which makes an act someone’s act. An intention gives the
agent "his sense of being in the world", and it prevents him "from thinking of himself as
a neutral point" (Hampshire 1959, 69); it renders continuity in the discontinuity between
what you are doing now and what you did in the past (Hampshire 1959, 72).
Hampshire’s view might be prompted by what Wittgenstein writes in Section 659 of the
Philosophical Investigations I: "Why do I want to tell him about an intention too, as well
as telling him what I did? - Not because the intention was also something which was
going on at that time. But because I want to tell him something aboutmyself, which goes
beyond what happened at that time. I reveal to him something of myself when I tell him
what I was going to do." (emphasis by Wittgenstein).

Von Wright considers an intention to be aninner aspectof an action. In Von
Wright’s account, an action has two "aspects", an inner and an outer one. The outer
aspect is twofold. It encompasses the "immediate outer aspect" as well as the "remote
outer aspect". The former is the "muscular activity - e.g. a turning of the hand or raising
of an arm". The latter is "some event for which this muscular activity is causally
responsible, - e.g. the turning of a handle or the opening of a window" (Von Wright
1971, 86-87). The inner aspect, on the other hand, is "the intentionality of the action, the
intention or will ‘behind’ its outer manifestations" (Von Wright 1971, 86). That the term
‘intention’ in Wittgenstein’s writings denotes a by definitioninner aspect is perhaps
confirmed by passages like that in thePhilosophical Investigations I, Section 641: "... the
most explicit expression of intention is by itself insufficient evidence of intention."

G.E.M. Anscombe wrote an entire book on the subject of intention. She
distinguishes three major uses of the term ‘intention’ (see below, Chapter VI, Section
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However, I do not wish to get entangled in an abortive attempt to
find out what ‘intention’ (in the restricted sense)really means. Like the
terms ‘reason’, ‘belief’ and ‘desire’, the term ‘intention’ is probably best
regarded as a node in a whole gamut of mental terms, the meanings of
which have become bogged down in the morass of our linguistic intuitions.
Either we leave them where they are and give up analysing them, or we try
to pull them out from the swamp. If we choose the second option, there is
some work for us to do. For dragging them out of the mud and exposing
them to public view requires that we clean them up, that is, polish, stylise
and somewhat formalise them. As we have seen, Hempel started some
cleaning with respect to the terms ‘belief’, ‘desire’ and ‘reason’; he swept
away vagueness from the realm of terminology by stating that beliefs and
desires are dispositions, and by considering ‘reason’ as a term that denotes
a belief/desire pair. Moreover, Hempel made those dispositions quantifiable
by referring to mathematical decision theory. Like Hempel, I will eschew
vagueness by making a decision: I stipulate that an intention is synonymous
with a reason in Hempel’s sense. This stipulation has of course a footingin
re. For desiringx and believing thaty is the means forx (which is a an
example of a reason in Hempel’s sense) very much resembles planning to
do y (which is an example of an intention in the strict sense). Hence I shall,
from now on, use the term ‘intention’ interchangeably with the Hempelian
‘reason’. In doing so, I act in the spirit of Anscombe, for whom intentions
and reasons are intimately connected (cf. the previous footnote; but see
Bratman 1987 for a dissident view). Apparently the same spirit entered
Donald Davidson when he wrote:

2.4.8). One of them occurs when we speak of intentional actions. Anscombe defines
intentional actions asactions to which the question ‘Why’ is given application. A why-
question in Anscombe’s sense is a question to which the answer may "(a) simply
mention past history, (b) give an interpretation of the action, or (c) mention something
future" (Anscombe 1968 (1957), 24). Anscombe adds that in cases (b) and (c) the
answer is characterised as areasonfor acting.

In Edward’sEncyclopedia of PhilosophyBruce Aune classifies the different
meanings of ‘intention’ by bringing them all under two headings: intention as a
dispositionand intention as anevent. Some experts on Wittgenstein will claim that this
classification leaves Wittgenstein out, because in his usage ‘intention’ would neither
denote a disposition nor an event. The difference is roughly that one can determine the
presence of a disposition or an event whereas it is impossible to determine the presence
of an intention (Michel ter Hark, private communication).
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"An intention to act (or to refrain from acting) requires
both a belief and a desire or pro-attitude: a desire or pro-
attitude toward outcomes or situations with certain
properties, and a belief that acting in a certain way will
promote such an outcome or situation." (Davidson 1987,
40).

"Someone who acts with a certain intention acts for a
reason; he has something in mind that he wants to promote
or accomplish. A man who nails boards together with the
intention of building a squirrel house must want to build
a squirrel house, or think that he ought to ... and he must
believe that by nailing the boards together he will advance
his project." (Davidson 1978, 83).

I will say more on Davidson’s notion of intending in Chapter VI, Section
2.4.8. For the moment only two points are of importance: first, that I treat
intentions and reasons for acting as synonyms, and second, that many
philosophers following Wittgenstein II argued for a difference between
reasons or intentions on the one hand and causes on the other. I shall discuss
the consequences of the second point below.

2. The logical connection argument

When Winch, Von Wright, Melden, Hampshire, and a host of other
Wittgensteinians state that reasons differ from causes, they mean that the
relation between reasons and actions differs from therelation between
causes and effects. More particularly, they claim that the relata are logically
independent in the latter relation, but not in the former one. This claim has
become widely known asthe logical connection argument(LCA) (Stoutland
1970).

In spite of the frequency with which it was promoted, the LCA was
never wholly convincing. For all of the suggestive writings on the subject,
it never became clearwhat exactlyis meant by the statement that reasons
and actions are logically dependent upon each other. I therefore fully agree
with Simon Evnine when he declares that "the logical connection thesis ...
has never been stated as clearly as one would like, and many of its
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proponents seem to have had their own special concerns" (Evnine 1991, 47).

In my view, a large part of the uncertainty about the LCA arises
from the fact that it has been described in at least three different ways. In
the description by Melden and Stoutland the LCA becomes asemantical
argument(Melden 1961, 89ff; cf. Stoutland 1970). As a semantical argument
the LCA says that descriptions of intentions are conceptually or analytically
linked to descriptions of actions, whereas the links between causes and
effects are said to be empirical or synthetical. Thus, ifD-1 is ‘wantingA-2’
andB-1 is ‘believing thatA-1 is a means for achievingA-2’, then D-1 and
B-1 analytically imply ‘doingA-1’. Consequently, the statement in whichD-
1 and B-1 are ascribed to a personP logically or analytically implies the
statement thatP will do A-1. Kathleen Lennon, on the other hand, describes
the LCA as anontological argument(Lennon 1990, 73ff). In Lennon’s
description the LCA states that intentions are necessarily linked to actions,
whereas the links between causes and effects are said to be contingent or
empirical. Hence, ifP has D-1 and B-1, then P will necessarily doA-1.
Finally, Von Wright strongly suggests that the LCA is anepistemological
argument(Von Wright 1971, 107ff). As such the LCA implies that if one
knowsP to haveD-1 andB-1, one can know a priori thatP doesA-1. To
use Von Wright’s word: one can only "verify" thatP doesA-1 if one knows
that P hasD-1 andB-1, and vice versa. "In this mutual dependence of the
verification of premises and the verification of conclusions in practical
arguments consists, as I see it, the truth of the Logical Connection
Argument." (Von Wright 1971, 117).

For my purposes, the distinction between semantics, ontology and
epistemology is irrelevant. Therefore I once more make a clean sweep: any
distinction between the semantical pair analytic/synthetic, the ontological
pair necessary/contingent, and the epistemological pair a priori/a posteriori
will be ignored in this chapter (but not in all the subsequent ones!). I deem
the LCA to be at the same time a semantical, an ontological and an
epistemological argument.

There is still another difference that I shall ignore, namely that
between logical truth and analytical truth. A sentence like

(p) Socrates is white or Socrates is not white

is often called logically true, since its truth can be ascertained solely by
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taking the logical words ‘or’ and ‘not’ into account; the meanings of the
non-logical or descriptive terms (‘Socrates’, ‘white’) are irrelevant here. On
the other hand, a sentence like

(q) If John is a bachelor, then John is not married

is (merely) analytically true, for to ascertain the truth of (q), we do have to
know the meanings of non-logical words (‘John’, ‘bachelor’, ‘married’).
However, I shall treat (p) and (q) as if they are on a par, and consequently
disregard any distinction between ‘logical’ on the one hand and ‘analytical’
(‘tautological’, ‘conceptual’, ‘deductive’, or whatever) on the other.

Obviously, if the LCA is correct, then Hempel’s schema of action
explanation is false. As we have seen in Chapter II, the latter schema can be
represented by (AEhs), which was our simplification of (AEh):

(II.17): ∀(x) {(R(x) ∧ D-1(x) ∧ B-1(x)) → A-1(x)}
(II.18): R(a)

(AEhs) (II.19): D-1(a)
(II.20): B-1(a)

(II.21): A-1(a)

In (AEhs) (II.17) is supposed to be an empirical law. However, if the LCA
is correct, then the schema for action explanation becomes (AElca):

(III.1): ∀(x) {(D-1(x) ∧ B-1(x)) → A-1(x)}
(AElca) (II.19): D-1(a)

(II.20): B-1(a)

(II.21): A-1(a)

from which the premise (II.18) has disappeared. Moreover, since according
to the LCA (III.1) is analytical, that premise can be left out too. This means
that (AElca) can be reduced to (AElcaa):
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(II.19): D-1(a)
(AElcaa) (II.20): B-1(a)

(II.21): A-1(a)

(the ‘a’ added to ‘lca’ symbolises the absence of (III.1)). The schema
(AElcaa) bears a close resemblance to the schema for action explanation that
was put forward by the most influential defender of the LCA, Georg Henrik
von Wright. According to Von Wright the explanation of an action takes the
form of (AEwright):

(III.2): P intends to bring aboutA-2
(AEwright) (III.3): P considers that he cannot bring aboutA-2 unless

he doesA-1

(III.4): Therefore,P sets himself to doA-1

(Von Wright 1971, 96).29 Von Wright calls (AEwright) a practical inference,
but also speaks of apractical argument, a practical reasoning, and even a
practical syllogism. He thus underlines the far-reaching similarity between
(AEwright) on the one hand and Aristotle’s practical syllogism on the other.
In Chapter I we have seen what the latter looks like, and it is easy to
perceive its resemblance to Von Wright’s schema. I return to this point at
the end of the present chapter, but meanwhile I regard (AElcaa) as a

29 Von Wright hasA, p anda for P, A-2 andA-1 respectively. On pages 96-106 Von
Wright imposes a number of modifications on (AEwright). His "final formulation of the
inference schema" is on page 107:

"From now onP intends to bring aboutA-2 at time t
From now onP considers that, unless he doesA-1 no later than at timet’ , he
cannot bring aboutA-2 at time t

Therefore, no later than when he thinks timet’ has arrived,P sets himself to
do A-1, unless he forgets about the time or is prevented."

Notice that in Von Wright’s analysis two different times occur, and thatt= t’+∆, where
∆>0. In the analysis by Hempel, which is based on Carnap’s study of dispositions, only
one single time-variable is used (see the text).
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formalised version of (AEwright), and the latter as a simplified practical
syllogismà la Aristotle.

The rest of the present chapter is devoted to a comparison of
Hempel’s schema (AEhs) with (AElcaa). My final claim will be that the two
schemata do not differ. This may sound fairly surprising, for when we
contrast (AElcaa) with (AEhs) two evident differences catch the eye. I call
them DIF-1 and DIF-2:

DIF-1: premise (II.17) - the empirical law - is present in (AEhs)
and absent from (AElcaa)

DIF-2: premise (II.18) - the rationality assumption - is present in
(AEhs) and absent from (AElcaa).

Stringent though they may look, I shall nevertheless argue that DIF-1 and
DIF-2 are in fact pseudo-differences. As will be seen below, it follows from
Hempel’s assumptions that the property of being a rational agent lacks
empirical import, so that (II.18) becomes necessarily true and is hence not
testable by experiment. This means that we may eliminate (II.18) from
(AEhs), which makes a pseudo-difference out of DIF-2. Also, Hempel’s
reasoning indicates that (III.1) is conceptually true. Given the analyticity of
(II.18), this entails that (II.17) cannot be empirical in character but must be
analytical too. That turns DIF-1 into a pseudo-difference. Finally, I shall
demonstrate that the analyticity of (II.17) and that of (II.18) presuppose one
another. In other words: DIF-1 and DIF-2 are two sides of the same coin.

Of course, if DIF-1 and DIF-2 are pseudo-differences in this sense,
then Hempel’s ideas on the function and characteristics of scientific
explanations are called into question. For then Hempel’s idea that all
scientific explanations fall under a common denominator becomes badly
bruised. As we have seen in Chapter II, Section 1, this common denominator
consists of four conditions of adequacy, (CA1)-(CA4). However, if DIF-1
and DIF-2 are fake, then two conditions are defied. Condition (CA3) - that
all premises have to be testable - is defied by the untestability of (II.18),
whereas condition (CA2) - that the explanans contains at least one empirical
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law - is broken by the analyticity of (II.17).30 Moreover, if DIF-1 and DIF-
2 are pseudo-differences, then Hempel’s schema for action explanation
(AEhs) is deficient, and the LCA is sound. This is not to say that the LCA
provides us with a correct model for action explanation; as we will see, it
does not, since it confronts us with theakrasia problem. When I call the
LCA a sound argument, I mean that it is adequateas a critique of Hempel’s
theory. It is soundto the extent that from Hempel’s assumptions it follows
that (AElcaa) underlies (AEhs). It is not sound in the sense that (AElcaa) is
unsatisfactory as a schema for action explanation.

It should be kept in mind that my treatment of the LCA deviates
from the true adherents attitude. Most LCA adherents do hold that (AElcaa)
represents a satisfactory model for action explanation. By treating the LCA
solely as a destructive but sound criticism of Hempel’s view, thereby
disavowing any of its constructive claims, I abstain from the usual LCA
tenets.

I begin by showing that DIF-2 is a pseudo-difference (Section 3).
I argue how according to Hempel’s own assumptions (II.18) transforms into
an empty and untestable phrase, thus explaining how Hempel violates his
own condition (CA3). Then, in Section 4, I show that the violation of (CA3)
by the untestability of (II.18) is one side of a coin which has the violation
of (CA2) by the analyticity of (II.17) as its other side. Thus I demonstrate
that DIF-1 is a pseudo-difference too. Section 5 is devoted to three
objections that might be brought against my argument. Finally, in Section
6, I shall explain how the discussion between Hempelians and LCA
adherents on the explanation of action has brought us back to the age-old
problem ofakrasia.

30 Of course, the analytical character of (II.17) also violates (CA3). This violation,
however, is not very important for my argument, since I wish to focus on the connection
between the infringement of (CA3) by (II.18) and that of (CA2) by (II.17). In particular,
I will argue that both violations branch from the same trunk, or, as I shall express this,
are two sides of the same coin.
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3. The analyticity of the rationality assumption
or the pseudo-character of DIF-2

When do we call someone a rational agent? What does it mean to say that
a personP acts rationally at timet? As we have seen in the previous
chapter, Hempel deems it to mean thatP’s action att "suits" his reasons at
t. This means thatP has the disposition to follow a rule of which decision
theory says that it applies toP’s wants and beliefs att. I have already stated
that here, in Part Two, I take decision theory for granted. Here I accede to
Hempel’s belief that decision theory might be an effective mathematical
representation of rational acting. For my objections are directed toward
another part of Hempel’s analysis.

According to Hempel, the ability to act rationally, i.e. to follow
decision theoretical rules, is not an ordinary disposition. It is a disposition
of a special kind, namely abroad higher-order-disposition. As I shall argue
below, it is precisely this idea that causes the problems for Hempel’s model:
regarding rationality as a broad higher-order-disposition turns the rationality
assumption (II.18) into a tautology. That the rationality assumption might be
empty has been suggested by Dennett in several writings (Dennett 1969;
Dennett 1971; Dennett 1975). Also, Donald Davidson hinted at the point:

"Hempel says rationality is a kind of character trait: some
people have it and some don’t, and it may come and go in
the same individual. No doubt some people are more
rational than others, and all of us have our bad moments.
... But reference to such a trait does not seem to me to
provide the generality for reason explanations that Hempel
wants. For in the sense in which rationality is a trait that
comes and goes, it can’t be an assumption needed for
every reason explanation. People who don’t have the trait
are still agents, have reasons and motives, and act on them
... So being in a position to call a person rational,
irrational, or nonrational in this sense presupposes that we
have already found it possible to give reason explanations
of his actions ... At this point the assumption of rationality
seems in danger of losing content." (Davidson 1976,
266ff).
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In other words, Davidson suggests that reason explanations such as
Hempel’s (AEhs) tacitly presuppose the necessary truth of a rationality
assumption such as (II.18). The mere possibility that this rationality
assumption may be false, Davidson argues, renders these reason explanations
paradoxical and causes the whole enterprise of explaining actions out of
reasons to collapse like a house of cards. In later writings Davidson has
specified and expanded this intuition, tracing it back to Quine’s
indeterminacy of translation and from there indirectly to Brentano’s
irreducibility of the mental (Davidson 1982, 1985, 1987; Quine 1960, 221).

Stimulating though these studies may be, they nowhere explain how
preciselyHempel’s analysis renders (II.18) untestable. To see how it does,
I shall scrutinise Hempel’s opinion that ‘being a rational agent’ expresses a
broad higher-order-disposition. Since Hempel’s analysis is based on Carnap’s
study of disposition concepts, I start by recollecting the relevant issues of
Carnap (1936-1937) (3.1). Subsequently, I shall examine how Hempel uses
these issues in his analysis of dispositions (3.2), broad dispositions (3.3) and
higher-order dispositions (3.4). Section 3.5 consists in an excursion into the
phenomenon that is called epistemic interdependence. In Section 3.6 some
conclusions are drawn concerning the higher-order disposition of being
rational.

3.1 Carnap’s reduction sentences

During the early stages of his concern with cognitive significance, Carnap
held the view that a languageL is meaningful only if every non-logical or
descriptive term ofL can be explicitly defined in terms referring to either
immediate phenomenal experience (Carnap 1928) or physical objects
(Carnap 1932). By anexplicit definitionof a descriptive predicateQ with
one argument Carnap understands a sentence of the form (D):

(D): {(x) Q(x) ↔ ...x...}

where ‘...x...’ represents a sentential function withx as its only free variable.
The descriptive symbols occurring in ‘...x...’ are predicates which refer either
to perceptions or to observable objects, substances, or events. Moreover, the
explicit definition of a predicate with more than one argument has a form
which is similar to (D).
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In ‘Testability and Meaning’, however, Carnap distances himself
from his previous position (Carnap 1936-1937). He now no longer believes
that the cognitive significance ofL requires the explicit definability of every
descriptiveL-term. ForL may contain descriptive terms which are clearly
meaningful but nevertheless escape definition as in (D): the notorious
disposition predicates like ‘smellable’, ‘visible’, ‘brittle’. Carnap’s argument
to the effect that these predicates resist explicit definition is tailored to one-
place predicates, but it can easily be extended to predicates with more than
one argument, or even to functions representing quantitative characteristics.
It goes as follows.

Suppose we want to define the disposition predicate ‘Q3’ meaning
‘is soluble in water’. Suppose further that we already have predicates ‘Q1’
and ‘Q2’ such that ‘Q1(x,t)’ means ‘the substancex is placed in water at time
t’ and ‘Q2(x,t)’ means ‘x dissolves att’.31 Then (D) indicates that ‘Q3’ can
be defined as in (D’):

(D’): (x) {Q3(x) ↔ (t) (Q1(x,t) → Q2(x,t))},

in words: ‘x is soluble in water’ means ‘ifx is put into water, thenx
dissolves’ (Carnap 1936-1937, 440). But on (D’) ‘Q3(x)’ is already true if
‘Q1(x,t)’ is false for all t; ergo, (D’) says that objects which have never been
placed in water for this reason are soluble. Since that is not what we mean
when we attribute solubility to something, Carnap gives up the idea that
every non-logical term ofL can be defined in explicit definitions like (D).

It has often been argued that the problem just described stems from
the way in which the conditional in (D’) is specified. Explicit definitions like
(D’) are phrased in extensional, truth-functional logic where conditionals are
specified as material implications: they are true when their antecedent is
false or when their consequent is true. A manner of avoiding these infamous
paradoxes of material implication would be to use not only truth-functional
connectives, but also modalities, especially conditionals in which causal
connections can be expressed. So far, however, this line has proved to be
exceedingly resistant. Moreover, Carnap’s evasion of the paradoxes is
different. He tries to insert disposition terms in extensional logic, not by

31 As I explained in the footnote belonging to Section 2, Carnap uses one single
time-variable,t.
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explicit definitions, but byreduction pairs.
A reduction pair (RP) introducing a one-place predicate like ‘Q3’ is

a conjunction of two so-called reduction sentences having the form (r1) and
(r2):

(r1): (x) (t) {Q1(x,t) → (Q2(x,t) → Q3(x))}
(RP)

(r2): (x) (t) {Q4(x,t) → (Q5(x,t) → ¬Q3(x))}.

Here ‘Q1’ and ‘Q4’ describe experimental conditions which must be realised
in order to discover whether or notQ3 applies to a certain substance; ‘Q2’
and ‘Q5’ describe the results of these experiments.

(RP) is called a reduction pair because by sentences (r1) and (r2) the
meaning of ‘Q3’ is reduced to the meaning of the four predicates ‘Q1’, ‘ Q2’,
‘Q4’ and ‘Q5’. It is assumed that those predicates either belong to the
vocabularyV of the languageL in which we want to introduce ‘Q3’ or are
previously introduced intoL by other reduction pairs which ultimately use
only the vocabularyV. A further assumption is that there exists at least one
object to which either the propertiesQ1 andQ2 or the propertiesQ4 andQ5

are rightly attributed, in other words, that

(∃x) (∃t) {(Q1(x,t) ∧ Q2(x,t)) ∨ (Q4(x,t) ∧ Q5(x,t))}

holds. For if the latter sentence were false, (RP) would specify neither ‘Q3’
nor ‘¬Q3’ for any object, hence would not specify the meaning of ‘Q3’ at all,
and therefore could not be said to introduce or determine the meaning of
‘Q3’.

As is readily seen, definition of ‘Q3’ by (RP) avoids the problem
attached to the introduction of ‘Q3’ through (D’): given (RP), the falsity of
‘Q1(x,t)’ for all t does not entail the truth of ‘Q3(x)’.

There are special instances of (RP), viz. the instance in whichQ4

is the same property asQ1 andQ5 equals¬Q2. In that case (RP) takes the
form (RP’):

(r’ 1): (x) (t) {Q1(x,t) → (Q2(x,t) → Q3(x))}
(RP’)

(r’ 2): (x) (t) {Q1(x,t) → (¬Q2(x,t) → ¬Q3(x))}.
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Since (r’2) is equivalent to

(x) (t) {Q1(x,t) → (Q3(x) → Q2(x,t))},

(RP’) can be replaced by (RB):

(RB): (x) (t) {Q1(x,t) → (Q2(x,t) ↔ Q3(x))}.

(RB) is the illustrious bilateral reduction sentence for the term ‘Q3’:
reductionsentence because the meaning of ‘Q3’ is reduced to the meanings
of ‘Q1’ and ‘Q2’, and bilateral because under the condition that ‘Q1’, ‘ Q2’
implies ‘Q3’ and vice versa. As in (RP), ‘Q1’ and ‘Q2’ either belong to the
vocabularyV of L or are previously introduced intoL by sentences which
ultimately use only the vocabularyV; and as in (RP), it is tacitly assumed
that the sentence

(∃x) (∃t) Q1(x,t)

holds. For if it were false, (RB) would specify neither ‘Q3’ nor ‘¬Q3’ for
any object, and hence would not introduce or determine the meaning of ‘Q3’
at all.

In an even more special case, viz. when ‘(x) (t) Q1(x,t)’ is
universally satisfied, an explicit definition sentence (D’’) becomes derivable:

(D’’): (x) {Q3(x) ↔ (t) Q2(x,t)}.

Generally speaking, and leaving out operators and arguments for a moment,
the difference between introduction by definition and introduction by
reduction can be stated in the following way. A definition sentence for a
term ‘Q’ describes anecessary and sufficientconditionC for application of
‘Q’; it thus enables us to substitute the term ‘C’ for ‘ Q’ in any sentence
whatsoever, since the totality of necessary and sufficient conditions forQ
coincides withC. For example, since in (D’’) the necessary and sufficient
condition forQ3 is Q2, (D’’) permits the substitution of ‘Q2’ for ‘ Q3’ in all
contexts.

On the other hand, a pair of reduction sentences describes a
necessary condition,Ci, and a sufficient condition, Cj, for application ofQ,
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but Ci andCj do not coincide.32 Therefore a reduction pair does not permit
the substitution of the terms ‘Ci’ and/or ‘Cj’ for ‘ Q’. Applied to our pair
(RP): (RP) provides both a necessary condition and a sufficient condition for
Q3. The sufficient condition is stated in (r1), which says that ‘Q1 ∧ Q2’ is
sufficient for application of ‘Q3’. The necessary condition is expressed in
(r2), for (r2) is equivalent to

Q3 → ¬(Q4 ∧ Q5),

and hence states that ‘¬(Q4 ∧ Q5)’ is necessary for application of ‘Q3’. In
other words, according to (RP) the extension of ‘Q3’ contains the extension
of ‘Q1 ∧ Q2’ and is contained by that of ‘¬(Q4 ∧ Q5)’. Since by assumption
the extensions of ‘Q1 ∧ Q2’ and ‘¬(Q4 ∧ Q5)’ differ, we may attribute ‘Q3’
to instances of ‘Q1 ∧ Q2’ whereas ‘¬Q3’ may be ascribed to cases of ‘Q4 ∧
Q5’. However, the important message is that we stay in the dark about the
remaining cases, to wit cases of

¬((Q1 ∧ Q2) ∨ (Q4 ∧ Q5)),

for (RP) does not tell us whether we should apply the term ‘Q3’ or ‘ ¬Q3’ to
them. Therefore, and contrary to definition sentences, (RP) is insufficient to
render the term ‘Q3’ eliminable from all contexts in which it may occur.

The above-mentioned difference between reduction and definition
is usually stated by saying that a definition sentence for ‘Q’ specifies the
meaning of ‘Q’ completely or exhaustively, whereas a reduction pair
specifies it onlyincompletelyor partially. In general, reduction pairs cannot
be replaced by definition sentences. Only if we succeed in changing and
extending a reduction pair to the point where it determines all cases, may we
formulate a definition as a substitute for it.

Let us now examine how Hempel uses these Carnapian thoughts on
complete and partial definition when he characterises the property of ‘being
a rational agent’ as a broad higher-order disposition.

32 At this point as well as in the sequel I use subscripts to refer to necessary, and
superscripts to refer to sufficient conditions.
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3.2 Dispositions

According to Hempel, having a belief, having a desire, or acting rationally
are all dispositions, i.e. tendencies to behave in a certain way under certain
circumstances. Entirely in the manner of Carnap, Hempel partially defines
disposition terms in bilateral reduction sentences. That is to say, if ‘M’ is an
expression referring to a disposition, then ‘M’ is defined by the bilateral
reduction sentence (III.5):

(III.5): (x) {S(x)→ (M(x) ↔ O(x))}

where ‘x’ ranges over objects, and ‘S’ and ‘O’ denote observable
characteristics (I shall follow Hempel in further omitting the time argument
t). Again, (III.5) is called areduction sentence because it reduces the
meaning of ‘M’ to expressions referring to observable qualities (‘S’ and
‘O’); and it is calledbilateral because, under the assumption ‘S(x)’, ‘ M(x)’
implies ‘O(x)’ and vice versa. At this point, three observations are of
importance. I shall first list them; in the sequel it will be explained how
these observations culminate in the conclusion that ‘being a rational agent’
is an untestable concept.

OBSERVATION 1. By partial definition (III.5), the meaning of ‘M’
is determined only for objects that have propertyS; for objects which lack
S, it cannot be decided whether or not they possessM. This is also expressed
by saying that (III.5) represents aconditionaldefinition. In Hempel’s words:

"[(III.5)] specifies that in all cases where the observable
characteristic [S] is present, [M] is applicable if and only
if the observable characteristic [O] is present as well. In
fact, [(III.5)] is an instance of those ... conditional
definitions which Carnap calls bilateral reduction sentences
(Hempel 1965, 114)."

Since (III.5) is a conditional definition, we must, in order to apply it to a
particularx, assume that its antecedent ‘S(x)’ is true. Obviously, under that
assumption (III.5) entails that ‘M(x)’ and ‘O(x)’ have equal truth values:
either they are both true or they are both false. In the former case,x has the
propertyM, whereas in the latter case it does not.

OBSERVATION 2. Sentence (III.5) is equivalent to the conjunction
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of two sentences (III.6) and (III.7):

(III.6): (x) {M(x) → (S(x)→ O(x))}
(III.7): (x) {S(x)→ (O(x) → M(x))}.

Hempel calls (III.6) and (III.7)symptom sentencessince they express
symptoms ofM’s presence (Hempel 1965, 460). Of course, this pair of
Hempelian symptom sentences corresponds to the pair (RP’) of Carnapian
reduction sentences. For (III.7) is similar to (r’1), whereas (III.6) is
equivalent to (III.8):

(III.8): (x) {S(x)→ (¬O(x) → ¬M(x))}

and hence is similar to (r’2).
OBSERVATION 3. Sentence (III.6) expresses anecessarycondition

for application ofM: it entails that ‘S(x) → O(x)’ and hence ‘¬(S(x) ∧
¬O(x))’ is necessary for ‘M(x)’. Sentence (III.7) expresses asufficient
condition for application of the term ‘M’: it says that ‘S(x) ∧ O(x)’ is
sufficient for ‘M(x)’. As indicated earlier, if all the necessary and the
sufficient conditions forM coincide in one conditionC, then the term
denoting this condition, ‘C’, may be substituted for ‘M’ in all contexts where
‘M’ occurs. Strictly speaking, the necessary condition stated in ‘¬(S(x) ∧
¬O(x))’ does not coincide with the sufficient condition stated in ‘S(x) ∧
O(x)’, since the falsity of ‘S(x)’ renders the first formula true whereas it
makes the second one false. However, given the fact that (III.5) is a
conditionaldefinition, the extensions of ‘¬(S(x)∧ ¬O(x))’ and ‘S(x)∧ O(x)’
do coincide, whenever (III.5) is applied. For as we have seen in
OBSERVATION 1, this assumption implies that ‘S(x)’ is true when the
definition is applied tox, and thus that ‘¬(S(x) ∧ ¬O(x))’ and ‘S(x)∧ O(x)’
have the same extension: both are true if ‘O(x)’ and both are false if
‘¬O(x)’.

The three observations above yield the following conclusion: if a
disposition term ‘M’ is partially defined in exactly one bilateral reduction
sentence (III.5), then there exists only one necessary condition and only one
sufficient condition forM. The former is stated in (III.6), the latter in (III.7).
Moreover, since (III.5) is also a conditional definition, the necessary
condition and the sufficient condition coincide over the area of application.

However, most dispositions are defined in several bilateral reduction
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sentences; they thus pertain to several necessary and sufficient conditions
which do not coincide. This will be explained in Section 3.3.

3.3 Broad dispositions

Some disposition terms are defined by one single bilateral reduction
sentence. ‘Being soluble in water’ is a case in point. We might define this
term in a unique bilateral reduction sentence, which states that if a substance
is put in water, then it is water-soluble if and only if it dissolves. (To be
accurate, we might stipulate that the water be pure, and that the quantity of
the substance added be inferior to the amount required to produce
saturation.) Following Ryle, who talks about "simple, single-track
dispositions", I take such disposition terms to denotesimpledispositions.33

Clearly, the ‘M’ out of the previous section refers to a simple disposition.
However, most dispositions are not simple, since they manifest

themselves in a variety of ways, depending on the circumstances. To
mention again an already over-worked example: being magnetised is not a
simple disposition since the magnetisation of, for instance, an iron bar can
be detected by looking whether iron filings will cling to its ends, but also
by watching whether one end attracts the north pole and the other the south
pole of a compass needle, or by trying to find out whether, if the bar is
broken in two, each of the parts exhibits the two tendencies just described
for the whole bar. Dispositions like these are calledmultiple (by Carnap) or
broad (by Hempel).34

33 "In discussing dispositions it is initially helpful to fasten on the simplest models,
such as brittleness of glass or the smoking habit of a man. For in describing these
dispositions it is easy to unpack the hypothetical proposition implicitly conveyed in the
ascription of the dispositional propertes. To be brittle is just to be bound or likely to fly
into fragments in such and such conditions; to be a smoker is just to be bound or likely
to fill, light and draw on a pipe in such and such conditions. These are simple, single-
track dispositions, the actualizations of which are nearly uniform." (Ryle 1949, 43).

34 Ryle calls themhigher-gradedispositions:

"There are many dispositions the actualizations of which can take a wide and
perhaps unlimited variety of shapes ... the higher-grade dispositions of people
... are, in general, not single-track dispositions, but dispositions the exercises
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Often the difference between broad and simple dispositions is a
matter of description. Many dispositions can be described as being either
simple or broad. Fragility may serve as an example. We might describe
fragility as a simple disposition; if we do that, we will say something like
"An object,x, is fragile if x breaks under a relatively weak blow". However,
we can also describe it as a broad disposition. In that case we will specify
both the expressions "to break" and "a relatively weak blow". Accordingly,
we will distinguish between different ways in whichx can break, and
between different ways in whichx can be struck by weak blows. I come
back to this point in Chapter IX.

A term ‘T’ denoting a broadly dispositional trait cannot be defined
in one single bilateral reduction sentence. Instead, the definition of ‘T’
consists in a set U ofn different bilateral reduction sentences (u-1), ..., (u-n),
each of which describes a specific way in whichT manifests itself. Let ‘S-1’,
..., ‘S-n’ describen different situationsS-1, ... , S-nand let ‘O-1’, ... ‘O-n’
describen reactions corresponding toS-1, ... S-n. Then the partial definition
of T is the set U:

of which are indefinitely heterogeneous. When Jane Austen wished to show
the specific kind of pride which characterized the heroine ofPride and
Prejudice, she had to represent her actions, words, thoughts, and feelings in a
thousand different situations. There is no standard type of action or reaction
such that Jane Austen could say ‘My heroine’s kind of pride was just the
tendency to do this, whenever a situation of that sort arose.’" (Ryle 1947, 43-
44).

I myself shall avoid the term ‘higher-grade disposition’. Using this term could easily
cause confusion with Hempel’s usage of ‘higher-order-disposition’. As I explain in the
text, the latter term denotes a broad disposition of second order. Cf. Føllesdal, who calls
a higher-order-disposition a "second-order" disposition (Føllesdal 1986).
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(u-1): (x) {S-1(x)→ (O-1(x) ↔ T(x))}
(u-2): (x) {S-2(x)→ (O-2(x) ↔ T(x))}

.

.
U .

.

(u-n): (x) {S-n(x)→ (O-n(x) ↔ T(x))}

(Hempel 1965, 113ff, 459ff, 472ff; cf. Carnap 1936-1937, 450ff). Every (u-i)
(1≤i≤n) is equivalent to the conjunction of a sentence (ui) and a sentence
(ui):

(ui): (x) {T(x) → (Si(x) → Oi(x))}
(ui): (x) {Si(x) → (Oi(x) → T(x))},

where (ui) expresses a necessary condition,Ci, and (ui) expresses a sufficient
condition,Ci, for application of ‘T’, Ci being described by ‘Si(x) → Oi(x)’
andCi by ‘Si(x) ∧ Oi(x)’.35

There exists an interesting difference between simple dispositions
and broad dispositions. Consider, for example, the disposition term ‘M’
mentioned in Section 3.2. ‘M’ denotes a simple dispositionM, for its
definition contains one and only one bilateral reduction sentence, viz. (III.5).
As we have seen in OBSERVATION 1, (III.5) is a conditional definition,
which, see OBSERVATION 2, truth-functionally equals the conjunction of
(III.6) and (III.7). (III.6) states the only necessary condition and (III.7)
expresses the only sufficient condition forM, and according to
OBSERVATION 3 this implies that the two conditions coincide in the
domain of application. But if they do so, then, see Section 3.1, all
occurrences of ‘M’ may be replaced by ‘S’ and ‘O’, and this boils down to

35 Recall that I use subscripts to refer to necessary, and superscripts to refer to
sufficient conditions:Ci andCi. When a situationS is part of a necessary condition, I
shall attach to it a subscript:Si; whenS is part of a sufficient condition, a superscript is
added:Si. I will stick to this convention, regardless of the fact thatSi andSi are
situations rather than conditions, and disregarding that they may refer to the same
situation, in which caseSi=Si. The same goesmutatis mutandisfor O, Oi, andOi.
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saying that (III.5) is, within its domain of application, an analytical
sentence.36

While simple dispositions are defined in analytical sentences, broad
dispositions are not. A broad disposition is defined by a set of bilateral
reduction sentences which jointly have empirical implications. Consider
again the term ‘T’. ‘ T’ is defined by U, the members of which together
entail that anyx which satisfies the sufficient condition implied by sentence
(u-i), also satisfies the necessary condition implied by sentence (u-j) (i≠j).
In other words, the members of U jointly entail the sentence (uiuj):

(uiuj): (x) [{Si(x) → (Oi(x) → T(x)} ∧ {T(x) → (Sj(x) → Oj(x))}].

This sentence implies (uiuj*):

(uiuj*): (x) {(Si(x) ∧ Oi(x)) → (Sj(x) → Oj(x))}

from which ‘T’ has disappeared. The sentences (uiuj) and (uiuj*) are not
analytical truths, but statements that have an empirical character. This can
be seen if we take ‘T’ to mean ‘is magnetised’ and letx range over bars. In
that case (uiuj*) might be read as: any bar that satisfies the iron filings
condition, also satisfies the compass needle condition. Clearly, the latter
statement is not an analytical truth, but an empirical one. Therefore, the
sentences of U count as empirical statements, whereas single bilateral
reduction sentences may be regarded as analytical statements (within their
domain of application).

According to Hempel the property of being rational is a broad
disposition. Notwithstanding the difference between broad and simple
dispositions, I shall, however, treat the property of being rational as a simple
disposition. Such an approach does not seem to interfere with the procedure
that Carnap and Hempel have in mind. For as Carnap has explained, broad
dispositions "can still be expressed by a conjunction of simple dispositions"
(Carnap 1956, 64). Therefore, if it turns out that Hempel’s analysis fails in
the simple variant, it most likely will do so in the more complex versions

36 Carnap already noticed the analytical character of sentences like (III.5): "... a
bilateral reduction sentence ... has no factual content" (Carnap 1936-1937, 444; cf.
451ff). Hempel also alluded to it (Hempel 1965, 459-460).
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as well. (See also the first objection in Section 5, below.)37

3.4 Higher-order dispositions

In Hempel’s view, the property of being rational (from now on:R) is not
only a broad disposition, but also a higher-order disposition, i.e. a
disposition which manifests itself in response to (lower-order) dispositions.
In the case ofR, these (lower-order) dispositions are beliefs and desires:

" ... the dispositions implied by attributing rationality to a
person arehigher order dispositions; for the beliefs and
ends-in-view in reponse to which, as it were, a rational
agent acts in a characteristic way are not manifest external
stimuli but rather, in turn, broadly dispositional features of
the agent" (Hempel 1965, 473 - emphasis by Hempel).

In conformity with my decision to regardR as denoting a simple rather than
a broad disposition, I shall takeR as referring to one belief (B) and one
desire (D). B andD are normal, lower-order dispositions. Thus it seems that
we might define the terms ‘B’ and ‘D’ respectively in the bilateral reduction
sentences (III.9) and (III.10) respectively:

(III.9): (x) {S(x)→ (B(x) ↔ O(x))}
(III.10): (x) {S(x)→ (D(x) ↔ O(x))}

37 Carnap’s belief that broad dispositions can be expressed by a conjunction of
simple ones has the paradoxical consequence that a conjunction of analytic sentences
may have empirical content. Hempel and Pap drew attention to this paradox (Pap 1958a,
335; Pap 1963; Hempel 1963). In turn, Carnap tried to evade this paradox by dividing
terms that denote broad dispositions into two classes: the pure disposition terms and the
theoretical terms. The former are expressible by conjunctions of simple dispositions but
lack empirical content, whereas the latter have empirical content but cannot be expressed
as such conjunctions (Carnap 1956; Carnap 1963b). However, this whole discussion
appears to be irrelevant to my point which is that Hempel’s use of ‘is rational’ deprives
this term of any content whatsoever, no matter how it is interpreted. Carnap’s distinction
between pure disposition terms and theoretical terms is discussed in Chapter VIII,
Section 2.4.
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where x ranges over persons, ‘S(x)’ means ‘x is in such and such an
observable situation’, and ‘O(x)’ means ‘x performs such and such an
action’.38

However, (III.9) and (III.10) do not really do justice to Hempel’s
argument. For according to HempelB and D are epistemically
interdependent. In order to explain how that disqualifies (III.9) and (III.10)
as definitions of the terms ‘B’ and ‘D’, let us make a brief excursion into the
field of epistemic interdependence.

3.5 Excursion: epistemic interdependence

What does it mean to say that there exists an "epistemic interdependence of
belief attributions and goal attributions" (Hempel 1965, 475)? More
particularly, how does the epistemic interdependence ofB andD affect the
definitions of ‘B’ and ‘D’? As it turns out, Hempel answers this question in
two different ways.

Suppose that we attribute to a personP the belief that it is raining
outside. Does this attribution imply anything concerningP’s observable
actions? Does it for instance imply thatP will take an umbrella when he
goes out? Obviously not. The mentioned attribution implies thatP will take
an umbrella only on suitable assumptions aboutP’s desires, such as that he
wants to protect himself from getting drenched. Of course, the same holds
for attributions of desires. The statement thatP wants a drink of wine
impliesP’s drinking a certain liquid only on the assumption thatP believes
this liquid to be wine. So it appears that an "epistemic interdependence of
belief attributions and goal attributions" means that hypotheses about beliefs
are testable only when takenin conjunction withhypotheses about desires,
and vice versa. It looks as if Hempel has something like that in mind when
he writes:

"... ascription of an objective ... has implications
concerning characteristic overt behavior only when taken
in conjunction with ascriptions of appropriate beliefs.

38 HereB andD are of course single dispositions, not, as in Chapter II (Section 3.1),
sets of dispositions.
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Similarly, in our earlier example, the hypothesis that [P]
believes the streets are slushy implies the occurrence of
characteristic overt behavior only when takenin
conjunction with suitable hypotheses about [P’s]
objectives.
Indeed, it seems that a hypothesis about an agent’s
objectives generally can be taken to imply the occurrence
of specific overt action only whenconjoined with
appropriate hypotheses about his beliefs, and vice versa ...
That is, belief attributions and goal attributions are
epistemically interdependent" (Hempel 1965, 475 - my
emphasis).

This quotation indicates why (III.9) and (III.10) are inappropriate as
definitions of ‘B’ and ‘D’: (III.9) and (III.10) wrongly presuppose that
assumptions about beliefs and desires can be defined without taking them in
conjunction. Furthermore, the quotation suggests what in fact might count
as a decent (partial and/or conditional) definition of ‘B’ as well as of ‘D’,
to wit:

(III.11): (x) {S(x)→ ((B(x) ∧ D(x)) ↔ O(x))}.

However, Hempel’s discussion of epistemic interdependence also suggests
definitions different from (III.11). This takes us to the second way in which
Hempel answers the question to what extent the epistemic interdependence
of B andD affects the definitions of ‘B’ and ‘D’.

Hempel explicitly denies that epistemic interdependence renders it
impossible to ascertain a person’s beliefs or desires. His main reason is that:

"...often we have goodantecedent informationabout one
of the inter[de]pendent items, and then a hypothesis about
the other may be tested by ascertaining how the person
acts in certain situations. For example, if we have good
grounds for the assumption that our man is subjectively
honest, that he endeavors to ‘tell the truth’, then his
answers to our questions may afford a reliable indication
of his beliefs. Conversely, we are often able to test a
hypothesis about a person’s objectives by examining his
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behavior in certain critical situations because we have
good reason toassumethat he has certain relevant beliefs"
(Hempel 1965, 475 - my emphasis).

Judging from this quotation, hypotheses about beliefs are testable, not in
conjunction with, but onlyunder the assumptionthat suitable hypotheses
about desires are true, and vice versa. The quotation thus gives rise to
definitions of ‘B’ and ‘D’ which differ slightly from definition (III.11). For
it suggests that ‘B’ is properly defined in:

(III.12): (x) [S(x) → {D(x) → (B(x) ↔ O(x))}]

and that (III.13) is a suitable definition of ‘D’:

(III.13): (x) [S(x) → {B(x) → (D(x) ↔ O(x))}].

The difference between (III.12) and (III.13) on the one hand and (III.11) on
the other is evident: if both ‘S(x)’ and ‘O(x)’ are true when both ‘B(x)’ and
‘D(x)’ are false, then the corresponding instance of (III.12) is true, as is that
of (III.13), but that of (III.11) is false.

As is readily seen, (III.12) as well as (III.13) exclude that ‘S(x)’,
‘D(x)’ and ‘B(x)’ are true whereas ‘O(x)’ is false: so if ‘O(x)’ is false, then
‘S(x)’ or ‘ B(x)’ or ‘ D(x)’ is false. Now ‘S(x)’ is in the domain of application
not allowed to be false because (III.12) and (III.13) are conditional
definitions. As we have seen in Section 3.2., OBSERVATION 1, this means
that they define ‘B’ and ‘D’ solely under the condition thatx has the
property S. So ‘B(x)’ or ‘ D(x)’ is false. In other words, if the universal
quantifier is restricted to the domain of application, then (III.12) and (III.13)
imply (III.14):

(III.14): (x) {¬O(x) → (¬B(x) ∨ ¬D(x))} .

Evidently, with the same restriction (III.14) is also implied by (III.11). For
(III.11) too is a conditional definition; it too defines ‘B’ as well as ‘D’ solely
under the condition that ‘S(x)’ is true. So if ‘O(x)’ is false, according to
(III.11) ‘B(x)’ or ‘ D(x)’ must be false.

To summarise, Hempel’s characterisation of the epistemic
interdependence ofB andD indicates two different ways of defining ‘B’ and
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‘D’: according to the first way ‘B’ is defined in (III.11) and so is ‘D’,
according to the second way ‘B’ is defined in (III.12) and ‘D’ is defined in
(III.13). The crucial point is that either of the two ways implies (III.14). In
order to understand why this point is essential, let us return to the discussion
of higher-order dispositions.

3.6 Higher-order dispositions again

As we have seen in Section 3.4, the higher-order disposition term ‘R’ is
defined by making an appeal to the lower-order disposition terms ‘B’ and
‘D’. Hence we might specify ‘R’ in the following bilateral reduction
sentence:

(III.15): (x) {(S(x)∧ B(x) ∧ D(x)) → (R(x) ↔ O(x))}.

Since (III.15) is a conditional definition of ‘R’, we must in each context of
application assume that its antecedent is true. Under that assumption, (III.15)
entails that ‘R(x)↔ O(x)’ and, accordingly, that ‘R(x)’ and ‘O(x)’ are either
both true or both false. In the former case,x has the propertyR, whereas in
the latter case it does not. However, the problem is that the latter case
cannot possibly arise. This impossibility results from the way in whichB
andD are described. As has been explained in the previous section, Hempel
indicates that there are two possible ways in which ‘B’ and ‘D’ might be
defined: either ‘B’ as well as ‘D’ are defined in (III.11) or ‘B’ is defined in
(III.12) and ‘D’ is defined in (III.13). Each of the two ways implies (III.14),
and hence entails that ‘B(x)’ or ‘ D(x)’ is false if ‘O(x)’ is false. Therefore,
each of them excludes that the antecedent of (III.15) is true while ‘O(x)’ is
false. Consequently, assuming (III.15) to hold, each of the two excludes that
the antecedent of (III.15) is true while ‘R(x)’ is false.

From this it follows that, on (III.15), every agent in the domain of
application is a rational agent. This of course deprives the propertyR of any
empirical content whatsoever. As a result, Hempel’s rationality assumption
(II.18) in schema (AEhs) becomes untestable, whereby adequacy condition
(CA3) is violated.
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4. The analyticity of the empirical law assumption
or the pseudo-character of DIF-1

As has been stated above, the LCA claims that statement (III.1) in (AElca)
is a tautology and consequently can be missed; as a result, we get (AElcaa).
If this is a sound argument, then Hempel’s supposed empirical law (II.17)
in (AEhs) is not empirical but analytical in character. For the analyticity of
(III.1) entails thatP’s action analytically follows from his reasons, i.e. from
(the descriptions of) his beliefs and desires. But then of courseP’s action
will still follow from his reasons ifP is a rational agent as well - to say
nothing of the nugatory nature of the latter property.

It is not my aim to adjudicate upon the validity or invalidity of the
LCA at this juncture. Rather, I merely maintain that its validity is implied
by Hempel’s very own argument. After all that has been said above, this
point can without much effort be explained in a few words. For it will turn
out that the analyticity of (III.1) and the untestability of (II.18) are two sides
of the same coin, and thus that the violation of condition (CA2) goes hand
in hand with the breach of (CA3). The pseudo-character of DIF-2 and that
of DIF-1 thus appear to mirror each other.

Let us suppose that a personP has one reason, and hence one belief
and one pro-attitude: he wants such and such to be the case (desireD-i) and
he believes that performing actionO brings about such and such (beliefB-j).
Then, on Hempel’s argument explained in Section 3.5 above, there are no
more that two possibilities. Either both ‘B-j’ and ‘D-i’ are defined in
(III.16):

(III.16): (x) {S(x)→ ((B-j(x) ∧ D-i(x)) ↔ O(x))}

or ‘B-j’ is defined in (III.17) whereas ‘D-i’ is defined in (III.18):

(III.17): (x) [S(x) → {D-i(x) → (B-j(x) ↔ O(x))}]

(III.18): (x) [S(x) → {B-j(x) → (D-i(x) ↔ O(x))}].

We have seen that (III.17) and (III.18) together imply (III.19):

(III.19): (x) {¬O(x) → (¬B-j(x) ∨ ¬D-i(x))}
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and that (III.19) is also entailed by (III.16). Sentence (III.19) can be
transformed into (III.20):

(III.20): (x) {(B-j(x) ∧ D-i(x)) → O(x)},

and (III.20) licenses deduction of the following form:

(III.21): B-j(a) ∧ D-i(a) O(a)

where ‘a’ refers to a particular person,P, and where ‘ ’ denotes logical
implication restricted to the conditional definition(s) of ‘B-j’ and ‘D-i’, i.e.
to their domain of application. Now (III.21) precisely formulates the LCA.
For (III.21) says that the performance of actionO is deductively entailed by
having the dispositionsB-j and D-i. In other words, the way in which
Hempel on the basis of Carnap’s analysis partially and conditionally defines
dispositions not only renders the rationality assumption untestable, but also
leads to the LCA. As a result, not only is condition (CA3) broken, but
condition (CA2) is violated as well.

5. Objections

My argument in the previous two sections seems open to three objections,
which I shall now consider in turn. The first objection is that my argument
follows from my decision toconsider R as a simple disposition(instead of
a broad one). For as opposed to sentences which jointly define broad
dispositions, sentences which define simple dispositions do not have the
character of empirical laws. Small wonder, then, that my analysis of the
dispositionR results in the conclusion that the term ‘R’ is an empty concept.

This objection, however, does not carry weight. This can be shown
by comparing two sentences, each of which defines a simple disposition,
namely

(III.5): (x) {S(x)→ (M(x) ↔ O(x))}
and

(III.15): (x) {(S(x)∧ B(x) ∧ D(x)) → (R(x) ↔ O(x))}.

(III.5) implies that, if its antecedent is true, there are two possibilities:
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(a): ‘M(x)’ and ‘O(x)’ are true
(b): ‘M(x)’ and ‘O(x)’ are false.

If (a) is the case,M is applicable tox; in the case of (b),M is not applicable
to x. Like (III.5), (III.15) implies that, if its antecedent is true, there are two
possibilities:

(a*): ‘R(x)’ and ‘O(x)’ are true
(b*): ‘ R(x)’ and ‘O(x)’ are false.

But unlike possibility (b), possibility (b*) cannot occur. This means that my
argument to the effect thatR is empty does not follow from the assumption
that R is a simple disposition.

I now turn to the second objection, which, in fact, is less an
objection than a remark. As we have learnt from Hempel,B and D are
epistemically interdependent. However, it might be argued that there exists
another epistemic interdependence, which I have not taken into account, viz.
the epistemic interdependence betweenB andD on the one hand, andR on
the other (Hempel 1965, 476). Further, it might be remarked that my
conclusionmerely results from the latter epistemic interdependence.

In order to show that this is not a telling objection either, I shall
compare (III.15) to (III.12), both of which are subject to epistemic
interdependence. Clearly, (III.12) is equivalent to (III.12*):

(III.12*): (x) {(S(x)∧ D(x)) → (B(x) ↔ O(x))}

which says that ‘B(x)’ and ‘O(x)’ are both true or both false if its antecedent
is true. Likewise, as we have repeatedly seen, (III.15) implies that ‘R(x)’ and
‘O(x)’ are both true or both false if its antecedent is true. Nevertheless
(III.15) and (III.12*) differ in an important respect. The falsity of ‘R(x)’ and
‘O(x)’ contradicts the assumption that the antecedent of (III.15) is true. On
the other hand, the falsity of ‘B(x)’ and ‘O(x)’ by no means contradicts the
assumption that the antecedent of (III.12*) is true. In other words, while
(III.12*) allows that ‘¬B(a)’ is the case, (III.15) excludes the possibility of
‘¬R(a)’. Ergo, the epistemic interdependence cannot by itself be the reason
for my conclusion thatR is devoid of meaning.

The third objection I borrow from Hempel. According to Hempel
"there are various kinds of circumstances in which we might well retain our
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assumptions about the agent’s beliefs and objectives and abandon instead the
assumption of rationality" (Hempel 1965, 476). Examples of these "various
kinds of circumstances" are situations in which a person "overlook[s] certain
relevant items of information which he clearly believes to be true", or
"overlook[s] certain aspects of the goal he is seeking to attain" (Hempel
1965, 476). As a result of these circumstances the sentence (III.22):

(III.22): S(a)∧ B(a) ∧ D(a) ∧ ¬R(a) ∧ ¬O(a)

might well be true. Hence, the claim that a definition of ‘B’ and ‘D’ implies
(III.14) is false.

Evidently, this objection is not directed against (III.15), not against
the way in which ‘R’ is specified. It is basically an objection against the two
possible ways in which ‘B’ and ‘D’ might be defined. For it is by virtue of
these ways that (III.14) is claimed to be true, and hence that (III.22) is said
to be false. Consequently, if we define the agent’s beliefs and desires by
either of these two ways, it is impossible to abandon the assumption of
rationality. Yet, as we have seen, both ways are suggested by Hempel’s own
argument, wherefore we must conclude that Hempel contradicts himself at
this point.

6. The return of the akrasia problem

In the present chapter I have argued for the following three claims:
(1) The rationality assumption (II.18) in Hempel’s schema of action
explanation (AEhs) cannot be tested by experiment or observation; to this
extent, DIF-2 is a pseudo-difference.
(2) The supposed empirical law (II.17) in (AEhs) is in fact derivable from the
analytical statement (III.1); to this extent DIF-1 is a pseudo-difference.
(3) The untestability of (II.18) and the analyticity of (II.17) branch from the
same trunk; they both result from considering the properties of having a
belief, having a desire, and acting rationally as specific dispositions. Hence,
the pseudo-character of DIF-1 and that of DIF-2 mirror one another.

What follows from these claims? Not that all talk about rational
action is insignificant and futile. Nor that all talk about rational acting as a
disposition is meaningless either. It does not even follow that talking about
acting rationally as a disposition which can be couched in bilateral reduction
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sentences is senseless. However, a conclusion that can be garnered from our
claims is that Hempel’s specific approach to what it means to be a rational
agent deprives the very concept of any empirical meaning whatsoever.
Starting from Hempel’s theory on action explanation, every action is a
rational action and irrational actions cannot possibly occur.

This means that Hempel’s position in the debate on action
explanation finally faces us with the oldakrasiaproblem. As it did for the
Greek philosophers, akratic behaviour constitutes a mystery for Hempel. No
more than Socrates, Plato, Aristotle or the early Stoics is Hempel able to
explain how such behaviour can occur.

However, not only does Hempel’s position run up againstakrasia,
but that of the LCA adherents stumbles upon it too. This can be explained
in two simple ways. The first is based on the identification of Hempel’s
schema for action explanation with that of the LCA adherents. For another
conclusion to be gathered from our three claims is that (AElcaa) is the same
as (AEhs): if (II.17) and (II.18) indeed are tautologies, then (AEhs) boils down
to (AElcaa). Ergo, if the former confronts us with theakrasiaproblem, then
so does the latter. The second way of explaining how the LCA position
impinges theakrasia problem is based on the simililarity between (AElcaa)
on the one hand and Von Wright’s schema for action explanation, (AEwright),
on the other. I have stressed this similarity before; I even decided to regard
(AElcaa) as a formalised version of (AEwright) (see Section 2). But we have
also seen that Von Wright, and for very good reasons, calls his (AEwright) a
practical syllogism, thereby paying homage to the Stagirian sage. It therefore
should not come as a surprise that both (AEwright) and (AElcaa) run against the
same difficulty as that which jeopardises an Aristotelian practical syllogism.
The akrasiaproblem, which constituted a vexing question for Aristotle and
other Greek philosophers, thus presents itself again in the context of the
contemporary debate about the explanation of actions. For at least two
factions in the debate, the Hempelians and the LCA adherents, finally have
to face the question again. In the next chapter we will learn that the same
holds for the third faction in the debate, headed by Donald Davidson.

In retrospect, the return of theakrasiaproblem could almost have
been predicted. It was so to speak written in the stars. To begin with,
philosophers such as Inwood and Cooper stressed that Aristotelian practical
syllogisms were primarily meant, not as arguments or inferences of which
the conclusions happen to describe actions, but asmodels for explanation of
actions(Inwood 1985; Cooper 1968; Cooper 1971). From that point of view,
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it was to be expected that problems generated by Aristotelian practical
syllogisms would reappear in any modern discussion about action
explanation.

Furthermore, for a long time theakrasiaproblem has been tacitly
lingering under the surface of argumentations about human actions in
general. It was there as it were incognito, not being recognised as the very
difficulty that annoyed Greek philosophers from Socrates to Chrysippus. By
way of example I refer once more to the final paragraphs of Anscombe’s
Intention. To me it seems that the quintessence of Anscombe’s famous study
is on the very last page, where apur sangakratic action is described. Yet
no matter how exemplarily akratic St. Peter’s denial of Christ in fact is,
Anscombe abstains fromcalling it akratic, irrational, incontinent or weak-
willed. It is as if she encounters our problem, without truly identifying it.
Another example of the surreptitious presence of the problem is provided by
Von Wright 1971. In the midst of a discussion about the LCA, Von Wright
tells us about a revolutionary who aspires to free his compatriots by killing
a tyrant. Here is the entire story:

"We have the premises of a practical argument: an agent
intends to bring about something and considers the doing
of something else necessary for this end. It is time for him
to act. He thinks so himself. Perhaps he was resolved to
shoot the tyrant. He stands in front of the beast, aiming at
him with his loaded revolver. But nothing happens. Must
we say that he is ‘paralyzed’? He is subjected to medical
examination and nothing is found which would indicate
that he was physically prevented from carrying his
intention into effect. Must we say that he gave up his
intention or that he revised the requirements of the
situation? He refuses to admit either alternative. Must we
say that he is lying? These questions aim at constructing
a case in which to say that he was prevented, or forgot
about the time, or gave up his intention, or reassessed the
requirements of the situation would have no other
foundation than the mere fact that he did not set himself to
action in accordance with the premises. This is an extreme
case, to be sure. But I do not see that it could not occur."
(Von Wright 1971, 116-117).
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Von Wright here describes a full-blooded akratic action without, however,
calling it by its name: he does notidentify the rebel’s not-shooting as
irrational, incontinent or akratic. But identified or not, the problem lies there
in its full glory, and Von Wright has to handle it. That is, he must match his
own story about the rebel with his belief in the validity of the LCA. Earlier
we have seen that Von Wright considers that validity as anepistemological
affair: "In this mutual dependence of the verification of premises and the
verification of conclusions in practical arguments consists, as I see it, the
truth of the Logical Connection Argument." (Von Wright 1971, 117). As a
way out, Von Wright now concludes that "despite the truth of the Logical
Connection Argument, the premises of a practical inference donot with
logical necessity entail behavior" (ibid.). The necessity of the practical
syllogism is, Von Wright tells us, a necessityex post actu: "It is only when
action is already there and a practical argument is constructed to explain or
justify it that we have a logically conclusive argument." (ibid.). This means
that in Von Wright’s story, where the rebel does literally nothing, an event
occurs which is unexplainable in principle. In my opinion, that price is too
high for a justification of akratic actions.
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CHAPTER IV

DAVIDSON’S ARGUMENT ON CAUSALITY

0. Introduction

It probably was Descartes who first articulated the in his days somewhat
vague view that a person’s actions arecausedby his beliefs and desires. The
idea that reasons can wield causal power upon actions was developed further
by David Hume and William James, and has been dexterously defended by,
among others, Paul Churchland and Alvin Goldman (Churchland 1970;
Goldman 1970a; Goldman 1970b). The causalistic view is aptly summarised
in Goldman 1970a:

"When we say thatP flipped the switch in order to turn on
the light, the explanandum event is obviouslyP’s flipping
the switch. But what does the explanans consist of? ...
What ... is implied by saying thatP flipped the switch "in
order to" turn on the light? Evidently, this explanation
implies that Pwanted to turn on the light, and it also
implies that hebelieved... that he would turn on the light
by flipping the switch. ... It also implies that his having
this want and his having this beliefcaused... his flipping
the switch.
To talk about an agent’sreasonsfor action ... can be
analyzed in terms of theaction-planswhich causehis
action." (Goldman 1970a, 77-78; emphasis by Goldman;
Goldman’s text has ‘S’ instead of ‘P’).

Yet ever since Descartes there have been philosophers who contested a
causal explanation of actions. Well over forty years ago, these anti-causalists
found new support in the neo-Wittgensteinian thoughts that in the previous
chapter have been placed under the heading of the logical connection
argument (LCA).

The major difference between the LCA and the causalists touches
the relation between reasons and actions. According to the adherents of the
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LCA, actions are logically (i.e. analytically, conceptually, deductively)
implied by beliefs and desires. They thus believe the reason-action relation
to be fundamentally different from the cause-effect connection. A cause
explains an action only by an (explicit or tacit) appeal to a regularity of
nature, be it an empirical law or a constant conjunction; but whenever a
reason explains an action, no natural regularity backs the explanation. The
defenders of a causal theory of action explanation, on the other hand, deny
that such a difference exists. In their opinion, reasons are to actions as
causes are to effects, i.e. clearly separated and hence logically independent
of one another. The explanatory character of reasons is, they argue, merely
derived from the fact that reasons and actions instantiate regularities of
nature.

The latter position one might call theclassicalcausalist position. It
can be summarised as the following two claims:

1clas like causal explanations, action explanations rely on a
regularity of nature;

2clas like causes and effects, reasons and actions are logically
independent of each other.

Both claims are denied by the LCA which says:

1lca unlike causal explanations, action explanations do not rely
on a regularity of nature;

2lca unlike causes and effects, reasons and actions are logically
connected.

Donald Davidson is a prominent and relatively recent champion of the
causalist position. Just as the neo-Wittgensteinians have lended new lustre
to the anti-causalist stance by formulating the LCA, Donald Davidson has
breathed new life into the causalist view. This he did by inventing a theory -
drawing on Aristotle, Anscombe, Hempel and Quine - in which a seductive

comprehensiveness of content competes with a discouraging density of style.
However, Davidson’s reanimative enterprise has not been without
consequences for the causal theory. For in Davidson’s hands the causalist
viewpoint was drastically recast. At first sight, it even looks as though
Davidson is an advocate of the LCA, since he appears to argue for two
claims which I call 1dav and 2dav:
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1dav action explanations do not rely on a natural regularity;
2dav reasons and actions are logically connected.

That Davidson nonetheless is a causalist becomes clear from his approval of
two other claims, which I introduce as 3dav and 4dav:

3dav action explanations are causal explanations, and causal
explanations do rely on empirical laws;

4dav reasons are to actions as causes are to effects, and causes
and effects indeed are logically independent of each other.

In the present chapter I explain how Davidson tries to talk these four
seemingly contradictory claims into a coherent framework. In other words,
I shall, governed by the principle of charity, make every effort to show that
the following two quotations are not really inconsistent:

"Hempel set out to show that reason explanationsdo not
differ in their general logical character from explanantion
in physics or elsewhere. My reflections reinforce this
view" (Davidson 1976, 274; my emphasis).

"I hold that there is anirreducible differencebetween
psychological explanations that involve the propositional
attitudes and explanations in sciences like physics and
physiology" (Davidson 1987, 35; my emphasis).

Section 1 describes how Davidson deals with the common view that causal
relations are relations between events. As we will see, Davidson commits
himself to an ontology of events as particulars, with all its consequences.
Section 2 introduces a problem to which the classical causalist position gives
rise. Section 3 explains how Davidson solves this problem by means of the
ontology described in Section 1, and how, as a result, the classical causalist
position is revised. Finally, in Section 4, I list some difficulties associated
with Davidson’s own approach. One of those difficulties will turn out to be
the problem ofakrasia, a predicament of which Davidson appears to be very
well aware.
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1. An ontology of events as particulars

It is quite common to regard the causal relation as one holding between
events(facts, states of affairs); to say that anobjectcaused another object,
or that a certainquality caused another quality sounds slightly strange. (But
see the footnote to Chapter II, Section 2.) Assuming that causes and effects
are rightly deemed to be events, what exactly is an event? What is its
ontological status?

Events make up a vital part of Davidson’s ontology. "[T]he
assumption ... that there are events", he writes, "is one without which we
cannot make sense of our most common talk" (Davidson 1967b, 162).
Moreover, in the Davidsonian universe events occupy a rather unusual
position. Unlike many other philosophers, Davidson does not regard events
as compound states of affairs, which are denoted by entire sentences.
Instead, he considers them as "unrepeatable particulars (‘concrete
individuals’)", i.e. datable, locatable individual entities (Davidson, 1970b,
181; cf. Davidson 1970c, 209). Examples of such events are "the particular
eruption of a volcano, the (first) birth or death of a person, the playing of
the 1968 World Series, or the historic utterance of the words, ‘You may fire
when ready, Gridley.’" (Davidson 1970c, 209-210). As unrepeatable
particulars, events are the sort of things that we refer to by singular terms
or argument constants. As Davidson sees it, we do not denote themby entire
sentences, but we quantify over themin entire sentences. In Section 1.1 I
explain how this quantification is done. Section 1.2 is about two problems
that, according to Davidson, can be solved by his approach.

1.1 Quantifying over events

Consider the sentence (IV.1):

(IV.1): Masetto marries Zerlina.

In first order predicate logic, (IV.1) is usually taken to consist of two names
(‘Masetto’, ‘Zerlina’) and a two place predicate (‘marries’). The common
predicate logical translation of (IV.1) would be:

(IV.2): Marries(Masetto, Zerlina).
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Davidson, however, denies that (IV.2) represents the logical form of (IV.1).
He thinks that (IV.1) contains an argument place that it seems not to
contain, since ‘marries’ should in fact be construed as a predicate withthree
argument places. The third argument place is for singular terms denoting
events, or variables ranging over events. Thus (IV.1) becomes a sentence
with a hidden event variable,e, bounded by an existential quantifier. Its
logical form, then, would be:

(IV.3): (∃e) (Marries(Masetto, Zerlina,e)),

which should be read as ‘There is an evente such thate is a marrying of
Zerlina by Masetto’. Of course, ‘a marrying’ is not a singular term, but ‘is
a marrying’ is a predicate saying something about the otherwise
indeterminate evente. Similarly, the sentence ‘All walks through Amsterdam
with Betty are pleasant’ becomes:

(IV.4): (∀e) [{(Walk( e))∧(With(Betty, e))∧
(Through(Amsterdam,e))} →(Pleasant(e))]

to be read as ‘For all eventse, if e is a walk ande is with Betty ande is
through Amsterdam, thene is a pleasant event’. Again, ‘a walk’ is neither
a relation nor a variable bound by the universal quantifier, but a predicate
affixed to an otherwise unspecified evente.

Davidson’s commitment to an ontology of events looks rather
artificial and forced. Why does he exert so much effort for an analysis of
events as particulars? What is the use of denoting events by means of
singular terms, instead of doing so by entire sentences? The following
quotations might make up Davidson’s answer:

"This analysis copes with a variety of problems in what
seems to me an attractively simple way; and I know of no
other theory that does as well." (Davidson 1970b, 182).

"What could ... be said in defence of my analysis? What
can be said comes down to this: it explains more, and it
explains better. It explains more in the obvious sense of
bringing more data under fewer rules." (Davidson 1967a,
141).
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"I do not believe we can give a cogent account of action,
of explanation, of causality, or of the relation between the
mental and the physical, unless we accept events as
individuals." (Davidson 1969, 165).

So Davidson’s motive is purely practical. By positing the existence of events
as particulars which are referred to by means of singular terms or variables,
Davidson aims to show that several ostensibly unrelated philosophical
problems are in fact related. Moreover, he thinks he can solve them. In 1.2
I discuss two problems that, according to Davidson, can be solved within his
approach. The first problem concerns the role of adverbs, the second is how
to construct a satisfying theory about actions and events.

1.2 Solving two problems

One of the problems Davidson wants to discuss concerns the role of adverbs.
Adverbs modify verbs, and verbs are about what happens, whether what
happens is a ‘mere happening’ (an event) or something that we do (an
action). In natural languages, adverbs and adverbial clauses frequently
function in a way that has no representation in formal languages like
standard first order predicate logic.39 This discrepancy between natural and
formal languages is a thorn in Davidson’s flesh, for one of Davidson’s
projects is to stretch Tarski’s definition of ‘truth’ in formal languages to the
point where it becomes a definition of ‘meaning’ in natural languages:
Davidson wants to use the phrase ‘p is true iff s’ (where ‘p’ and ‘s’ are
sentences, preferably in formal languages) for an explication of the phrase
‘x means the same asy’ (where ‘x’ and ‘y’ are terms, preferably in natural
languages). I do not want to divagate upon that project here, but an outline
of how a quantification over eventsà la Davidson enables us to express
adverbial modification in standard predicate logic will prove to be useful.

Consider the sentences (IV.5) and (IV.6):

39 When Davidson is talking about formal languages, he usually has standard first
order predicate logic in mind. Davidson often and explicitly defends quantificational
theory, which he deems to be "a good theory" with important virtues such as "its known
consistency and completeness (in the sense that all quantificational truths are provable)"
(Davidson 1967a, 140).
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(IV.5): Masetto marries Zerlina by proxy

(IV.6): Masetto marries Zerlina by proxy in the rain.

Sentence (IV.5) contains an adverbial modifier indicating manner (‘by
proxy’); sentence (IV.6) has in addition another adverbial modifier (‘in the
rain’). Obviously, (IV.5) entails (IV.1) whereas it is entailed by (IV.6); for
if Masetto marries Zerlina by proxy then he marries her, and if he does not
marry her by proxy then he certainly did not do so in the rain. But what are
the logical forms of (IV.5) and (IV.6)? According to a generally accepted
view, the logical form of a sentence has to render explicit how the sentence
in question is logically connected to other sentences. Davidson appears to
endorse this view when he writes:

"... much of the interest in logical form comes from an
interest in logical geography: to give the logical form of a
sentence is to give its logical location in the totality of
sentences, to describe it in a way that explicitly determines
what sentences it entails and what sentences it is entailed
by." (Davidson 1967a, 140).

Yet an ordinary first-order translation of (IV.5) and (IV.6) does not account
for the fact that the former entails (IV.1) and is entailed by (IV.6). For such
a translation would transform (IV.5) into (IV.7):

(IV.7): Marries(Masetto, Zerlina, Proxy),

in which ‘marries’ is construed as a three place predicate, and it would
replace (IV.6) by (IV.8):

(IV.8): Marries(Masetto, Zerlina, Proxy, Rain)

where ‘marries’ has four places. Clearly, (IV.7) does not entail (IV.2) - the
standard first-order form of (IV.1) - nor is (IV.7) entailed by (IV.8).
However, in the Davidsonian universe of events as particulars wecan
account for the fact that (IV.5) entails (IV.1) and is entailed by (IV.6). For
in that domain (IV.5) is translated as (IV.9):
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(IV.9): (∃e){(Marries(Masetto,Zerlina,e))∧(By(Proxy,e))}

whereas (IV.6) becomes (IV.10):

(IV.10): (∃e) {(Marries(Masetto,Zerlina,e))
∧(By(Proxy,e))∧(In(the Rain,e))}.

Sentence (IV.9) does entail (IV.3), which was Davidson’s reconstrual of
(IV.1); moreover, (IV.9) is entailed by (IV.10).

The above shows that treating events as particulars enables us to
regard adverbial modification as a sort of adjectival qualification. For now
it is no longer true that adverbial clauses modify verbs. Instead, they modify
the eventsthat are introduced by certain verbs in much the same way that
adjectives qualify ordinary nouns (cf. Davidson 1969, 167). This makes it
possible to express adverbial modification in first order predicate logic,
whereby the uncomfortable gap between formal and natural languages is
narrowed.

There is, however, another problem that Davidson thinks he can
solve by means of an event-as-particular ontology and its corresponding
method of quantification. This problem concerns the relation between
actions, being things that we do, and events, being things that merely happen
to us. Actions and events differ in some respects while they are alike in
others. Any theory about actions and events must account for the disparities
as well as the similarities, preferably in a simple and systematic way.
Davidson believes that his ontology of events as particulars provides the
materials for such a theory.

According to Davidson, the main difference between events and
actions is that the former are brought about by causes whereas the latter are
engendered by reasons. Phrased in this way, Davidson’s idea is perfectly
compatible with the positions which we have already been facing: it matches
not only Hempel’s position, but also the LCA and the classical causalist
approach. However, Davidson also holds thatactions are those events the
causes of which are reasons, and by that assertion he disentangles himself
from the three positions just mentioned. He departs from Hempel and from
the adherents of the LCA in affirming what the latter deny, viz. that actions
are events and that reasonsare causes. He deviates from the classical
causalists in denying what the latter affirm, viz. that actions are events
simpliciter and that reasons are causessimpliciter. As I shall explain in
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Section 3, Davidson believes that actions area peculiar sort of events,
namelymentalevents, and that reasons area peculiar sortof causes, namely
rational causes.

The reason why Davidson wishes to free himself from the classical
causalists is discussed in Section 2: the classical causalist idea that reasons
are ordinary causes of actions leads to a problem and from there to a rather
counterintuitive thesis, viz. the non-identity thesis. Davidson aims to
circumvent these difficulties; in Section 3 it is explained how he works
towards that goal.

2. A problem in the classical causalist view

I already noted that causal relations are supposed to hold between events:
causes and effects are events rather than objects or qualities. Anyone who
regards reasons and actions as being causally related must therefore look
upon reasons and actions as if they were events. The classical causalists hold
that reasons and actions are causally related, so it is only consistent that they
also picture reasons and actions as events.

In the classical view, the concept of an event and that of a cause are
considered to be full-blooded ontological notions. ‘Event’ does not originate
from semantics nor from epistemology: it refers neither to a description nor
to a mode of knowing but to something that exists in the outer world.
Similarly, the concept of causality is treated as a purely ontological concept.
If two events are causally related, this relationship has an ontological
standing, not a semantical nor an epistemological one. For the events in
question will remain causally related, no matter how we describe them, and
no matter whether we know or do not know that they are thus related.

At first glance, considering ‘event’ and ‘causality’ as purely
ontological concepts seems to be a sensible approach. However, when
combined with the two classical causalistic claims that have been mentioned
in the introduction to this chapter, this approach leads to the following
problem. Consider two eventse1 and e2, such thate1 is described by the
expression ‘e1’ and e2 is described by the expression ‘e2’. If e1 is the cause
of e2, then, according to the classical causalist, two conclusions can be
drawn:

(i) e1 ande2 are logically independent of each other and so are the
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descriptions ‘e1’ and ‘e2’ (see claim 2clas above);
(ii) there exists a causal explanation that meets Hempel’s four
requirements of adequacy, and that hence contains a causal law of
the form ‘if an instance of ‘e1’ occurs then an instance of ‘e2’
occurs’ (see claim 1clas above).

Keeping within the limits of the classical causalist framework, substituting
reasonr1 for evente1 and actiona1 for evente2, yields a fully analogous
story. Letr1 be described by ‘r1’ and a1 by ‘a1’. If r1 is the cause ofa1, then
again, according to the classical causalist, two conclusions can be drawn:

(i*) r1 anda1 are logically independent of each other and so are the
descriptions ‘r1’ and ‘a1’ (cf. 2clas);
(ii*) there exists a causal explanation that meets Hempel’s four
requirements of adequacy, and that hence contains a causal law of
the form ‘if an instance of ‘r1’ occurs then an instance of ‘a1’
occurs’ (cf. 1clas).

Clearly, the appeal to a causallaw mars the ontological picture of causality
with which the classical causalists present us. For laws are not out there on
the ontological streets. They are man-made constructions, instruments that
we have devised in order to get an intellectual grip upon the world. Laws
are not elementsof the world, they are part of theoriesabout the world. As
such, they exist by virtue of formulations: it is essential for them to be
couched in words or other symbols. Likewise, it is essential for the causal
laws mentioned under (ii) and (ii*) to depend upondescriptionsof what they
causally relate. In (ii), the law depends on the descriptions ‘e1’ and ‘e2’; in
(ii*), the law depends on the descriptions ‘r1’ and ‘a1’.

The reliance of laws upon descriptions constitutes a problem for the
classical causalist, who wants to use causal laws, but nevertheless wishes to
regard ‘causality’ as a full-blown ontological concept. This problem becomes
more pressing when we realise that actions and events can be described in
many different ways, some of which do instantiate a law whereas others do
not. If the entities to which the words in a certain law refer can easily be
described in different words that make up a different law, what then should
we conclude? Should we conclude that the two laws are identical even
though they are couched in different terms? Or that they are not identical
although they are about the same things? But how do we decide that things
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are the same if not by the identity of the laws that govern them? Or
conversely, if the alternative description doesnot instantiate a law, what then
is the merit of the original law? How can it really be about entities if it is
so fragile with respect to the way in which the entities are described? And
again, how do we know that entities differently described arethe same
entities?

Let us stop posing questionsin abstracto: here is a concrete
example, inspired by Von Wright’s book. Suppose that personP does each
of the following things simultaneously: (1) he moves his finger, (2) he pulls
a trigger, (3) he fires a gun, (4) he kills a tyrant. How many actions doesP
perform here? According to the classical causalists,P performs four actions.
Each action is a token of an other type, and each type has its own
description (‘moving his finger’, ‘pulling a trigger’, ‘firing a gun’, ‘killing
a tyrant’). Also, each action might have its own explanation, and hence its
own reason to which it is causally connected by its own law.

The claim that, in the example above,P performs four different
actions sounds of course rather counterintuitive: how canP perform four
different actions if he performs them all at the same time? Moreover, there
seems to be an infinite number of ways in whichP’s action can be
described. Should we regard every single description as referring to a unique
action type, some of which correspond to a unique explanation embracing
a unique law, whereas others do not? According to the classical causalist
Alvin Goldman we should. In Goldman 1970a he claimed thatP performs
four different actions. Goldman’s so-callednon-identity claimdepends on
three arguments. I tersely outline them below, and then turn to Davidson’s
alternative causalism, erected on the antitheticalidentity claim.40

Goldman’s first argument has also been calledthe argument from
‘by’-relations (Ginet 1990, 53). It rests on the observation thatP kills a
tyrant by firing a gun, which he doesby pulling a trigger, which is
accomplishedby moving his finger. Here the preposition ‘by’ expresses a
binary relation, the ‘by’-relation, that isasymmetric and irreflexive. The
relation is calledasymmetricbecause although you usually pull a trigger by
moving your finger, you normally do not move your finger by pulling a

40 Two of Goldman’s arguments are presented in Goldman 1970a. The third
argument (the argument from temporal relations) Goldman subscribed to in 1970b. For a
succint survey of the arguments, see Ginet 1990 or Buekens 1992.
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trigger; the same of course goes for the other things thatP does. The
relation is calledirreflexive because no one pulls a trigger by pulling a
trigger or kills a tyrant by killing a tyrant. Obviously, no action has a ‘by’-
relation to itself. Since the things thatP does are connected by three
different ‘by’-relations, and since it is assumed that (1) differs from (4),P
does four different things, hence performs four distinct actions.

The second argument for the non-identity thesis I labelthe
argument from temporal and spatial relations(cf. Ginet 1990, 58). It can be
easily explained by extending the example above. Suppose thatP moves his
finger, pulls the trigger and fires a gun at the tyrant (all at the same time).
Imagine further that the victim dies three hours later in a hospital, whence
it became true, three hours after he has pulled the trigger, thatP killed the
tyrant. AreP’s pulling the trigger and his killing the tyrant one and the same
action or are they distinct? According to Goldman they must be distinct, for
"if [two actions] X and Y are identical, thenX must have all and only the
properties thatY has" (Goldman 1970a, 2). Pulling the trigger and killing the
tyrant occur at different points in time and space, hence do not share the
time/place property, thus cannot be identical.

Undoubtedly, the two arguments above sound very reasonable; they
might even strip the non-identity claim of its counterintuitive character. The
third argument, on the other hand, is differently placed. Ginet calls itthe
argument from causal-explanatory relations. Imagine thatP pulls the trigger
because he wants to liberate his country from a totalitarian leadership.
Imagine further that he performs his action reluctantly, as a result of being
filled with horror by the idea that he is going to murder a human being. Do
‘P pulls the trigger’ and ‘P pulls the trigger reluctantly’ refer to the same
action? It seems rather foolish to deny that they do, but Goldman
nevertheless makes a brave attempt at a proof to the contrary.P’s act of
pulling the triggerreluctantly is an effect, Goldman argues, of his being in
a state of abhorrence (Goldman 1970b, Goldman 1970a, 3). But his act of
pulling the triggertout courtis not at all an effect of that state, sinceP pulls
the trigger independently of whether or not he feels aversion. This indicates
that there exists a causal factor ofP’s pulling the trigger reluctantly that is
not a causal factor ofP’s pulling the triggertout court. But if two actions
X andY are the same, one would expect them to be caused by exactly the
same set of causes or causal factors. Therefore, ‘P pulls the trigger’ and ‘P
pulls the trigger reluctantly’ do not refer to the same action. In Section 3,
notably in 3.1.2, I explain how Davidson, following Anscombe in espousing
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the identity claim, deals with each of Goldman’s three arguments.

3. Three noteworthy distinctions

Davidson is a causalist.Vis-à-vis the LCA-adherents and other neo-
Wittgensteineans, he has always stuck to the idea that actions are caused by
reasons. In his Introduction toActions and EventsDavidson proclaims:

"All the essays in this book ... are unified in theme and
general thesis. The theme is the role of causal concepts in
the description and explanation of human action. The
thesis is that the ordinary notion of cause ... is essential ...
to the understanding of what it is to act with a reason"
(Davidson 1980, xi).

Already in the book’s earliest essay (1963), Davidson makes the following
statement about ‘rationalizations’ (that is Davidson’s term for action
explanations or reason explanations):

"I want to defend the ancient - and commonsense -
position that rationalization is a species of causal
explanation. The defence no doubt requires some
redeployment, but it does not seem necessary to abandon
the position, as has been urged by many recent writers."
(Davidson 1963, 3).

Recent writers such as the neo-Wittgensteinians, of course. The quotation
further reveals that Davidson, although on the causalists’ side, does not want
to identify himself with the classical causalists, whose position he deems to
be in need of "redeployment".

Davidson’s main complaint about the classical position is, I would
say, that it neglects the following three distinctions:

DISTINCTION 1: between events and descriptions of
events;

DISTINCTION 2: betweenmental descriptionsandphysical
descriptions;
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DISTINCTION 3: betweensingular causal statementsand
general causal explanations.

By inserting these distinctions in the causalist viewpoint, Davidson reforms
causalism, thereby placing himself somewhere between the classical
causalists and the adherents of the LCA. This new causalism functions as the
proverbial stone that kills two birds. Firstly, it breaks the bond between a
causalistic view and the counterintuitive non-identity claim, thus showing
that one can embrace the former without espousing the latter. Secondly, it
facilitates the construction of a theory about actions and events in which the
differences as well the similarities between the two categories are accounted
for.

Below I examine the three distinctions. The first distinction is
discussed in 3.1, the second in 3.2. Each of the two distinctions prompts a
question, and these are dealt with in 3.3. In 3.4 the third distiction is
discussed. Finally, in 3.5, some conclusions are drawn; it is explained how
the three distinctions yield an up-to-date causalism that does the twofold job
mentioned above.

3.1 DISTINCTION 1:
events and descriptions of events

In discussing the LCA and the classical causalistic position, the distinction
between semantics, epistemology and ontology was not important. Classical
causalism, as we have seen, focusses entirely on the latter discipline; it is
basically an ontology-oriented position. As far as the LCA is concerned, the
distinction between ontology, semantics and epistemology proved to be
insignificant for my argument in Chapter II. So I could allow myself to
ignore it, and treat the LCA at once as a semantical, an ontological and an
epistemological argument.

In the present chapter I can no longer follow that line. For in
discussing Davidson’s position, it would be inappropriate not to distinguish
between semantics, ontology and epistemology. Notably the distinction
between ontology on the one hand and linguistics or semantics on the other
is important for an understanding of Davidson’s thoughts.

Davidson has frequently emphasised the difference betweenevents
anddescriptions of events. Without such a distinction, he argues, our daily
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speech would simply be impossible:

"Our ordinary talk of events, of causes and effects,
requires constant use of the idea of different descriptions
of the same event." (Davidson 1967a, 120).

In fact, one of Davidson’s motives to consider events as particulars (cf.
Section 1) is that, as particulars, events are easily described in many
different ways. Another motive is that an assumed identity between events
can now be reconstructed as an identity oftokensrather than an identity of
types(there is more on the advantages of token identity over type identity
in Section 3.2). Still another motive is that events as particulars can be
causally related without obeying a covering causal law (I will discuss this
point in Section 3.4).

Not only events, but even more soactionscan be described in many
different ways. The openness of actions to different descriptions has been
deftly demonstrated in Anscombe 1957, a book to which Davidson often
refers and for which he expressed his admiration (Davidson 1971b, 194,
footnote 8; for the introduction of the expression "under the description", see
Anscombe 1957, 11). One of Anscombe’s examples of this liability of
actions to different descriptions is about the man who refills the water
supply of a house by pumping up water that has been poisoned by someone.
Anscombe asks herself how many actions the man performs:

"... are we to say that the man who (intentionally) moves
his arm, operates the pump, replenishes the water supply,
poisons the inhabitants, is performingfour actions? Or
only one?" (Anscombe 1957, 45; emphasis by Anscombe).

She concludes that the correct answer is ‘only one’:

"In short, the only distinct action of his that is in question
is this one, A. For moving his arm up and down with his
fingers round the pump handleis, in these circumstances,
operating the pump; and, in these circumstances, itis
replenishing the house water-supply; and, in these
circumstances, itis poisoning the household. So there is
one action with four descriptions ...." (Anscombe 1957, 46;
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emphasis by Anscombe).

Like Anscombe Davidson defends theidentity thesis: the claim that one and
the same action can be described in numerous ways. Consequently, Davidson
takes the view that, in our earlier example,P performs only one action
which can be described in four different ways, to wit ‘moving his finger’,
‘pulling a trigger’, ‘firing a gun’, ‘killing a tyrant’. Section 3.1.1 entails a
further examination of the identity thesis. In 3.1.2 it is shown how Davidson
refutes the three arguments that Alvin Goldman has put forward in defence
of the non-identity claim.

3.1.1 Pros and cons of the identity thesis

According to Davidson there are "plenty of ... contexts" which suggest that
the identity thesis is true. Within these contexts we "seem compelled to take
talk of ‘alternative descriptions of the same action’ seriously, i.e. literally"
(Davidson 1967a, 110). An example is the context in which excuses are
made. A standard pattern of excuse consists in uttering ignorance of the fact
that one’s action has an alternative description. "I did not know that Sophie
is married to the minister of foreign affairs" could serve as an apology for
having brutally denounced, in front of Sophie, the foreign policy. In this
case I do not deny that I publicly decried the foreign course, nor that I
insulted Sophie. My excuse pertains to the fact that I did not know
‘denouncing the foreign policy’ and ‘insulting Sophie’ to be descriptions of
the same action. But apart from the excusing context, there are other
contexts which suggest that the identity claim is sound. Davidson points for
example to the setting in which actions are explained:

"Explainingan action by giving an intention with which it
was done provides new descriptions of the action: I am
writing my name on a piece of paper with the intention of
writing a cheque with the intention of paying my gambling
debt. List all the different descriptions of my action. Here
are a few for a start: I am writing my name. I am writing
my name on a piece of paper. I am writing my name on a
piece of paper with the intention of writing a cheque. I am
writing a cheque. I am paying my gambling debt."
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(Davidson 1967a, 110; emphasis by Davidson).

Davidson concludes:

"It is hard to imagine how we can have a coherent theory
of action unless we are allowed to say that each of these
sentences is made true by the same action" (ibid.).

The idea to separate actions from their descriptions sounds sensible, of
course. But a problem remains. In Davidson’s philosophy, the number of
ways in which an action can be described appears to be enormous. To
mention only two points:

(a) an endless number of details may be added by attaching adverbs
or adverbial clauses (I am writing my name slowly, smoothly, in a
silk suit, sarcastically smiling, et cetera) (Davidson 1967a);
(b) every description of an action in terms of its consequences may
be used since it is appropriate as a description (Davidson 1973a,
71).

What is Davidson’s response to the jumble of descriptions that is generated
by (a) and (b)? As far as (a) is concerned, Davidson concedes that the
manoeuvre of adverbial modification might go on and on, thus producing an
infinite series of sentences. However, he thinks the problem is not as big as
it seems to be. For there appears to be method in the mess. The welter of
seemingly disordered sentences actually is a hierarchical aggregate, in the
sense that ‘I am writing my name’ is derivable from ‘I am writing my name
smoothly’ which in turn is derivable from ‘I am writing my name smoothly
with a sarcastic smile’ and so on. This derivability is possible because the
logical form of action sentences is identical to the logical form of event
sentences. Like events, actions are considered particulars, which are referred
to by singular terms. Like events, actions can be extensively specified by
adding more and more adverbial clauses. As in the case of events, these
clauses create sentences and relations between sentences which are perfectly
expressible in standard predicate logic. Davidson thus establishes a far-
reaching similarity between actions and events, and hence between reasons
and causes. Actions become a kind of events, and reasons become a kind of
causes. The only difference between a reason/action pair on the one hand
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and a cause/effect pair on the other, appears to be thevocabularythey are
couched in: actions and reasons are written in amentalvocabulary whereas
causes and effects are phrased in aphysical idiom. An easy way of
identifying the idiom is to take a look at theverb: mental versus physical
idioms are often recognizable by mental versus physicalverbs(‘believing’,
‘desiring’, ‘washing’, ‘walking’ versus ‘slipping’, ‘falling’, ‘failing’,
‘sleepwalking’). However, as Davidson observes, this identifying criterion
is not waterproof (Davidson 1971a, 43). I shall say more on the difference
between the two vocabularies in Section 3.2.

With respect to (b), the situation is slightly more difficult. For (b)
entails that actions can have descriptions under which they lose their
intentional character: although it was not my intention to offend the foreign
minister’s wife, an offence certainly followed from what I did, whereby
‘offending the foreign minister’s wife’ is a decent description of my action.
However, the idea of a non-intentional action has a contradictory ring to it.
I have said that all thedramatis personaein the traditional debate on action
explanation subscribe to the view that actions differ from events by the fact
that they are brought about by intentions or reasons: Hempel, the LCA
adherents, the classical causalists, and last but not least Davidson, all seem
to consider unintentional actions ascontradictiones in terminis.

Davidson’s position is somewhat ambiguous, however. There are
passages in Davidson’s writings which indeed indicate that unintentional
actions cannot be called real actions. While discussing the exemplary case
in which I come home, flip a switch, turn on the light, illuminate the room,
and thereby unintentionally alert a prowler to my return, Davidson comments
in a footnote:

"We might not call my unintentional alerting of the
prowler an action, but it should not be inferred from this
that alerting the prowler is therefore something different
from flipping the switch ... I follow a useful philosophical
practice in calling anything an agent does intentionally an
action ..." (Davidson 1963, 4-5, footnote 2).

But whereas the quotation above might be taken to imply that all and only
intentional doings are actions, other passages indicate that also unintentional
doings can be actions:
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"When we describe our actions, we include not only what
we do intentionally but also many things we do
unintentionally. [I hold] that unintentional actions are
actions under other descriptions." (Davidson 1973a, 70).

"... I have argued for the view that one and the same
action may be correctly said to be intentional (when
described in one way) and not intentional (when described
in another)." (Davidson 1967a, 147).

At still other places Davidson seems to take up a sort of middle position
(Davidson 1971a; Davidson 1974a). In the first paragraph of Davidson
1974a he claims that something is an action if and only if it can be
described in a way that makes it intentional, so that when there is no way
of describing them in terms of intention, happenings cease to be actions (cf.
Davidson 1971a, 50). In the next paragraphs Davidson declares that this
claim might well be mistaken. However, he decides to "[set] aside the need
for further refinement" (Davidson 1971a, 46).

This apparent ambivalence in Davidson’s writings presumably is a
reflection of what he called the "discrepancies between early and later
views" (Davidson 1980, xi). "Before one starts to write one thinks one
knows what one is going to say", Davidson declares in 1985. "But in my
case at least it is only as I write that I discover what I think, and this is
almost never what I thought when I began" (Davidson 1985c, 253). After
1963, the year in which his first essay on reasons and actions was published,
Davidson changed his mind on the subject of intentions and intentional acts
(Davidson 1980, xi). I personally conjecture this change to be prompted by
the recognition of serious problems, among which notably that ofakrasia.
In the final section of the present chapter I explain how Davidson’s position,
like those of Hempel and the LCA adherents, impinges upon theakrasia
problem. However, I postpone further comments on Davidson’s change of
mind until we come to Chapter VI.

3.1.2 Davidson’s response to Goldman’s arguments

We have seen that Davidson vindicates the identity thesis by drawing a
distinction between events and actions on the one hand and their descriptions
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on the other. This distinction is the very weapon with which Davidson tries
to take the edge off the arguments that Alvin Goldman put forward in
support of the non-identity claim (see Section 2).

Goldman’s first argument,the argument from ‘by’-relations, is
countered by Davidson in the following manner (Davidson 1987, 38-39; cf.
Davidson 1973a, 76-78; cf. Anscombe 1979, 209ff). Consider the relation
between ‘to be the present queen of Holland’ and ‘to be Juliana’s daughter’.
Obviously, this relation isasymmetric: Beatrix is the present queen of
Holland by being Juliana’s daughter; she is not Juliana’s daughter by being
Holland’s present queen. Also, the relation isirreflexive: it is not true that
Beatrix is the present queen by being the present queen, or that she is
Juliana’s daughter by being Juliana’s daughter. However, neither the
asymmetry nor the irreflexivity shows that Juliana’s daughter and the present
queen of The Netherlands cannot be the same person. They merely show
that this person can be differently described. Similarly, Davidson argues, the
asymmetry and irreflexivity between ‘pulling a trigger’ and ‘firing a gun’ do
not show that pulling a trigger and firing a gun cannot be the same action.
They merely show that this action can be differently described. In sum, then,
Davidson admits that the preposition ‘by’ expresses an asymmetric and
irreflexive relation, but he denies that this relation holds between actions.
According to Davidson it holds betweendescriptionsof actions.

Davidson’s response to Goldman’s second argument,the argument
from temporal and spatial relations, is cast into the same mode. The
temporal and spatial relations of which Goldman claims that they hold
between actions, Davidson argues, in fact hold betweendescriptionsof
actions. Since actions may be described in terms of their consequences, a
certain action may be described in terms of a consequence that occurred at,
say, 10:00 a.m., and also in terms of a consequence that took place three
hours later. To use Von Wright’s example once more: if I fire a gun in the
morning and the victim dies at 1:00 in the afternoon, ‘firing a gun’ and
‘killing the tyrant’ both go for acceptable descriptions of my action, although
the former already was an acceptable description at 10:00 a.m. and the latter
did not became one until 1:00 p.m. In this case we have two descriptions,
each with a different time property, but both referring to the same action.

Goldman’s third argument is based on the idea that two identical
actions must have the same explanation. Davidson rejects this idea, which
he deems to be the result of confusing ontology and semantics. The question
whether or not two actions areidentical is an ontological question; it is
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about individual actions no matter how described. However, toexplain an
action implies that one shifts to the sphere of semantics. For explanations
rely on laws, and laws can only explain events if the latter are described in
a certain way. This makes causality somehow language dependent. Goldman
thinks this dependency of language is an "unattractive consequence"
(Goldman 1970a, 7). Yet, as will become clear in Section 3.4, Davidson
believes that language dependence is an undetachable part of the concept of
causality.

3.2 DISTINCTION 2:
mental descriptions and physical descriptions

The lesson to be learned from 3.1 is that actions and events differ from their
descriptions. Couched in this way the message is not very instructive. The
advice to distinguish descriptions from entities described is almost a
platitude, and the application of this wisdom to the realm of actions and
events does not add very much. However, in Davidson’s hands the
distinction between semantics and ontology cuts much deeper than that. In
3.2.1 I shall consider how Davidson applies the distinction, first in the
sphere of agency, and then in the field of events. As we will see, Davidson’s
application of DISTINCTION 1 leads to an original theory about the relation
between actions and events. In 3.2.2 this theory will be examined further.

3.2.1 Mental events and physical events

In Davidson’s view, not only do actions have various descriptions, they are
a sort of description themselves. Or, to put it in a more stately way, an
action is an entitycum description. The entity in question is an event, the
description concerned is a so-called mental description. Actions thus become
so-calledmental events, i.e. events under mental descriptions. What is a
mental description? Given all that has been said above about the logical
form of sentences on actions and/or events, it should not surprise us that a
mental description pivots around the notion of a mentalverb:

"Let us call a description of the form ‘the event that is M’
or an open sentence of the form ‘event x is M’ amental
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descriptionor a mental open sentenceif and only if the
expression that replaces ‘M’ contains at least one mental
verb ...." (Davidson 1970c, 211; emphasis by Davidson).

So a mental description is a description with at least one mental verb in it.
Mental verbs are those verbs that express

"propositional attitudes like believing, intending, desiring,
hoping, knowing, perceiving, noticing, remembering, and
so on." (Davidson 1970c, 210).

They are characterised by the fact that they occur in sentences of the form

P ---- that s

where ‘P’ stands for the name of a person, the dashes symbolise a mental
verb (‘believes’, ‘desires’, etc.), and ‘s’ represents a whole sentence to which
the normal rules of substitution do not apply. As Davidson realises, the
criterion is not very precise. On the one hand, he wants toincludemental
verbs which are not followed by the said sentences but which nevertheless
occur in intensional contexts. On the other hand, he wishes toexclude
apparently mental verbs that occur in fully extensional contexts (‘He knows
Paris’ is among Davidson’s examples). Hence the creation of an intensional
context is the crucial point: mental verbs create a semantically opaque
context in which the principle of substitutivity fails (although sometimes we
do not know whether these events are actions until "we know more than the
verb tells us" - Davidson 1971a, 44).

Since not only actions, but also events can be differently described,
Davidson recognises the existence ofphysical events, i.e. events under
physical descriptions. As might be expected, a physical description is a
description which uses physical vocabulary, notably a physical verb (‘to die’,
‘to faint’, ‘to fail’). The important characteristic of a physical verb of course
is that it does not create a semantically opaque context.41

41 There is still another problem, which is not mentioned by Davidson. If mental
events are events of which the description contains a mental verb, and if mental verbs
express propositional attitudes like believing and intending, then it is not immediately
clear how actions can be mental events. After all, actions are usually described by such
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Unfortunately, the criterion for distinguishing physical from mental
descriptions is not without its own difficulties. The following is a variant of
Davidson’s example. Let the verb ‘occurred in Groningen’ be essentially
physical. Then its negation, ‘did not occur in Groningen’, is essentially
physical too. But ‘occurred in Groningen or did not occur in Groningen’ is
true of every event, whereupon every event becomes a physical event. The
same of course goes for mental descriptions. If a mental event were indeed
an event describable in a mental vocabulary, then every event would count
as mental: ‘is believed by me or is not believed by me’ is true of every
event.

Davidson is perfectly aware of these and similar difficulties

verbs as ‘walking’ and ‘waving’, not by verbs like ‘believing’ and ‘intending’. In other
words, the ordinarydescriptionof an action does not contain mental verbs, although the
ordinaryexplanationof an action does.

I suspect that this problem relates to a certain obscurity in Davidson’s
nomenclature. For although Davidson mostly writes as if actions arementalevents, he
sometimes refers to actions as if they arephysicalevents:

" ... in identifying the action with a physical event, we must at the same time
be sure that the causal history of the physical event included events or states
identical with the desires and cognitive states that yield a psychological
explanation of the action." (Davidson 1973b, 254).

Simon Evnine refers to this obscurity when he writes:

"Laws which link mental states with actions will ... count as psychological
laws, not as psychophysical laws. Unfortunately, this is not always made as
clear as it should be, and sometimes, confusingly, Davidson does talk of such
laws as psychophysical." (Evnine 1991, 21).

Evnine does not say where exactly Davidson uses the term ‘psychophysical laws’ for
laws that link mental states with actions, but I presume that he has Davidson’s paper
‘Psychology as Philosophy’ in mind. In that essay Davidson tries to show that there are
no psychophysical laws by arguing that there are no laws linking reasons and actions
(Davidson 1974a, 231ff). Be that as it may, Evnine finally draws the right conclusion:
"actions are none the less counted by Davidson as mental because in saying what actions
someone is performing, as opposed merely to saying what movements his body is
undergoing, we are contributing to our interpretation of him" (Evnine 1991, 21). I call
Evnine’s conclusion right because Davidson, during a short conference on his work in
Utrecht in November 1994, told me that this is indeed the correct interpretation.
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(Davidson 1970c, 210). However, they do not seem to bother him. First,
Davidson deems it rather unimportant to formulate a precise criterion for
physical descriptions:

"It is less important to characterize a physical vocabulary
because relative to the mental it is, so to speak, recessive
in determining whether a description is mental or
physical." (Davidson 1970c, 211).

Second, Davidson admits that "it would be instructive to mend this trouble"
(i.e. that on his criterion every event becomes mental). He nevertheless
judges such a repair "not necessary for present purposes" (Davidson 1970c,
212). By "present purposes" Davidson means his ambition to develop a
brand new version ofthe identity theory(not to be confused with the
identitity thesisreferred to above). In general, an identity theory states that
mind is identical to matter, or, in the Davidsonian jargon, that mental events
(actions, beliefs, desires) are identical to physical events (bodily movements,
reflexes, brain states). Relative to the construction of an identity theory,
Davidson assures us, classifying too many events as mental events is not a
grave sin. What would be a sin, Davidson argues, is the "failure to include
bona fide mental events" (Davidson 1970c, 212). Evidently, if all events are
mental events, this sin cannot possibly be committed. More on the
Davidsonian identity theory in 3.2.2 and 3.4.1.

3.2.2 Ontological token identity

Davidson’s identity theory is a theory aboutontological identity. It entails
that the events to which mental descriptions refer are identical to the events
denoted by physical descriptions. It is not a theory about semantical identity.
In fact, it strongly opposes the claim that mental descriptions are translatable
into physical descriptions. "[M]ental and physical predicates are not made
for one another", Davidson says (Davidson 1970c, 218), since mental and
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physical vocabularies have "disparate commitments" (Davidson 1970c, 222).42

42 Davidson’s main reason for this disparity is its supposed connection to Quine’s
thesis of indeterminacy of translation. For according to Davidson the indeterminacy
thesis says that mental terms cannot be translated into physical ones (Davidson 1970c,
222, footnote 14; Davidson 1985c, 245; but see also Davidson 1974b).

Davidson’s argument suggests that the intranslatability is typical formental
terms, and that onlymentalterms are affected by the indeterminacy of translation. That
suggestion is, I think, wrong. Quine’s indeterminacy thesis covers mentaland physical
terms alike; hence the resulting intranslatability affectsboth categories. Intranslatability
touches not only the interpretation of mental into physical terms, but also that of physical
into mental terms, and even that of physical into physical, and mental into mental
expressions. It would therefore be incorrect to use the indeterminacy thesis as a
justification for the disparity between mental and physical descriptions.

The suggestion that only mental terms are affected by indeterminacy might
well be caused by the neglect of a difference thatis important for Quine, namely the
difference between (linguistic) manuals of translation on the one hand and
(psychological) theories of the mind on the other. Quine’s indeterminacy thesis is about
the former, not about the latter (Quine 1990, 38; Quine 1987, 5; Quine 1974, Section 3).

Davidson, actually, is not the only interpreter who seems to underestimate this
point. The same underestimation is, I think, prevalent in a paper by Lars Bergström
(Bergström 1990). On the basis of Quine’s indeterminacy thesis, Bergström argues that
there isno logical or epistemological, but only anontologicaldifference between
explanations of actions and explanations of events. Hence, there isno logical or
epistemological, but only anontologicaldifference between the social and the natural
sciences. If I understood him correctly, Bergström argues as follows. Suppose we have
two action explanations, (AE1) and (AE2), of what a personP did at timet. Of course,
both the explanans of (AE1) and that of (AE2) refer toP’s reasons att. Suppose further
that (AE1) and (AE2) are empirically equivalent and logically incompatible. Then,
according to Bergström, it does not make sense to ask which of the two explanations is
the best. For, as in the case of two rivalling and empirically equivalent manuals of
translation, there isno fact of the matter. Like the correctness of a translation, the
correctness of an action explanation is determined exclusively by the observations
involved. Just as observable, verbal behaviour is all there is for manuals of translations
to be right or wrong about, so observable, non-verbal behaviour is all there is for action
explanations to be right or wrong about. However, Bergström emphasises that matters
are totally different in the natural sciences. If, in the natural sciences, two rivalling
explanations of an event are empirically equivalent, then itdoesmake sense to ask which
is the right one. There is indeed a fact of the matter here.

In my opinion, Bergström’s reasoning could easily mislead us. It suggests that,
for Quine, psychological ‘entities’ (such as beliefs, desires, and reasons) are on a par
with linguistic ‘entities’ (such as meanings): in either case it is only observable
behaviour that plays a rôle, in neither case is there a fact of the matter. Bergström thus
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Furthermore, Davidson’s identity theory is a theory about the
identity of tokens, not about the identity of types. In Section 1 we have seen
that Davidson reconstructs events as particulars, not as universals.
Consequently, Davidson’s identity theory states that a particular mental
event, for example my belief that my brother lives in Tokyo, is identical to
a particular physical event, for example a certain state of my brain; it does
not say that all beliefs about brothers-who-live-in-Tokyo are identical to
brain states of a certain type. The absurdity of the latter is nicely illustrated
by an analogy that Simon Evnine has drawn:

"Nobody would think that, just because one and the same
object can be a tie and a birthday present, all ties are
birthday presents or all birthday presents are ties.
Similarly, just because one particular mental event, my
present belief thatp, is a physical event, a certain synaptic
connection, why should one think that all beliefs thatp
must be identical to that type of synaptic connection, or
that all instances of such a synaptic connection are
identical to a belief thatp?" (Evnine 1991, 62).

One of Davidson’s reasons for reconstructing events as particulars has been
mentioned at the beginning of 3.1: as particulars, events can be described in
many different ways. Now another reason becomes clear. If two events are
identical, considering them as universals would lead to an identity of types.
By regarding them as particulars, event identity becomes a identity of
tokens, whereby the absurd consequences of a type identity are avoided.

ignores that, for Quine, there exists a big difference between psychology and linguistics.
Beliefs and desires are dispositions, which might gain a physical footing as a result of
future neurological research. Meanings are phoney, things that wrongly give the
impression of existence. In this respect, beliefs and desires are more like the physical
dispositions in the natural sciences. Hence the ontological difference that Bergström sees
between explanations of actions and explanations of events vanishes. The ontological
difference is not between the social and the natural sciences, but rather between those
sciences on the one hand and linguistics on the other.

The same misunderstanding, I think, also impairs Ken Gemes’ analysis of
Quine’s philosophy (Gemes 1991). For an analysis of Gemes’ argument, see Peijnenburg
and Hünneman 1994. See also Chapter VIII, Section 4.2.
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3.3 Two thorny questions

Our discussion so far of DISTINCTION 1 (Section 3.1) and DISTINCTION
2 (Section 3.2) presses upon us two thorny questions. Consider an arbitrary
actionA and an arbitrary eventE. Then, according to DISTINCTION 1,A
can be described in many different ways, and so canE. This raises the first
question: what is the status of the actionA and the eventE to which all
those descriptions refer? Furthermore, according to DISTINCTION 2, action
A is identical to an event,E*, under a mental description, andE is identical
to an event,E** , under a physical description (E* andE** might but need
not be identical). This prompts the second question: what is the status of the
entities E* and E** that are described in mental and physical terms
respectively? Before we turn to DISTINCTION 3, something more needs to
be said about both these vexing issues.

As far as the first question is concerned, I do not know of a place
at which Davidson deals with it explicitly. However, Davidson’s writings on
actions and events are suffused with the spirit of Anscombe, and shedoes
handle the question. More than twenty years after her introduction of the
phrase "under a description", Anscombe tells us:

"I have on occasion stared dumbly when asked: ‘If one
action can have many descriptions, what isthe action,
which has all those descriptions?’ The question seemed to
be supposed to mean something, but I could not get hold
of it. It ought to have struck me at once that here we are
in ‘bare particular’ country:what is the subject, which has
all these predicates? The proper answer to ‘What is the
action, which has all these descriptions?’ is to give one of
the descriptions. Any one, it does not matter which; or
perhaps it would be best to offer a choice, saying ‘Take
whichever you prefer’." (Anscombe 1979, 208-209;
emphasis by Anscombe).

The message is clear enough: any attempt to separate entityA from any of
its descriptions as an action is meaningless. Without such a description,A
does not exist, since an essential constituent ofA is its description as an
action. Apart from any of those descriptions,A is like the earth before the
Divine Spirit started moving, or like Adam before God breathed into his
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nostrils: without form, void, no more than dust of the ground.
The tonality of Davidson’s work is fully in harmony with these

thoughts. Like a true pupil of Anscombe and Quine, Davidson has repeatedly
intimated that the very idea of a description is inseparable from the idea of
an entity described. By calling an event an action, we are placing it in a
mentalistic framework that describes it as an action, whereby it becomes an
action. The latter means that a description exists under which the event is
intentional (see Section 3.1.1). Furthermore, it means that the event in
question is explained by reasons - whether these reasons are considered as
causes or not. Without such a framework or conceptual scheme we find
ourselves, to use Anscombe’s beautiful expression, in ‘bare particular’
country. The event would be a bare event, either featuring in a framework
in which only physicalistic terms are used or not featuring in any linguistic
framework at all.

This takes us to the second question. What is the status of the
events E* and E** that are described in mental and physical terms
respectively? Evnine has justly remarked that in Davidson’s work "two
fundamentally different conceptions of events [are] at work" (Evnine 1991,
64). The one we could call thesemanticalconception. It is the conception
of ‘event’ as ‘event cum description’. The semantical conception is
essentially twofold, since it allows events under mental descriptions (such
asA above) as well as events under physical descriptions (such asE above).
The other is theontologicalconception. It is the conception of an eventsine
description, events such asE* andE** , which are subsisting at the barren
ontological level of theDinge an Sich. What is the status of those events?

Davidson is not very clear about that. At some places, he speaks as
if those events are of a physical nature. Talking about his identity theory
(which, as we have seen, postulates an ontological token identity) Davidson
declares that:

"[it] resembles materialism in its claim that all events are
physical, but rejects the thesis, usually considered essential
to materialism, that mental phenomena can be given purely
physical explanations. ... [It] shows an ontological bias
only in that it allows the possibility that not all events are
mental, while insisting that all events are physical."
(Davidson 1970c, 214).
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This quotation may be taken to entail two things. First, it says that at an
ontological level all events are physical, although some carry physical
descriptions and others are written in mental terms. Second, it implies that
mental descriptions cannot be translated into physical descriptions.

While the second implication is consistent with the rest of
Davidson’s work, the first is not. At several places Davidson suggests that,
on an ontological level, events are not physical, but neutral in character. The
only thing that renders a event mental or physical is its description in mental
or physical terms. As judged from this point of view,E* andE** indeed are
Kant’s Dinge an Sich- under the proviso of course that theDinge in
question are tokens, not types. In the sequel I shall assume that Davidson
ultimately holds the latter point of view; for Davidson, I take it, there is
nothing either physical or mental, but description makes it so.

3.4 DISTINCTION 3:
causal statements and causal explanations

The present Section 3.4 is about the third distinction that Davidson wants to
insert in the classical causalist framework in an attempt to redeploy it. A
good way of explaining this distinction is by taking a fresh look at
Davidson’s identity theory (3.4.1). The obviously inconsistent character of
the theory will be removed by taking two steps; the first step is taken in
3.4.2, the second in 3.4.3.

3.4.1 Anomalous monism

Davidson calls his theory on ontological identity of tokensanomalous
monism. Monism, because at an ontological level mental events are identical
to physical events: both are unspecified pieces of a similarly unspecified
reality. Anomalous, because on a semantical level mental events behave
whimsically: mental terms resist translation into physical terms. More
generally the anomalous character entails that regularities between the
physical and the mental cannot exist; mental events escape any prediction
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or explanation on the basis of natural laws.43

To situate anomalous monism, Davidson presents a fourfold
classification of theories dealing with the relation between mental and
physical events. The classification is based on the theory’s claims concerning
semantics(are there any psychophysical laws?) andontology(are the events
ontologically identical?). Thus Davidson divides the theories concerned into
four sorts:

"nomological monism, which affirms that there are
correlating laws and that the events correlated are one
(materialists belong in this category);nomological dualism,
which comprises various forms of parallelism,
interactionism, and epiphenomenalism;anomalous dualism,
which combines ontological dualism with the general
failure of laws correlating the mental and the physical
(Cartesianism). And finally there is anomalous monism,
which classifies the position I wish to occupy." (Davidson
1970c, 213-214; emphasis by Davidson).

What makes anomalous monism interesting is that it reconciles the following
three principles P1-P3, each of which Davidson explicitly endorses
(Davidson 1970c, 208):

P1 (the Principle of Causal Interaction):
at least some mental events interact causally with physical
events

P2 (the Principle of the Nomological Character of Causality):
causal interaction presupposes the existence of strict

43 Davidson’s usage of the term ‘law’ is not particularly clear, an imperfection to
which Føllesdal drew attention (Føllesdal 1980, 1982, 1986). The lack of precision is not
diminished by Davidson’s distinction betweenhomonomicandheteronomic
generalisations. (Positive instances of the former "give us reason to believe the
generalization itself could be improved by adding further provisos and conditions stated
in the same general vocabulary as the original generalization"; instantiations of the latter
"give us reason to believe there is a precise law at work, but one that can be stated only
by shifting to a different vocabulary" - Davidson 1970c, 219.)
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deterministic laws

P3 (the Principle of the Anomalism of the Mental):
no mental event can be predicted or explained on the basis
of strict deterministic laws.

The first principle says that some mental events are causes or effects of
certain physical events. For example,P’s intention to shout to his fellow
mountain climber (a mental event) can cause an avalanche to break loose,
and the latter (physical) event might cause in me the belief that an avalanche
is breaking loose (a mental event). The second principle has a Hempelian
flavour. It entails that a mental event,M(e), can only be a cause or an effect
of a physical event,P(e’), if there is a causal law (L1) of the form (L1

a) or
of the form (L1

b):

(L1
a): (∀e) {M(e) → ∃e’ (P(e’) ∧ e causes e’)}

(L1
b): (∀e) {P(e)→ ∃e’ (M(e’) ∧ e causes e’)}

wheree and e’ range over events, andP and M characterise the events as
either physical or mental events. (L1

a) and (L1
b) are the notorious

psychophysical laws. (L1
a) says that all mental events cause certain physical

events, and L1
b says that all mental events are caused by physical events.44

44 Simon Evnine has formulated the psychophysical laws (L1
a) and (L1

b) differently.
He writes: "WhereM denotes some mental state andP some physical state, these laws
would say:

(L1
a’): for any objectsx andy, if x is in M theny is in P

(L1
b’): for any objectsx andy, if x is in P theny is in M"

(Evnine 1991, 17-18). Of course,x andy preferably range over those objects that are in
fact subjects, i.e. persons. (L1

a’) says that, if personx has a mental stateM, then persony
has physical stateP; (L1

b’) expresses the reverse. (L1
a’) and (L1

b’) can be formalised as:

(L1
a’’): (x)(y) (M(x) → P(y))

(L1
b’’): (x)(y) (P(x)→ M(y))

respectively. But this formalisation immediately shows what is wrong with Evnine’s
formulation of the Davidsonian psychophysical laws. For (L1

a’’) is equivalent to
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For our purposes the interesting psychophysical law is not so much
a psychophysicalcausallaw as, to borrow Evnine’s term, a psychophysical
bridging law (Evnine 1991, 18). In order to distinguish the latter from the
former, Evnine calls the bridging law (L2). He then formulates (L2) as ‘(∀e)
(M(e) ↔ P(e))’ but that formulation is somewhat contestable. However, the
idea is probably clear. It is that (L2) identifies entities described in a
psychological or mental vocabulary with entities written in a physical
(behavioural or neurological) idiom. Jointly, the principles P1 and P2 imply
that at least some mental events can be predicted and explained on the basis
of causal or bridging laws. That, however, is denied by P3. For P3 denies
the existence of any bridging or causal law which contains mental terms, not
only psychophysical ones like (L1) and (L2), but also purelypsychological
ones in which only mental terms occur. Hence P1, P2, and P3 are blatantly
inconsistent. How then can Davidson endorse them all? How can anomalous
monism be said to reconcile P1, P2, and P3?

The answer consists in taking two steps. The first step, taken in
3.4.2, consists in refining the concept of causality by means of
DISTINCTION 1. The second step comprises the application of the refined
causality concept to the explanation of actions (3.4.3).

3.4.2 Causal statements and causal explanations

According to Davidson, most philosophers have failed to recognise that
causality is essentially dual. On the one hand, causality is anontological
concept: it deals with the relation between events on an ontological level. If
an eventE* is said to cause another eventE** , then what the word ‘cause’
relates are events, not expressions denoting events. The ontological side of
causality reveals itself in what Davidson callssingular causal statements. An
example of such a statement is ‘E* causesE** ’. If ‘ E* causesE** ’ is true,
thenE* is the cause ofE** , no matter howE* andE** are described. As
Davidson says: "Causality [is a relation] between individual events no matter

∃x M(x) → ∀y P(y)

which says that, if there is a person in mental stateM, all persons will be in physical
stateP. (L1

b’’) is equivalent to a statementmutatis mutandis.
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how described" (Davidson 1970c, 215).
On the other hand, causality has asemantical or linguisticside: it

deals with events that are described in a certain way. The semantical side of
causality manifests itself incausal explanations. With respect to causal
explanations, Davidson at first takes a purely Hempelian point of view.
Causal explanations centre around causal laws, and causal laws are implicitly
entailed by singular causal statements. When we say thatE* causesE** and
hence that the singular causal statement ‘E* causesE** ’ is true, we appeal
to a causal law which says that every event of anE*-kind causes an event
of a E** -kind (ceteris paribus). However, Davidson deviates from Hempel
in stressing the fact that laws exist by virtue of certain formulations. In
conceiving a law that relatesE*-events withE** -events, the law’s content
depends upon the way in whichE* and E** are described. Not every
description ofE* and E** yields a law. In particular, we cannot simply
transfer the expressions used in singular causal statements to the
corresponding causal laws, for it is not the case that:

"... singular causal statements necessarily indicate, by the
concepts they employ, the concepts that will occur in the
entailed law." (Davidson 1963, 17; cf. Davidson 1976,
265).

In other words, although causality is a relation between events no matter
how described, causal laws are linguistic; and so:

"events can instantiate laws, and hence be explained and
predicted in the light of laws, only as those events are
described in one or another way." (Davidson 1970c, 215).

The difference between singular causal statements and causal laws might be
clarified further by pointing to the difference betweentokensand types.
Singular causal statements relate events at an ontological level, and thus are
about events as tokens. Causal laws relate events on a semantical level, and
hence deal with events as types. Types and tokens should not be confused,
as Davidson made clear by the following telling example:

"Suppose a hurricane, which is reported on page 5 of
Tuesday’sTimes, causes a catastrophe, which is reported
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on page 13 of Wednesday’sTribune. Then the event
reported on page 5 of Tuesday’sTimescaused the event
reported on page 13 of Wednesday’sTribune. Should we
look for a law relating events of thesekinds? It is only
slightly less ridiculous to look for a law relating hurricanes
and catastrophes. The laws needed to predict the
catastrophe with precision would, of course, have no use
for concepts like hurricane and catastrophe." (Davidson
1963, 17; emphasis by Davidson).

There are thus two ways in which an event can be explained. The first
consists in simply giving its cause. This is, as Davidson says, "the most
primitive explanation of an event" (Davidson 1963, 17). It corresponds to the
production of a singular causal statement, and I shall call itexplaining in the
broad sense. The second way I termexplaining in the strict sense. It consists
in constructing "more elaborate explanations", preferably explanations which
"defend the singular causal claim by producing a relevant law" (Davidson
1963, 17). Broadly explaining is to strictly explaining as predicting the
weather is to predicting a well defined event on the basis of strict
deterministic laws:

"The trouble with predicting the weather is that the
descriptions under which the events interest us - ‘a cool,
cloudy day with rain in the afternoon’ - have only remote
connections with the concepts employed by the more
precise known laws." (Davidson 1963, 17).

Although strict and broad explanations differ in refinement and
sophistication, both are equally respectable as a mode of explaining. In
particular, Davidson vehemently opposes the Hempelian adage that
concocting an explanation implies commitment to a law. According to
Davidson, "it is an error to think that no explanation has been given until a
law has been produced" (Davidson 1963, 17). Let us now see how Davidson
applies this differentiated concept of causal explanation to action
explanation.
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3.4.3 The explanation of actions

Suppose thatP performs an actionA which is described as a pressing of the
seven, the two, the nine and the cube root buttons on her calculator
(Davidson 1976, 263). SinceA is an action, its explanation involves
reference to a reason,R, which by definition consists of a desireD (e.g.P’s
desire to take the cube root of 729) and a beliefB (e.g. the belief that by
punching the seven, two, nine and cube root buttons, the cube root of 729
will appear). In Davidson’s view,R explainsA if and only if R meets the
following two conditions.

The first condition,C1, requires that there is a logical connection
betweenR and A. In Davidson’s words:C1 demands thatR consists of a
desireD towards actions with a certain property and a beliefB thatA, under
the chosen description, has that property (Davidson 1963, 5). In the words
of the later Davidson:

"Beliefs and desires have a content, and these contents
must be such as to imply that there is something valuable
or desirable about the action. Thus a man who finds
something desirable in health, and believes that exercise
will make him healthy can conclude that there is
something desirable in exercise, which may explain why
he takes exercise." (Davidson 1982, 293).

Obviously,R in our example meetsC1. However, meetingC1 is necessary,
but not sufficient for a reason to explain an action. In Davidson’s view, far
more often than not people have a reason that meetsC1 but nevertheless fail
to perform the recommended action; or alternatively, theydo perform the
action that the reason suggests, but do it eitherpar hasardor for entirely
different reasons. In order to explainA, R has to beeffectivein A’s coming
about, i.e. it must have causal power:

"[T]he reasons an agent has for acting must, if they are to
explain the action, be the reasons on which he acted; the
reasons must have played acausalrole in the occurrence
of the action." (Davidson 1982, 293).

" ... reasons explain an action only if the reasons are
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efficacious in the situation" (Davidson 1976, 264).45

Thus a second condition,C2, presents itself:R can only explainA if R was
the propercauseof A (Davidson 1963, 12).C2 may look troublesome. First,
Davidson subscribes to the generally accepted view that causes are logically
independent of their effects; but on conditionC1 A is logically dependent of
R. Second, Davidson acknowledges that the very concept of a cause
presupposes the existence of a causal law; however, according to principle
P3 a law betweenR andA cannot exist.

Both problems are solved by Davidson’s distinction between
singular causal statements and general causal laws. Firstly, ifR is the cause
of A, then the singular causal statement ‘R causesA’ (read: ‘tokenR causes
tokenA’) is true. Does this mean thatR andA are logically independent of
each other and hence that the statement in question is not analytical?
According to Davidson it does not. Consider the singular causal statement
‘E* causesE** ’ mentioned above. If we describeE* as ‘the cause ofE** ’
andE** as ‘E** ’, we obtain the causal statement ‘the cause ofE** causes
E** ’. The latter statement is analytical, but it still is an impeccably causal
statement (Davidson 1963, 14). Similarly, ‘(token)R causes (token)A’ may
be analytical, but that does not deprive the statement of its causal character;
it is still about genuine causes and genuine effects. As Davidson says:

"The truth of a causal statement depends onwhat events
are described; its status as analytic or synthetic depends on
how the events are described." (Davidson 1963, 14).

45 But Davidson continues: "And even this is not enough; a man’s motives for acting
in a certain way may cause him to act in that way without it [Davidson has "it’s" - JP]
being the case that those were the reasons for performing the act. Thus a man might
want to break a pot, and believe that by stamping on the floor he will cause to break the
pot. The belief and desire cause him to stamp, but the stamping has no direct bearing on
the pot. However, the noise makes a bystander utter an oath which so offends the agent
that he swings around, accidentally knocking over and breaking the pot." (Davidson
1976, 264). Hence in order to explainA, R must, as Davidson would say, followthe
right causal route. (For other examples of cases in whichR fails to follow the right
causal route, see Davidson 1973a, 78-79 and Davidson 1987, 39.) The problem of
wayward causal chains has caused a lot of troubles, which, I think, can all be
circumvented by the extensional approach that I describe in Chapter IX.
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Secondly, the truth of the causal statement ‘(token)R causes (token)A’
implies that there exists a causal law which says that all events of a certain
type (including eventR) cause events of a certain other type (including event
A). However, it doesnot imply that single events of the former type are
described in the law as ‘R’ nor that single events of the latter type are
described as ‘A’. In other words, it is not implied that the law reads: ‘For all
personsx, if x wants to take the cube root of 729 and believes that by
punching the seven, two, nine and cube root buttons, the cube root of 729
will appear, thenx will press the seven, the two, the nine and the cube root
buttons on her calculator’. For the law the existence of which is implied by
a singular causal statement need not be written in the same terms. In
Davidson’s words (recall that ‘rationalizations’ is Davidson’s term for
‘reason explanations’ or ‘action explanations’):

"The laws whose existence is required if reasons are
causes of actions do not, we may be sure, deal in the
concepts in which rationalizations must deal." (Davidson
1963, 17).

The conclusion will, I hope, be clear: it is perfectly reasonable to say that
a particular reasonR causes a particular actionA, and thus thatA is causally
explained (in the broad sense). Also, it is reasonable to state that this
explanation in the broad sense indicates that a causal law exists. However,
any causal law that connectsR with A must describeR andA not in mental
but in neurological, chemical, or other physicalistic terms. For in Davidsons
view, a psychophysical law (connecting mental events with physical events)
or a psychological law (connecting mental events with each other) can only
be a law if it is in fact a physical law (although usually we do not know
which law). This presupposes that the mental terms involved can be
translated into physical terms, and such a translation is excluded by P3, the
principle of the anomalism of the mental. Hence a causal or bridging law
between reasons and actions cannot exist, whereby a strict explanation of
actionsqua actions is impossible.A can be broadly explained byR, but a
strict explanation ofA qua action does not exist.

Clearly, the crux of Davidson’s argument consists in the claim that,
since mental and physical idioms have "disparate commitments", mental
terms resist translation into a physical vocabulary (Davidson 1970c, 222).
But what is the ground for this claim? Why should it be impossible in
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principle to translate? How do we know that the mental is anomalousper
se? Davidson’s main argument for the anomalous character of the mental is
that it follows from Quine’s thesis of the indeterminacy of translation (cf.
Davidson 1970c, 222, footnote 14). Unfortunately, however, Davidson never
explained how exactly his argument is supposed to run. The criticism has
already been made by Dagfinn Føllesdal. "As long as the argument has not
been spelled out", Føllesdal writes, "it is hard to evaluate it" (Føllesdal 1980,
238; but see also the footnote to Section 3.2.2 of the present chapter).

3.5 Summary and conclusion

We have seen that Davidson takes an intermediate position between the
LCA-advocates and, as I called them, the classical causalists. Davidson’s
sympathy for the LCA is seen from his defense of the following two claims
that I have extracted from his work:

1dav action explanations do not rely on a natural regularity;
2dav reasons and actions are logically connected.

His proclivity for a causalistic position becomes clear from his subscription
to the claims 3dav and 4dav:

3dav action explanations are causal explanations, and causal
explanations do rely on an empirical law;

4dav reasons are to actions as causes are to effects, and causes
and effects indeed are logically independent of each other.

In the present chapter I have explained how Davidson talks these four
seemingly contradictory claims into a coherent framework.

Davidson starts by introducing a distinction of which neither the
classical causalists nor the champions of the LCA take much notice, viz. the
distinction between events and actions on the one hand, and their
descriptions on the other. This distinction, that I have called DISTINCTION
1, implies that eventsqua events and actionsqua actions can be described
in many different ways. It thus leads directly to the identity thesis, which
says that two or more different descriptions might refer to the same action.
The identity thesis is the reverse of the nonidentity thesis, which is defended
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by classical causalists like Goldman.
DISTINCTION 1 might suggest that eventsquaevents and actions

quaactions are ontological categories, and thus that the distinction between
actions and events has an ontological bearing. However, that is not what
Davidson wishes to say. According to Davidson, the seemingly ontological
distinction between actions and events is in fact a semantical one. It is a
distinction between two vocabularies, viz. a mental and a physical one. A
necessary condition for calling something an event is that it has a physical
description, and a necessary condition for calling something an action is that
it is described in mental terms. This semantical distinction between actions
and events I have labeled DISTINCTION 2.

On the basis of DISTINCTION 1 and 2 Davidson constructs a
theory of actions and events in which the differences as well as the
similarities between the two categories are accounted for. This theory is
Davidson’s anomalous monism; it postulates an ontological identity of
tokens between actions and events. Anomalous monism implies that, on an
ontological level, actions and events are fully identical to each other. On a
semantical level, however, there is anything but identity. To be sure, the
logical form of action sentences is the same as that of event sentences (cf.
Section 1 and Section 3.1.1). Yet action sentences can never be translated
into sentences about events, because mental terms cannot possibly be
translated into physical ones. The latter conclusion follows from P3, the
principle of the anomalism of the mental. P3 denies the existence of any
psychophysical causal law, and hence of any psychophysical bridging law,
in which mental terms are translated into physical ones. In its turn, P3 is
assumed to follow from Quine’s indeterminacy thesis (but see Section 3.2.2).

Anomalous monism has its repercussions for theexplanationof
actions and events. In Davidson’s view, both actions and events are causally
explained. However, Davidson argues, most philosophers failed to recognise
that causality is essentially dual: it has an ontological and a semantical side.
The ontological side is revealed in explanations by means of singular causal
statements. I have called this explaining in the broad sense: it is the most
primitive way of giving an explanation. The semantical side reveals itself in
strict explanations. Strict explanations are based on a law, in this case a
causal law, and laws exist by virtue of their formulations.

Actions as well as events can be explained by an appeal to singular
causal statements. The statement consists of physical terms in the event case,
and of mental terms in the action case. In both cases, singular causal
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statements indicate the existence of causal laws. However, when the entity
explained is an action, then the causal law can never be formulated. For by
definition laws are physical laws, and it is impossible to translate mental
terms into physical ones.

Now I can make clear how the contradiction in the four
Davidsonian claims is merely apparent. As I see it, the inconsistency
disappears once we realise that the word ‘explanation’ is used in two senses.
The first two claims, 1dav and 2dav, are about explanation in thebroadsense.
Underlying these claims is the idea that actions and reasons are stated in
mental terms which make up a singular causal statement and which,
moreover, bear a certain logical relation to each other. On the other hand,
3dav and 4dav are about explanation in thestrict sense. The background of
these claims is that every causal explanation, broad or not, indicates the
existence of a causal law, which by definition is couched in physical terms.
The four claims look inconsistent because an entire argument is tacitly
assumed. The conclusion of this argument is that in the case of actions the
causal law can never be spelled out, since first, laws are couched in physical
terms, second, actions and reasons require mental descriptions, and third,
mental terms can never be translated into physical terms.

4. Problems

In this section I mention some problems to which Davidson’s position gives
rise. One of them is the problem ofakrasia. In 4.2 I explain how exactly
this problem follows from Davidson’s view, and in Chapter VI I explain
how Davidson tries to cope with it. Chapter VI is part of Part Three, which
also contains my own attempt to tackle the problem. But first, in 4.1, I
briefly summarise a few other problems which arise from Davidson’s
position. To those problems I shall not try to find an answer.

4.1 Unsolved problems

When commenting on some of Davidson’s papers, Patrick Suppes does not
particularly mince matters. "Nothing is proved in detail", Suppes writes
about the work of his former partner in mathematical decision theory. "The
arguments are not complete. ... I miss in his arguments and analysis the
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formulation of problems and issues he cannot solve." (Suppes 1985, 183-
184). In the present section I list five problems and issues which, I suspect,
Davidson will find hard to solve. As already noted, I restrict myself to a
mere enumeration: I will not go into details and shall not try to find
solutions.

1. It is not always clear what exactly Davidson means by ‘physical’
when he talks about a psychophysical law. Is the latter a law that links
mental events such as beliefs and desires withactions? Or is it a law that
links beliefs and desires with events on aneurologicallevel? In other words,
is the physical domain in this case a set of macro events or of micro events?

2. The second difficulty concerns Davidson’s usage of the
indeterminacy thesis in order to prove that mental terms are not translatable
into physical ones. As I explained in the footnote to 3.2.2, this operation
starts from an error. Davidson, however, has put forward another reason for
the supposed intranslatability of the mental idiom: see problem 3.

3. One of the reasons that mental events cannot be reduced to
physical events (although they do coincide on an ontological level) is the
assumednormative characterof mental concepts (Davidson 1970c, 223;
Davidson 1985c, 246; Davidson 1987, 46). As fas as these normative
demands are concerned, mental concepts are on a par with moral concepts
(Davidson 1970c, 214). It is generally accepted that moral terms cannot be
reduced to descriptive terms, not even if the events denoted by the former
are identical to the events described by the latter. The reason is that moral
terms are charged with normativity, so to speak. Obviously, the normative
character of moral concepts differs from the way in which mental concepts
are said to be normative. The former normativity touches the difference
between virtues and vices whereas the latter has to do with ..., indeed, with
what? Davidson does not tell us, although he does give some hints.
Normativity of the mental involves "rough standards of consistency and
correctness"; it is "a primitive aspect of rationality" (Davidson 1987, 46-47).
Davidson restricts this kind of normativity to the mental domain, in much
the same way as the normativity presupposed by the difference between
virtues and vices is restricted to the moral realm. However, this restriction
does not prevent him from comparing the mental normativity to the
normativity which is given by "the theory of measurement for length or
mass, or Tarski’s theory of truth" (Davidson 1976, 273). In each case the
motto is "that we must strain to fit our findings, or our interpretations, to
preserve the theory. If length is not transitive, what does it mean to use a
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number to measure a length at all? We could find or invent an answer, but
unless or until we do we must strive to interpret ‘longer than’ so that it
comes out transitive. Similarly for ‘preferred to’." (Davidson 1976, 273).

4. It is not quite clear whether or not Davidson regards mental
events as dispositions. Sometimes Davidson regards mental events as "states"
(as in Davidson 1973a, 63); elsewhere he declares that states are not events
(although he also says that "the onslaught" of a state is an event - Davidson
1963, 12). Sometimes a reason, and thus a mental event, is referred to as "a
dispostion to act under specified conditions" (Davidson 1987, 40; cf.
Davidson 1985c, 211). But elsewhere he writes: "These logical features of
... reasons show that it is not just lack of ingenuity that keeps us from
defining them as dispositions" (Davidson 1963, 15). The father of the idea
that reasons are dispositions, Gilbert Ryle, sharply separates dispositions
from episodes: "beliefs and desires signify dispositions, not episodes" (Ryle
1949, 112). But Davidson carefreely speaks about desires and beliefs as
episodes (Davidson 1973a, 63). I do not know whether this difficulty is real,
or whether it results from the fact that Davidson changed his mind (cf. the
final paragraph of Section 3.1.1).

5. According to Davidson, a mental term cannot be translated into
a physical term. On the other hand, Davidson also holds that reasons (after
all described by mental terms) do cause actions, although the causal relation
can only exist between physically described entities. As we have seen,
Davidson tries to solve this seeming contradiction by assuming that there are
physical descriptions under which the reasons in question cause the actions.
But in my opinion, this assumption only makes sense if wecan translate,
however tentatively, mental terms into physical ones. The same difficulty
has been noticed by Evnine 1991, 161-162, and Hornsby 1980-1981 and
Hornsby 1985.

In addition to these five problems, there exists the problem of
mental causation (how can mental events qua mental events have causal
power?), and the related problem of wayward causal chains (how do we
know that a particular instance of mental causation followed the right causal
route?). I think that these two problems, which were mentioned before, will
not turn up in the approach to theakrasiaproblem which I shall propose in
Chapter IX.
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4.2 Akrasia

The aim of Part II, I recall, was to show that the ancientakrasiaproblem re-
enters contemporary philosophy through the modern debate on action
explanation. Three positions dominate this debate.46 The first is the
Hempelian stand, which implies that action explanations are like causal
explanations, although reasons are not causes (Chapter II). The second
position basically is the LCA; it holds that, since reasons are not causes,
action explanations cannot possibly be causal explanations (Chapter III). The
contours of the third, Davidsonian, position have been outlined in the present
chapter. It says that action explanations do differ from causal ones, although
reasonsare causes.

I have explained in Chapter III how both the first and the second
position run into the problem ofakrasia (see Chapter III, Section 6). What
remains to be shown is how Davidson too bumps into the problem.

In Section 3.4.3 of the present chapter we have seen that a reason
R explains an actionA if and only if R meets two conditions: the
propositional expressions ofR andA must be deductively related (condition
C1), andR must be the cause ofA (C2). We have also seen why Davidson,
contrary to the LCA-adherents, thinks thatC1 is a necessary, but not a
sufficient condition forR to explain A. This is partly because Davidson
wants to account for akratic actions. According to Davidson, time and again
people fail to perform an action, although they have a (according to the LCA
sufficient) reason for performing it that satisfiesC1. Or conversely, theydo
perform the action that the reason suggests, but they do it either by accident
or for an entirely different reason. In order to make these cases of akratic
behaviour understandable, Davidson demands thatR can only explainA if
R also is a cause ofA, i.e. if R also meets meetsC2.

Ironically enough, it is viaC2 that Davidson stumbles upon the
akrasia problem. For C2 renders the occurrence of akratic actions
unintelligible. If reasons cause actions, then how can onenot act in
accordance with one’s reason? This can only happen if something occurs
that disturbs the reason’s causal power. However, this disturbing factor
needs to be described. Within Davidson’s conceptual framework, two ways

46 The fourth position, that of the classical causalists, I do not call dominating. It is
not as important for my argument as are the three other positions.
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are open to us. Either we describe the disturbing event in physical terms, or
we introduce it under a mental description. In the first case, the event is a
physical event, and then the phenomenon effected by it cannot be called an
action any more. For in Davidson’s view actions are brought about by
reasons, and reasons are mental, not physical events. If, on the other hand,
we take the second way and describe the disturbing factor in mental terms,
then it becomes a mental event. In that case, the phenomenon caused by it
is an action, but not one of the akratic kind. For it was caused by a mental
event to which it is, see conditionC1, deductively related.

It is in particular Davidson’s work that caused a philosophical
revival of theakrasiaproblem. For Davidson became well aware of the fact
that his ideas on action explanation make it difficult to understand how
akratic actions can occur. Consequently, he tried to settle theakrasia
problem in a way that will be explained in Chapter VI. There we shall see
that Davidson’s attempt to deal with this problem is accompanied by a shift
in the meaning of ‘reason’ and ‘intention’: the two concepts will no longer
be taken as synonyms (as they were in Chapter III, Section 1).
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PART THREE

TOWARDS A SOLUTION



CHAPTER V

THE CONCEPT OF A PARTITIONED MIND

0. Introduction

After having lain dormant for ages, the problem of akratic actions
reappeared on the philosophical stage about fifty years ago. As we saw in
Part Two, it was the debate on action explanation that pushed the puzzle in
front of the footlights again. For eventually, each of the three factions in that
debate willy nilly stumbled upon theakrasia problem: Hempel, the LCA
adherents, and last but not least Davidson ended up in an utter incapacity to
explain the occurrence of irrational actions. They all searched for a model
with which actions could be explained, and they all found themselves faced
with the question: how is it possible to act against your own best reason?
How can you, knowingly and uncompelled, not do what you intend to do?

After the stock period of incubation, the rediscoveredakrasia
problem aroused much philosophical interest. It is interesting to observe that
the contemporary answers to the problem resemble the answers given in
antiquity. Thus some scholars have argued that irrational actions are
unexplainable and hence cannot exist, thereby echoing claims of Socrates
(Watson 1977; Cohen 1981; and, perhaps, Dennett 1987). Others maintain
that irrational actions are occasioned by competing or even downright
conflicting mental processes: shades of Plato, Aristotle and the early Stoics
(Davidson 1970a; Jeffrey 1974; Oksenberg Rorty 1980).

Relative to our inquiry, the latter position is of course the most
interesting one. For contrary to the former it grants the existence of the
phenomenon that we are so much engrossed in and would not like to argue
away. However, taking that position has its price ticket. Admitting the
existence of akratic actions apparently carries with it the idea of conflicting
mental processes, and this indicates that the mind is somehow partitioned;
for only if the mind consists of parts does it make sense to speak of ongoing
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inner conflicts.47

Although the idea of a partitioned mind quickens the imagination
and has been hailed here and there as being just the thing, it is by no means
free from difficulties. I shall discuss some of these difficulties in the present
chapter. This chapter is not meant, however, as a detailed analysis of all the
snags and catches attached to the concept of a divided mind. It should rather
be read as a prelude to the rest of this book, in which I discuss some
attempts to solve the problem ofakrasiaby using the concept of a divided
mind. The doubtlessly most influential attempt has been undertaken by
Donald Davidson. Davidson’s approach has two significant features. It first
and foremost is acausal approach: it pictures reasons as the causes of
actions, and it examines in what exactly this particular causal relation
consists. Furthermore, it issymmetrical: in the end, Davidson represents
mental division as being horizontal and non-hierarchical in character. As far
as the first feature is concerned, Davidson agrees with philosophers such as
David Lewis and Brian Skyrms, who bestowed upon individual decision
theory a causal interpretation (Lewis 1981; Skyrms 1980). However, he
differs from a philosopher like Richard Jeffrey, who has tried to solve the
akrasia problem in a non-causal way (Jeffrey 1974). The approaches by
Davidson and Jeffrey also are at variance with respect to the second feature.
Jeffrey tries to solve theakrasiaproblem by means of second order desires,
that is, by assuming that people can have preferences for their preferences.
Jeffrey thus espouses a vertical or hierarchical approach, in agreement with
Daniel Dennett, Douglas Hofstadter, and Thomas Schelling, who too have
argued in favour of a mind in which the parts are hierarchically structured

47 Not everybody would endorse the statement thatakrasiapresupposes an inner
conflict or a partitioned mind. Terrence Penner is one of the philosophers who defend a
dissident view. Penner tries to explain akratic actions without calling upon inner conflicts
or divided minds (Penner 1990). Penner’s explanation is supposed to coincide with
Socrates’ view ofakrasiaas laid down in theProtagoras. At any rate, it coincides with
Penner’sinterpretationof Socrates, since he believes that Socrates’ theory onakrasia "is
widely misinterpreted at the present time" (Penner 1990, 36). Be that as it may, Penner
(and Socrates-according-to-Penner, for that matter) still believe that clear-eyed or
"synchronic"akrasiacannot exist.Akrasia is always a particular form of "diachronic"
akrasia (cf. Penner 1990, 47ff).
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(Dennett 1978; Hofstadter and Dennett 1981; Schelling 1986).48 Davidson,
on the other hand, does not assume that we are able to have preferences for
some of our preferences. Unlike Jeffrey, he ignores the idea of desires of
desires, although he does take inspiration from the idea of an overall desire,
as we will see in Chapter VI, Section 2.4.2.49

Because of its prominent place in the literature aboutakrasia, I
shall devote an entire chapter to Davidson’s causal and symmetrical solution
(Chapter VI). I will not discuss any of the rivalling views just mentioned;
even Jeffrey’s creative and adroit solution to theakrasiaproblem will pass
unexamined. Instead, I develop my own approach, which is an extension of
Hempel’s approach on the basis of work by Arthur Pap and Hans
Reichenbach (Chapters VII-IX).

The present chapter consists of two sections. Section 1 is about split
brains, to be clearly distinguished from the divided minds which make up
the subject of Section 2. Once more I emphasise the cursory character of
what follows. Everything put forward in these sections is basically old hat.
I just donned it somewhat differently.

48 Cf. Jaap van Heerden: "... everybody knows that the activity of the brains is
hierarchically structured" (Van Heerden 1992, 98; my translation of "... iedereen weet dat
de werkzaamheid van de hersenen hiërarchisch gestructureerd is").

49 The idea that one can desire or not desire what one actually desires is of course
much older than Jeffrey’s writings. It, for instance, occupies a major place in all
philosophy of human volition that takes its inspiration from Aquinas. Following the
Doctor Angelicus, Thomists not only hold that people can will to will whatever they
will, but also claim that this capability is the very seat of man’s freedom. As might have
been expected, this doctrine did not remain unchallenged. Thus Bertrand Russell declared
that we cando what we want, but that we cannotwant what we want, i.e. we cannot
want to want whatever it is that we want (quoted without reference in a Dutch translation
in Kesselss.a., p. 112). And W.V.O. Quine tells Bryan Magee: "Clearly we have free
will. ... Freedom of the will means thatwe are free todo as we will; not that our will is
free to will as it will, which would be nonsense." (Magee 1978, 173; emphasis by
Magee). Furthermore, Mark Johnston, reflecting on what he calls "willing to will",
concludes that such a faculty would drive us into an infinite regress. Hence "at some
point we must recognize an intentional act that is constituted merely by attitudes causing
activity that they rationalize" (Johnston 1988, quoted in Cavell 1994, 303).
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1. Split brains

A couple of years ago, theNetherlands Organisation for Scientific Research
(Nederlandse Organisatie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek, NWO)made
me very happy by deciding to support financially my research on akratic
actions. Naturally, I had to fill in forms from time to time, so that my
employer knew how my work was progressing, and I could be sure that
money would continue to be invested. More than once I faithfully stated my
aim: to unravel theakrasiaquestion by calling upon the concept of a divided
mind. After a while, however, it turned out that in one of the official papers
my project had been given a somewhat different twist. In solemn terms, the
paper declared that I tried to tackle theakrasia problem by studying split
brains. I still do not know how and when ‘divided minds’ became ‘split
brains’, but apart from the amusing side, I am inclined to consider the
change also as symptomatic. For me, this slip of the pen bespeaks the
poorly-understood status of mental concepts and their proportionately poorly
grasped relation to physical notions; it is as if a mental concept, viz.
‘divided mind’, was judged to be too impalpable and in need of substitution
by a concrete physical notion like ‘split brains’.

Conversely, the error also reflects the inadequately comprehended
status of physical terms, in this case of the neurological language. A plain
substitution of the term ‘split brains’ for the word ‘divided minds’ ignores
the fact of which, as we have seen, at least Quine and Davidson are well
aware, namely that the neurological language is fundamentally inadequate
for a discussion of mental matters. Although brains are in practice necessary
requisites for the formation of minds, it should be equally clear that they are
not sufficient. No talk about brains, split or otherwise, can as yet stand in
for talk about minds, divided or otherwise. But let me briefly indicate how
claims to the contrary could come about.

The existence of two differently working cerebral hemispheres was
first recognised in the nineteenth century. At that time particular disabilities
resulting from brain damage were identified as consequences of particular
injuries on the left or on the right side of the brain. Loss of speech is an
example of such a handicap. In 1836 the French country doctor Marc Dax
discovered thataphasiaalways resulted from lesions in the left, never in the
right hemisphere; in 1861 Dax’s compatriot, the surgeon Paul Broca,
independently made the same discovery. On the basis of Broca’s work the
general idea settled down that the left and right hemispheres match two
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disjunct sets of specialised skills.
This idea gained widespread interest about thirty years ago, when

neurosurgeons ventured to separate the brain of some epileptic patients by
cutting thecorpus callosum, the bundles of many millions of nerve fibres
that connect left and right side of the cerebrum. The surgery was performed
with the purpose of preventing the epileptic attacks going from one side of
the brain to the other. Thanks to these sensational split-brain operations,
other scientists were able to test the hypothesis that each hemisphere
corresponds to completely different faculties. They presented chunks of
information to either the left or the right side of the split brain and studied
the way in which the information was processed. The result of these tests
was a partial and very moderate confirmation of the nineteenth century
ideas. It appeared that the left brain controls verbal and perhaps also
temporal processes, whereas the right side of the cerebrum deals with visual
and perhaps also spatial processes. In addition, it became known that both
hemispheres did equally well as far as the performance of certain other tasks
was concerned. Learning and remembering, for example, appeared to
continue independently in each of the two hemispheres after they had been
divided under surgery. Furthermore, it was discovered that higher mental
activities involve more than the particular skills of either hemisphere: both
sides of the brain are needed to accomplish such complex tasks as writing
a computer program inC++ or repairing the damp-proof courses on the
roof. Thus the split-brain experiments suggested three things: (i) some tasks
(notably verbal or visuo-spatial ones) could be achieved by one hemisphere
but not by another, (ii) some tasks (learning, memory-tasks) could be
accomplished just as well by the one as by the other, (iii) higher mental
activities could only be exercised by using both sides of the brain.

Those were the data. Neutral though they may be, they triggered an
uncheckable flow of colourful and wild speculations. It was argued that the
left brain operates in a "digital", "analytic", and "rational" manner, whereas
the right side is "analogic", "synthetic", and "intuitive". Sally Springer and
Georg Deutsch, on whose famous book about split-brain reseach the present
section is based, report that they came across the following characterisations
of the left/right specialisations. The left brain is supposed to work
intellectually, deductively, and rationally, while the right brain works
sensuously, imaginatively, and metaphorically; left is abstract and realistic,
right is concrete and impulsive; left is analytic, explicit and objective, right
is holistic, tacit and subjective; left is successive and historical, right is
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simultaneous and timeless; left is differential and convergent, right is
existential and divergent; left is directed, right is free - and so on and so
forth. Judging by these distinctions, it looks as though the followers of Mani
have found a new area to infect: the brain-sciences. It is therefore not
surprising that Springer and Deutsch use the word ‘dichotomania’ to describe
the preoccupation with the different functions of right and left brain
(Springer and Deutsch 1981, 7, 187).

But maniacal or not, some theoreticians have felt the need to carry
the speculations even further. Instead of ascribing to the right and left brain
more or less separatecapabilities, they have related them to distinctmodes
of thought. For example Robert Ornstein, by no means the least significant
worker in the field, identified the left hemisphere with thinking in a
Western, technological fashion, and the right hemisphere with thinking along
Eastern, mystical lines (Ornstein 1972). Each hemisphere manifests an
independent and mature way of thinking, each has its own cognitive style
and its ‘own logic’.

From regarding both sides of the brain as distinct modes of thought,
it is a small step to viewing them as distinct minds. The question whether
split brains cause split minds was discussed already in the nineteenth
century, but since at that time brains could only be split in the scientist’s
mind, the whole discussion basically was about aGedankenexperiment. After
the operations actually had been performed, the problem exercised many
minds anew. Despite the experimental evidence that was now available, the
opinions diverged as much as they had done a hundred years before: there
were ferventpros, fanaticconsand many positions in between. A scientist
who did not shrink from defending a pure pro is Roger Sperry, split-brain
reseacher at the California Institute of Technology. According to Sperry each
hemisphere has a mind of its own:

"Each hemisphere ... has its own ... private sensations,
perceptions, thought, and ideas all of which are cut off
from the corresponding experiences in the opposite
hemisphere. Each left and right hemisphere has its own
private chain of memories and learning experiences that
are inaccessible to recall by the other hemisphere. In many
respects each disconnected hemisphere appears to have a
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separate "mind of its own" (Sperry 1974).50

Consequently, people whose brains have been split possess two minds:

"Everything we have seen so far indicates that the surgery
has left these people with two separate minds, that is, two
separate spheres of consciousness. What is experienced in
the right hemisphere seems to lie entirely outside the realm
of experience of the left hemisphere. This mental
dimension has been demonstrated in regard to perception,
cognition, volition, learning, and memory" (Sperry
1966).51

On the other hand, some scientists have strongly denied that a split brain
yields a split mind. A famous representative of this position is John Eccles,
co-author of The Self and its Brain, winner of the Nobel Prize for
Physiology, and convinced mind-body dualist. Eccles strongly believes that
people whose brains have been split still possess one and only one mind.
The background of this belief seems to consist in Eccles’ opinion that the
entire mind is seated in the left hemisphere. According to Eccles, language,
thought, knowledge, culture all reside in the left side of the cerebrum. What
is more, everything that is "truly human" (as Springer and Deutsch call it)
comes from the left brain; the right sphere can neither know nor think - a
radical position indeed.

In the rest of this book, I shall continue to talk about divided minds
without in any way referring to split brains. I have at least three reasons for
doing so. First, I approve of Davidson’s view (which is also Quine’s,
although his opinion is based on somewhat different grounds) that mental
and physical terms are not made for each other, and hence that ‘divided
mind’ is not made for ‘split brain’ and vice versa. Second, when I speak
about divided minds and inner conflicts, I am talking about divisions and
conflicts betweenhigher mental activities; of those activities it has been
demonstrated (see above) that both brain-halves are needed to exercise them.
Third, the divisions and conflicts I am referring to exist first and foremost

50 Quoted in Springer and Deutsch 1981, 52.

51 Quoted in Springer and Deutsch 1981, 182.
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between systems of preference ormotivations. About ten years ago, Donald
Mackay and Valerie Mackay developed an experiment to test the hypothesis
that the left and right brain differ and/or conflict in motivation. The result
was negative; they could not find evidence for motivational conflicts
(MacKay and Mackay 1982; Mackay 1987). In sum, then, I would say:non
tali auxilio. We do not need split brains to talk about split minds. What is
more, talking about split brains when in fact we are discussing divided
minds may lead us away from the right track.

2. Divided minds

The concept of a partitioned or divided mind has a long philosophical
history, and firm roots in psychology too. Its origins in philosophy date back
to Greek and early Christian theories about divisions of the soul, about
battles among higher and lower pleasures, and about miscellaneous Passions
trying to undermine the exercise of Reason.

As far as psychology is concerned, it suffices to think of Freud, in
whose work mental partitioning is a prevalent theme. Psychoanalysis, both
as a theory and as a therapy, would be unthinkable without the distinction
between id, ego, and superego, or that between preconsciousness,
consciousness, and unconsciousness. Also, psychoanalysis pictures the idea
of a partitioned mind as going hand in hand with the idea of an inner
conflict. As Freud sees it, an inner conflict stems from a trauma, i.e. an
intense emotion the expression of which is desired by one part of the
psyche, but effectively blocked (‘repressed’) by another. Since the emotion
has to find a way out, the two psychic segments so to speak strike a bargain.
They agree to attach the emotion to an accidental feature, so that it can
release itself in a manner which the repressing part of the psyche tolerates.
For example, a distressful event experienced during a rail journey might
result in a recurrent feeling of sickness at the sight of trains. As is well
known, these feelings constitute the neurosis, a phenomenon that will only
disappear when the connection between the emotion and its original object
(the traumatic event) is restored. Thus the nausea prompted by the sight of
trains will not cease until it is acknowledged that trains as such are not the
culprits. Whereas the young Freud regarded only neurotic behaviour as the
outcome of a compromise between two antagonistic mental strivings, the
elderly one believedall behaviour to result from such an agreement. For the
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later Freud, human behaviour is like a three-stage rocket: every action
reflects a compromise, every compromise follows from a mental conflict,
and every mental conflict points to a divided mind.

Although the concept of a divided mind surprises neither
philosophers nor psychologists, itis somewhat of an embarrassment to other
scientists. Economists may serve as an example. Below I argue that the
concept of a divided mind is a stranger in the midst of standard economical
notions (2.1). Subsequently I discuss attempts to change that situation (2.2-
2.5).

2.1 Standard economics and the divided mind

Current economics is still in the firm grip of classical game theory and
decision theoryà la Bayes. Despite the fact that already Adam Smith and
John Maynard Keynes recognised its naïveté, most economists are charmed
by the picture of a rational consumer who maximises expected utility in an
impeccable way. The picture is familiar: an actor first lists all then possible
actionsA1,..., An; next he enumerates, for eachAi (1≤i≤n), all m possible
outcomesOi1,... Oim(n), wherem(n) depends onn; he then determines, for
eachOij (1≤i≤n, 1≤j≤m(n)), its probability value and its desirability value;
ensuingly he multiplies the two values for eachOij and, adding the products,
he computes the expected utility for eachAi; finally he performs the action
with the greatest expected utility. Of course this whole trajectory
presupposes that the probability values and desirability values are known and
can be quantitatively described, the latter preferably in terms of monetary
gains and losses.52

The picture just delineated obviously leaves no room for an inner
conflict nor for a division of the mind. The actor in question is a highly
consistent and literally single-minded individual, in no way torn apart by
doubts or conflicting interests. First, he fully grasps his relevant beliefs and
desires, and he is able to express their strengths in quantitative, notably
monetary terms. Second, he incorporates these quantitatively expressed
strengths in flawless arithmetical computations, the outcomes of which are

52 In the sequel I writeO1,... Om instead ofOi1,... Oim(n) for the m possible outcomes
of actionAi. Accordingly, I writeOj (1≤j≤m) instead ofOij (1≤i≤n, 1≤j≤m(n)).
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the exclusive determinants of his actions.
For some considerable time there has been discontent among

economists about this picture. Several economists have complained that it
represents a product of robotics instead of a conscious and creative actor
belonging tohomo sapiens. Accordingly, attempts have been made to sketch
the outlines of more lifelike portraits. In most of these portraits it is
acknowledged that the strength of beliefs and desires cannot always be
couched in quantitative terms, let alone that they are always expressible in
cash values. Moreover, it is admitted that even if they were numerically
expressible, it does not follow that we may simply add or multiply them
(Luce and Raiffa 1957, first chapter). In this respect, quantifying folk
psychological notions like ‘belief’ and ‘desire’ resembles the quantification
of a folk physical notion like ‘warmth’ as ‘temperature’. If we have two
volumes of water, we can measure their warmth in terms of temperatures,
and record that the latter areT1 and T2 respectively. However, if we
subsequently mix the two volumes, then we do not obtain an amount of
water the temperature of which equalsT1 + T2. Similarly, using numbers to
express the strength of beliefs and desires in no way implies that beliefs and
desires are suited to computational manoeuvres like addition or
multiplication.

Discontent with the traditional picture exists also among more
experimentally oriented scientists. They too have stressed that a model in
which beliefs and desires are not only numerically expressed but also enter
computational procedures rapidly diverges from where the real human action
is. Time and again people display behaviour that, at least at first sight,
violates such a quantitative model. In fact, experiments reveal that human
behaviour infringes an even weaker model. This model is implied by the
quantitative one and it has only one structural property: it represents a
preference ranking, and thus an order relation. More particularly, it says that
the actor is equipped with precisely one complete and consistent preference
ordering among the possible outcomes of his actions. That the preference
ordering iscompletemeans that it isconnected(comparable, total): given
any two distinct outcomesOj andOk, the actor either prefersOj over Ok, or
prefersOk over Oj, or is indifferent between the two. That the preference
ordering isconsistentmeans that it istransitive: given any three outcomes
Oj and Ok and Ol: if OjROk and OkROl then OjROl, where ‘R’ means ‘is
preferred over or has the same preference as’. However, completeness as
well as consistency appear to be frequently broken. Even in very early
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experimental reports it was mentioned that test subjects do not care much for
transitivity, since they often and simultaneously prefer outcomeO1 overO2,
O2 over O3, and O3 over O1 (Tversky 1969). Also, the famous Tversky-
Kahneman experiments showed that subjects not uncommonly violate
completeness by indulging in choice inversion: they first chooseO1 overO2

and thenO2 overO1, while denying that they have in the meantime changed
their minds (Tversky and Kahneman 1981).

In an attempt to account for these phenomena and to invent a more
realistic model, different tracks have been followed. These tracks vary
considerably from one another, but they can, as often in these cases, all be
characterised as positions ranging between two extremes. One extreme
consists in creating brand new theories, non-classic and non-standard
accounts of economic behaviour, in the light of which the observed
phenomena lose their anomalous character. Examples are the attempts to
develop a decision theory from which the principle of transitivity has been
abandoned altogether; we will come across such an attempt in 2.4. The other
extreme is to mend matters from within, and to reinterpret the anomalies
such that they are tied down again on to the Procrustean bed of standard
economics and orthodox Bayesianism. Examples are the so-called reframing
campaigns of Tversky and Kahneman (Tversky and Kahneman 1981) and
the charitable interpretations that Cohen gives of blunders and
miscalculations (Cohen 1981).

A promising middle course between the two extremes was plotted
during the fifties by Kenneth May (May 1954); almost forty years later
William Gehrlein came up with a probabilistic version of May’s model
(Gehrlein 1990). As we will see in Section 2.2, May tries to explain
apparent violations of consistency by eschewing the comparison of outcomes
as such. Instead, he focusses on the variousaspectsof outcomes (in the
literature also called ‘dimensions’ or ‘attributes’ or ‘points of view’).
Unfortunately, as Gehrlein has shown, May’s model runs into the problem
of non-transitivity after all (Gehrlein 1994). In Section 2.3 we will see that
this shortcoming is not restricted to May’s model: it mirrors a well-known
problem in group decision theory. In addition I shall argue that May’s
attempt, despite its failings, is far from useless. For it prompted other efforts
to produce more realistic models of human action. One of those efforts I
discuss in Section 2.4. There I comment on a model, developed by Steedman
and Krause, that tries to circumvent the difficulty which threatens May’s
model. However, I think it remains doubtful whether Steedman and Krause’s
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attempt to turn the flank of the enemy has succeeded. And apart from that
problem, I think there are other difficulties attached to it. These difficulties
touch upon the very concept of a divided mind. I shall mention four of them
in Section 2.5.

2.2 Kenneth May’s model

In order to cope with seemingly inconsistent human behaviour, Kenneth May
suggests that one should abandon the comparison of outcomesas such.
Instead, he proposes to compare outcomes on the basis of theiraspects. As
a result, persons are not equipped with one single preference ordering
between outcomes, but with several orderings based on aspects of outcomes.
Given any two outcomesOj and Ok, May argues, it is quite natural to
assume that a subject prefersOj as far as one aspect is concerned, andOk as
far as another aspect is taken into account. In this caseOj is preferred over
Ok whereas, simultaneously,Ok is preferred overOj. Yet there is no
inconsistency because the two preferences correspond to different aspects of
both Oj andOk.

This sounds sensible enough. It seems quite right to emphasise that
outcomes are weighed on the basis of their aspects, and also that the
resulting preference orderings need not be contradictory. But as Gehrlein has
argued, May’s method of pairwise comparison of outcomes on the basis of
aspects does not, after all, lead to consistency. For although May correctly
stresses the rôle of aspects ofOj and Ok, he cannot deny thatultimately a
choice has to be made betweenOj andOk as such. This choice presupposes
that some sort of overall preference ordering has been made, and developing
such an overall ordering might generate inconsistencies in the following way
(cf. Gehrlein 1994).

Suppose that an agent compares two outcomes,Oj andOk, on the
basis ofn aspectsAS1, ..., ASn. Let C1, ..., Cn representn different ordinal
rankings such thatCg denotes the comparison between outcomes on the basis
of attributeASg, 1≤g≤n. Ascribe to

Oj Ci Ok

the meaning that the agent rates outcomeOj equal or ahead of outcomeOk

in rankingCi (1≤i≤n), or, in other words, that he prefersOj over Ok, or at
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least has equal preference forOj andOk, if he compares them on the basis
of aspectASi only. Now suppose thatX is a ternary function, such that

X(Oj,Ok,Ci)=1 if Oj Ci Ok

and
X(Oj,Ok,Ci)=-1 if Ok Ci Oj.

Suppose further thatF is a binary function such thatF(Oj,Ok) represents the
sum of all the comparisons betweenOj andOk. F(Oj,Ok) is then defined by

Please, note that inF(Oj,Ok) the aspects are simply addedex aequo; no

F (Oj,Ok)
n

i 1

X(Oj,Ok,Ci )

allowance has been made for the weight or the significance of the aspects.
In May’s model the actor will preferOj to Ok, Oj Pref Ok, if and only if in
a majority of those comparisonsCi in which Oj andOk have a different rank,
Oj is placed higher thanOk. In symbols:

Oj Pref Ok iff F(Oj,Ok) > 0.

To see how this definition of preference leads to inconsistency, imagine that
there are three outcomes,O1, O2 andO3. These outcomes are ranked in three
different ways,C1, C2 and C3, each ranking being based on one of three
differents aspects,AS1, AS2 andAS3. Let the three rankings be the following:

C1 C2 C3

O1 O2 O3

O2 O3 O1

O3 O1 O2

In words: on the basis of aspectAS1, O1 is preferred overO2 while the latter
is preferred overO3; on the basis ofAS2, O2 is preferred overO3 while the
latter is preferred overO1; on the basis ofAS3, O3 is preferred overO1 while
the latter is preferred overO2. Now according to May’s model, the outcomes
should be compared in pairs. A pairwise comparison ofO1 and O2 on the
basis ofC1-C3 yields:
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O1 C1 O2

O2 C2 O1

O1 C3 O2.

Hence

X(O1,O2,C1)=1
X(O1,O2,C2)=-1
X(O1,O2,C3)=1,

and thus

F(O1,O2)=1.

By the same token, it can be easily seen thatF(O2,O3)=1 andF(O3,O1)=1.
Thus we have

O1 Pref O2

O2 Pref O3

O3 Pref O1.

So in this caseO1 is preferred overO2, O2 is preferred overO3, andO3 is
preferred overO1. In other words, an agent having the rankingsC1-C3 and
using May’s model for pairwise comparison of aspects of outcomes, will
assuredly run into inconsistency, i.e. non-transitivity - see 2.1.

As Gehrlein has already intimated, the problem attached to May’s
model is not new. In fact it is a familiar obstacle in group decision theory,
now dressed up in the apparel of individual decision theory - see below.

2.3 Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem

The problem that May’s model comes across actually is a relocation to
individual decision theory of the Voter’s Paradox. This famous puzzle is said
to have been first described by the French mathematician Marquis de
Condorcet in hisEssai sur l’application de l’analyse à la probabilité des
décisions redues à la pluralité des voix(Paris, 1785). It was rediscovered by
Kenneth J. Arrow, and it boils down to the following (Arrow 1951).
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Suppose a choice has to be made between three candidates: Perez
de Cuellar, Dag Hammerskjöld, and Butros Butros Ghali. One-third of the
voters prefers Perez to Dag and Dag to Butros; one-third prefers Dag to
Butros and Butros to Perez; one third prefers Butros to Perez and Perez to
Dag. Then pairwise votings between the candidates will bring it about that
a majority prefers Perez to Dag, that a majority prefers Dag to Butros, and
that a majority prefers Butros to Perez.

It is easily seen that our example in Section 2.2 is in fact a
disguised Voter’s Paradox. Only two simple steps are needed to obtain the
latter from the former. First, substitute candidates for outcomes. Second,
regard the three preference rankingsC1, C2 and C3 (the aspect-dependent
rankings of one individual between outcomes) as the ways in which three
voter groups rank the three candidates. As in the case ofC1, C2 andC3, we
assume that the rankings of the voter groups are of equal importance, an
assumption that has high plausibility here (but perhaps not in the case ofC1,
C2 andC3).

The lesson to be learned from the Voter’s paradox is not only that
pairwise majority votings should be avoided. For the Voter’s Paradox affects
other than pairwise voting systems as well. In fact, Arrow used the Voter’s
Paradox to illustrate a far more general point, viz. theImpossibility Theorem.

Suppose you are guiding a group of persons. Suppose further you
have to make a decision for this group on the basis of the given preference
orderings of its members. Since you want to do justice to every single
member, you eliminate any further partiality on your side by starting to work
along the lines of a certain fixed and well defined rule. This rule, called a
constitution, yields for every set of available outcomes, called an
environment, the outcome to be chosen. Because you want your final choice
to be fair, you impose upon your constitution the following four conditions:
1. Principle of Collective Rationality (CR).The group choice has to result
from a preference ordering. In other words, the way in which the group
decision is made has to be exactly like the way in which the individual
decisions come about; both are arrived at along the lines of preference
rankings which are both connected and consistent.
2. Pareto Principle (PP). If outcomeOi is preferred to outcomeOj by every
single individual according to his ordering, then the group ordering also
ranksOi aboveOj.
3. The Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives (I). If the group chooses an
outcome out of a particular environment (in conformity with the constitution
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at hand), then the choice depends solely on the orderings of individuals with
respect to alternatives in that environment. In other words, alternatives that
do not occur in preference orderings of the individual members will not have
any bearing on the group choice.
4. Condition of Non-dictatorship (ND). No individual has preferences that
are automatically group’s preferences independent of the preferences of all
other individuals.

Although each of these four conditions seems very reasonable,
Arrow proved that they cannot be fulfilled all at the same time. This is
Arrow’s impossibility theorem: it states that a constitution simultaneously
satisfying(CR), (PP), (I), and(ND) is impossible.

Basically it is Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem that causes the
troubles in May’s model. What is worse, it looks as thoughany model that
deviates from the classical portrait of an actor as a Bayesian calculator is
threatened by Arrow’s result. That is, any attempt within individual decision
theory to model a many-minded human being instead of a simple-minded
utility maximizer is impeded by Arrow’s theorem for group decision theory.
For applied to individal decision theory Arrow’s theorem implies that an
individual with several equally significant ‘lower’ orderings based on aspects
of outcomes might fail to establish a ‘higher’, overall ordering between
outcomes as such. The threat contained in Arrow’s discovery becomes even
greater when we realise that Arrow’s own strategy to lessen its vigour seems
worthless in the present context. Arrow recommends that one dispense with
the third condition(I) and that in establishing a group choice also some
unavailable alternatives be considered. But how do we follow this advice
when we are dealing with individual choices? How can a person consider an
alternative if the very alternative never crossed his mind - or should we
rather say: never crossed any of his minds?

For these and other reasons it seems preferable to circumvent
Arrow’s theorem altogether. As we will see in 2.4, that is exactly what the
economist Ian Steedman and the mathematician Ulrich Krause have tried to
do - with partial success.

2.4 The model of Steedman and Krause

Although falling short of its goal, May’s model is far from futile. In fact, it
gave the initial impetus to ingenious attempts at transcending the standard
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economical approach. Especially May’s suggestion to supply human actors
with several preference orderings (instead of just one) has found a ready ear
among modern economists. It reinforced attempts to insert into economics
the concept of conflicting preference orderings and consequently that of a
divided mind. As a result, it lends support to all those efforts aimed at
stretching standard economics and Bayesian orthodoxy.

The work by the economist Ian Steedman and the mathematician
Ulrich Krause may serve as an example of those efforts. In a joint paper
they write:

"It is a commonplace that a given individual can feel the
force of conflicting considerations, some telling for and
some against a particular action, whether it be a trivial one
or one of great significance. Yet when we turn to
economic ... theory concerned with individual decision-
takers, we find that the ‘individual’ of the theory is
represented by a single, complete, transitive preference
ordering" (Steedman and Krause 1986, 197).

Steedman and Krause’s first step is to finish off the individual of standard
economics in a few strokes. Then they outline the picture of a "multi-faceted
individual" (Steedman and Krause 1986, 198). Like the agent in May’s
model, the multi-faceted individual evaluates outcomes from various
different points of view. Unlike May’s model, however, Steedman and
Krause’s model does not steer directly towards the Voter’s Paradox. I shall
reproduce the picture of a many-faceted agent in 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. Section
2.4.3 contains some remarks about the pros and cons of Steedman and
Krause’s view.

2.4.1 A multi-faceted individual

Taking their inspiration from Goethe’s Faust ("Two souls, alas, do dwell
within this breast") and in addition from Otto von Bismarck ("Faust
complained that he had two souls in his breast. I have a whole squabbling
crowd. It goes on as in a republic"), Steedman and Krause have tried to
model a "Faustian decision-taker" or a "multi-faceted individual" (Steedman
and Krause 1986, 201, 198). The idea of a fragmented individual is, as we
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saw at the very beginning, a main theme in Plato’sThe Republic, and it is
therefore not suprising that Steedman and Krause refer to that book too
(ibid., 199).

Contrary to the individual of mainstream economics, who has only
asinglepreference ordering which is complete and transitive, a multi-faceted
individual is an agent who possessesvarious complete and transitive
preference orderings. Each of these orderings represents the various points
of view from which each single outcome is assessed. As in May’s case, the
question then arises how these different orderings are related to one another.
In particular one would like to know whether, and if so how, these different
orderings merge into one final, unified ordering that is itself complete and
transitive. This can more precisely be described as follows.

Let O denote the set ofm possible outcomesO1, ..., Om, and letC1,
..., Cn denoten different comparisons, in this case ordinal rankings onO.
Then eachCi (1≤i≤n) is a complete and transitive preference ordering ofO1,
..., Om on the basis of a certain aspect or point of viewASi. What we wish
to know, then, is whether all theCi together can be fused in one final overall
comparison,C. Also, we want to know whetherC is an ordering in the
sense described in Section 2.1, i.e. a ranking which has completeness and
consistency as its crucial properties, or whether it is just some other overall
comparison.

According to Steedman and Krause, the occurrence of an overall
comparisonC on the basis ofC1, ..., Cn is far from self-evident. Moreover,
if such aC does in fact occur it can take various forms, not all of which are
complete or consistent orderings. As Steedman and Krause see it, both the
occurrence and the form of an overallC depend onthe agent’s character.

By saying that the agent’s character constitutes the occurrence as
well as the shape of aC, Steedman and Krause mean thatC is related toC1,
..., Cn by a certainintegration procedure, INT, which is specific for the
agent in question; thus INT is a construction rule (Steedman and Krause call
it a formation rule), defined as a function on a certain domain. Since it is
assumed that in general agents will apply their INT not to everyCi, INT is
defined on asubsetof C1, ...,Cn. This subset is called thedomain of conflict,
DOM; it reflects the extent to which the agent admits conflicts between the
different Ci’s. The character of an agent with respect to a decision is then
defined by the triplet:

<n,DOM,INT>,
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wheren is the number of aspects or points of view (and hence the number
of the Ci’s). The final overall evaluationC is given by:

C=INT(DOM).

It is probably wise to exclude the case in which either the set of aspects or
DOM is the empty set. Furthermore, the set of aspects might be a singleton.
In that case, DOM consists of precisely one ordinal preference rankingCj

between outcomes, DOM={Cj}, and C will presumably concide withCj:
Cj=INT(Cj). This case is not very interesting, however. The interesting cases
are those in which the number of aspects is at least two:

<n,DOM,INT>, n≥2

and this situation precisely mirrors the state of the Faustian decision-taker
or the multi-faceted individual.

AlthoughC is a relation onO, Steedman and Krause emphasise that
it need not be an ordering:

"In order to simplify the discussion and not to confuse two
different problems, we shall assume thatCi is an ordering,
whereas the same assumption will not be made with
respect to the agent’s overall assessment of the
alternatives. ...C is a relation onO, but ... one cannot
expect thatC is always an ordering." (Steedman and
Krause 1986, 211-212; the text has ‘Ri’, ‘ R’ and ‘A’
instead of ‘Ci’, ‘ C’, and ‘O’).

Steedman and Krause do not explain what exactly they mean by the
statement thatC is not an ordering, but presumably they have in mind that
C need not be transitive or complete, i.e. total (ibid., 207, 228). It is by
means of this manoeuvre that Steedman and Krause are able to shunt off
Arrow’s theorem. For clearly, if one allows that the overall comparisonC
is not transitive or complete, then violations of transitivity can hardly disturb
one. However, the matter is not as trivial as that. For a question arises. IfC
does not, so to speak, join in the perfection of completeness and transitivity,
in what sense can it still be an overall comparison? To see in what sense it
can, let us look at a few guises in whichC might appear.
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2.4.2 Types of character

In the way Steedman and Krause see it,C may wear different clothings.
Moreover, every one of those garbs covers a certain type of character:m
different types ofC’s reflect m different character-types. What exactly is a
character-type? We have seen how acharacter is defined, namely by the
triplet <n,DOM,INT>, where in the interesting casesn≥2. The crucial part
of this triplet, Steedman and Krause claim, is the integration procedure or
construction rule INT. INT constitutes the core of an agent’s character,
since it is by INT that a character becomes an instance of a certain
character-type:

"Perhaps the most important part of an agent’s character is
the formation rule employed, which, if specified, singles
out a certaintype of character." (Steedman and Krause
1986, 212; emphasis by the authors).

There are different INT’s, and therefore different procedures to calculate the
overall C from DOM. Each specific INT-type corresponds to a specificC-
type, and eachC-type in turn reflects a certain character-type. Thus
character-types are specified by certain specific procedures to calculate the
overallC from DOM. Among the various character-types that Steedman and
Krause mention the most interesting ones are thePareto-type(named after
Vilfredo Pareto), theCounting-typeand theSen-type(named after Amartya
Sen). They are defined as follows.

Pareto-type
In this type of person, the overall comparisonC is computed simply
by taking the intersection of the lower preference rankings involved.
Let DOM be represented byC1, ..., Ck, which is supposed to be a
subset ofC1, ..., Cn. Then in Pareto-type persons, the integration
rule INT takes the form of PAR:

C = PAR(C1, ..., Ck)= i=1∩k Ci.

It is assumed that eachCi is complete and transitive. However,C
itself need not be transitive and complete, as can be illustrated in
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the following way. Let DOM consist of three preference rankings,
C1-C3. Let each of them rank four outcomes,O1-O4, in the
following way:

C1 C2 C3

O1 O1,O4 O1

O3 O3 O4

O2 O2 O3

O4 O2

C1 expresses thatO1 is preferred overO3, O3 over O2, andO2 over
O4. C2 and C3 should be interpreted analogously;C2 in addition
expresses indifference betweenO1 andO4. C1-C3 can also be written
as sets of ordered couples, such that the first member of a couple
is preferred over the second member of that couple:

C1={<O1,O3>,<O1,O2>,<O1,O4>,<O3,O2>,
<O3,O4>,<O2,O4>}

C2={<O1,O3>,<O1,O2>,<O4,O3>,<O4,O2>,
<O3,O2>,<O1,O4>,<O4,O1>}

C3={<O1,O4>,<O1,O3>,<O1,O2>,<O4,O3>,
<O4,O2>,<O3,O2>}.

Being the intersection ofC1-C3, C becomes:

C={<O1,O4>,<O1,O3>,<O1,O2>,<O3,O2>}.

In the above example,C is transitive (O1 is preferred overO3, O3

is preferred overO2, andO1 is preferred overO2), but not complete:
it does not relateO4 andO2, nor O4 andO3. Hence the outcome of
the integration procedure PAR is an overall evaluation that,
although it may be transitive, need not be complete.

Counting-type
In persons of the Counting-type, the overallC is the set of those
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ordered couples that belong to at least half of the lower preference
rankings involved. Let DOM again be symbolised byC1, ..., Ck, a
subset ofC1, ..., Cn. Then in Counting-type persons, INT takes the
form of COUNT:

C = COUNT(C1, ..., Ck)
and

<Oi,Oj> ∈ C
iff

the number off such that <Oi,Oj> ∈ Cf

is greater than or equal to
the number ofg such that <Oj,Oi> ∈ Cg

wherek≥f,g≥1. By assumption, eachCf and eachCg is complete and
transitive. However,C itself is not transitive and complete. This can
be illustrated as follows. Let DOM again consist of three preference
rankings,C1-C3, each ranking four outcomes,O1-O4. Suppose the
rankings are as follows:

C1 C2 C3

O1 O3 O2

O2 O1 O3

O3,O4 O2 O1

O4 O4

C1-C3 can also be written as:

C1={<O1,O2>,<O1,O3>,<O1,O4>,<O2,O3>,
<O2,O4>,<O3,O4>,<O4,O3>}

C2={<O3,O1>,<O3,O2>,<O3,O4>,
<O1,O2>,<O1,O4>,<O2,O4>}

C3={<O2,O3>,<O2,O1>,<O2,O4>,
<O3,O1>,<O3,O4>,<O1,O4>}.

Being the set of those ordered couples that belong to at least two
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of the three preference rankings involved,C becomes:

C={<O1,O2>,<O1,O4>,<O2,O3>,
<O2,O4>,<O3,O4>,<O3,O1>}.

C is complete: for any two distinct outcomes, it tells us which one
is preferred. However,C is not transitive:O1 is preferred overO2,
O2 is preferred overO3 but O3 is preferred overO1. Hence the
outcome of the integration procedure COUNT is an evaluation that,
although it may be complete, need not be transitive.

Sen-type
Persons of the Sen-type construct their overallC as a particular
union, which they obtain in the following manner. Let Pr represent
a strict preference, i.e. for all outcomesOi and Oj, either Oi is
preferred overOj or Oj is preferred overOi; indifference between
Oi andOj, allowed in non-strict rankings, is excluded in strict ones.
An agent may have several, for instancen, strict preference
rankings,Pri (1≤i≤n). Usually a person will only take into account
a limited number of his strict rankings, for instance a numberk
(k≤n). Let DOM again be symbolised byC1, ..., Ck, a subset ofC1,
..., Cn. Then in Sen-type persons, INT becomes SEN;

C = SEN(C1, ..., Ck)= (i=1∩kCi) ∪ (i=1∪kPri)

HereC unites the intersection of all the (strict and non-strict) lower
preference rankings on the one hand, and the union of only the
strict preference rankings on the other. As in the case of the
Counting-type,C is complete, but not always transitive. This can
be illustrated on the basis of the three rankings,C1-C3, that we
already encountered when discussing the Counting-type. Obviously,

i=1∩kCi = i=1∩3Ci = {<O1,O4>,<O2,O4>,<O3,O4>}.

Clearly, the rankingsC2 andC3 are strict preferences, whereas only
C1 is non-strict. Thus

i=1∪kPri = i=2∪3Pri = C2 ∪ C3 =
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{<O3,O1>,<O3,O2>,<O3,O4>,<O1,O2>,
<O1,O4>,<O2,O4>,<O2,O3>,<O2,O1>}.

The union ofi=1∩kCi andi=1∪kPri coincides with the latter, and thus
with the set of the eight ordered pairs above. That set is complete,
but certainly not consistent or transitive. For on the one hand it
entails thatO3 is preferred overO1, but on the other it expresses
indifference betweenO1 and O3 (on the ground that there are
indifferences betweenO3 and O2, and betweenO1 and O2).
However, Steedman and Krause claim that the set isquasi-transitive
in the sense that astrict relation corresponding to SEN(C1, ..., Ck)
would be transitive (Steedman and Krause 1986, 212; the authors
here refer to Sen 1970, Chapters 5 and 5*). In other words, if the
overall comparisonC were without any indifference expressed, then
C would indeed be transitive. An illustration of this claim is
provided by the following three preference rankings:

C1* C2* C3*

O3 O1,O2 O1,O4

O2 O4 O2,O3

O4 O3

O1

The intersection,I, of C1*, C2* and C3* is empty. SinceC1* is the
only strict preference ranking, the union,U, of all the strict
preference rankings coincides withC1*. SinceI∪U equalsC1*, C1*
is the overall comparisonC that a Sen-type person makes on the
basis ofC1*, C2* and C3*. And it is easy to see thatC1* is not only
complete, but transitive as well.

Steedman and Krause’s picture of a multi-faceted individual can be
summarised as follows. A multi-faceted person alias a Faustian decision-
taker is someone who realises that the outcomes of his possible actions have
several different aspects and hence give rise to several different preference
orderings. His next step is an attempt to construct a general assessment of
those orderings: the overall comparisonC. However, the lower orderings
may conflict, and it is in no way evident that such aC can be derived from
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them. Whether or not aC occurs will depend on the agent’s character. The
vital part of an agent’s character is made up by the integration procedure or
construction rule. For it is by means of this rule that the actor might derive
a higher-order ranking from the lower ones. Construction rules can have
different forms, so that not only aC’s occurrence, but also its specific shape
depends on the agent’s character. The shape of aC can, but need not be
consistent or complete. It is by admitting the possibility thatC lacks
completeness or consistency that both the vicious Voter’s Paradox and the
annoying Impossibility Theorem of Arrow can be circumvented.

2.4.3 Partial success

We have seen that Steedman and Krause recognise the existence of various
different character-types: we have discussed the Pareto-type, the Counting-
type and the Sen-type. It is interesting to observe that the second one, i.e.
the Counting-type, resembles the kind of person that May apparently had in
mind. In May’s model, I recall, the actor prefers outcomeOi to Oj, Oi Pref
Oj, if and only if in a majority of those lower comparisons such thatOi and
Oj are not equally placed placed,Oi has a higher rank thanOj. In symbols:

Oi Pref Oj iff F(Oi,Oj) > 0.

Likewise, a person whose character is of the Counting-type will prefer
outcomeOi over Oj if more aspects count forOi than forOj. Furthermore,
as did May’s model, the Counting-type occupies an intermediate position.
It stands midway between the Pareto-type and the Sen-type, both of which
can be seen as reflecting two extremes on a scale that measures caution. A
person with a character of the the Pareto-type is fairly cautious, since he
only assigns outcomes their positions in an overall ordering if he has
consideredall the aspects. The Sen-type, however, is less careful in that he
contents himself with the consideration ofmerely oneaspect. As Steedman
and Krause phrase it:

"The Pareto-type is a very cautious one, in that some
alternative is considered as least as good as another one if
this is true with respect to all aspects .... [T]he Sen-type ...
considers some alternative at least as good as another if
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even just one single aspect favours the former over the
latter." (Steedman and Krause 1986, 213).

If May indeed had a Counting-like person in mind, then we may view the
actors that May, perhaps not very successfully, tried to model as constituting
a subset of the actors portrayed by Steedman and Krause. In that sense,
May’s model can be seen as a special case of the model by Steedman and
Krause. But there is more. Not only May’s model, but the standard model
too is to a certain extent a special case of the theory by Steedman and
Krause. ‘To a certain extent’, for reducing the received view to Steedman
and Krause’s atypical portrait of a Faustian actor requires that specific
conditions be fulfilled. Roughly phrased, these conditions are that the actor
is of the Pareto-type, that his lower preference orderings are not too large
in number, and that they do not conflict too much. If those provisos are met,
the actor in question becomes an orthodox Bayesian utility maximizer. He
can compare his lower orderingsC1, ..., Cn by means of a final, unified
comparisonC. This C is a ordering which is consistent as well as complete.

What is the value of Steedman and Krause’s enterprise? Has the
model of a multi-faceted individual been successful? The best, though
clearly not the most thrilling answer is that it has been successful in part.
One of the model’s successes lies in the issue touched on above. For it
certainly is to the model’s credit that other theories (May’s model, the
standard view) are special cases of it. Also, the model fits in well with our
intuitive idea that the standard view is not so much wrong as incomplete.
Indeed, Steedman and Krause state that:

"... an abandonment of the ‘rational individual’ of
economic (and other) theory, far from necessitating the
desertion of either ‘rational man theory’ or all standard
microeconomic concepts, leads rather to the prospect of a
considerable enrichment of individual decision-taking
theory. To contribute to that enrichment is theseriousway
to criticize narrow ‘rational individual’ theory." (Steedman
and Krause 1986, 229; emphasis by the authors).

However, the model of a Faustian decision-taker has some less fortunate
sides as well. First, it is not particularly precise; instead of offering a
specified and detailed account it only proffers heuristical hints. Second,
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without taking too much after the cartographers in Lewis Carroll’sSylvie
and Bruno Concluded, we could mention that the number of human
characters in reality is tremendous. In the end, every single individual might
possess a unique integration procedure INT, and therefore a unique overall
comparisonC.53 Third, according to Steedman and Krause an agent might
fail to develop an overall comparisonC. However, we saw that the vital part
of a C is the integration procedure INT, which in turn constitutes the agent’s
character. Should we conclude from this that an agent who actually does not
derive aC does not have an INT, and hence is literally characterless? The
fourth problem is a more serious one. Steedman and Krause get around
Arrow’s problem by giving up the requirement that the overall preference
ranking should be transitive. But what is a preference ranking without
transitivity? What does it mean to prefer one outcome over the other if
transitivity is not an integral part of ‘to prefer’? These questions are not
merely rhetorical; I amnot saying that transitivity is indeed built into the
notion of preference. All I say is thatwe do not knowwhether, and if so to
what extent, preferring is transitive. Some concepts are clearly transitive (‘is
longer than’, ‘is identical to’), some are clearly intransitive (‘is mother of’),
but for many concepts we simply do not know in which class to place them.
For those concepts, as Patrick Suppes has noticed, empirical investigation
must bring the answers: "often it is not a question of logic or mathematics
but of empirical fact as to whether a relation has a given property such as
asymmetry, transitivity, or connectedness" (Suppes 1957, 217). In my

53 In Chapter 11 ofSylvie and Bruno Concludedthe German Professor Mein Herr
proudly explains that in his country cartographers experimented with larger and larger
maps. After having tried a map with six yards to a mile, and then one with a hundred
yards to the mile, the map-makers got, as the Professor says,the grandest idea of all.
They "actually made a map of the country, on the scale of a mile to the mile!" Much to
his regret, the Professor must confess that this map has not been used very often:

"‘It has never been spread out, yet’, said Mein Herr: ‘the farmers objected:
they said it would cover the whole country, and shut out the sunlight!’"

However, Mein Herr and his fellow-countrymen found a way out of the predicament: "...
we now use the country itself, as its own map, and I can assure you that it does nearly
as well.’"
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opinion, preferring is an example of such a concept. At this moment the
question whether or not preferring implies transitivity is simply unclear. On
the one hand we could claim that it is, for a person who prefersOi over Oj,
Oj overOk andOk overOi is hard to understand. On the other hand we could
argue that it need not be transitive, for someone whose preference ranking
lacks transitivity does not, for that reason, stoppreferring something.

2.5 More difficulties

In the preceding pages I bandied about various efforts in an attempt to
understand those phenomena in human decision-making that are hardly or
not at all explainable in conventional economics. One of those efforts, to wit
May’s model, I examined in somewhat more detail (2.2). May’s model
turned out to be tainted with the vicious effects of the Voter’s Paradox and
of Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem (2.3). I subsequently discussed a model
that aims at avoiding those problems, viz. the model of Steedman and
Krause (2.4). My conclusion was that Steedman and Krause only partially
achieved their goal, and that their very method of circumventing the Voter’s
Paradox and Arrow’s Theorem constitutes at the same time a weak spot in
their analysis.

Besides Arrowish threats, there are other difficulties that jeopardise
these kinds of model. Each of them springs from the very idea that people
can have divided minds. Let me mention four familiar problems connected
to the idea of a divided mind, again without steering towards solutions.

First, when we talk about a partitioned or divided mind, what
exactly are the parts or pieces? Are they themselves little minds, secondary
and subordinate perhaps but nonetheless full-grown? Or are they separate
faculties, mental qualities or aptitudes that are otherwise distinct? Neither of
the two options seems entirely satisfying. The first option makes a divided
mind an assembly of tiny subminds, the second one transforms it into an
aggregate of independent abilities; espousing the one takes us to the Scylla
of a homunculi society, whereas by adopting the other we make for the
Charybdis of nineteenth century phrenology (in the worst scenario at least,
for in better cases we end up with something like Fodorian modularity or
Putnamian functionalism).

Second: apart from the question of whether the mind-parts are
miniature minds or merely distinct mental skills, there is the question of how
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they are arranged. Do they have fixed places? Is their relation symmetrical,
in the sense that their status is similar and no part controls another, or are
they hierarchically organised? I referred to this point before (cf. the
Introduction to this chapter). In the next chapter we will consider an
approach to the notion of a divided mind, viz. Davidson’s, which is based
on the assumption that the ordering is symmetrical.

The third difficulty concerns the question of what a person is.
Talking about divided or partitioned minds is one thing, but talking about a
person ‘having’ those minds is another (cf. Nagel 1971). Does it make sense
to introduce an owner of several minds? Or do we thereby usher in the
generally feared director of Dennett’s Cartesian circus? Should we say that
several minds correspond to several persons, and thus that a person whose
mind is divided actually consists of two or more separate persons? Or should
we abstain from talking about persons altogether and conclude that the
whole discussion about divided minds has revealed that the concept of a
person lacks a referent (the so-called bundle view; cf. Parfit 1971; Hirsch
1982)?

A fourth difficulty attached to models like the ones I discussed
touches its allegorical character. It is undeniable that an allegorical whiff
clings to any talk about divided minds, mental partitionings, many-faceted
individuals, multiple selves, Faustian decision-takers, and so on. But it is
notoriously unclear how pungent the whiff in fact is. How literally should
we take the notion of a person with many minds, or that of someone with
a partitioned mind? What is the significance of saying that a person has a
divided mind, or various minds, or even various preference orderings? Is it
a mere metaphorical tale, signifying nothing substantial? Or does it furnish
the mental medley with a physical footing, perhaps in the form of different
neurological set-ups? Or should we walk along a middle path - if there is
one? Clearly, the same questions arise with respect to the notion of an inner
conflict. How accurate is the concept of an inner struggle? Are there really
different ‘parties’ (irrespective of whether those parties are little subminds
or distinct mental capacities)? And if so, in what degree is their struggle
figurative? Of course, the same problem also pertains to Freud’s ideas on
mental partitioning and inner conflicts. Freud’s writings might be very
different from the Bible, there is at least one point in which the two fully
measure up to one another: they both persistently raise the problem to what
extent the text should be taken verbatim. Think, for instance, of the theory
of the id, the ego and the superego. Some readers of Freud take this trio to
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the letter and interpret it as consisting of independent entities; according to
others it is at best afaçon de parlerabout uneasy feelings (cf. Elster 1985,
1, 20).

Although, as I said, it is not my aim to solve these problems, it may
nonetheless be useful to cut some Gordian knots. As far as the first difficulty
is concerned, I take the mind-parts to be relatively autonomous systems of
preference; whether one should consider them as little persons or as distinct
mental capabilities is a question with which I shall not deal. Furthermore,
any talk about many and/or divided minds I take to be metaphorical to a
very high degree - that is the most I wish to say about that question and,
fortunately, it is enough for my purposes.
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CHAPTER VI

THE DAVIDSONIAN DIVISION

0. Introduction

As we have seen in Chapter IV, Davidson holds that a reasonR can explain
an actionA only if R and A are simultaneously connected in two very
different ways (see the Introduction, Section 3.4.3, and Section 3.5). First,
R andA must be deductively related, second,R must be the cause ofA. The
first relation has been worded in conditionC1 and in claim 2dav. It reflects
the Logical Connection Argument (LCA), and it is backed by claim 1dav,
which says that action explanations do not rely on a natural regularity. The
second relation finds its expression in conditionC2 and in claim 4dav. It
mirrors classical causalism, and it is supported by 3dav, which claims that
reasons and actionsdo rely on a causal law. Thus Davidson has managed to
secure an intermediate position, drawing both from classical causalists and
from LCA champions.

However, this very position particularly exposes Davidson’s action
theory to the problem ofakrasia. For now theakrasia problem seems to
threaten his theory on two flanks. On the one hand, as has been discussed
at length in Chapter III, danger looms via the LCA. If reasons and actions
are conceptually connected, thenakrasia constitutes a crack in the
conceptual chain. Actions would be either explainable and rational, or
irrational and unexplainable - the entire idea of a clear-eyed akratic action
would become a conceptual monstrosity. On the other hand,akrasia
challenges Davidson’s theory through classical causalism. This danger was
intimated at the end of Chapter IV. If reasons cause actions in conformity
with obdurate causal laws, how could a person ever act against his reasons?
How could anyone behave akratically if this would entail a breakdown of the
laws of nature?

In due course, as it seems, Davidson became more and more aware
of this two-headed peril. However, he resists taking either the Socratic or the
Aristotelian way out: he neither reducesakrasia to mere ignorance nor
transforms it into a kind of forgetting (Davidson 1982, 294-295). Notably the
later Davidson takes akratic actions very seriously, and is convinced that
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people who are fullycompos mentiscan act against their best judgments.
Accordingly he renounces theories like those of the ancient Greeks that
"frustrate[s] a coherent account of moral conflict, weakness of the will, or
other forms of intentional, but irrational, action" (Davidson 1980, xii).

A large part of Davidson’s more or less recent work consists in
attempts to reconcile his theory of action with the existence of akratic
behaviour (Davidson 1970a; Davidson 1978; Davidson 1982; Davidson
1985a; Davidson 1985b). These attempts led to his adjusting and readjusting
the theory, without, however, abandoning the idea that it occupies an
intermediate position between the LCA and the classical causalists. I shall
describe the results of his repair work in the present chapter. Section 1
contains Davidson’s formulation of theakrasia problem. In Section 2 I
reconstruct his solution, which he achieved after a protracted process of
conjectures and refutations. Section 3 contains an evaluation and a
conclusion.

1. An apparent paradox: Davidson’s version of theakrasiaproblem

According to Davidson an actionA1 of an agent P is akratic if and only if
the following three conditions are fulfilled (Davidson 1970a, 22):

(i) P doesA1 intentionally
(ii) P believes there is an alternative actionA2 open to him
(iii) P judges that, all things considered, it would be better to doA2

than to doA1.

The question then of course is: are there any actions that satisfy (i), (ii) and
(iii)? Davidson’s simple answer, a heartfelt ‘yes’, is worded in principle (P1):

(P1): There are akratic actions

(Davidson 1970a, 23). In maintaining (P1), Davidson dissents from an
influential position in ethics, developed by Richard M. Hare (Hare 1952;
Hare 1963).

As far as weakness of will is concerned, Davidson and Hare have
two important points in common. To begin with, they both gave the old
problem ofakrasiaa place in contemporary philosophy. Granted, they place
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it differently, for Davidson works witin the philosophy of mind (and thus
talks about weakness of will in a very broad sense, referring to any action
against any best judgement), while Hare is an ethicistpur sang(and hence
is merely concerned with actions going againstmoral judgements). But as
I stated in Chapter I, that is only a minor difference, since moralakrasia is
a special case ofakrasia in general. Furthermore, Davidson’s ideas as well
as Hare’s are challenged by the existence of akratic actions: incontinent
behaviour threatens not only Davidson’s theory of action explanation, but
also Hare’s presciptivistic meta-ethic. According to Hare’s prescriptivism,
moral judgments are "universalisable" and "prescriptive". The former means
that the same judgements must be made when the same properties are
present, the latter means that moral judgments are intended as guides to
conduct. From universalisability and prescriptivity Hare then infers that one
cannot sincerely embrace a moral judgment without acting upon it. Hence
Hare, like Davidson, finds himself confronted by the apparent existence of
akrasia. Hence Hare, like Davidson, senses the need to arm his theory
against the peril.

Apart from those two points, however, there is scarcely any
resemblance between Davidson’s approach and that of Hare. No doubt the
most striking difference lies in their ultimate attitudes towardsakrasia.
Davidson makes every effort to account for its existence, and consequently
is prepared to change his theory drastically. Hare, on the other hand, sternly
sticks to his prescriptivism and therefore must deny that incontinent actions
can occur. As Steven Lukes has rightly observed, Hare uses as many as four
strategies to explain akratic actions away. If a man assents to a moral
principle and fails to act accordingly, then he is either (i) hypocritical or (ii)
not sure that the principle is worth assenting to or (iii) physically unable or
(iv) psychologically impotent:

"[I]f the moral words are being used in a fully evaluative,
i.e. universally prescriptive way, the explanation of moral
weakness boils down to either insincerity, lack of
conviction, physical impossibility or psychological
impossibility." (Lukes 1965, 150).

The sting of Lukes’ observation is of course in its tail: declaring that an
agent is psychologically disabled to act upon his moral principle means little
more than to affirm that he has fallen prey to incontinence; it does not
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explainhow this can happen. The same point has been made by Neil Cooper
(Cooper 1968), and more recently by Thomas Spitzley:

"One can nevertheless still ask the question as to where the
psychological inability resides, what it amounts to ...
Hare’s only attempt at a more precise characterisation of
this inability is the following: when a person is
psychologically incapacitated, he cannot bring himself to
do that which he believes he should do. ... If we now ask
ourselves what this psychological incapacity means, it
seems that we have little more than a circular explanation:
psychological inability means whatever makes a person, in
a case of acting against one’s better knowledge, not to do
what he believes should be done; it consists in the fact that
he is psychologically unable to do so." (Spitzley 1992,
131-132).54

Another problem with Hare’s notion of psychological inability is how to
distinguish it from physical disability. Clearly, we are physically unable to
fly or to stop an earthquake, but what about our addiction to alcohol,
tobacco or some other drug? Is it physical? Psychological? Perhaps both?
But what precisely could be meant by ‘both’? That the one causes or
reinforces the other, that they are reducible to each other, that they work
independently? Interesting as these questions may be, I do not wish to dwell
upon them. For my major concern is not Hare’s denial of moral weakness,
but Davidson’s attempt to saveakrasia in the general sense of the word.
(But see Taylor 1980 for another way of comparing Davidson and Hare on
akrasia.)

54 My translation, greatly improved by David Atkinson and Detlev Pätzold, of:
"Immer noch kann man aber fragen, worin denn die psychische Unfähigkeit bestehe, was
sie ausmache ... Das einzige, was Hare zur genaueren Characterisierung von Unfähigkeit
sagt, ist folgendes: Liegt sie vor, kann sich der Mensch nicht dazu bringen, das zu tun,
wovon er glaubt, dass er es tun soll. ... Fragen wir nun, was psychische Unfähigkeit hier
bedeutet, so scheint es, als hätten wir kaum mehr als eine zirkuläre Erklärung:
Psychische Unfähigkeit ist das, was einen Menschen in einem Fall von Handeln wider
besseres Wissen nicht so handeln lässt, wie er glaubt, dass er handeln sollte, liegt darin,
dass er dazu psychisch unfähig ist."
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Davidson does not make the rescue operation easy for himself. In
addition to the principle that akratic actions exist, (P1), Davidson holds to
two other principles (Davidson 1970a, 23):

(P2): If an agent judges that it would be better to doA1 than to do
A2, then he wants to doA1 more than he wants to doA2.

(P3): If an agent wants to doA1 more than he wants to doA2 and
he believes himself free to do eitherA1 or A2, then he will
intentionally doA1 if he doesA1 or A2 intentionally.

Separately, each of the three principles sounds sensible enough. The problem
is of course that, when taken together, they constitute a paradox. Hence, as
in reconciling the seemingly inconsistent claims 1dav - 4dav, and as in
reconciling the seemingly inconsistent principles P1 - P3 (see Chapter IV,
Section 3.4.1), Davidson again sets out to reconcile the seemingly
inconsistent principles (P1) - (P3). And once more, Davidson’s task is
twofold. He starts by attempting to show that (P1) - (P3) arenot inconsistent;
then he tries to explain why wethink that they are inconsistent. In other
words, Davidson wants to demonstrate why irrational acting is possible, and
why we deem it impossible.

In Section 2 I show how Davidson accomplishes this compound
task by reestablishing some old Freudian ideas. More particularly, Davidson
reinstalls three Freudian theses, that circulate three Freudian concepts: the
concept of mental partitioning, the concept of mental conflict, and the
concept of mental causality.

2. Freudian thoughts

In his effort to account for irrational behaviour, Davidson sees himself as
being sustained by Freud: "Psychoanalytic theory as developed by Freud
claims to provide a conceptual framework within which to describe and
understand irrationality" (Davidson 1982, 290). Small wonder, then, that the
much-discussed philosopher has displayed great interest in the even more
discussed psychologist. Although he believes that Freud’s ideas suffer from
"fundamental errors or confusions", Davidson thinks that these blemishes can
be removed by phrasing those ideas "in a sufficiently broad way" (ibid.). He
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thereby appoints himself as a prudent champion of Freud whose defense
pertains to only some of Freud’s ideas, "and these are ideas at the
conceptual, in contrast to the empirical, end of that vague spectrum" (ibid.).

According to Davidson, studying Freud is indispensable in attempts
to solve theakrasiaproblem. Any genuine solution will always be redolent
of Freudian thoughts: "After analysing the ... problem of irrationality, I
conclude that any satisfactory view must embrace some of Freud’s most
important theses" (Davidson 1982, 290). Which theses is Davidson aiming
at? And why are they so important for the solution of theakrasiaproblem?
The present Section 2 contains answers to both questions.

2.1 Three Freudian theses

When talking about "Freud’s most important theses", Davidson has
especially the following three theses in mind (Davidson 1982, 303-304):

THESIS 1:the partitioning of the mind
the mind contains two or more semi-independent parts,
these parts being characterised by mental features like
beliefs and desires

THESIS 2:the existence of a structure in each part
each part has a structure, similar to the structure needed to
explain ordinary actions

THESIS 3:the existence of causal relations between parts
the mental attribute by which one of the parts is
characterised might causally affect the mental attribute that
identifies another part.

According to Davidson these theses are not only central to the Freudian
paradigm, but also essential for a conceptual solution of theakrasiaproblem
(Davidson 1982, 291). I shall discuss THESIS 1 and THESIS 2 in 2.2 - 2.4.
The third thesis will not be discussed until 2.5.
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2.2 Partitioning and structuring the mind

THESIS 1 says that the mind consists of parts, each of which is an as yet
unordered set of beliefs, desires and perhaps other mental features. It thus
suggests the existence of boundaries which keep the mental segments apart.
These boundaries must not be construed as discoveries of introspection.
They are merely, as Davidson says, "conceptual aids to the coherent
description of genuine irrationalities" (Davidson 1985a, 147).

As an aside, I point out that the term ‘genuine irrationalities’ in
Davidson’s work covers various phenomena.Akrasia is a genuine
irrationality, but so areself-deception(believingp while knowing that not-p),
weakness of the warrant(believingp in the face of evidence for not-p) and
wishful thinking(believingp becausep is desired). As opposed toakrasia
(which refers to irrational actions), self-deception, weakness of the warrant
and wishful thinking all refer to irrational beliefs. Apart from irrational
actions and irrational beliefs, Davidson also bandies about irrational
intentions, irrationalemotionsand even irrationalinferences(Davidson 1982,
289; Davidson 1985b, 345). Among these ‘genuine irrationalities’ interesting
differences and similarities exist (Davidson 1985a). I shall not ponder upon
them. Suffice it to say that, in Davidson’s view, the description and the
explanation of each single irrationality takes in the three theses mentioned
above.55

While THESIS 1 introduces the idea of as yet unordered parts,
THESIS 2 imposes order upon each part; it says that the beliefs and desires
in each segment have a structure. What structure? THESIS 2 speaks of "a
structure needed to explain ordinary actions". In the preceding chapters we
have seen what this means. The Davidsonian structure for action explanation
is certainly not of a Hempelian nature. For Davidson considered the
rationality assumption in Hempel’s model as a tautology, thereby opposing
the Hempelian schema for action explanation (AEhs). Rather, Davidson’s
structure is a blend of the schemata proposed by the LCA adherents on the
one hand and the classical causalists on the other. The LCA schema for
action explanation is, see Chapter III, (AElcaa). By demanding that the reason
mentioned in (AElcaa) causesthe action, Davidson inserts classical causalism

55 But see 2.5 for a brief remark on the similarity betweenakrasiaand wishful
thinking.
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into the LCA. However, as I have pointed out, its compound character
renders the Davidsonian model for action explanation particularly vulnerable.
For now theakrasiaproblem can attack it from two sides: through the LCA
and through classical causalism.

In sum, then, THESIS 1 and THESIS 2 confirm what we already
observed in the introduction to this chapter: Davidson is in an awkward
position. Davidson’s escape from this predicament lies in an appeal to
conflicting practical syllogisms (2.3). This way of circumventing the
difficulty generates however new problems, which are described and
partially solved in 2.4. The final solution, achieved by means of THESIS 3,
is explained in 2.5.

2.3 Inner conflicts and conflicting practical syllogisms

For Davidson, as for Freud, akratic behaviour arises from an inner conflict,
which in its turn presupposes a divided mind. Davidson has embodied the
notion of a divided mind in THESIS 1. The notion of an inner conflict he
tries to make precise by combining THESIS 1 and THESIS 2 in the
following way.

THESIS 2 entails that the beliefs and desires in a certain part of the
mind have a structure, that somehow mirrors or respresents an explanation
of the form (AElcaa). As I have shown in Chapter III, (AElcaa) is identical to
Von Wright’s practical inference, which in its turn is equivalent to an
Aristotelian practical syllogism. Hence it is, I think, no exaggeration to
maintain that THESIS 2 boils down to the claim that the beliefs and desires
in a certain part of thepsycheare arranged in a practical syllogismà la
Aristotle. Combined with THESIS 1, this means that we can entertain two
(or more) syllogisms at the same time. When these syllogisms also oppose
one another, they represent a mental conflict, thus preparing the ground on
which akratic actions can bloom.

We saw in Chapter I that the idea of two conflicting practical
syllogisms as a basis for akratic actions had already been welcomed by
Aristotle and by the early Stoics. However, of the Stoic writings we know
too little to pass judgment, and Aristotle somehow failed to press the point
home. Davidson makes considerably more of the idea. According to
Davidson, entertaining two rivalling syllogisms is precisely what it means
to be in an inner mental conflict. When two rivalling syllogisms are
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simultaneously present, they constitute "straightforward cases of conflict,
cases in which an agent has good reasons both for doing, and for refraining
from, a course of action; or, what comes to the same thing, good reasons for
doing each of two mutually exclusive things" (Davidson 1982, 295).

Not every instance of rivalling syllogisms gives rise to akratic
behaviour. Situations of conflict frequently occur and can often be handled
easily:

"Such situations are too familiar to require special
explanation: we are not normally paralysed when
competing claims are laid on us, nor do we usually
suppress part of the relevant information, or drive one of
our desires underground. Usually we can face situations
where a decision must be made, and we decide best when
we manage to keep all the considerations, the pros and
cons, before us" (Davidson 1982, 295).

However, sometimes the considerations, the pros and cons, escape our
control. In those cases, akratic actions occur. Below, in 2.4, I examine a
proverbial example of such a case.

2.4 Handling the conflict

The famous philosopher Solomon has taught us invaluable lessons, of which
I think that the following two are useful here:

"Answer not a fool according to his folly, lest thou also be
like unto him" (Proverbs, 26:4);

"Answer a fool according to his folly, lest he be wise in
his own conceit" (Proverbs, 26:5).

Taking ‘d’ for ‘answering a fool according to his folly’, Solomon’s teaching
can be cast in two rivalling practical syllogisms, (PS1) and (PS2), one
representing verse 26:4, the other reflecting 26:5:
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(PS1)

major (M1): Avoid acts that make you a fool
minor (m1): d makes you a fool

concl. (c1): Avoid doing d

(PS2)

major (M2): Perform acts that prevent a fool from considering
himself wise

minor (m2): d prevents a fool from considering himself wise

concl. (c2): Performd

(PS1) and (PS2) herd miscellaneous scholars together: while embodying
Solomonic lessons, they also represent Davidson’s way of saying in
Aristotelian terms what Freud meant by an inner conflict.

Strictly speaking, the conflict between (PS1) and (PS2) does not lie
in their premises: both the majors and the minors do not yet form an
inconsistent set. The real clash is between the conclusions, or the ‘Solomonic
judgements’, as we, inspired by Elster 1989, might call them. This becomes
even more clear when we rewrite them such that (c1) becomes (c1*) and (c2)
becomes (c2*):

(c1*): not-d is better thand
(c2*): d is better than not-d.

Statements (c1*) and (c2*) are in flat contradiction with one another. But, as
Davidson asks himself, "how can premises, all of which are true (or
acceptable), entail a contradiction?" (Davidson 1970a, 34). And how to solve
the contradiction? In 2.4.1 I mention two solutions. Davidson rejects them
both. He has conceived his own solution, which I discuss in 2.4.2 and 2.4.3.
Davidson’s solution leads to a comparison of practical reasoning with
theoretical reasoning (2.4.4-2.4.6). Sections 2.4.7 and 2.4.8 explain how the
solution renders akratic actionslogically possible. In Section 2.5, by
invoking THESIS 3, I explain how they are alsofactually possible.
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2.4.1 Two solutions

What to do when we labour under a mental conflict? How to soothe the
clash between syllogisms like (PS1) and (PS2)? Two solutions deserve to be
mentioned here. Each of them reflects a familiar part of Judaeo-Christian
and Greek mores.

Solution (1) - According to this solution, two rivalling practical
syllogisms actually represent a battle between Passion and Reason. Each of
the syllogisms is, as it were, fighting on the side of either Passion or
Reason. The conflict is solved when Reason has defeated Passion or when
Passion has triumphed over Reason. The first defeat is of course ‘good’, the
latter is ‘bad’. A variation on this solution is to depict both syllogisms as
representing a battle betweenthree parties: Reason, Passion, and a party
called Volition or Will. This variant can, as we have seen in Chapter I, be
found in the Phaedrus, the Timaeusand most suggestively in theThe
Republic, Book II (Part II) and Book IV (Part V). There Plato argues that
the individual soul consists of three faculties: Reason, Passion, and a faculty
called Thumos, whose task it is to serve Reason in the often tough battle
against Passion (cf. Chapter I, Section 2). In terms of rivalling syllogisms
this may be taken to mean thatThumosmust make us focus on the
‘reasonable’ syllogism and make us conquer the ‘passionate’ one.

What is solution (1) worth? It certainly has some plausibility in
specific cases, such as the one we encountered in Chapter I. There we
considered Aristotle’s description of two conflicting syllogisms. We
concluded that it allows two different readings (I recall that ‘S(x)’ means ‘x
is sweet’, ‘T(x)’ means ‘x is to be tasted’, ‘L(x)’ means ‘produces lactic
acid’):

First Reading

(E4PS.pred) (E5PS.pred)

(I.15): ∀x (S(x)→ T(x)) (I.18): ∀x (S(x)→ ∼ T(x))
(I.16): S(a) (I.16): S(a)

(I.17): T(a) (I.19): ∼ T(a)
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Second Reading

(E4PS.pred) (E6PS.pred)

(I.15): ∀x (S(x)→ T(x)) (I.20): ∀x (L(x) → ∼ T(x))
(I.16): S(a) (I.21): L(a)

(I.17): T(a) (I.19): ∼ T(a).

Each reading fits solution (1), since each is compatible with the
interpretation of conflicting syllogisms as a conflict between Reason and
Passion. In both readings (E4PS.pred) is fighting on the side of Reason
whereas (E5PS.pred) or (E6PS.pred) are both Passion’s minions.

However, in many other cases of conflict the split between Reason
and Passion cannot so easily be made. Consider, for instance, our Solomonic
syllogisms (PS1) and (PS2). How to distinguish between them on the basis
of Reason versus Passion? What is reasonable (or passionate): to answer a
fool in an asinine manner or to reciprocate as sensibly as you can? In these
cases, solution (1) is of little help, for we do not know what is good or bad.

There is, moreover, another difficulty attached to solution (1). By
suggesting that everything is settled if only we let Reason come out on top,
solution (1) entirely bypasses the problem ofakrasia. For that problem is not
how Reason can lose the battle against Passion, but how we can act either
in accordance with Passion when Reason has vanquished, or in accordance
with Reason when Passion emerged victorious.

Solution (2) - The second way to handle the conflict between (PS1)
and (PS2) is to fuse both into one practical syllogism of a higher order. The
core of this fusion is the reduction of the majors, (M1) and (M2), to one
single major, Ms. If it turns out that Ms, too, occurs in a pair of conflicting
syllogisms, then we should reduce Ms together with its counterpart to still
another single major. This reductionist operation continues until we arrive
at a major, Mss, which occurs in a practical syllogism without any rival. Mss

then represents a principle that is absolute, unconditional, and valid without
any counterexample.

The models that Steedman and Krause made of a Faustian decision-
taker, cf. Chapter V, may serve as examples of solution (2). For their
attempts to construct an overall comparisonC on the basis of several
conflicting preference orderings are very much like attempts to merge lower
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order practical syllogisms into one syllogism of a higher order. A completely
different defender of solution (2) seems to be R.M. Hare. As we saw, Hare’s
prescriptivism requires that genuine moral judgements are "universalisable",
i.e. have unrestricted generality and hence hold without exception.
Ultimately this entails the existence of one single absolute moral principle.
This principle is either a higher-order principle, covering all the lower ones,
or a conjuction of the lower principles.

Davidson briefly mentions the two above mentioned solutions, only
to reject each of them. He calls solution (1) "absurd" and deems it of no
relevance to theakrasiaproblem (Davidson 1970a, 35). He spurns solution
(2) for its presupposition that there exists one single major which can unite
all other majors, no matter how glaringly different the latter may be.
Solution (2) thus assumes that all actions are ultimately based on one
principle, an assumption that Davidson rejected from the very beginning: "...
I do not believe any version of the ‘single principle’ solution, once its
implications are understood, can be accepted: principles, or reasons for
acting, are irreducibly multiple." (Davidson 1970a, 34). Hence Davidson
proposes a third way of handling conflicting syllogisms. It rests on two
pillars: the idea of a higher-order syllogism and the idea of the distinction
betweenprima faciejudgements and judgementssans phrase. The first idea
is discussed in 2.4.2, the second in 2.4.3.

2.4.2 A higher-order syllogism

Although Davidson disapproves of the two solutions mentioned above, he
grants them heuristic utility. Notably the second solution he deems useful,
for it justly suggests that conflicting syllogisms might be brought into
agreement by incorporating them into a syllogism of a higher order. In the
case of (PS1) and (PS2), let us assume that this higher-order argument is
(PS1,2):

(PS1,2)

major (M1,2): (M1) and (M2)
minor (m1,2): (m1) and (m2)

concl. (c1): avoid doingd.
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(PS1,2) eases the conflict between (PS1) and (PS2). But it does more: it also
ameliorates our understanding of whatakrasia is. For (PS1,2) indicates that
an action is akratic if it goes against the conclusion of (PS1,2), not if it
violates only the conclusion of (PS1) or that of (PS2). (PS1,2) thus accounts
for the fact that actions are irrational because they deviate from what you
think is bestall things considered, not because they defy Reason’s orders,
or ignore Passion’s cries. As Davidson phrases it: "The incontinent man goes
against his better judgement, and this is surely [the conclusion of (PS1,2], and
not [that of (PS1)] which fails to bring in the reasons on the other side."
(Davidson 1970a, 36). But while it is clear enough that (PS1,2) improves our
grasp ofakrasia, it is quite as obvious that it cannot serve as a solution of
our problem. For it is of course indecisive: (c1) follows from (M1,2) and
(m1,2), but so does (c2). Hence, according to the official Aristotelian
Syllogistics, (PS1,2) is not a syllogism at all.

Thus on the face of it, Davidson’s plea for a higher-order syllogism
seems to have brought us back where we started. We still have two
conflicting conclusions and hence two conflicting syllogisms. However,
Davidson has still a shaft left in his quiver, viz. the distinction between
prima facieevaluative judgements and evaluative judgementssans phrase.

2.4.3Prima facieand sans phrase

The difference betweenprima facieandsans phraseis an old one, but it has
been given new flesh and blood by W.D. Ross (Ross 1930). Ross applies
both notions to duties in the following way. If in a certain situation, SIT,
you have a certain duty, DUT, then DUT is called yourprima facieduty in
SIT. It might however happen that in SIT still anotherprima facie duty,
DUT*, is incumbent on you, and that DUT and DUT* cannot simultaneously
be fulfilled. If after conscientious inspection of SIT you form the considered
opinion that DUT is more incumbent upon you than DUT*, then DUT is
your dutysans phrasein SIT.

Davidson uses Ross’s distinction between duties to distinguish
between two kinds of evaluative judgements: evaluative judgementssans
phraseandprima facieevaluative judgements. The former areunconditional
or all-out judgments; they claim that something is good or desirable without
referring to any other claim. The latter areconditional judgements; they
claim that something is good or desirable relative to other claims.
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It is easy to see how the distinction between conditional and
unconditional judgements cancels out of the conflict between (PS1) and
(PS2). I have already noted at the beginning of 2.4 that the core of this
conflict is to be found in the conclusions. In their rewritten form, those
conclusions are:

(c1*): not-d is better thand
(c2*): d is better than not-d.

Although (c1*) and (c2*) look like judgementssans phrase, they are in fact
prima faciestatements. Their real logical form is given by:

(c1pf): pf(not-d is better thand, (M1)&(m1))
(c2pf): pf(d is better than not-d, (M2)&(m2)),

wherepf is a sentential connective, meaning "‘if so and so were the case, the
best thing to do is such and such’".56 (The analogy with certain sorts of
probability reasoning is discussed below.) Thus (c1pf) says: if (M1) and (m1)
were the case, then it is better not to dod than to dod. Similarly for (c2pf).
Contrary to (c1*) and (c2*), (c1pf) and (c2pf) do not conflict. They form a
perfectly consistent set, i.e. they can be true at the same time.

At this point, Davidson argues, we are touching the sore spot in
many theories of practical reasoning.57 Most of those theories assume that
the conclusions in practical syllogisms can be detached from the premises.
This assumption, Davidson says, is wrong: "... if we are to have a coherent
theory of practical reason, we must give up the idea that we candetach

56 (Davidson 1985c, 202-203). One might object that my account ofpf is somewhat
sloppy. For (c1pf) and (c2pf) suggest thatpf means ‘if so and so were the case, doing this
is better thandoing that’ rather than ‘if so and so were the case,the best thingto do is
such and such’. However, I deliberately omit from my story the distinction between
‘best’ and ‘better’. For Davidson declared it to be irrelevant for his argument on
incontinent actions (Davidson 1970a, 22-23). See Slote 1986, 475, for further reflection
on the matter.

57 I am referring here to theories of (practical)reasoning, not to theories of genuine
acting. Whereas the latter are about real actions, the former deal with conclusions of
practical syllogisms. Admittedly, the early Davidson does not distinguish between the
two, but the later one does. I come back to this point in 2.4.5.
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conclusions about what is desirable (or better) or obligatory from the
principles that lend those conclusions colour." (Davidson 1970a, 37). In this
respect, practical reasoning is like a certain branch of theoretical reasoning,
viz. reasoning from probabilistic evidence (Davidson 1970a, 37ff). In
probabilistic reasoning, too, the conclusion may not be separated from the
premises. Ignoring this precept leads to the famousambiguities of inductive-
statistical explanation, discovered and described with great clarity by
Hempel (Hempel 1965, 381-405, in particular 394-395). The similarities
between practical and probabilistic reasoning are described in Section 2.4.4;
an important difference is pointed out in 2.4.5.

2.4.4 Practical reasoning and probabilistic reasoning: similarities

Consider the following piece of theoretical reasoning, (T3):

(T3)

(M3): More than 98% of the pilgrims to Lourdes are Roman
Catholics
(m3): Petersen made a pilgrimage to Lourdes

(c3): Petersen is almost certainly a Roman Catholic

(Hempel 1965, 55; Toulmin 1958, 109); in order to avoid confusion with the
majors of (PS1) and (PS2), I call this theoretical argument ‘(T3)’ rather than
‘(T1)’ or ‘(T 2)’). (T3) is not only a theoretical argument, but also a
probabilistic one: it contains the expressions ‘more than 98%’ and ‘almost
certainly’ (I ignore the fact that the first expression is quantitative whereas
the latter is qualitative in character). More particularly, (T3) is a piece of
inductive-statistical (I-S) reasoning. It isinductive, as opposed to deductive,
because it implies that Petersen is a Roman Catholic only with near-
certainty. It is statistical, as opposed to strictly nomological, because it
makes essential use of a law or theoretical principle of statistical form,
namely (M3).

The next argument, (T4), is an I-S argument that rivals with (T3):
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(T4)

(M4): More than 98% of Swedes are not Roman Catholics
(m4): Petersen is a Swede

(c4): Petersen is almost certainly not a Roman Catholic.

Together, (T4) and (T3) illustrate theambiguity of I-S explanation. This is the
peculiar logical phenomenon that a consistent set of true premises logically
entails what seems to be a contradiction: the set {(M3), (m3), (M4), (m4)} is
consistent and yet entails (c3) and (c4), which seem contradictory. How can
this be?

Hempel observed that (T3) and (T4) permit two different readings,
a correct and an incorrect one. In the incorrect reading ‘almost certainly’ is
an operator that affects theconclusions. In this reading (c3) and (c4) actually
have the form:

(c3*): Almost certain: Petersen is a Roman Catholic
(c4*): Almost certain: Petersen is not a Roman Catholic.

In the correct reading, however, ‘almost certainly’ does not modify the
conclusions. Instead, it modifies theconnectionbetween premises and
conclusion. In this reading (T3) and (T4) become (T3**) and (T4**):

(T3**)

(M3): More than 98% of the pilgrims to Lourdes are Roman
Catholics
(m3): Petersen made a pilgrimage to Lourdes

[almost certain]
(c3**): Petersen is a Roman Catholic

(T4**)

(M4): More than 98% of Swedes are not Roman Catholics
(m4): Petersen is a Swede

[almost certain]
(c4**): Petersen is not a Roman Catholic,
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where (c3) and (c4) changed into (c3**) and (c4**) respectively. Clearly, (c3)
and (c4) seem contradictory only in the incorrect reading: (c3*) and (c4*) are
in epistemic contradiction (in the sense that no reasonable epistemic state
would contain both of them), but (c3**) and (c4**) are perfectly consistent.
For (c3**) and (c4**) cannot be detached from the premises, and hence
should actually be written as:

(c3prob): prob(Petersen is a Roman Catholic, (M3)&(m3))
(c4prob): prob(Petersen is not a Roman Catholic, (M4)&(m4)),

where prob is a qualitative, rather than a quantitative operator, meaning
‘makes it almost certain that’ or ‘makes it very probable that’. Under that
interpretation, the parallel of (c3prob) and (c4prob) with:

(c1pf): pf(not-d is better thand, (M1)&(m1))
(c2pf): pf(d is better than not-d, (M2)&(m2))

is evident. Thus the moral of Davidson’s story will be clear: practical
reasoning, governed by the operatorpf, proceeds in much the same way as
I-S reasoning, governed by the operatorprob. No more than I-S reasoning
does practical reasoning permit the detachment of conclusions from
premises.58

The ban on this detachment, in I-S reasoning as well as in practical
reasoning, springs from a common source. In both cases it ultimately stems
from the nature of the major-premises. Since the theoretical major (M3) is
a statistical principle, its logical form isnota universally quantified sentence
of the form:

(M3*): ∀x {L(x) → RC(x)},

where ‘x’ ranges over persons, ‘L(x)’ means ‘x made a pilgrimage to

58 Of course, (c3prob) and (c4prob) are in fact rewritings of (T3**) and (T4**) rather
than of (c3**) and (c4**). The same goes,mutatis mutandis, for (c1pf) and (c2pf): they
actually represent entire syllogisms, not just conclusions. However, Davidson regards
them as rewritings for conclusions rather than for syllogisms, and I wish to stay close to
his text (cf. Davidson 1970a). Besides, the idea will be clear enough. It is that Modus
Ponens may not be applied in I-S reasoning or in practical reasoning.
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Lourdes’, and ‘RC(x)’ means ‘x is a Roman Catholic’. Rather, the logical
form of (M3) is (M3**):

(M3**): prob(RC(x), L(x)),

in words: ‘Thatx went to Lourdes makes it very probable thatx is a Roman
Catholic’. Similarly, the logical form of (M4) is (M4**):

(M4**): prob(not-RC(x), S(x)),

in words, ‘Thatx is a Swede makes it very probable thatx is not a Roman
Catholic’.

What holds for the majors in I-S arguments, also goes for the
majors in practical syllogisms. No more than the former, should the latter be
construed as universally quantified sentences. In contrast with Hare, see
2.4.1, Davidson argues that major-premises in practical syllogisms are
essentially relative:

"... moral principles, or the judgements that correspond to
desires, cannot be expressed by sentences like ‘It is wrong
to lie’ or ‘It is good to give pleasure’. ... For one and the
same act may be a lie and an act that gives pleasure, and
so both be wrong and good. On many moral theories, this
is a contradiction. ... The solution to this puzzle ... is to
recognize that evaluative principles are not correctly stated
in the form ‘It is wrong to lie’. For not all lies are wrong;
there are cases where one ought to lie for the sake of some
more important consideration." (Davidson 1982, 296).

Hence the logical form of (M1) is not (M1*):

(M1*): ∀x {F(x) → not-P(x)},

that is, ‘All actsx that make you a fool (F), should not be performed (P)’.
Its logical form is rather given in (M1**):

(M1**): pf(not-P(x), F(x)),
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meaning something like ‘To the extent thatx makes you a fool,x should not
be performed’. Analogously, the logical form of (M2) is (M2**):

(M2**): pf(P(x), W(x)),

i.e. ‘To the extent thatx prevents a fool from considering himself wise (W),
x should be performed’. Clearly, the practical majors (M1**) and (M2**) are
very similar to the theoretical majors (M3**) and (M4**).

The analogy between practical reasoning and probabilistic reasoning
stretches even further. In probabilistic reasoning we are especially interested
in the values of the following major-premises:

(M3te): prob(RC(x), e)
and

(M4te): prob(not-RC(x), e),

wheree is the total evidence (hence:te) available. As is well known, (M3te)
and (M4te) cannot be derived from (M3**) and (M4**). This would be the
case even ifL(x)∧S(x)were equal toe, and even ifprob were a quantitative
instead of a qualitative operator. Similarly, in practical reasoning we want
to know the values of:

(M2tr): pf(P(x), r)
and

(M1tr): pf(not-P(x), r),

wherer is the totality of reasons (hence:tr) available. But (M1tr) and (M2tr)
cannot be derived from (M1**) and (M2**), not even if F(x)∧W(x) were
equal tor, and if pf were a numerical operator.

Given the similarities mentioned above, it should not surprise us
that the definitive versions of our rivalling practical syllogisms are very
much like the definitive versions of our rivalling probabilistic arguments.
The final versions of the latter, (T3) and (T4), appear to be (T3fin) and (T4fin):
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(T3fin)

(M3fin): prob(RC(x), L(x))
(m3fin): L(a)

[almost certain]
(c3fin): RC(a)

(T4fin)

(M4fin): prob(not-RC(x), S(x))
(m4fin): S(a)

[almost certain]
(c4fin): not-RC(a)

where RC(x) = x is a Roman Catholic,L(x) = x makes a pelgrimage to
Lourdes,S(x)= x is a Swede,a = Petersen. The major-premises, (M3fin) and
(M4fin), are the same as (M3**) and (M4**). The minors, (m3fin) and (m4fin),
are predicate logical forms of (m3) and (m4). It is important to note that the
conclusions, (c3fin) and (c4fin), areconditionaljudgements and should be read
as

(c3fin): prob(RC(a),(M3fin)&(m3fin))
(c4fin): prob(not-RC(a),(M4fin)&(m4fin)).

Similarly, the final versions of our rivalling Solomonic syllogisms, (PS1) and
(PS2), appear to be (PS1fin) and (PS2fin):

(PS1fin)

(M1fin): pf(not-P(x), F(x))
(m1fin): F(d)

[prima facie]
(c1fin): not-P(d)
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(PS2fin)

(M2fin): pf(P(x), W(x))
(m2fin): W(d)

[prima facie]
(c2fin): P(d)

whereP(x) = it is better to performx thannot-x, F(x) = x makes you a fool,
W(x)= x prevents a fool from considering himself wise. The major-premises,
(M1fin) and (M2fin), are the same as (M1**) and (M2**). The minors,
(m1fin) and (m2fin), are predicate logical forms of (m1) and (m2). Again, it is
important to note that the conclusions, (c1fin) and (c2fin), are conditional
judgements which should be read as

(c1fin): pf(not-P(d),(M1fin)&(m1fin))
(c2fin): pf(P(d),(M2fin)&(m2fin)).

They are formulated in such a way that any conflict between (PS1fin) and
(PS2fin) is removed: together, all the premises and the conclusions make up
a consistent set.

Despite all this, we are far from where we wish to be. The conflict
between the practical syllogisms is removed, it is true, but (PS1fin) and
(PS2fin) do not suffice when we pass on to real acting. This will be explained
in 2.4.5, where I shall argue that there still exists an important difference
between practical reasoning and reasoning from probabilistic evidence. The
difference breeds a problem for practical reasoning, which I termthe
transition problem. In Section 2.4.6 we will see how Davidson tries to solve
it. In 2.4.7 it is explained how Davidson’s solution of the transition problem
deepens our understanding ofakrasia.

2.4.5 Practical reasoning and probabilistic reasoning: a difference

When Davidson wrote his ‘Actions, Reasons, Causes’ (1963), he endorsed
a rather straightforward theory. He distinguished neither between conditional
and unconditional judgements nor between constructing practical syllogisms
and performing actions. According to Davidson in 1963, a theory of practical
reasoning and a theory of action were practically the same. He thus takes
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what he believes is Aristotle’s view, namely that performing an actionis
drawing the conclusion of a practical syllogism. However, looking back on
his 1963 paper, Davidson declares in 1985 in a reply to Michael Bratman:

"In ‘Actions, Reasons and Causes’ ... I accepted the view
that the propositional contents of the explanatory want and
belief should provide premisses from which the desirability
of the action could be deduced. Not that I thought of the
agent as first deducing the consequence and then acting.
Instead, I embraced Aristotle’s idea that drawing the
conclusion could be identified with the action. This had the
advantage (I thought) of eliminating the need for an
intermediary between reasons and action that might be
called an act of the will, or an independent state to
correspond to a phrase like ‘the intention of seeing what is
on the next page’." (Davidson 1985c, 195).

In other words, the early Davidson acknowledges only reasons (i.e.
belief/desire pairs) and actions (i.e. conclusions of practical syllogisms). He
rejects the existence of something in between, notably of intentions.
Expressions which refer to intentions, he argues, in fact refer to either
reasons or actions: "The expression ‘the intention with which James went to
church’ has the outward form of a description, but in fact is a
syncategorematic and cannot be taken to refer to an entity, state, disposition,
or event. Its function in context is to generate new descriptions of actions
in terms of their reasons; thus ‘James went to church with the intention of
pleasing his mother’ yields a new, and fuller, description of the action
described in ‘James went to church’." (Davidson 1963, 8).59 From the

59 Davidson here conceives intentions as being reducible either to reasons or to
actions. At the time he wrote the quoted lines, Davidson interpreted ‘having an intention’
as ‘acting with an intention’ (Davidson 1980, xiii). The expression ‘acting with an
intention’, however, seems to allow two readings. On the one hand, it suggests that
someone’s beliefs and desires (and hence his reasons) can only beknownby observing
his actions. On the other, it suggests that beliefs and desires finallytake the form of, and
hencebecomeactions. In the first interpretation, intentions are reasons; in the second,
they boil down to actions. In his later work, Davidson espouses also other interpretations
of ‘intention’; I come back to those interpretations in Section 2.4.8.
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preceding pages we know that serious shortcomings are attached to this early
picture. It is only after a repeated reading of Anscombe 1957 that Davidson
became aware of them. One of the failings he encountered is the following.

When I desire so-and-so, and believe that by doing such-and-such
this desire is fulfilled, I will of course do such-and-such. We have already
seen that such-and-such can bedescribed in numerous ways (cf.
DISTINCTION 1 in Chapter IV). However, one might in addition argue that
it can also beperformedin many ways: I can switch on the light with my
right third finger or with my left fourth finger, while wearing a blue sarong
or a green kilt, standing on tiptoe or standing on my head - there are
countless ways in which I can perform what may be described as ‘switching
on the light’. Each of those performances is desirable only in so far as it
satisfies my desire, for actions are never wholly desirable or undesirable, but
only partially so: "Every action we perform, or consider performing, has
something to be said for it and something against" (Davidson 1982, 296).
Yet, neither the multitude of possible performances nor their partial
desirability can be represented in Davidson’s early picture, which is
completely deductive and lacks the potentials of a relational approach.

Its deductive character saddles the early picture with still another
shortcoming: it cannot represent the idea of a divided mind. Having a
divided mind, see 2.3 and the beginning of 2.4, means that two or more
syllogisms can be entertained at the same time. These syllogisms might
oppose each other, and then we are faced with two conflicting conclusions:
one encouraging us to perform an action that the other one advising us not
to do so. However, if actions coincide with conclusions of practical
syllogisms (as in the deductive picture they do), this would entail that we
perform two mutually exclusive actions at the same time.

Because of these difficulties, Davidson gave up the deductive
picture of 1963. In ‘How is Weakness of the Will Possible?’ (1970) he
denies that performing an action is the same as drawing the conclusion of
a practical syllogism. The conclusion of a practical syllogism, Davidson now
argues, is a conditional statement saying that an action is desirablein so far
as it fulfils the desire expressed by the major-premise. Since the acceptance
of such a conditional statement is "compatible with the agent knowing that
the action (because of other characteristics) is highly undesirable" (Davidson
1985c, 196), it cannot coincide with a real action. Real acting, Davidson
argues in 1970, requires that wedo detach the conclusion from the premises.
When we wish to know what to do,d or not-d, we must leave considerations
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for and againstd and not-d behind. We must go beyond conditional
judgements like (c1fin) and (c2fin) for:

"Reasoning that stops at conditional judgements is practical
only in its subject, not in its issue." (Davidson 1970a, 39).

According to Davidson in 1970, a real action coincides with an
unconditional statement, which says that the action is desirabletout court.
Whenever we act we commit ourselves to a judgement saying that what we
do is unconditionally desirable, and not only desirable to this or that extent.
Actual acting, as Davidson expresses it, "is geared to unconditional
judgements" (Davidson 1985c, 201). What we need, then, when we pass on
to the actual deed, is an unconditional judgement that tells us which action
to take. We need an all-out statement of the form that we encountered in
2.4.3:

(c1*): not-d is better thand
or

(c2*): d is better than not-d.

However, this outlook generates a problem. For the statements that we need,
(c1*) or (c2*), cannot be inferred from the statements that we have, (c1fin)
and (c2fin). One cannot derive what is bestsans phrasefrom what is
conditionally best: "[unconditional judgements] do not follow by ordinary
logic from the premisses provided by our desires and beliefs" (Davidson
1985c, 196).

So in 1970 Davidson is confronted by a problem that did not
trouble him in 1963. This problem might be calledthe transition problem.
It is the question of how to proceed from conditional judgements to
unconditional ones.60 By definition, the transition problem cannot be solved

60 Job van Eck discusses a similar problem and calls it "the dilemma of commitment
and detachment" (Van Eck 1981, 23). The subject of Van Eck’s study has much in
common with mine. Both are about conflicts, be it that Van Eck focusses on conflicts
betweenduties(and thus between things that peopleought to do), and I discuss conflicts
betweenreasons(and thus between things that peoplewant or intend to do). Another
difference is that Van Eck works within the framework of deontic logic, whereas I am
interested in the explanation of actions by means of dispositions couched in reduction
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through a process of practical reasoning, since such a process yields only
conditional judgements.

The transition problem does not affect probabilistic arguments.
Probabilistic arguments are theoretical arguments and for that reason are
essentially conditional. When we reason theoretically, our aim is neither to
arrive at indisputable statements nor to detach conclusions from premises.
Instead, we endeavour to spell out the premises that make the conclusion
true, or make it probable to a certain (quantitative or qualitative) degree.
What is distinctive of theoretical reasoning is the logical relation between
statements, not the achievement of unconditional or all-out judgements. I
think that the point is scarcely ever acknowledged, but I nonetheless refrain
from going further into the matter here (I mentioned the subject briefly in
Peijnenburg 1995). I shall confine myself to practical reasoning, where the
transition problem does pose itself.

Although the transition problem does not afflict theoretical
arguments, an examination of the principles that guide probabilistic
reasoning may help us to solve it. Such an examination is undertaken in the
next section. In Section 2.4.7 I show how the solution of the transition
problem contributes to an understanding ofakrasia.61

2.4.6 The principle of continence

Imagine that some probabilistic reasoning has provided us with the following
three conclusions, all of which are conditional statements:

sentences (see the next chapters).

61 Davidson, in Davidson 1970a, weakly indicates that intentions have an existence
of their own. For it is vaguely suggested that intentions are conditional statements, i.e.
the conclusions of practical syllogisms. Hence they are neither reasons nor actions.
Davidson thus seems to distance himself even further from the view that he embraced in
1963. However, the Davidson of 1970 also demurs at the prospect of breaking too
drastically with his early ideas. We shall see that the Davidson of 1978 no longer
harbours these scruples: he fully acknowledges that intentions exist autonomously. As
will be explained in Section 2.4.8, the Davidson of 1978 differs in three respects from
the Davidson of 1970. First, he fully grants the autonomous existence of intentions.
Second, he identifies intentions withunconditional statements. Third, he breaks the bond
between actions and unconditional statements.
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(c3fin): prob(RC(a), (M3fin)&(m3fin))
(c4fin): prob(notRC(a), (M4fin)&(m4fin))
(c3te): prob(RC(a), e),

wheree is the set of all the evidence available. We assume that this set is:

{(M 3fin), (m3fin), (M4fin), (m4fin)}.

Since it contains the evidence of both the other conclusions, (c3te) might be
considered as the conclusion of a higher-order argument. (c3te) cannot be
logically inferred from the other two statements, but here we assume that we
derived it in some other way. Confronted with the three probability
statements above, what should we do? Carnap has recommended us to base
further reasoning especially on the latter statement, (c3te), since that involves
the largest amount of evidence. This recommendation is Carnap’sprinciple
of total evidence(Carnap 1950b). It is, as Carnap has frequently stressed, not
a rule of formal logic, but merely a methodological advice. In order to solve
the transition problem, Davidson uses Carnap’s principle in the following
way.

Now imagine that some practical reasoning provided us with three
conclusions, each of which is a conditional judgment:

(c1fin): pf(not-d is better thand, (M1fin)&(m1fin))
(c2fin): pf(d is better than not-d, (M2fin)&(m2fin))
(c1tr): pf(not-d is better thand, r),

wherer is the total set of reasons available. We assume thatr consist in:

{(M 1fin), (m1fin), (M2fin), (m2fin)}.

In perfect analogy to the previous case, (c1tr) might be considered to be the
conclusion of a higher-order practical syllogism, because it contains the
reasons of both the other conclusions. And as in the previous case, (c1tr)
cannot be logically inferred from the other two statements, but we assume
that we derived it in some other way.

Confronted with the threeprima facie statements above, which
action should we perform? Inspired by Carnap, Davidson recommends us to
base our action on the conditional statement with the largest set of reasons.
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In other words, we should tailor our actions not to (c1fin) or to (c2fin), but to
(c1tr), since that is our "all things considered judgement". Consequently, we
should abstain from doingd, which amounts to saying that we should accept
the all-out statement that not-d is better thand. Davidson terms his advice
the principle of continence. Like Carnap’s principle of total evidence, it is
not a formal rule but only an advice. If one follows the advice, one acts in
accordance with one’s all-things-considered judgement; the result then is a
rational action. If one disregards it, one goes against one’s own best
judgement; here, one acts incontinently and hence behaves as anakratès.

2.4.7 The logical possibility ofakrasia

We are finally prepared to answer three important questions:

(1) In what do akratic actions consist precisely?
(2) How are they logically possible?
(3) Why do people think that they are logically impossible?

ad (1) - The preceding section indicated that akratic actions occur whenever
two steps are taken. The first step consists in setting up several practical
syllogisms and in drawing the corresponding conclusions. These conclusions
have three properties:

(i) they are all conditional orprima faciejudgements;
(ii) some of them are also higher-order conclusions, in the sense
that the set of premises from which they follow contains the
premises of other practical syllogisms as subsets;
(iii) the conclusion that follows from the largest set of premises is
the all-things-considered judgement.

When we apply these properties to our example, we get:
(i) (c1fin) and (c2fin) and (c1tr) all are conditional statements;
(ii) (c1tr) is a higher-order conclusion since its premises contain the
premises of the syllogisms corresponding to (c1fin) and (c2fin);
(iii) (c1tr) is the all-things-considered judgement, since there is no
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conclusion that follows from a larger set of premises.62

As a second step, theakratèsopts for an unconditional or all-out judgement
that is not tailored to his all-things-considered judgement. As a result, he
acts counter to his best judgement. Applied to our example: theakratès
answers a fool according to his folly instead of being wiser in avoiding such
a riposte.

ad (2) - At this juncture, the logical possibility of akratic actions
discloses itself. An akratic action is logically possible because a conditional
judgement cannot logically contradict an unconditional one. In our example:
the statement that, all things considered, it is bestnot to answer a fool
according to his folly, can never contradict the judgement that, apart from
any consideration, itis. In Davidson’s words: "there is no (logical) difficulty
in the fact of incontinence, for theakratèsis characterized as holding that,
all things considered, it would be better to dob than to doa, even though
he doesa rather thanb and with a reason. The logical difficulty has
vanished because a judgement thata is better thanb, all things considered,
is a relational, orpf, judgement, and so cannot conflict logically with any
unconditional judgement." (Davidson 1970a, 39). Thus the logical possibility
of akratic actions hinges on the distinction between conditional and
unconditional statements: since it is logically possible to judge
(conditionally) that not-d is better thand, and to judge (unconditionally) that
d is better than not-d, one can performd although one knows that not-d is
better.

ad (3) - The above indicates that there are three ways in which we
might start to believe that akratic actions are logicallyimpossible. First, we
might leave the idea of a divided mind completely out of account. We
wrongly assume that practical reasoning consists in the production of one
single syllogism, instead of two or more. Second, we might ignore that the
conclusion of a practical syllogism is aprima facie statement, thus

62 It is important to note that for Davidson (c1tr) is a conditional statement. For it is
exactly this conditionality which constitutes the difference between Davidson and the
supporters of solution (2), such as Hare. As we have seen in 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, Davidson
and Hare both use a higher-order syllogism as a means to solve the problem of
conflicting syllogisms. However, Davidson believes that the conclusion of a higher-order
syllogism is aconditionalstatement, whereas Hare seems to regard it as anunconditional
statement.
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overlooking its intimate contact with the premises. Third, we might not
distinguish actions from conclusions of practical syllogisms. Like Aristotle
(at least according to some of his interpreters), we wrongly believe that the
one is identical to the other, whereby we do not appreciate that, whereas the
former is aconditionalstatement, the latter amounts to the acceptance of an
unconditionalone.

However, one can still be puzzled as to how akratic actions canin fact
occur. It may belogically possible to deviate from your best judgement, but
is it also a real possibility? Davidson appears to be well aware of this
problem:

"... how is it possible for a man to judge thata is better
than b, on the grounds thatr, and yet not judge thata is
better thanb, whenr is the sum of all that seems relevant
to him? When we say thatr contains all that seems
relevant to the agent, don’t we just mean that nothing has
been omitted that influences his judgement thata is better
thanb?" (Davidson 1970a, 40).

In Davidson’s later work this problem occurs for a second time. It then takes
a different shape, since after the revision of 1970 Davidson modified his
theory again in 1978. This modification, together with its effects on the
question just raised, will be described in 2.4.8. In 2.5 I shall explain how
Davidson answers the question by using the third Freudian thesis.

2.4.8 The second revision

We saw that the Davidson of ‘How is Weakness of the Will Possible?’
(1970) differs in important respects from the Davidson of ‘Actions, Reasons,
Causes’ (1963). In the latter essay Davidson embraces the deductive view
on practical reasoning. He distinguishes neither between actions and
conclusions of practical syllogisms, nor between conditional and
unconditional judgements. He acknowledges only reasons and actions;
intentions as such made no appearance. In 1970 Davidson abandons the
deductive picture. He now distinguishes conditional from unconditional
statements; conclusions of syllogisms belong to the former, actions belong
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to the latter category. Moreover, there are vague indications that Davidson
now grants the autonomous existence of intentions, identifying them with
conditional statements.

However, in 1978 Davidson changes his view on practical reasoning
once more. Like the first change, the second one too was brought about by
a repeated reading of Anscombe 1957. As is well known, Anscombe
distinguishes three major uses of the concept ‘intention’ (Anscombe 1957,
1, 24-25):

(a) - expressions of intentions for the future, as in ‘I intend
to go to France tomorrow’;
(b) - intentional actions;
(c) - intentions in actions.

The intentions mentioned in (a) are pure intendings, i.e. intentions which are
not necessarily followed by actions; pure intendings presumably are what
Bratman, in several publications, called "future intentions" or "future-
directed intentions" (Bratman 1985; Bratman 1987). The intentions in (b)
and (c) are somehow derivable from (a). (b) refers to intentionsbehind(or
perhaps one might sayprior to) the actions. Anscombe describes intentional
actions as "actions to which a certain sense of the question ‘Why’ is given
application" (Anscombe 1957, 24). Thus the intentions denoted in (b) are the
reasonsfor an action (cf. Chapter III, Section 1). On the other hand, (c)
denotes intentions which are presentin the action, i.e. the intentionswith
which the action is performed. Hence (c) refers to descriptions of actions,
and in that sense toactions themselves(cf. Chapter IV, Section 3.2.1, where
it is said that an action is an entityplus a description).63

Davidson’s second revision touches the pure intentions mentioned
in (a). In 1963 Davidson does not want to have anything to do with pure
intentions. Seven years later he seems to be somewhat more tolerant, but it
is not until 1978 that Davidson, impressed by Anscombe and perhaps also
challenged by Bratman-like philosophers, takes the existence of pure

63 The difference between (b) and (c) resembles a distinction made by Theo A.F.
Kuipers, according to whom actions haveexternaland internal goals. The external goal
is the desire which, together with a belief, constitutes thereasonfor the action in
question. The internal goal refers to the way the action isdescribed, namely as a
deliberate event. Kuipers’ distinction is, albeit only implicitly, present in Kuipers 1985.
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intentions seriously. He now realises that many phenomena cannot be
understood without assuming that intentions somehow exist autonomously.
For example, any action that takes some time, such as the trapping of a
tiger, requires the existence of a pure intending, such as the intention of
trapping a tiger. This intention must be something, be it an entity or a state:
"... it is not likely that if a man has the intention of trapping a tiger, his
intention is not a state, disposition or attitude of some sort." (Davidson 1978,
88). In what does this entity, state, disposition or attitude consist exactly? It
cannot be an action or a reason, since that would reduce the intention to (b)
or (c). Nor can it be a conditional judgement like the conclusion of a
practical syllogism, for a conditional judgement is noncommittal: no strings
are attached to it. Within Davidson’s theory only one possibility remains,
namely that a pure intention equals anunconditionalor all-out judgement.
Precisely that is Davidson’s new claim:

"... intentions are distinguished by their all-out or
unconditional form" (Davidson 1978, 102);

" ... intentions are ‘all-out’ positive evaluations of a way
of acting ..." (Davidson 1985c, 214);

"An all-out judgement that some action is more desirable
than any available alternative, is not distinct from the
intention: it is identical with it." (Davidson 1985c, 197).

However, if all-out judgements are actions, as Davidson had been arguing
in 1970, his new claim would reduce intentions to ordinary actions. Thus the
Davidson of 1978 decides to break the tie between actions and all-out
judgements. From now on, an agent can act either in conformity with his all-
out judgement or against it. In the first case, we may conveniently forget
about the difference between action and judgement. In the second, action and
judgement should be sharply separated; here the judgement constitutes a pure
intending.64

64 Bratman, however, is far from satisfied with Davidson’s account of pure
intendings or future-directed intentions. It is a favourite theme of Bratman’s that "our
commonsense conception of intention is inextricably tied to the phenomena of plans and
planning", and thus that the notion of future-directed intention is central for any adequate
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What I have been saying about the Davidsonian revisions can be
summarised as follows. In 1963 Davidson distinguishes neither between
conditional and unconditional judgements nor between actions and
conclusions of practical syllogisms. Next, in 1970, he makes both
distinctions: actions are unconditional judgements whereas conclusions are
conditional judgements. Finally, in 1978, he rejects the simple equivalence
of actions and unconditional judgements. He now distinguishes between all-
out judgements followed by the proper actions and all-out judgements which
remain pure intentions. When we read ‘x’ for the conclusion of a practical
syllogism, ‘y’ for an action, and ‘z’ for an unconditional judgement, the
three Davidsons can be represented as follows:

theory of intention (Bratman 1987, 3-5). Bratman chided many contemporary
philosophers (Robert Audi, Monroe Beardsley, Paul Churchland, Wayne Davis, and last
but not least the young Davidson) for reducing future-directed intentions to belief/desire
pairs (Bratman 1987, 7). The elder Davidson is reprimanded by Bratman for cherishing a
theory which is "constrained by an overly weak conception of the role of future
intentions in further practical thinking" (Bratman 1985, 24). According to Bratman this
weak conception has some "unwelcome results", which he described and explained in
Bratman 1985. Davidson, for his part, agreed that the results mentioned were
"unwelcome", but denied that they follow from his theory (Davidson 1985c, 198-200).
Bratman, in an appendix to the reprint of Bratman 1985 (see the bibliography), argued
once more that they do so follow.

This part of the discussion between Davidson and Bratman concentrates on
what the latter callsthe Buridan-cases, i.e. situations where a decision has to be made in
the absence of a decisive reason. Davidson comments: "if there is reason to reach some
decision, and there are no obvious or intrinsic grounds for decision, we find extrinsic
grounds. Perhaps I flip a coin to decide" (Davidson 1985c, 200). Bratman replies: "Why
does heads ‘indicate’ Kepler’s rather than Printer’s Inc.? Presumably because I have
made this arbitrary assignment .... Must I judge all-out that this assignment is strictly
better than its alternative? The problem seems only to have been pushed back" (Bratman
1985, appendix, 28).

I must confess that I find Bratman’s riposte somewhat confusing. Since the
assignment is indeedarbitrary, it is by definition not strictly better that its (equally
arbitrary) alternative. Also, it is not the case that heads does indicate Kepler’s; heads
indicatesfor instanceKepler’s.
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1963 1970 1978
x = y x ≠ y x ≠ y
x = z x ≠ z x ≠ z
y = z y = z y≠ z

Davidson’s outlook in 1978 affects his analysis ofakrasia, a fact that, as far
as I know, Davidson does not mention anywhere.65 As we have seen,
Davidson characterises an akratic action as an unconditional judgement
going against an all-things-considered conditional judgement; thus it is the
very distinction between conditional and unconditional judgements that
makes akratic actions logically possible. Davidson’s view of 1978, however,
suggests that an action is akratic if it goes against anunconditional
judgement; it thus situates the logical possibility ofakrasiain the distinction
between actions and all-out judgements.

Hence the problem with which I finished 2.4.7 recurs in a different
dress. Instead of asking ‘It may be logically possible to deviate from your
best conditional judgement, but is it also a real possibility?’ we can now ask
‘It may be logically possible to deviate from your bestunconditional
judgement, but is it also a real possibility?’. To be sure, its new dress
renders the puzzle even more pressing. However, Davidson notices the
question only in its old clothes. His answer to it is described in 2.5.

2.5 The factual possibility ofakrasiaand
the existence of causal relations between mental parts

Until now I have paid little notice to the causal aspect of Davidson’s theory.
I mainly focussed on THESIS 1 and THESIS 2, which introduced the ideas
of mental parts, of structures within the parts, and of conflicts between the
parts, but in which the causal force of reasons is not mentioned at all.
However, if we wish to understand how akratic actions arereally instead of
merely logically possible, then we need to concentrate on the existence of
causal relations between the parts, and thus on the function of THESIS 3.
Consider the following incident:

65 But see Grice and Baker 1985, and Davidson’s reply in Davidson 1985c.
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"A man walking in a park stumbles on a branch in the
path. Thinking the branch may endanger others, he picks
it up and throws it in a hedge beside the path. On his way
home it occurs to him that the branch may be projecting
from the hedge and so can still be a threat to unwary
walkers. He gets off the tram he is on, returns to the park,
and restores the branch to its original position." (Davidson
1982, 292).

The story is told by Freud in a footnote of a study on obsessional neurosis,
and Freudians refer to it as the tale of the Rat Man (Freud 1909). Davidson
uses it to describe a typical case ofakrasia.

The agent in the story does two things: he removes the stick from
the path and he returns to the park (of course he also stumbles upon the
branch but that is not an action). Since both the removing and the returning
are actions, they are done for a reason. As it should be in Davidson’s
philosophy, those reasons not onlycausethe corresponding actions but also
make themreasonable:

"Given that the man believed the stick was a danger if left
on the path, and a desire to eliminate the danger, it was
reasonable to remove the stick. Given that, on second
thought, he believed the stick was a danger in the hedge,
it was reasonable to dismount from the tram and return to
the park." (Davidson 1982, 292).

Let us call the reason for returningR-1. Now imagine that the man also has
a reason,R-2, for not returning to the park (R-2might be based on his initial
reasons for removing the stick, or on the time and the trouble that it costs
to return, or on both). Imagine further that, in the man’s own judgement,R-2
outweighsR-1. Then in going back to the park he acts against his best
judgement and hence performs a pure-blooded irrational action. We have
already seen how this islogically possible: the man’s conditional judgement
that it is best not to return is logically compatible with his unconditional
judgement that it is best to return. In order to explain how this isin fact
possible we have to realise thatR-1 plays a double rôle.R-1, to use
Davidson’s words, enters the decision processtwice over:
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"First it was a consideration in favour of replacing the
branch, a consideration that, in the agent’s opinion, was
less important than the reasons against returning to the
park. The agent then held that everything considered he
ought not to return to the park. Given his principle that
one ought to act on such a conclusion, the rational thing
for him to do was, of course, not to return to the park.
Irrationality entered when his desire to return made him
ignore or override his principle." (Davidson 1982, 297).

At first, R-1 constitutes the reason in a practical syllogism, PS-1, pleading
for returning and replacing the stick on the path.66 As such, R-1 is
overruled byR-2, featuring in a rivalling practical syllogism, PS-2, that
pleads for resting comfortably in the tram and leaving the stick poking out
of the hedge. After it has tasted defeat,R-1 appears anew. It now overrules
the principle of continence, which recommends the man to do what he thinks
is best all things considered, that is, to stay in the tram. It is the ignoring of
the principle of continence that constitutes the irrationality:

"For though [R-1] was a reason for ignoring the principle,
it was not a reason against the principle itself, and so when
it entered in this second way, it was irrelevant as a reason,
to the principle and to the action. The irrationality depends
on the distinction between a reason forhaving, or acting
on, a principle, and a reason forthe principle." (Davidson
1982, 297; my emphasis).

This analysis of how akratic actions can really occur also applies to some
irrationalities other thanakrasia. Wishful thinking is a case in point (cf. 2.2).
If Douglas believes propositionp solely because he wishesp to be true, his
wish is (part of) a reason forbelieving p. However, it is not a reason forp
itself. In Davidson’s words: "the wish to have a belief is not evidence for the
truth of the belief, nor does it give it rational support in any other way.

66 Here one of the members of my Reading Committee commented in the margin:
"Rather than throwing itbehindthe hedge? If I were to return it would certainly not be
to put the [expletive - JP] stick back in its original position!"
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What [Douglas’] wish to have this belief makes rational is that this
proposition should be true: He believes that [p]. This does not rationalize his
believing: [p]." (Davidson 1982, 298). Similarly, the agent in our Rat Man
story has a reason forignoring the principle of continence, but he lacks a
reason against the principleitself. This can also be stated by saying that
there is acausal, but not alogical relation betweenR-1 and ignoring the
principle. As a result,R-1causes the action of returning to the park, but fails
to make it reasonable. ThusR-1 is a mental event that does not justify what
it causes:

"In the cases of irrationality, the causal relation remains
while the logical relation is missing or distorted. In the
cases of irrationality that we have been discussing, there is
a mental cause that is not a reason for what it causes."
(Davidson 1982, 298).

So this is how akratic actions can in fact occur: akratic actions result from
a mental cause that is not a reason for what it causes. The cause is mental
in the sense which I have described in Chapter IV: it is an event described
in mental terms. It is the very mental description which gives rise to the
rationality question; without the mental description of the cause, the effect
is neither rational nor irrational, but rather non- or arational:

"If a bird flying by causes a belief that a bird is flying by
(or that an airplane is flying by) the issue of rationality
does not arise; these are causes that are not reasons for
what they cause, but the cause has no logical properties,
and so cannot of itself explain or engender irrationality ..."
(Davidson 1982, 298).

The existence of a mental cause that is not a reason - an MCNR, as Mele
calls it (Mele 1987, 76) - presupposes the existence of a reason that does not
cause what it renders reasonable: an RNC, as we might call it. Indeed, an
MCNR and an RNC seem to be two sides of the same akratic coin. If an
irrational action has been succesfully produced by an MCNR, then there
must be an RNC that failed to produce a rational action. Conversely, an
RNC presupposes an MCNR. For if an RNC has failed to produce the action
for which it is a reason, then clearly another action is performed. Since the
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latter is an action, it was caused by a reason. But since it is an irrational
action, it was caused by an MCNR which thus successfully produces an
action for which it is not a reason. Davidson appears to have both sides in
mind when he talks about irrationality, for in one and the same breath he
characterisesakrasiaby means of MCNR and by means of RNC:

"... irrationality may be characterized by the fact that there
is a mental cause that is not a reason [an MCNR - JP] ...
a person is irrational if he ... has a reason which does not
cause what it is a sufficient reason for [an RNC - JP]"
(Davidson 1982, 298-299).

All in all, Davidson’s ideas on the factual possibility of irrational actions can
be represented in the following variant of a truth-table:

Mental Events

Reason Cause

1 1 rational action
1 0 irrational (RNC)
0 1 irrational (MCNR)
0 0 idle (inconsequential

considerations, dreams,
et cetera)

This picture is of course confined to events under a mental description, since
in the realm of physical events the question of rationality does not arise. It
is shown that mental events can be causes, or reasons, or both (they can also
be neither the one nor the other, as is illustrated by the fourth row, but then
our tale signifies only a barren idea). If the mental event causes that for
which it is a reason, then the result is a wholesome rational action: see the
first row. But if the mental event is an MCNR, as is pictured by the third
row, then an irrational action occurs; in this case the cause of the action is
not a reason for what it causes. The situation expressed in the third row
presupposes what is represented by the second row. For the existence of an
MCNR requires that there exists another mental event, to wit an RNC, which
by definition fails to cause what it makes reasonable.
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I trust that by now the rôle of THESIS 3 is clear. THESIS 3
introduces the idea of causal relations between mental parts. It states that the
mental attribute by which one of the parts is characterised might causally
affect the mental attribute that identifies another part. It thus can clarify,
albeit somewhat metaphorically, what happens in the Rat Man parable
according to Davidson. As a mental attribute that characterises the mental
part which is represented by PS-1,R-1causally effects the mental part which
is represented by a higher-order syllogism that weighs up PS-1 and PS-2.
The conclusion of the latter higher-order syllogism is theprima facie
judgement that, all things considered, the agent should stay in the tram.R-1
overrides this judgement. It thus also overrides the principle of continence
which recommends us to tailor our all-out judgement to our best conditional
judgement.

From this the Davidson of 1970, see 2.4.8, probably would conclude
that the all-out judgement ‘It is best to stay in the tram’ was never
conceived. For had it been conceived, the agent would have remained in the
tram; such follows from the identity of actions and all-out judgements that
Davidson espoused at that time. The Davidson of 1978, however, does not
advocate that identity any more. He thus can maintain that the all-out
judgement was in fact created, despite the fact that the corresponding action
never took place. In this case, we are confronted by a pure intention, not
followed by the expected action.

3. Evaluation and conclusion

Davidson’s solution of theakrasiaproblem makes use of three concepts: the
concept of mental partioning, that of mental conflict, and that of mental
causality. These concepts he finds embodied in three theses of Freud, whose
work he deems indispensable for the study ofakrasia.

The concept of mental partitioning is specified by the idea that a
person can entertain several practical syllogisms at the same time (THESIS
1). The notion of a mental conflict is developed by imagining that the
syllogisms oppose each other (THESIS 2). The idea of conflicting syllogisms
is problematic, and Davidson tries to handle it by employing a two-fold
tactic. First, he uses the idea of higher-order syllogisms, and second, he
distinguishesprima facie judgements from judgementssans phrase. This
compound manoeuvre enables him to show how akratic actions are possible
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from a logical point of view. The notion of mental causality (THESIS 3)
comes in when Davidson tries to demonstrate thatakrasiais also a real, and
not only a logical, possibility. Davidson’s final solution of theakrasia
problem relies on mental causes that do not justify what they cause (the
MCNR’s), and on reasons that do not cause what they make reasonable (the
RNC’s).

However, MCNR’s and RNC’s can only exist if reasons and actions
are related in two ways: logicallyandcausally. It thus appears that Davidson
makes a virtue of need. Initially, his intermediate position brought him into
an awkward predicament: by drawing lessons both from classical causalists
and from LCA champions, Davidson made his action theory doubly
vulnerable to the problem ofakrasia. In the end, however, it is the middle
position that shows him the way out. By claiming that reasons and actions
are not only logically, but also causally related, Davidson can account for
the existence of MCNR’s and RNC’s. Hence he can argue for the logical
and the real possibility of akratic actions.

I hope that my lengthy paraphrase of Davidson’s thoughts on akratic
actions has made clear how ingenious his approach is. However, I also hope
that it did not smooth over the snags and irregularities. Some of them I
listed in Chapter IV, Section 4.1. Here I wish to mention once more the
vexed issue of mental causation, which Davidson tries to make less
troublesome by introducing two other ideas: the idea that mental events
differ from physical events, and the idea that causal laws differ from
singular causal statements (DISTINCTION 2 and DISTINCTION 3
respectively in Chapter IV). In the ensuing chapters I shall develop a purely
extensional approach from which the idea of mental causation has been
banished altogether. Accordingly, I need neither the distinction between
mental and physical events nor that between causal laws and causal
statements. Since my approach makes use of ideas developed by Hempel and
Reichenbach, I begin with explaining their ideas in the next two chapters.
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CHAPTER VII

DISPOSITIONS AND REDUCTION SENTENCES

0. Introduction

"Dispositions are as shameful in many eyes as pregnant spinsters used to be
- ideally to be explained away, or entitled by a shotgun wedding to take the
name of some decently real categorical property. It is time to remove this
lingering Victorian prejudice. Dispositions, like unmarried mothers, can
manage on their own. They have been traduced, and my object here is to
restore their good name."

Had I been writing well over twenty years ago, and were I an
accomplished writer, I might well have begun the present chapter thus. As
it is, I borrow someone else’s words, namely Mellor’s preamble to his ‘In
Defense of Dispositions’ (Mellor 1974). Like Mellor, I believe that for some
decennia dispositions have been unjustly reviled and defamed; like Mellor,
I hold this to be short-sighted and damaging. I, too, would have it that
dispositions regain their good name, in much the same way as unmarried
mothers by now, in 1996, finally have regained theirs.

The barricade on which I fight for dispositions, however, differs
from that on which Mellor stands. Mellor’s defense of dispositions springs
from his conviction that dispositions are in fact "real properties" (cf. also
Mellor 1983, especially 292). As a rule, dispositions are sharply separated
from real properties. Whereas a disposition only tells us how something will
behave in such-and-such a situation, a real property is said to reveal how the
thing is "in itself"; the idea is that properties are somehow more solid or
more substantial than dispositions. Mellor, however, deems this demarcation
to be incorrect. He thinks that dispositions are real properties which have not
yet been identified. If we say thatx is fragile and that it, therefore, will
behave so-and-so then-and-then, we indicate thatx has a physical property -
called fragility until further notice - which causesx’s behaviour. It is for

physicists in particular to identify that property, and in doing so they must
at first rely on dispositional predicates (Mellor 1974, 70). Whether or not the
latter observation is correct, Mellor’s point is clear enough: if dispositions
themselves are real properties, they do not need a shotgun wedding to make
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them so. Contrary to Mellor, however, I do not believe that dispositions
must be properties in the strict sense of the word. In my view, a disposition
may well be a property in Mellor’s sense, but it does not have to be one in
order to count. Dispositions have a significance of their own; whether or not
they can also be described as real properties is quite another matter. I return
to this point in Chapter VIII.

In my attempt to thrash out theakrasiaproblem, I shall reconstruct
beliefs and desires as dispositions. This may sound paradoxical, for did
Chapters II and III not suggest that the dispositional approach generates
akrasia as a problem? How, then, could this approach ever tackle it? The
answer is simple. The dispositional approach is encountered in several
different modes, and in Chapters II and III I examined only one of them, to
wit the Hempelian variant. The latter runs into the problem ofakrasia, but
of course it does not follow that all versions do. I think that in particular my
version of the dispositional approach, to be explained later, circumvents the
problem.67

I will even go one step further. Not only shall I follow Hempel in
treating beliefs and desires as dispositions, I will also follow suit by
describing those dispositions in terms of reduction sentencesà la Carnap.
Whereas my first step still can be regarded as a perhaps fairly common
move, the second one may sound surprising. Why use reduction sentences
in describing dispositions? After all, in reduction sentences conditionals are
framed as generalised material implications, which generate notorious
paradoxes. Therefore, it is often argued, an adequate formulation of
dispositions requires a possible worlds semantics rather than a classical
approach. Notably, a subjunctive conditional couched in a modal apparatus
has been labelled as the proper representation of dispositions. Wesley
Salmon even went so far as to suggest that subjunctive conditionals form the
final solution to all problems concerning dispositions:

"It is now generally recognized, I believe, that Carnap’s
reduction sentences, ingenious as they are, do not handle
the problem of dispositional concepts, for the dispositional
predicate can only be meaningfully applied if one or

67 For attempts to solve theakrasiaproblem by parting with the dispositional
approach altogether, see for instance Jeffrey 1974 and Holström-Hintikka 1991.
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another of the test conditions - for example, having iron
filings in the vicinity or being moved through a conducting
coil - is satisfied. The problem of dispositional terms is
precisely that of specifying conditions for their
applicability whenno test conditions happen to obtain. It
appears that a subjunctive conditional is what we need for
this purpose. Thus, the problem of dispositional concepts
falls neatly into place along with the problems of
counterfactuals, laws, and modalities." (Salmon 1976,
xvii).

However, I am doubtful whether Salmon’s resolute optimism is justified.
Quine, to mention one dissident view, has offered a well-known chain of
objections to modal reasoning: modal logic is guilty of confusing ‘use’ and
‘mention’, modal notions are either empty or simply disguised extensional
concepts, modal operators are referentially opaque, and last but not least,
thinking along modal lines brings along a platonistic ontology of possible
worlds. Whatever one may think of Quine’s attacks on modalities, it
certainly is an overstatement to say that the final word about dispositions
and subjunctive conditionals has been spoken: subjunctive conditionals as the
proper expressions of dispositions are still a matter of dispute, as are modal
logic and the entire possible worlds semantics.

Doubts about subjunctive conditionals (although not about
subjunctive statements in general) have been expressed also by John Pollock:

"Remarkably little has been written about dispositions in
the last decade. I suspect that this is due largely to
philosophers feeling that this problem has been solved, or
at least successfully reduced to the problem of analyzing
subjunctive conditionals. For example, it seems initially
plausible to suppose that

(1) That liquid is flammable
is analyzable as:

(1*) If that liquid were heated, it would burn.
Thus the feeling is that the problem remaining is that of
analyzing subjunctive conditionals, and there is really no
point in further discussion of dispositionsper se. We have
presented an analysis of subjunctive conditionals, but
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unfortunately we cannot rest content that we have thereby
solved the problem of dispositions. The traditional view
according to which dispositional statements are analyzable
on the model of (1*) is completely and unalterably
wrong." (Pollock 1976, 237).

Pollock believes that by far and away the biggest part of dispositions
involves "probabilistic dispositions" and that only very few dispositions may
be called "absolute" (Pollock 1976, 238). The difference between
probabilistic and absolute dispositions, Pollock argues, is an important one
that has not yet been made. That omission he considers to be "a remarkable
oversight because, historically, those dispositions which have most interested
philosophers have tended to be mental or psychological dispositions, and
these are perhaps without exception of the probabilistic variety" (Pollock
1976, 238). Absolute and probabilistic dispositions are also called
deterministic and indeterministic dispositions. Deterministic dispositions are,
as Pollock says, "capabilities" that tell us "what definitely would happen
under some circumstances" (Pollock 1976, 240, 238). Examples of such
dispositions are being addictive, absorbant, fragile, soluble or magnetised.
On the other hand, probabilistic dispositions are best regarded as
"tendencies", which tell us "what would be likely to happen". Examples are
being acquisitive, acrimonious, foolhardy, creative, or deceitful (Pollock
1976, 248). Pollock strongly advises against describing those tendencies in
subjunctive conditionals; they rather should be expressed in what he calls
statements of simple subjunctive indefinite probability (Pollock 1976, 250).68

68 The idea is the following. Consider the sentence
(s): ‘John is foolhardy’.

Then according to Pollock, (s) should be reconstructed as a simple subjunctive indefinite
probability statement, viz.,

(s*): p+(degF(x) ≥ r J(x)),
where ‘J(x)’ means ‘x is an action of John’, ‘degF(x)’ symbolises the degree to whichx
is foolhardy, and ‘p+’ is a probability function. As a whole, (s*) expresses the measure
of the extent to which John has the disposition foolhardiness; this measure is "the
distribution of the probabilities of an act of John such thatdegF(x) ≥ r", wherer is a
number not further specified by Pollock (Pollock 1976, 250).

(s*) is called aprobability statement because it ascribes to John a probabilistic
instead of an absolute disposition. It is called anindefiniteprobability statement because
it does not report the probability of a proposition, but the probability of an event. In this
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case the event is an action; Pollock regards John’s foolhardiness as a function of his
foolhardy actions, hence (s*) is about the probability thatan (indefinite) action of John is
foolhardy. Setting aside the idea that foolhardiness admits degrees, the latter probability
might also be given by ‘p(F(x) J(x))’, where ‘F(x)’ means ‘x is foolhardy’ (Pollock
1976, 189). Normally, this probability would be interpreted as a relative frequency, but
Pollock vehemently opposes this interpretation; according to Pollock, the probability
expressed by ‘p(F(x) J(x))’ is not equal to the amount of John’s foolhardy actions
divided by the totality of his actions (Pollock 1976, 192). Rather, it is asubjunctive
probability. It is not just aboutactual actions of John thatproved to befoolhardy (as
would be the case if it were a relative frequency), but aboutany action of John that
would befoolhardy (Pollock 1976, 46). As Pollock phrases it with respect to the familiar
case of flipping a coin: "For example, if we are flipping a coin, we would like to know
not just what proportion of flipsalready madehave resulted in heads, but how likely it
is thata new flipwould result in heads" (Pollock 1976, 235; my emphasis). Cf.: "[T]hese
indefinite probability statements are subjunctive in character. They are not just about
actual [actions of John], but also about physically possible [actions of John]" (Pollock
1976, 192). Finally, the subjunctive indefinite probability expressed by (s*) is called
simple(rather than complex) because the subjunctive has the form ‘If it were true that
J(x) for a new and differentx, then it would be true thatF(x)’ (Pollock 1976, 233-235;
cf. 25, 38, 221).

No doubt the most striking part in Pollock’s analysis is the rejection of relative
frequency in favour of subjunctive probability. This rejection is based on the well-known
argument that relative frequency does not make sense when the reference class is an
infinite set (Pollock 1976, 189-192). If there are infinitely manyx that have the property
J, we have to restrict ourselves to the examination of a finite sample and determine how
manyx in this sample also haveF. On the basis of the discovered ratio,F(x)/J(x), we
can then construct a limit for relative frequency. However, the problem is that we might
as well have chosen another finite sample which would have yielded quite another limit.

Although the above argument against relative frequency is valid as it stands, it
seems to lose its weight in Pollock’s hands. For in the case about which Pollock is
speaking the reference class is not infinite: John is supposed to be a normal mortal
human being, hence the series of his actions will come to an end. However, one might
reply that Pollock’s point actually is another one. Pollock invokes his argument against
relative frequency to emphasise that we are not interested inearlier actions of John that
were foolhardy, but that we wish to know the probability of hisnextaction to be
foolhardy. In order to know the latter probability, we shouldconsider the person’s actual
situation as a whole. As Pollock says: "In judging whether a person is foolhardy, what
we want to know is the probability of a new action of his taken without sufficient
attention to his personal safety. In computing this probability, we should take into
account everything that is true about the person’s actual situation" (Pollock, 1976, 250).
But this confronts us with theakrasiaproblem in all its glory. If we take into account
everythingthat is true of the person’s situation, we take into account what he wants most
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Apart from Quinean and Pollockian objections to the subjunctive
conditional, however, there are other reasons for treasuring the material
implication. What is the best way to formalise a conditional? The answer to
this question depends on one’s purpose. For instance, one might wish to
express that a conditional statement in conjunction with its antecedens
always entails the consequent; according to some scholars, exactly that was
Philo of Megara’s motive for claiming that a sound conditional never begins
with a truth and ends with a falsehood (Kneale and Kneale 1962, 130).
Given such a purpose, the material implication is the best, or at least the
simplest, formalisation that one can produce. On the other hand, if one’s
purpose is the avoidance of the truth of conditionals whose antecedents are
false, then the material implication is indeed a bad formalisation. In that
case, counterfactuals and subjunctive conditionals seem to have much better
credentials. However, my primary purpose is not to circumvent the notorious
paradoxes of material implication: I am not particularly troubled by the fact
that a material implication is true if its antecedent is false or its consequent
is true. My purpose is to avoid the problem ofakrasia. This problem
typically occurs when the antecedent is true, so I do not need a
counterfactual or a subjunctive conditional to avoid unwished-for situations
springing from the mere falsity of the antecedent. In other words, my
problem is not that the conditional is true if the antecedent is false, my
problem is that the conditional is true if the antecedent is true. In order to
solve that problem, it might be enough tomodify the reduction sentences;
there is as yet no need to discard them.

My modification of Hempel’s theory consists in a ‘gradualisation’:
I ‘gradualise’ Hempel’s theory by rendering it open to degrees or grades.69

This gradualisation is explained briefly in Section 3, and more in detail in
Chapter IX. But first, in the following two sections, I point out a common
misunderstanding of Hempel’s position.

and judges best in that situation. Given those wants and judgements, the probability that
the agent will act accordingly equals 1 - and as I have been arguing in the preceding
chapters, this exactly is theakrasiaproblem. As will become clear in the text, I also
have an objection to relative frequency. My objection, however, is a different one: it is
directed against relative frequency as the basis for defining the meaning of a disposition.
Cf. Chapter VIII, Section 2.1 and Chapter IX, Section 3.3.5.

69 I apologise for the fact that the coinage ‘gradualise’ or ‘gradualisation’ is artificial
and somewhat ugly. However, it yields the most appropriate connotation.
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1. Positions in the debate on action explanation

After having examined its origins (Part One), I sketched how the problem
of akrasiareappeared in contemporary philosophy (Part Two). The problem
had followed an unexpected route: it re-entered the philosophical arena as
an entirely unforeseen by-product of the debate on action explanation among
philosophers of science. In this debate, I distinguished three major positions:
the position of Hempel (Chapter II), that of the LCA adherents (Chapter III),
and that of Davidson (Chapter IV). The core of Hempel’s position, I argued
in Chapter II, consists in the claim that reason explanations have the same
structure as causal explanations, although reasons are not causes. The two
remaining positions I have depicted as two different criticisms of Hempel’s
view. The supporters of the LCA criticise Hempel in holding that, since
reasons are not causes, reason explanations cannot possibly have the same
structure as causal explanations. Davidson, on the other hand, castigates
Hempel’s view in maintaining that reason explanations differ essentially
from causal explanations, although reasonsare causes. (I am here referring
to the most recent Davidson, the one that I have called ‘the Davidson of
1978’ in the preceding chapter.)

In the chapter on Davidson’s argument, Chapter IV, we encountered
yet another view of action explanation. This position, the fourth one in the
debate, is taken by the classical causalists. Their view I have not listed as
a criticism of Hempel’s opinion. For like Hempel but unlike Davidson and
the LCA champions, the classical causalists argue that reason explanations
and causal explanations indeed are structurally similar. They do, however,
also hold that reasons are causes; in that respect they agree with Davidson
and disagree with Hempel and the LCA champions. Putting all four positions
together, we obtain the following table:
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Positions in the debate on action explanation

(i)
reason is cause

(ii)
r-expl. is c-explan.

Hempel no yes

LCA no no

Davidson yes no

causalists yes yes

Each of the four views affirms or denies each of two statements: ‘reasons
are causes’ (i), and ‘reason explanations have the same structure as causal
explanations’ (ii). Since my view has much in common with Hempel’s, I
wish to elaborate upon his position before I start explaining my own. In
particular, I would like to point out a common misinterpretation of Hempel’s
text.

2. A common misinterpretation

As is shown by the table in the preceding section, Hempel differs from the
classical causalists in denying that reasons are causes. Yet the two positions
are often put on a par, due to the common fallacy of thinking that Hempel
doesregard reasons as causes. Simon Evnine is among the philosophers who
plummets into this pitfall. In an otherwise fine monograph Evnine writes:

"Another positivist thesis (particularly supported by
Hempel) was that the reasons for which we perform
actions are the causes of those actions." (Evnine 1991, 5).

But Hempel never maintained that reasons are causes. On the contrary, he
maintained that certainly they are not. This immediately follows from three
claims that Hempel makes. Here is the first claim: in a genuine neo-
positivistic manner Hempel stresses that causes are events:

"Causal explanation is a special type of deductive
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nomological explanation; for a certain event or set of
events can be said to have caused a specific ‘effect’ only
if there are general laws connecting the former with the
latter ..." (Hempel 1965, 300-301).

"Consider first the explanatory use of what may be called
general statements of causal connection: these are to the
effect that aneventof some kind A (e.g., motion of a
magnet through a closed wire loop) causes aneventof a
certain other kind, B (e.g., flow of an electric current in
the wire)." (Hempel 1965, 348; my emphasis).

Hempel’s second claim is that reasons should be regarded as dispositions.
In matters of dispositions Hempel adheres to the view of the behaviourist
Gilbert Ryle, who characterised dispositions as "abilities, tendencies, or
pronenesses to do ... things of lots of different kinds" (Ryle 1949, 114). As
abilities or tendencies (and this is Hempel’s third claim) dispositions differ
from events, happenings, incidents or states of affairs:

"Dispositional statements are neither reports of observed or
observable states of affairs, nor yet reports of unobserved
or unobservable states of affairs. They narrate no
incidents." (Ryle 1949, 120).

"The expansion of a motive-expression is ... not a report of
an event." (Ryle 1949, 109).

"inclinations and moods, including agitations, are not
occurrences and do not therefore take place either publicly
or privately. They are propensities, not acts or states."
(Ryle 1949, 81).70

70 Cf. Van Heerden and Smolenaars: "Dispositions are usually not events that
actually occur but, rather, a name for the occurrence of events that are linked together in
a specific way. Your politeness is not an event, but a characterization of your demeanour
at the dinner table as you react promptly to the request to pass the salt." (Van Heerden
and Smolenaars 1989, 298).
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The three claims above reveal the erroneous character of Evnine’s statement:
if causes are events, if reasons are dispositions and if dispositions differ
from events, then neither reasons nor dispositions are causes. Thus Hempel
is completely consistent when he states that "... possession of the
dispositional property M would not ordinarily count as a cause" (Hempel
1965, 487), and when he quotes with approval the following passage from
The Concept of Mind: "to explain an action as done from a specified motive
or inclination is not to describe the action as the effect of a specified cause.
Motives are not happenings and are not therefore of the right type to be
causes." (Ryle 1949, 113; quoted in Hempel 1965, 487, footnote 38).

Following David Lewis, and possibly also influenced by the
Davidsonian approach, John Searle has scolded Hempel and other
behaviourists for ignoring "the" causal relations between reasons and actions
(Searle 1992, Lewis 1966). After having accused Hempel and his fellow
behaviourists first of vagueness and then of circularity, Searle comes up with
a third charge:

"A third ... objection to behaviorism was that it left out the
causal relations between mental states and behavior ... [I]f
we try toanalyzebeliefs and desires in terms of behavior,
we are no longer able to say that beliefs and desirescause
behavior." (Searle 1992, 35; emphasis by Searle).

Searle’s phrasing of this "objection" might easily mislead us. The point is
not that Hempel is "no longer able" to say that beliefs and desires cause
behaviour, the point is that he does notwish to say it, since he does not
believeit to be true. In Hempel’s view, there are no such things as causal
relations (let alone "the" causal relations) between reasons and actions, since
in their rôles as dispositions the former can never cause the latter. A similar
misunderstanding may well have deluded Jaegwon Kim.71

71 During the conference ‘Human Action and Causality’, April 1996 in Utrecht, Kim
delivered an interesting paper. It was entitled ‘Reasons and the First Person’, and
contained a skillful explanation of Hempel’s nomological covering law model. Kim
argued that this model is based on a third person view. He then asked himself whether
the (first person) understanding of one’s own action is compatible with an explanation of
that action along Hempelian lines. According to Kim, the question bifurcates into the
following two subquestions:
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On the other hand, we might well understand that Searle, or Evnine
and Kim for that matter, have difficulties in grasping Hempel’s ideas. For
it cannot be denied that Hempel’s position appears somewhat peculiar. If
reasons do not cause actions, how then can reason explanations resemble
causal explanations? In what does the resemblance exactly lie? In other
words and applied to our table: how is it possible for Hempel to deny claim
(i) if at the same time he affirms claim (ii)? This question will be dealt with
in 2.1.

2.1 Events as causes

Compared to the LCA and the classical causalistic view, Hempel’s position
is an intricate one. Whereas both (i) and (ii) are false according to the LCA
and true according to classical causalism, Hempel takes the counterintuitive
position that (i) is false while (ii) is true. As far as this particular intricacy
is concerned, Hempel has found his match in Davidson. Davidson too takes
a compound view in maintaining precisely the opposite of what Hempel
claims, i.e. in affirming (i) while denying (ii).72 In Chapter IV we have
seen how Davidson tries to reconcile these seemingly antagonistic ideas.
Davidson first introduces three distinctions: the distinctions between events
and descriptions of events, between mental and physical descriptions, and
between singular causal statements and general causal explanations. On the
basis of those distinctions, he then manages to tally the denial of (ii) with

"(a) If an agent understands his own action in terms of his reasons
for choosing to do the action, can he also understand or explain his
action in terms of hisreasons taken as causes(that is,nomological,
necessitatingcauses)?, and (b) in the same situation, can there be a
third-person causal explanation of the actionwhich takes the agent’s
reasons as causes?" (my emphasis).

However, as we have seen, Hempel doesnot consider the agent’s reasons to be causes.
The predicament that Kim discusses accordingly vanishes.

72 Oddly enough, Davidson has assured me in a private communication that nothing
in Hempel’s theory of action explanation is incompatible with his own. On then being
asked if every detail in Hempel’s theory may be applied to his (Davidson’s) view,
Davidson rejoined: "Yes".
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the assertion of (i). These distinctions, however, areFremdkörper in
Hempel’s work. Nowhere does Hempel talk about mental versus physical
events, and nowhere does he refer to singular causal statements as something
different from general causal explanations.73 Hence Hempel stands in need
of other means to establish his complicated position. Which means? Perhaps
the best way to answer this question is to point out again Hempel’s Rylean
leanings.

What Hempel especially appreciates about Ryle’s approach is what
madeThe Concept of Mindfamous, viz. its exorcistic tendency. Hempel
greatly approves of Ryle’s efforts to drive out spirits and other demons, and
he praises Ryle for his inveighing against "the conception of motives as
ghostly causes of overt behavior, and against the notion that ‘in history we
have to do with a world of mental agencies, mysteriously lying behind the
world of physical bodies and actions, separate from it and yet controlling it’
..." (Hempel 1965, 487).

The quotation inside this quotation is taken from Gardiner 1952.
Five years ahead of William Dray, Gardiner argued for the claim that reason
explanations are not causal explanations. Hempel endorses Gardiner’s claim
on condition that it boil down to a denial of (i); only if Gardiner’s statement
means that reasons cannot cause actions (since they are dispositions), is
Hempel prepared to lend his support: "... when Gardiner remarks that an
explanation of the form ‘x did y because he wantedz’ does not refer to a
causal relation between events, he is right in the sense that the statement ‘x

73 Of course Hempel does distinguish between descriptions and things described; this
distinction (called DISTINCTION 1 in Chapter IV, Section 3) is however not very
important in Hempel’s philosophy. The insignificance is clear from Hempel’s lack of
interest in the difference between explanandum-phenomenaand explanandum-sentences.
After having introduced the argument to which all explanations are geared, the
Deductive-Nomological argument, Hempel writes:

"The conclusionE of the [Deductive-Nomological] argument is a sentence
describing the explanandum-phenomenon; I will callE the explanandum-
sentence or explanandum-statement; the word ‘explanandum’ alone will be
used to refer either to the explanandum-phenomenon or to the explanandum-
sentence: the context will show which is meant." (Hempel 1965, 336).

Thus while Hempel explicitly acknowledges DISTINCTION 1 in his theory of scientific
explanation, it does not play a crucial rôle.
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wanted z’ does not describe an event, but ascribes tox a broadly
dispositional property." (Hempel 1965, 487). However, if Gardiner meant his
claim as a denial of (ii), then Hempel disagrees. For like all other
dispositional explanations, reason explanations are in fact causal explanations
- not because reasons are causes (as would be maintained by classical
causalists), but becausethe conditions under which the reasons or the
dispositions manifest themselvescan be said to havecausedthe actions.
Hence Hempel can write:

"... a dispositional explanation invokes, in addition to the
appropriate dispositional propertyM, also the presence of
the circumstances, sayS, in which the propertyM will
manifest itself by ... behavior of the kindR ... whose
occurrence is to be explained. For example, the attribution
of venality to an agent will explain his having committed
treason only in conjunction with further suitable
assumptions, such as that he was offered a large bribe,
which in virtue of his venal propensity led to the act in
question.Here the offer of the bribe ... may be said ... to
have caused the explanandum event." (Hempel 1965, 486 -
my emphasis).

In other words: the treasonous action is caused by an event (the offer of a
bribe) and not by a reason (the desire for affluence in conjunction with the
belief that accepting graft will satisfy this desire).

By considering events rather than reasons as the causes of actions,
Hempel again sides with Ryle. Ryle’s standard example of a dispositional
explanation is that of a window pane breaking after it has been struck by a
stone. The question of why the glass broke, Ryle argues, has two answers.
The first is the dispositional answer. It ascribes to the glass a disposition
("being brittle") which explains why the glass fragmented when struck. The
second answer is the causal one. It involves the report of an event ("a stone
hit the glass"), which stands to the fracture of the glass as cause to effect
(Ryle 1949, 88). Ryle suggests that either of the two explanations is
sufficient to account for the given event; but Hempel noted that neither of
them will do (Hempel 1965, 458; the same point was made by Jerry Fodor
in Fodor 1975). The dispositional statement that the glass was brittle,
Hempel argues, can explain the breaking of the glass onlyin conjunction
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with the report that a stone hit the glass. Similarly, the latter event is only
a causeon account ofthe dispositional statement: "... it is in virtue of ... the
dispositional attribution that being hit by the stonebecomes a causerather
than an accidental statement" (Hempel 1965, 458 - my emphasis). Thus
Hempel affirms claim (ii) and denies claim (i). He considers reason
explanations as causal explanations, not because reasons are causes, but
because certaineventsbecome causes when they are described as antecedent
conditions in dispositional statements. This is made more precise in 2.2.

2.2. Application to reduction sentences

Hempel’s idea that actions are caused by events rather than reasons can be
made more precise on the basis of reduction sentences. In Chapter II and III
we saw that Hempel defines disposition terms, and thus reason terms too, in
bilateral reduction sentences. IfR is a term referring to a reason, thenR is
defined by the bilateral reduction sentence (VII.1):

(VII.1): (x) {S(x)→ (R(x) ↔ A(x))},

where x ranges over persons,S denotes a situation in which the person
happens to be, andA denotes an action. (VII.1) is, as we saw, a conditional
definition: it determines the meaning ofR only for objects which have the
propertyS. Furthermore, (VII.1) is equivalent to the conjunction of (VII.2)
and (VII.3):

(VII.2): (x) {R(x) → (S(x)→ A(x))}
(VII.3): (x) {S(x)→ (A(x) → R(x))},

where (VII.2) and (VII.3) are sentences expressing symptoms ofR’s
presence. (VII.2) expresses a necessary condition for application ofR: it
entails thatS(x) → A(x) and hence¬(S(x) ∧ ¬A(x)) is necessary forR(x).
Sentence (VII.3) expresses a sufficient condition for application ofR: it says
that S(x)∧ A(x) is sufficient forR(x).

When Hempel maintains that actions are caused by events, he has
in mind events such as those described byS(x), events that Dretske called
"triggering causes" (Dretske 1988, 42-43). These events, and not such
inclinations as described byR(x), count as the causes forA(x). Granted,R(x)
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is indispensable for the description ofS(x)as a cause ofA(x), for it is only
by virtue ofR(x) thatS(x)becomes a cause. But this need forR(x)does not
render reason explanations different from ordinary causal explanations, since
in causal explanations too it is only by virtue of a causal law that a
particular event comes to be the cause of another.

ConsideringS(x) as the cause ofA(x) is unrelated to the question
of whetherR is a simple or a broad (multiple) reason. IfR is a simple
reason, thenR’s definition consists in exactly one bilateral reduction
sentence. If that sentence is (VII.1) it describes the only way in whichR
manifests itself. Under the assumption that (VII.1) is a conditional definition,
the necessary condition, described in (VII.2), coincides with the sufficient
condition, described in (VII.3); for given thatS(x) is true,¬(S(x) ∧ ¬A(x))
and S(x) ∧ A(x) have the same extension: both are true ifA(x) is true and
both are false ifA(x) is false. Hence, in this simple case,S(x) is the cause
of A(x). On the other hand, ifR is a broad reason, thenR’s definition
consists of a set, U, ofn different bilateral reduction sentences u-1,..., u-n,
each of which describes another way in whichR manifests itself. LetS-1,
..., S-ndescriben different situations and letA-1, ... A-ndescribe n different
actions corresponding to these situations. Then the partial definition ofR is
the set U (cf. Chapter III, 3.3):

(u-1): (x) {S-1(x)→ (A-1(x) ↔ R(x))}
(u-2): (x) {S-2(x)→ (A-2(x) ↔ R(x))}

U .
.
.

(u-n): (x) {S-n(x)→ (A-n(x) ↔ R(x))}.

Every (u-i) (1≤i≤n) is equivalent to the conjunction of a sentence (ui) and a
sentence (ui):

(ui): (x) {R(x) → (Si(x) → Ai(x))}
(ui): (x) {Si(x) → (Ai(x) → R(x))},

where (ui) expresses a necessary conditionCi and (ui) expresses a sufficient
conditionCi for application ofR, Ci being described bySi(x) → Ai(x) andCi

by Si(x) ∧ Ai(x). Contrary to the simple case, there are more than one
necessary conditions and more than one sufficient conditions: for instance
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Ci, Cj, Cj, Ci (1≤i,j≤n, i≠j). Consequently, necessary and sufficient conditions
need not coincide in the broad case. Hence in this case, eachAi(x) (1≤i≤n)
has a unique cause,Si(x) (1≤i≤n), and eachAj(x) has a unique cause,Sj(x).
Typically, Ai and Aj are not the same, and neither areSi and Sj. But the
crucial point is of course thatR(x)has no causal power here, any more than
it had in the simple case. It is the particularSi or Sj that constitutes the
cause.

3. Hempel’s approach gradualised

The preceding sections showed that Hempel’s position is unique, complex,
and consistent. Unique, since it cannot be reduced to any of the other three
positions in our table. Complex, in that it combines the denial of (i) with the
assertion of (ii). Consistent, since it sticks to its premise that events (rather
than properties or objects) are the causes of actions, the events being the
antecedent conditions in Carnapian reduction sentences. Hempel thus draws
a parallel between causal explanations and action explanations without in
any sense assuming that reasons are causes.

However, we have seen in Chapters II and III that Hempel’s
approach, consistent though it may be, engendersakrasiaas a problem. In
the sequel I shall try to polish this blemish from Hempel’s blazon. My
strategy is that of instilling the concept of grade or degree into Hempel’s
theory. In terms of Chapter V, one might also say that I attempt to
incorporate into Hempel’s theory the idea of a divided mind. Phrased in less
metaphorical terms, this means that I shall insert grades into dispositions
(notably into beliefs and desires), and hence into the descriptions of
dispositions, viz. the reduction sentences. By thus ‘gradualising’ dispositions
as well as reduction sentences, I am in a sense giving a new interpretation
to the concept of a divided mind. On the whole, my venture is guided by the
ambition to resolve theakrasiaproblem.

There are different ways in which one can gradualise Hempel’s
theory. In order to explain mine, I shall first examine two other ways. The
first gradualisation (if it indeed deserves that name) was undertaken by
Hempel himself; I deal with it in Section 4. The second gradualisation was
inspired by Hans Reichenbach’s work; I discuss that in Chapter VIII.
Buttressed by a study of Hempel’s and Reichenbach’s approaches, I shall
then, in Chapter IX, explain more accurately my own view of gradualisation
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as a strategy to avoid theakrasiaproblem.

4. Making the reduction sentences probable

In a sense, Hempel did already gradualise the reduction sentences himself.
While discussing their rôles as definitions of dispositions, Hempel remarked
that often reduction sentences are not strict, but probabilistic in character.
Only very rarely does the definition of a reason termR take the shape of a
bilateral reduction sentence like (VII.1) in Section 2.2; mostly, it is framed
as a probabilistic counterpart of (VII.1). Similarly, the symptom sentences
(VII.2) and (VII.3) usually occur in probabilistic forms:

"The construal of symptom sentences ... is an
oversimplification in many cases. ... the connection
between [R] and its symptomatic manifestations will often
have to be conceived as probabilistic in character. In this
case, the symptom sentences ... take ... statistical forms ..."
(Hempel 1965, 461).

What exactly do the sentences (VII.1), (VII.2) and (VII.3) look like when
they are wearing their probabilistic colours? As for (VII.2) and (VII.3), one
cannot simply place the standard probability operatorp ahead of them,
thereby construing them bluntly as:

(VII.4): p(R(x)→ (S(x)→ A(x))) = ri

(VII.5): p(S(x)→ (A(x) → R(x))) = rj

whereri, rj are numbers between 1 and 0. For (VII.4) and (VII.5) are not
generally accepted as respectable probability statements. Moreover, even if
they were, then they would seem to expressa priori or absolute
probabilities: after all (VII.4) and (VII.5) look likep(X)=r, whereX is a
statement. Hempel, on the other hand, regards the probabilistic counterparts
of (VII.2) and (VII.3) as expressingconditionalprobabilities; instead of the
form p(X)=r, they both display the formp(X Y)=r. This is clear from the
fact that Hempel phrases the probabilistic analogues of (VII.2) and (VII.3)
as:
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(VII.6): For objects or individuals that have the property
R and are under test conditions of kindS, the statistical
probability of responding in mannerA is ri;

(VII.7): For objects or individuals that are under test
conditions of kind S and respond in mannerA, the
statistical probability of possessing the propertyR is rj

(Hempel 1965, 461). (VII.6) and (VII.7) express conditional, not absolute
probabilities. They can be formalised as (VII.8) and (VII.9):

(VII.8): p(A(x) S(x)∧ R(x)) = ri

(VII.9): p(R(x) S(x)∧ A(x)) = rj.

For Hempel, (VII.8) and (VII.9) are the probabilistic counterparts of (VII.2)
and (VII.3).74 As might be expected, the probabilistic form of (VII.1) draws

74 One might object that there is no genuine difference between (VII.8) and (VII.9)
on the one hand and (VII.4) and (VII.5) on the other. Since (VII.4) and (VII.5) are about
the probability of conditionals, their form is not given byp(X)=r, but by p(Y → X)=r .
Whereasp(X)=r indeed is an absolute ora priori probability statement,p(Y → X)=r is
not. The latter statement is about the probability thatX, given Y. It is thus equivalent to
p(X Y)=r, which is a conditional ora posterioriprobability statement. Equally to (VII.8)
and (VII.9), (VII.4) and (VII.5) would express conditional probabilities.

Evidently, this objection does not distinguish between theprobability of a
conditional, in casuthe material implicationp(Y → X)=r , and aconditional probability,
in casu p(X Y)=r. Whereas the latter formula indeed expresses aconditionalprobability,
the former still signifies anabsoluteprobability (of a conditional).

It has indeed been argued that there are cases in which probabilities of
conditionals do not differ from conditional probabilities. Those are the cases in which the
conditional is the unregimented ordinary language conditional ‘IfY thenX’. Thus in a
very influential article Robert Stalnaker defined ‘IfY thenX’ as a proposition of which
the probability is measured by the conditional probability statementp(X Y). Hence,
according to Stalnaker,p(if Y then X)is identical top(X Y) (Stalnaker 1970). Several
years after Stalnaker’s article, David Lewis disputed this identity. According to Lewis,
the identity is untenable since "there is no way to interpret a conditional connective so
that, with sufficient generality, the probabilities of conditionals will equal the appropriate
conditional probabilities" (Lewis 1976, 77-78). Lewis argument is that if there were such
a way, then probabilities of conditionals "could serve as links to establish relationships
between probabilities of non-conditionals" (Lewis 1976, 78). However, such relationships
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upon the probabilistic counterparts of (VII.2) and (VII.3). It is therefore not
represented by:

(VII.10): p(S(x)→ (R(x) ↔ A(x))) = rk,

but by (VII.11):

p(A(x) S(x)∧ R(x)) = ri

(VII.11): and
p(R(x) S(x)∧ A(x)) = rj

which is the conjunction of (VII.8) and (VII.9). In words (VII.11) says: ‘The
probability ri that persons perform actionA, given that they are in situation
S and have reasonR, together with the probabilityrj that persons haveR,
given that they are inSand performA’. As distinct from (VII.8) or (VII.9),
however, (VII.11) does not express a single numerical probability value.
Although the valuesri andrj expressed by the former two statements can of
course arithmetically be added (after all they are numbers), the resulting sum
does not generally signify a probability value.75

The fact that reduction sentences - whether bilateral or unilateral -
may be probabilistic or non-probabilistic is independent of the question
whetherR is a simple or a broad reason. IfR is a simple reason, then the
probabilistic reduction sentences are of course (VII.11), (VII.8) and (VII.9).
If R is broad, then (VII.8) and (VII.9) should be construed as (VII.12) and
(VII.13):

(VII.12): p(A1(x) S1(x) ∧ R(x)) = r1, p(A2(x) S2(x) ∧ R(x)) = r2, ....
(VII.13): p(R(x) S1(x) ∧ A1(x)) = r1, p(R(x) S1(x) ∧ A1(x)) = r1, ....

turn out to be incorrect. Convinced by Lewis’ argument, Stalnaker rejected the identity
of conditional probabilities with probabilities of a conditional. However, some
philosophers still maintain that the early Stalnaker was right.

75 This is due to the fact that the sum of conditional probability statements with
different reference classes does not itself express a probability value. For example, the
conditional probability statementsp(H V) andp(V H) each expresses a number; they
thus can be added arithmetically:p(H V)+p(V H). But the sum - which might well
exceed 1 - is not aprobability value. Hencep(H V)+p(V H) is not a probability, and
neither isp(A(x) S(x)∧ R(x)) + p(R(x) S(x)∧ A(x)).
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to be read as, respectively,

For objects or individuals that have the propertyR and are under
test conditions of kindS1 (S2, ...), the statistical probability of
responding in mannerA1 (A2, ...) is r1 (r2, ...);

For objects or individuals that are under test conditions of kindS1

(S2, ...) and respond in mannerA1 (A2, ...), the statistical probability
of possessing the propertyR is r1 (r2, ...)

(here, as elsewhere, I have used subscripts to indicate necessary, and
superscripts to indicate sufficient conditions; cf. Hempel 1965, 461). The
sentences (VII.12) and (VII.13) claim of each single symptom sentence that
it is probabilistic in character. By thus rendering the reduction sentences
open to degrees of probability, Hempel may be said to have ‘gradualised’ his
own theory.

Although it is only natural to assume that the reduction sentences
are probabilistic in character, Hempel’s method appears to have serious
shortcomings. This will be shown in the next chapter, where I discuss
another gradualisation of Hempel’s theory, viz. a gradualisation in the style
of Hans Reichenbach. I argue that both gradualisations suffer from the same
defect, since they gradualise the disposition’smeaning, not the disposition
itself. They thus both centre upon the notion ‘degrees of a disposition’s
meaning’, that I will show to be acontradictio in terminis. I shall replace
that inconsistent concept by ‘degrees of a disposition itself’, which is not
merely consistent, but functions in fact as the key to unlock the problem of
akrasia.
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CHAPTER VIII

REICHENBACH’S PROBABILITY MEANING

0. Introduction

The way in which Hempel gradualised the theory of dispositions is closely
akin to the way in which Reichenbach gradualised the theory of meaning.
In the preceding chapter we saw to what Hempel’s gradualisation amounts:
sentences by which dispositions are described - reduction sentences - are
given a probabilistic shape. In the present chapter we shall see in what
Reichenbach’s gradualisation consists: the sentences by which scientific
terms are defined - so-called direct sentences - are only probabilistically
related to the definiendum. Reichenbach’s gradualisation and its resemblance
to Hempel’s approach are discussed in the first two sections of this chapter.
Section 3 contains an excursion on Reichenbach and Carnap. In Section 4
Reichenbach’s views are applied to beliefs and desires. In the final chapter
it is shown that the gradualisations of both Hempel and Reichenbach suffer
from the same flaw, and an attempt will be made to remedy the defect.

1. Reichenbach’s gradualisation:
probability meaning

In Experience and PredictionHans Reichenbach distinguishes betweendirect
and indirect propositions (Reichenbach 1938, 46-47). The distinction is an
unalloyed neo-positivistic product. Direct propositions are the familiar
observation sentences capable of direct verification; indirect propositions are
indirectly verified, which means that they are reducible to other propositions
capable of direct verification. Among Reichenbach’s examples of directly
verifiable sentences are ‘There is a table’, ‘This steamer has two funnels’,
‘The thermometer indicates 15° centigrade’. Examples of indirectly verifiable
propositions are ‘The temperature at the center of the sun is forty million
degrees’ and ‘There are craters on the invisible half of the Moon’.

As might be expected, the difference between direct and indirect
verification is far from absolute. Not only does it presuppose a certain
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idealisation (in the sense that strict verification is forever impossible), it also
depends on our decision to use either logical or physical meaning
(Reichenbach 1938, 40-41). Physical meaning is defined by the demand of
physical possibility of verification; that electrons have a spin is strictly
speaking physically unverifiable. Logical meaning, on the other hand, is a
much wider notion. A certain statement about the world in the year 2003,
for example, is in 1996 physically meaningless although it does have a
logical meaning. In the end every sentence that does not entail a
contradiction is logically meaningful.

The distinction between physical and logical meaning is a matter of
decision rather than of truth-character. The same goes for the question as to
what the direct propositions are about - that question too is decided on
practical grounds. They might be about "concreta" (physical, observable
objects), impressions (perceptions and other sensations), atoms, the
elementary particles of physics, or about yet something else. As is well
known, Reichenbach chooses the first option. I will follow him in making
that choice. Concreta, I take it, constitute the foundations upon which the
scientific edifice is erected; scientific propositions that resist reduction to
sentences denoting concreta should at least arouse suspicion.

The interesting question, of course, is what ‘reduction’ exactly
means here. What does it mean to say that a proposition about an event
horizon, i.e. the border of a black hole where the escape velocity equals the
speed of light, ‘is reducible to’ a class of observation sentences?
Cosmologists in the wake of Stephen Hawking detect an event horizon by
measuring electromagnetic radiation emitted from a shrinking star, and by
comparing the measured signals with the predictions of quantum field theory
and general relativity. The cosmologist’s claim that in an event horizon the
photons ‘hover’, i.e. neither escape from the hole nor fall back into it, is
based on various sentences concerning outcomes of measurements made with
miscellaneous instruments. Each of those instruments, we assume, is placed
on our planet, thousands of millions of miles removed from what they are
observing: the happenings in an event horizon. What is the relation between
the (indirect) statement that the photons in an event horizon hover, and the
(direct) statements about results of measurements? Reichenbach emphasised
that his own answer to this question differs from that given by early
positivists. Below I explain both kinds of answer and their differences; in
doing so I stay close to Reichenbach’s phrasing and notation.

Early positivists have regarded the relation between direct and
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indirect statements as an equivalence, expressed in the following definition:

(VIII.1): IS ≡ { ds1, ..., dsn}.

(VIII.1) states that the indirect statement,IS, has the same meaning as the
set of direct sentences, {ds1, ... dsn} - I will call that set Z. Although
Reichenbach does not say so,IS is a propositional function ofZ. Eachdsi

(1≤i≤n) contains, as its descriptive terms, only terms that refer to concreta.
(VIII.1) does not imply thatZ consists in a conjunction ofds1, ..., dsn; Z may
contain disjunctions, implications, negations, et cetera. In a simple case of
temperature measurement, for example,Z contains primarily disjunctions. In
Reichenbach’s words: "for measuring the temperature of our chamber we
may use a mercury thermometer, or an alcohol thermometer, et cetera. This
"or" will be transferred into the class of direct propositions equivalent to the
statement concerning the temperature of our chamber." (Reichenbach 1938,
48). In this case (VIII.1) could take the form of:

(VIII.2): IS ≡ [(ds1∧ds7∧ ... dsk) ∨
(dsk+1∧ ... ∧dsn) ∨ (ds2∧ ... ∧ds9)] ,

or any other disjunction of conjunctions ofdsi (1≤i≤n).
Although (VIII.1) may thus be indifferent to theshapeof Z (that is,

to the form of the propositional function), it cannot be indifferent toZ’s size
(i.e. to the number of direct sentences). For (VIII.1) makes sense only ifZ
is finite. It thus implies, first, that the number of direct sentences from which
we infer IS is finite, and, second, that the non-equivalent sentences which
can be inferred fromIS also constitute a finite class. Now Reichenbach
argued that whereas the first implication could be correct, the second is not.
In order to illustrate this asymmetry, he takes as an example ofIS the
statement ‘At the interior of the sun the temperature is forty million
degrees’, abbreviated asA, and declares:

"It is true that the class of propositions from which we
start in order to inferA is a finite one, and even a
practically finite one; for what we have is always a finite
number of propositions. But the class of propositions
which we can infer fromA is not finite. We may infer
from A that the temperature of a certain body, brought
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within a short distancer from the sun, would beT degrees;
we cannot perform this experiment .... There is an infinite
class of such sentences; by makingr run through all
possible numerical values this class would be infinite. It is
therefore a grave mistake to think that the right side of
[(VIII.1)] can ever be practically given." (Reichenbach
(1970 (1938), 50).

Thinking that the right side of (VIII.1)canbe given amounts to overlooking
the fact that in the typical casesIS has asurplus meaningcompared to the
meaning of the propositional function ofds1, ..., dsn: the consequences
inferred fromIS cannot all be inferred fromds1, ..., dsn. Hence Reichenbach
concludes that (VIII.1) is false, whereby the rigid positivistic theory of
indirect meaning loses its foundation.

We could of course try to repair things by postulating that the class
of direct sentences is not finite. Accordingly, we could transform (VIII.1)
into (VIII.3):

(VIII.3): IS ≡ { ds1, ... },

where the infinite {ds1, ... } might be calledZ*, in order to distinguish it
from the finite classZ. But this manoeuvre is of no help. Since the
verification of all the sentences inZ* is physically impossible and logically
possible, the manoeuvre would entail that the members ofZ* have only
logical, and no physical meaning. Such an entailment is of course not what
we had in mind: "we must realize that with this interpretation of indirect
sentences most propositions of physics are endowed with meaning only
because it is not logically impossible to count, term after term, an infinite
series. I do not think that such reasoning will convince anyone. Nobody
would take such a formal possibility into actual consideration; it is not this
logical possibility which leads us to accept the indirect sentences as
meaningful." (Reichenbach 1938, 53). For these and other reasons (such as
that the very existence ofZ* is dubious), Reichenbach rejects (VIII.3)
together with (VIII.1). Consequently, he also rejects what (VIII.3) and
(VIII.1) embody, namely the concept oftruth meaning. The latter concept,
which bifurcates in physical truth meaning and logical truth meaning
(analogues of physical and logical meaning - cf. above), is defined in the
truth theory of meaning(TTM). TTM is based on the following two
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principles:

TTM1: a proposition has a meaning if, and only if, it is verifiable as
true or false;
TTM2: two propositions have the same meaning if they obtain the
same determination as true or false by every possible observation;

(Reichenbach 1938, 30-31). As distinct from the truth theory of meaning,
Reichenbach devises hisprobability theory of meaning(PTM), in which
TTM1 andTTM2 have been replaced by their probabilistic counterparts,PTM1

andPTM2:

PTM1: a proposition has meaning if it is possible to determine a
degree of probability for the proposition;
PTM2: two propositions have the same meaning if they obtain the
same degree of probability by every possible observation;

(Reichenbach 1938, 54). Jointly,PTM1 and PTM2 define the concept of
probability meaning. In Reichenbach’s view, probability meaning is always
physicalprobability meaning; for in contrast with truth meaning, probability
meaning cannot be divided into physical probability meaning on the one
hand and logical probability meaning on the other.76

76 I quote Reichenbach’s justification without comment ("weight" is Reichenbach’s
word for theunknown truth valueof a proposition; it is "a quantity in continuous scale
running from the utmost uncertainty through intermediate degrees of reliability to the
highest certainty"; the measure of weight is probability, cf. Reichenbach 1938, 23):

"Such a distinction [between logical and physical meaning - JP]
turns out to be superfluous because the combination of logical
possibility with weight does not furnish a concept distinct from
logical truth meaning; if it is logically possible to obtain a weight
for an sentence, it is also logically possible to obtain a verification.
Only physical reasons can exclude verification and at the same time
permit the determination of a weight; if we disregard the laws of
physics, we are in imagination free from physical experiments and
need not distinguish the possibility of a determination of the weight
and of verification. Thus logical probability meaning and logical
truth meaning are identical. Probability meaning, therefore, is always
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The counterpart inPTM of (VIII.1) is (VIII.4):

(VIII.4): IS { ds1, ..., dsn},

where {ds1, ..., dsn} is a finite class, to be calledZ again, and whereIS is
again a propositional function ofZ. The sign ‘ ’ takes the place of ‘≡’; it
denotes a mutual probability relation, which Reichenbach names the
probability connection. (VIII.4) is equivalent to the conjunction of the
following two statements:

(VIII.5): IS { ds1, ..., dsn}
(VIII.6): IS { ds1, ..., dsn}.

(VIII.5) expresses thatIS probably implies Z; it says that there are inferences
from IS to Z, which are not absolutely sure, since it may happen thatIS is
true while Z is false. (VIII.6) claims the opposite; it says thatZ probably
implies IS. Since both statements express probability inferences which pass
beyond observations, (VIII.4) can also serve as a counterpart of (VIII.3).
Moreover, (VIII.1) and (VIII.3) both are special cases of (VIII.4), whereby
TTM becomes a special case ofPTM.

Reichenbach talks about the probability relation at many places, but
he discusses it at length in hisWahrscheinlichkeitslehre(Reichenbach 1935).
There he starts by investigating the nature of what he regards as a standard
probability statement (and thus, one might say, a standardIS), namely ‘the
probability of getting a face showing 6 when tossing this die is 1/6’.
According to Reichenbach this statement expresses a quantitative correlation
between members of different classes: it says that a member denoted by ‘a
face of this die is showing 6’ (belonging to the class of tosses yielding a 6)
is quantitatively related to members denoted by ‘a face of this die is shown’

physical probability meaning." (Reichenbach 1938, 55).

Reichenbach adds that "the probability theory of meaning may be considered as an
expansion of the truth theory of physical meaning in which the postulate of verifiability
is taken in a wider sense, including the physical possibility of determining either the
truth-value or a weight." (ibid.). Reichenbach therefore decides to include bothTTM and
PTM under the nameverifiability of meaning. The narrow sense of verification is then
referred to as ‘absolute verification’.
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(belonging to the class of all tosses). The relation is a probability
implication; it means that for every pair of events <xn,ym>, such thatxn∈X
andym∈Y whereX is the class of tosses andY is the class of tosses resulting
in 6, xn implies ym with degree of probability 1/6. On the basis of these
implications Reichenbach then re-establishes the ordinary classical
probability calculus.

2. Probability meaning: implications and
resemblance to Hempel’s probabilistic reduction sentences

In the present section I pursue Reichenbach’s notion of probability meaning
in greater depth. First, in 2.1, I compare probability meaning with Hempel’s
probabilistic reduction sentences; this comparison is only preliminary and
will be further developed in Chapter IX. Next, in 2.2 and 2.3, I discuss some
implications of probability meaning. They involve the distinction between
projectionand reduction(2.2) and that betweenabstractaand illata (2.3).

2.1 Resemblance to probabilistic reduction sentences

From a formal point of view, the probability implication as conceived by
Reichenbach (cf. Section 1) closely resembles the way in which Hempel
gradualised the reduction sentences (cf. Chapter VII). Only two substitutions
(together with the corresponding adjustments) are required to obtain the
latter from the former: (i) the substitution of the reason sentenceR(x) for the
indirect sentenceIS, and (ii) the substitution of the set of pairs {<S-1, A-1>,
<S-2, A-2>, ..., <S-n, A-n>} for the set of direct sentences {ds1, ds2, ..., dsn}.

In addition to these formal similarities, there exists another
resemblance between Hempel’s approach and Reichenbach’s. Both Hempel
and Reichenbach champion the relative frequency interpretation of
probability. At the end of the preceding section I pointed out that
Reichenbach erects the classical probability calculus on the basis of his
newly conceived probability implications. This calculus is in need of an
interpretation, and Reichenbach bestows that of relative frequency on it, in
which probability is construed as a relation between events. The probability
of an event is then formally defined as the relative frequency in the long run
of that type of event within an infinite sequence of events. Hempel, for his
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part, also espouses the frequency interpretation. For in talking about
reduction sentences that are only probabilistic Hempel explicitly refers to
statisticalprobability. Let us recall what we saw in Chapter VII, namely that
Hempel’s reading of the broad probabilistic reduction sentences (VII.12) and
(VII.13) is respectively:

For ... individuals that have the propertyR and are under
test conditions of kindS1 (S2, ...), thestatistical probability
of responding in mannerA1 (A2, ...) is r1 (r2, ...);

For ... individuals that are under test conditions of kindS1

(S2, ...) and respond in mannerA1 (A2, ...), thestatistical
probability of possessing the propertyR is r1 (r2, ...).

And of course, statistical probability is just another word for probability as
relative frequency, as Hempel himself acknowledges (Hempel 1965, 386ff).
The consensus between Hempel and Reichenbach about relative frequency
as the most suitable interpretation of probability is not all-encompassing:
there exist two minor differences.77 However, these differences do not undo

77 The first difference pertains to the scope of relative frequency. In Reichenbach’s
view, each probability statement should be interpreted as a statement about relative
frequency; any other interpretation is either nonsense or derivable from the frequency
interpretation (this is Reichenbach’s famous identity conception of probability). But
whereas for Reichenbach the relative frequency interpretation covers all probability
statements, Hempel’s view on the interpretation of probability is less polarised. Hempel
leaves room for other interpretations of probability, notably for inductive probability, i.e.
probability as a logical relation between hypothetical and evidential statements (Hempel
1965, 60; 282ff; 385ff). According to Hempel, the frequency interpretation is suitable for
some probability statements, but by no means for all.

The second difference concerns the length of the sequences by means of which
the relative frequency of an event is determined. Reichenbach frankly allows these
sequences to be infinite (reconstructing the probability of an event in this case as the
limit of its relative frequency). Hempel, on the other hand, displays some caution:

"... infinite series of performances are not realizable or observable, and the
limit-definition of statistical probability thus provides no criteria for the
application of that concept to observable empirical subject matter. In this
respect the limit-construal of probability is an idealized theoretical concept,
and criteria for its empirical application will ... have to involve some vague
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the important similiarity, namely that both philosophers bestow the relative
frequency interpretation upon probabilistic reduction sentences. In Hempel’s
case this is clear from his reading of (VII.12) and (VII.13), in Reichenbach’s
case it follows immediately from his unconditional consent to the frequency
interpretation. For clearly, if one applies the frequency interpretation toeach
probabilistic sentence, thena fortiori one applies it to reduction sentences.

2.2. Reduction and projection

By far the largest part of indirect sentences, Reichenbach argues, is
connected to sentences about concreta merely through probability relations.
However, some indirect statements are related to direct statements through
(VIII.1). Those statements are completely reducible to direct ones.
Reichenbach’s example of a completely reducible statement is:

(VIII.7): The race of negroes has its home in Africa

(Reichenbach 1938, 94). (VIII.7) is an indirect statement, for it contains
indirectly verifiable terms: ‘the race of negroes’ does not denote a
concretum, and neither does ‘home’. But (VIII.7) is equivalent to:

(VIII.8): All negroes descend from forefathers who lived in Africa,

which contains, besides logical terms such as ‘all’, only terms that refer to
concreta (‘descend’, ‘forefather’). Since the meaning of (VIII.7) is the same
as the meaning of (VIII.8), (VIII.7) is completely reducible to (VIII.8).
Reichenbach calls the relation between (VIII.7) and (VIII.8) areduction;

terms ... In particular, a statement specifying the limit of the relative frequency
of the resultG in an infinite sequence of performances of random experiment
F has no deductive implications concerning the frequency ofG in any finite
set of performances, however large it may be." (Hempel 1965, 387-388).

Hempel therefore concludes that statements about relative frequencies in finite runs can
never take the place of statements about limits of relative frequencies in infinite runs. By
that conclusion he separates himself from Reichenbach, who treats the two sorts of
statements as being interchangeable.
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(VIII.7) denotes areductive complexand the expressions in (VIII.8) refer to
the internal elementsof this complex (Reichenbach 1938, 110). An even
better example of a reduction is the relation between a wall and the bricks
of which it is built. Every statement about the wall (the reductive complex)
can be translated into a statement about the bricks (the internal elements).
"The wall has a height of three meters", for instance, can be translated as
"there are bricks stuck together by mortar and piled upon one another to the
height of three meters" (Reichenbach 1938, 105). However, we should bear
in mind that the wall is not dependent upon just bricks, but upon a certain
configuration of the bricks. In that sense, the reductive complex is more than
the whole of the internal elements. If all the bricks are hacked out and
distributed over the ground, the wall no longer exists but the bricks still do;
but if the bricks are cut to pieces, then neither they nor the wall can
continue to exist. This indicates that the relation of reduction, although based
upon logical equivalence, harbours a certain asymmetry:

"the existence of the complex is dependent on the
existence of the elements in such as way that the
nonexistence of the elements implies the nonexistence of
the complex. ... the latter statement is ... to be
distinguished from the converse relation according to
which the nonexistence of the complex would imply the
nonexistence of the elements ... this converse relation does
not hold" (Reichenbach 1938, 105-106).

Of course, if the bricks are arranged in certain ways, then the existence of
the bricks does imply the existence of the wall: although the internal
elements alone are not sufficient for the existence of the complex, they
become sufficient when they are related in a particular manner. Reichenbach
calls those relationsconstitutive relations. Together with a constitutive
relation, internal elements are equivalent to a reductive complex.

On the other hand, if indirect statements are not connected to direct
statements through (VIII.1) but through (VIII.4), then the former statements
denote projective complexesand the latter statements refer toexternal
elements. The probability connection itself is called aprojection instead of
a reduction. Reichenbach gives the following example of a projection:

"We imagine a number of birds flying within a certain
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domain of space. The sun rays falling down from above
project a shadow-figure of every bird on the soil, which
characterizes the horizontal position of the bird. To
characterize the vertical position also, let us imagine a
second system of light rays running horizontally and
projecting the birds on a vertical plane which may be
represented by a screen of the kind employed in the
cinemas. We have, then, a pair of shadows corresponding
to every bird ... every proposition concerning the
movement of the birds is co-ordinated with a proposition
about the changes of the pairs of shadows." (Reichenbach
1938, 108).

In the example, every single bird is represented by a unique system of
marks, in the sense that each movement of the bird corresponds to a
movement of the shadows. The birds are not identical to the shadow pairs,
however, no matter how the pairs are arranged with respect to each other.
Instead, the birds are onlyprojected unto the screen and the soil: they
constitute projective complexes of which the shadows are the external
elements. This means that no proposition about a bird is completely
reducible to a proposition about a shadow pair. Any talk about constitutive
relations is nonsensical here, for between propositions about the birds and
propositions about the shadows only probability connections exist:

"if we see the marks only, we may infer with a certain
probability that they are produced by birds, and if we see
the birds only, we may infer with a certain probability that
they will produce the marks. ... there is no strict relation
between the truth values of the co-ordinated propositions.
The proposition about the birds may be true, and that
about the marks may be false; conversely, the proposition
about the birds may be false, and that about the marks may
be true." (Reichenbach 1938, 109).

Reichenbach related his distinction between reductive complexes and
projective complexes to the time-honoured question of existence: see 2.3.
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2.3. Abstracta, illata and the question of existence

Projective complexes such as the birds referred to in Section 2.2 are called
illata, i.e. ‘inferred things’ (Reichenbach 1938, 212) - other examples of
illata complexes are radio waves, atoms, and all sorts of invisible gases.
Reductive complexes, on the other hand, areabstracta(Reichenbach 1938,
93; Reichenbach 1951, 263). Thus the race of negroes and the wall are both
abstracta, as are the political state, the Bodleian Library, and the American
army. We have seen in 2.2 that, since abstracta coincide with a particular
configuration of their elements whereas illata do not, the elements connected
to illata are called external while the elements that constitute abstracta are
dubbed internal.78

The difference between abstracta and illata has an interesting
significance for the traditional question of existence. Consider again the term
‘the race of negroes’. We have seen that this term denotes an abstractum,
but does this abstractum exist? May we say of the race of negroes that it has
an existence of its own? According to Reichenbach, we may and we may
not:

"We may say: ‘The race of Negroes exists.’ We know,
then, that this means the same as, ‘Many Negroes exist,
and they have certain biological qualities in common
which distinguish them from other people.’ We may also
say: ‘The race of Negroes does not exist.’ Then we have
to add: ‘Many Negroes exist, and any proposition
containing the term ‘the race of Negroes’ can be translated
into propositions concerning those Negroes." (Reichenbach
1938, 96).

Thus the question whether or not abstracta exist is settled by a decision. The

78 Depending upon the viewpoint, one and the same ‘thing’ may function as a
complex and as an element. Thus an atom may be called an internal element of concreta,
or a projective complex of concreta. In the former case the concreta are abstracta, in the
latter they are probabilistically inferred from the atoms. Since in this case the projection
has a somewhat peculiar character ("it leads to things which are the internal elements of
the things from which the inference started"), Reichenbach calls it aninternal projection
(Reichenbach 1938, 216).
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decision may be an affirmation, or a denial, or neither of them. For example,
of a family’s furniture we probably will say that it exists, of the height of
a mountain that it does not, and in the case of human society the decision
will be somewhat indeterminate. But whatever its outcome, it remains a
decision and thus a matter of convention; on no account may the abstract
term be taken to have a surplus meaning. The question of whether or not an
abstractum exists therefore is a practical affair; regarding the matter as a
theoretical topic is to raise a pseudo-problem.79

Illata, on the other hand, form a different kettle of fish. Illata do
have an existence of their own, and terms denoting them have a surplus
meaning which goes beyond the meaning of the terms for the (external)
elements. Consider the term ‘atom’ (the example is Reichenbach’s, who after
all wrote long before the quark era). The theory of the atom emerged as a
pure speculation from the philosophy of Democritus in the fourth centry
B.C., after which it took another twenty-two centuries before it was
subjected to an empirical test. About 1800 it was found that compounds
(such as table sugar or sucrose) consist of chemical elements (carbon,
hydrogen and oxygen), of which the weights make up a fixed proportion that
can be expressed in whole numbers. The English chemist Dalton realised
that these fixed and quantitative relations require an explanation at the
microscopic level. It turned out that all macroscopic bodies are made of
microscopic particles - atoms - which combine in fixed ratios; in the case of
sugar, twelve atoms of carbon combine with twenty-two atoms of hydrogen
plus twelve atoms of oxygen. Propositions about atoms can thus be
connected to propositions about macroscopic bodies, albeit probabilistically:
the propositions about atoms may be true whereas those concerning
macroscopic bodies may be false, or vice versa.

Not all philosophers or physicists would endorse the claim that
atoms exist. Reichenbach himself mentions Ernst Mach, who believed that
the term ‘atom’ was only an abbreviation for certain relations between
macroscopic bodies; hence Mach, in Reichenbach’s terms, would hold that
the atom is a reducible complex of concreta as internal elements. On the
other hand, Ludwig Boltzmann opposed Mach’s views by declaring that

79 This is exactly the reason why Reichenbach regards the traditional controversy
between nominalists and realists as a pseudo-problem. According to Reichenbach,
nominalists and realists disagree with respect to the existence of abstracta: nominalists
deny, and realists assert that abstracta exist. Cf. Reichenbach 1938, 93-98.
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atoms do have an existence of their own, or that, in Reichenbach’s words,
"the atoms are a projective complex of concreta, and that it is no objection
against the independent reality of the atoms if a ‘direct verification’ ... is
impossible." (Reichenbach 1938, 213). Nowadays most people decide in
favour of Boltzmann. For although still we cannot see atoms as we can see
tadpoles, there is much experimental indication that their existence is as firm
as that of amphibia in their larval state.

There is, I think, a problem attached to Reichenbach’s ideas about
abstracta and illata. In Reichenbach’s view, the probabilistic character of
their connections to concreta reveals that illata really exist: "The relation of
the illata to the concreta is a projection ... The illata have,therefore, an
existence of their own ..." (Reichenbach 1938, 212; my emphasis).
Conversely, the existence of a non-concretum reveals that the latter is an
illatum. This means that, if a given non-concretum has an existence of its
own then it is a projective complex, and if it is a projective complex then
it has an existence of its own: for Reichenbach these are two sides of the
same coin.

But is it correct to infer existence from the fact that something is
a projective complex? Being a projective complex is alinguistic matter; to
say thatx is a projective complex only means that propositions aboutx are
made probable by propositions about concreta. Existence, on the other hand,
is anontologicalissue; to say that anx exists is making a claimde re. Thus
the question of whether or notx exists differs from the question of whether
or not statements aboutx are probabilistically connected to statements about
concreta. Strictly speaking, both questions are mutually independent. It is at
least curious to infer the one from the other.

The problem on which I am trying to lay my finger is better
perceived when we compare Reichenbach’s abstracta and illata with
Carnap’s distinction between pure dispositions and theoretical entities. This
comparison is established in 3, where I discuss the similarities in 3.1 and
3.2, and the differences in 3.3. Section 3 serves as a clarification of the
difficulty described above; to that extent it is of no relevance to readers for
whom the difficulty is clear enough, and they may as well skip the entire
section. In Section 4 I examine the question whether psychological
dispositions like beliefs and desires should be regarded as abstracta or as
illata.
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3. Reichenbach and Carnap

When in Chapter III I pondered Carnap’s definition of disposition terms in
terms of reduction sentences, I referred to his writings of the mid-thirties. At
that time Carnap distinguished betweensimple dispositions(defined by only
one reduction pair) andbroad or multiple dispositions(defined by sets of
reduction pairs). For reasons that I shall explain soon, Carnap replaced that
distinction twenty years later by a distinction that became much better
known, namely that betweenpure dispositionsandtheoretical constructs, or,
as Carnap prefers to call the latter, theoreticalprimitives (Carnap 1956).

As is generally known, the latter distinction concerns two kinds of
scientific concepts; basically it relies on the much praised distinction
between an observation language,LO, and a theoretical language,LT.
Theoretical terms cannot be explicitly defined inLO and are thus introduced
in LT by means of postulates. On the other hand, pure disposition terms
occupy an intermediate position between observation terms and theoretical
terms. They belong neither toLO nor to LT, but are part of a language in
between the two: Carnap’s extended observation languageL’O.

As do the terms that denote abstracta and illata, disposition terms
and theoretical terms similarly signify non-observable or non-concrete
complexes. Hence the question arises how these distinctions are related to
one another. What exactly is the correspondence between Reichenbachian
abstracta/illata and Carnapian pure dispositions/theoretical primitives? I shall
answer this question in 3.1 - 3.3. More particularly, I shall discuss three
similarities and one difference. As we will see, it is notably the difference
between Carnap and Reichenbach that may clarify the problem I described
in 2.3. For whereas Reichenbach runs into the problem by inferring
ontological from linguistic claims, Carnap does not.

3.1 Three similarities

Carnap’s distinction between pure dispositions and theoretical primitives can
be explained as follows. A dispositionD ascribed to an objectX by an
investigatorY is a pure dispositionif and only if there exist anS and anR
such that:

(i) S is a process that affectsX and is observable byY,
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(ii) R is a reaction ofX and likewise observable byY,
(iii) D is identical to (a certain combination of)S andR.

On the other hand,D is a theoretical primitive or, as I shall call it, a
theoretical dispositionif D is manifested byS andR, but does not coincide
with SandR. This means thatD is a theoretical disposition if (i) and (ii) are
true whereas (iii) is false. Consequently, theoretical dispositions are only
probabilistically connected to concreta. It is precisely the existence of
probabilistic relations that constitutes the difference between pure and
theoretical dispositions:

"The decisive difference is this: on the basis of the
theoretical interpretation, the result of this or of any other
test or, generally, of any observations, external or internal,
is not regarded as absolutely conclusive evidence for the
state in question;it is accepted only as probabilistic
evidence, hence at best as a reliable indicator, i.e., one
yielding a high probability for the state." (Carnap 1956,
71; my emphasis).

That takes us to the first of the three similarities between Reichenbach’s
distinction and that of Carnap. For illata too are only made probable by "the
result of this or of any test"; they too are separated from abstracta by their
probabilistic connections to concreta. Thus both distinctions, the
Reichenbachian and the Carnapian, are based on the absence or the presence
of probability relations. Like theoretical constructs, illata are probabilistically
connected to concreta. Like pure dispositions, abstracta coincide with
structured sets of observable things or events.

The second point of similarity follows immediately from the first.
Saying that entities are only probabilistically related to concreta entails that
the terms by which those entities are denoted have a surplus meaning over
terms that denote observabilia (see Section 1 for the notion of a surplus
meaning). Thus terms signifying illata or theoretical constructs have a
surplus meaning over terms that refer to observable things or events. On the
other hand, neither terms denoting abstracta nor pure disposition terms have
a surplus meaning; those terms can be completely translated into the
vocabulary of observables.

The third resemblance between the Carnapian and the
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Reichenbachian distinction concerns their pragmatic or time-dependent
characters. Reichenbach’s example about atoms intimated that often the
nature of a particular complex is not cleara priori: it is on the basis of
empirical findings that we decide to call something an abstractum or an
illatum. As a result, previous decisions may be reconsidered in view of new
evidence, so that an illatum can become an abstractum and vice versa. The
same goes for the question of whether something is a pure disposition or a
genuine theoretical primitive. Scientists have a certain liberty in regarding
non-concrete terms either as dispositional or as theoretical terms; their
ultimate decision is mainly guided by considerations of usefulness and
efficiency. This goes not only for physical and chemical dispositions, but
also for dispositions in psychology:

"In analogy to what I said in the previous section about
physical terms, I wish to emphasize here for psychological
terms that their interpretation as pure disposition terms is
not in itself objectionable. The question is only whether
this interpretation is in accord with the way the
psychologist intends to use the term, and whether it is the
most useful for the purpose of the whole psychological
theory." (Carnap 1956, 71).

Hence Carnap concludes that the scientist of whatever persuasion "is free to
choose this interpretation provided he is consistent in it and willing to accept
its implications" (Carnap 1956, 71). One of the implications that Carnap is
here referring to involves the closed character of pure disposition terms in
contradistinction to the open nature of theoretical terms. Before I discuss the
difference between Reichenbach and Carnap in 3.3, I take the liberty of an
elaboration on open and closed terms in 3.2. The excursion on open and
closed terms is of no relevance to my main argument, and might well be
passed over by an uninterested reader.

3.2 An excursion: open and closed terms

What does it mean to say that a term is either open or closed? As a matter
of fact, the younger Carnap answers this question differently than the older
one. The change appears to be intimately linked with Carnap’s transition
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from broad and simple dispositions to pure and theoretical ones. Let me
therefore, as an aside, devote some words to the matter. In his early work,
when he did not yet speak about theoretical terms, Carnap connected open
and closed terms to broad and simple dispositions: simple disposition terms
are always closed whereas broad dispositions terms can be either closed or
open. A broad disposition is open if, and only if, to the set of reduction pairs
by which the disposition is defined new reduction pairs can be added. These
extra pairs describe newly discovered methods to measure the disposition in
question (Carnap 1936-1937, 444-445). In the work of the young Carnap, it
is essentially the manoeuvre of adding reduction sentences that constitutes
the openness.80

80 Of course, openness is not the same as infinity, and neither is closure the same as
finiteness. Not only inmathematicsis there a difference between open and infinite sets
(and also between closed and finite sets), but also inCarnap’s useof these concepts.
Since the latter somewhat deviates from the ordinary mathematical use, it is perhaps a
good idea to explain both uses here.

As for mathematics, the difference between open versus closed and finite
versus infinite touches the difference between topology and set theory: ‘open’ and
‘closed’ are topological concepts whereas ‘finite’ and ‘infinite’ are set theoretical
notions. The difference can be further explained as follows. A set of elements,S, other
than the null set (which contains no elements) is said to befinite if the elements of any
proper subset ofS cannot be put into one-to-one relation with the elements ofS. If, on
the contrary, there exists at least one proper subset whichcan be put into such a one-to-
one relation, thenS is said to beinfinite, i.e. to contain an infinite number of elements.
On the other hand, a set,S, is closedif it contains all of its limit points;S is openif its
complement is closed. For example, take as sample space the setR:

R: { x: 0 ≤ x ≤ 1}.
R is the set of all reals between 0 and 1, including 0 and 1 themselves. Letρ be a proper
subset ofR, such that:

ρ: { x: 0 < x < 1/2}.
ρ is an open set, since its complement,ρc,

ρc: { x: x=0 or 1/2≤ x ≤ 1}
is closed. (Being the sample space,R is by definition closed and open at the same time.
The complement ofR, namely the null set, is also both open and closed.) According to
these definitions, in mathematics, a finite set is always closed, and an open set is always
infinite. However, an infinite set can be either closed or open. Thus a set can well be
infinite and closed at the same time, as is illustrated byρc. For althoughρc contains its
limit points and hence is closed, it has a infinite number of elements.

In contradistinction to his use of the pair finite/infinite, Carnap’s use of the
pair open/closed differs from the ordinary mathematical use. For Carnap, a set of
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However, twenty years later Carnap appeared to have abandoned
those early views on opennes. He now no longer connects openness to broad
disposition terms, but instead calls a disposition term ‘open’ if and only if
it can never be fully defined in a set of reduction pairs, no matter how large
the set may be. Looking back in placidity at his philosophy as a young man,
Carnap writes in 1956:

"At that time I tried to do justice to this openness by
admitting the addition of further dispositional rules (in the
form of reduction sentences ...). I think now that the
openness is more adequately represented inLT; whenever
additionalC-rules (correspondence rules - JP) or additional
postulates are given, the interpretation of the term may be
strengthened without ever being completed." (Carnap 1956,
67).

Carnap’s new ideas about openness are accompanied by a new bifurcation
of dispositions. The previous classification of dispositions in simple and

reduction pairs is open if, and only if, new reduction pairs may be added; otherwise it is
closed. Thus Carnap’s distinction between open and closed does not (as does the
mathematical distinction) rely on the inclusion or exclusion of limit points; for Carnap, it
is the operation of adding reduction pairs that constitutes the difference. However, in
Carnap’s use too, a set can be infinite and closed at the same time.

It is interesting to note that mathematical openness implies the Carnapian idea
of openness, but that the reverse does not hold. IfS is open in the mathematical sense,
then there is a limit point, , which is not contained inS. BecauseS is open, it follows
that:

∀x { x ∈ S → ∃y (y ∈ S & y is closer to thanx is)}
which says that, for any element inS, one can always find ("add") another element
closer to . To that extent mathematical openness entails Carnapian openness. However,
the converse does not hold. The fact that a set of reduction pairs,S*, is open in Carnap’s
sense means that new pairs may be added toS*. It doesnot entail thatS* has a limit
point, let alone a limit point not contained in it. As we shall see in the text, the elder
Carnap altered his interpretation of ‘open’ and ‘closed’. He no longer believes that a set
of reduction pairs is open if, and only if, new reduction pairs may be added. However,
the important point is that Carnap still adheres to a conceptual separation of ‘open’ and
‘infinite’. For Carnap, there is no objection in principle against a set that is closed and
infinite at the same time.
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broad ones is declared to be ineffective, since it cannot clarify the new
interpretations of ‘closed’ and ‘open’. The interpretations of those words are
now given by the classification in terms of pure and theoretical dispositions.
As we have seen above, the meanings of pure dispositions are given by sets
of reduction pairs; if the pure disposition is in addition a simple disposition,
then the set will contain one pair. On the other hand, the meaning of a
theoretical disposition necessarily transcends any set of reduction pairs. No
collection of reduction pairs, no matter how large it is, can ever be identified
with a theoretical disposition. Like Reichenbach’s illata, theoretical
dispositions are only made probable by a series of reduction sentences:

"Thus, if a scientist has decided to use a certain term ‘M’
in such a way, that for certain sentences aboutM, any
possible observational resultscan never be absolutely
conclusive evidencebut at bestevidence yielding a high
probability, then the appropriate place for ‘M’ in a dual-
language system like our systemLO-LT is in LT rather than
in LO ..." (Carnap 1956, 69).

As a result of the probabilistic relations between reduction pairs and
theoretical dispositions, we can meaningfully affirm that a certain objectX
has a dispositionD, even if a test by means of a reduction pair shows a
negative result. Conversely, we may go against positive results and deny that
X has D. Of course, the same goes for Reichenbach’s illata. If certain
sentences about concreta turn out to be false, the probability relations allow
us to decide that the corresponding illatum term is applicable after all.
Turning this around, we may pronounce the illatum term inapplicable even
if the corresponding direct sentences about concreta are true.

Thus the present excursion anent open and closed terms has brought
us back to the main theme of 3, viz. that Reichenbach’s abstracta and illata
closely parallel Carnap’s pure dispositions and theoretical primitives. At least
three points of contact have caught our eye. The first and major point is that
both distinctions rely on the absence or the presence of probability relations.
Second, and as a result of the previous point, theoretical termsà la Carnap
and illata termsà la Reichenbach have a surplus meaning over sentences
about concreta. We therefore are permitted to pronounce both theoretical
terms and illata terms applicable even if the corresponding sentences about
concreta are false, or not applicable if those sentences are true. Third, both
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the Carnapian and the Reichenbachian distinctions are attaineda posteriori:
the question whether something is an abstractum or an illatum is settled by
an empirically guided decision, as is the question of whether something is
a theoretical construct or a pure disposition.81

3.3 A difference

Despite the three similarities mentioned in 3.1, there is an important
difference between Carnap’s view and Reichenbach’s. We have seen that
Reichenbach connects the question of existence to the difference between
abstracta and illata. In fact, Reichenbach makes the connection so strong that
it looks like an equivalence:becauseillata are only probabilistically related
to concreta they have an existence of their own, andbecauseabstracta are

81 There even seems to be a fourth common point. In the preceding footnote we have
seen that Carnap’s distinction between open and closed differs from the distinction
between infinite and finite: ‘open’ does not mean ‘infinite’ and neither does ‘closed’
mean ‘finite’. A difference between finite/infinite and closed/open remains effective,
even after Carnap’s rejection of his early views on openness and closeness. Theoretical
dispositions donot differ from pure dispositions in that they are defined by means of an
infinite set of reduction pairs. The difference is rather that theoretical dispositions (as
opposed to pure dispositions) are only probabilistically related to concreta. Whether the
number of concreta is finite or infinite is of no relevance here.

At first sight it looks as if Reichenbach’s distinction too does not coincide
with the difference between finite and infinite. For the difference between abstracta and
illata is not that the former are equivalent to finite sets of concreta, whereas the latter
equal infinite sets. Rather, the difference is that illata (as opposed to abstracta) are
probabilistically connected to concreta.

However, there is more to say about the way abstracta and illata are correlated
to finiteness and infinity. I recall that an abstractumà la Reichenbach is a set of internal
elements plus a constitutive relation: a reductive complex (such as a wall) is equivalent
to internal elements (bricks) in a certain configuration (cf. Section 2.2). This equivalence
has an important prerequisite, which, surprisingly enough, is not mentioned by
Reichenbach. It is that the elements in question should be completely given. For only if
we know all elements, can the constitutive relation be formulated with reference to those
elements alone. Thus the bricks in a specific arrangement (internal elements plus
constitutive relation) indeed make up a wall, but only if all the bricks are given.
Similarly, the notes played in a certain manner on the piano (internal elements plus
constitutive relation) indeed produce a melody, but only if all the notes are given.
Apparently, and contrary to what Reichenbach himself suggests, internal elements always
form a finite set.
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equivalent to concreta the question of their existence does not make sense.
Carnap, on the other hand, does not hold such strong views about existence.
The question whether or not something exists, Carnap argued repeatedly, can
be answered either practically or theoretically. In the first case the answer
is a decision, motivated by whatever purpose. In the second case it is related
to a linguistic framework or conceptual scheme. According to Carnap, the
only theoretical sense in which we can meaningfully state that an objectX
exists is by saying thatX exists according to the vocabulary and the rules of
a certain language system. Discussing existence apart from any linguistic
framework is wasting one’s time on a problem that lacks theoretical or
cognitive value - on a classical pseudo-problem, that is (Carnap 1950a; cf.
Carnap 1963a, 44-45).

The difference between Carnap and Reichenbach might also be
phrased in the following way. The Reichenbachian distinction between
abstracta and illata is a distinction on two levels, the linguistic level and the
ontological one. Accordingly, the notions of illata and abstracta have
linguistic connotations and ontological ones: in callingX an illatum you
imply not only that the term ‘X’ has a surplus meaning over terms about
concreta, but also thatX has an existence of its own, and is not merely
composed of concrete things. On the other hand, Carnap’s distinction
between pure and theoretical dispositions touches only the linguistic level.
If we decide to callX a theoretical disposition, then we do indeed imply that
‘X’ has a surplus meaning over terms about concreta: ‘X’ cannot be fully
translated into the observational vocabulary. However, we donot imply that
X has an existence of its own. Such an implication would display a form of
realism which is alien to Carnap. Not that Carnap is an anti-realist; it is well
known that he is neither the one nor the other, since he deems such stances
to be metaphysical attitudes without any bearing at all on matters of science
and knowledge (Carnap 1950a; Carnap 1966). Thus whereas Reichenbach
somewhat light-heartedly infers ontological data from linguistic ones (and
vice versa), Carnap continuously opposes such inferences. According to
Carnap, we should not reason from linguistic to ontological facts since there
are no statable ontological factsper se. The only sense in which we can
meaningfully speak about ontological questions is by relating those questions
to certain linguistic frameworks, so that after all ontology itself becomes a
linguistic issue.

The difference between Carnap and Reichenbach has brought us
back to the question that I posed at the end of 2.3. Is Reichenbach’s move
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allowed? May we indeed infer from a probability connection that a certain
non-concretum really exists (and vice versa)? Or should we take the
Carnapian viewpoint that any inference between a linguistic and an
ontological level is void, on the ground that the very notion of an
ontological level lacks meaning? Or is even a third position possible? For
instance, is it possible to acknowledge inferences from one level to another,
but to deny that they have the shape that Reichenbach gives them? The latter
position would entail that an entity,X, may have an existence of its own
although the term ‘X’ is completely translatable in terms denoting concreta.
Also, it would entail the possibility that ‘X’ is only probabilistically related
to terms about concreta, but nevertheless lacks a denotatum with an
existence of its own.

I shall not dwell upon these three positions. After all that I said
about the matter that might come as a disappointment, although some
readers doubtless will find it a relief. The reason for my reticence is simple:
whether or not dispositions have an existence of their own is not my
problem. My problem concerns the possibility of akratic actions, and my
solution is based on a reconstruction of beliefs and desires as dispositions.
As we shall see, this reconstruction is entirely independent of the ontological
status of dispositions. Both the existence of dispositions and their non-
existence are compatible with my approach. Hence, I will cheerfully
continue to talk about abstracta and illata in the linguistic sense of the word,
without confusing myself with questions of existence by enunciating
ontological claims.

As far as the avoidance of ontological matters is concerned, my
approach of abstracta and illata resembles Carnap’s discussion of pure and
theoretical dispositions. Like Carnap, I stress the linguistic implications of
abstracta and illata (i.e. their probabilistic or non-probabilistic relations to
concreta), while shunning their ontological colourings (i.e. questions about
their existence). Yet I deviate from Carnap’s position in that I refuse to
outlaw the inferences from the linguistic to the ontological or the inferences
that proceed the other way around. Unlike Carnap, I hold that inferences
from one level to another may well have a meaning, and that the same goes
for the notion of an ontological level itself. The point is only that I make no
attempt to scrutinise what those meanings are. I rather concentrate on the
linguistic side of abstracta and illata and leave their ontological aspects to
one side.

In 4 I examine the place of beliefs and desires in the framework of
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abstracta and illata. In accordance with my partiality to the linguistic rather
than to the ontological, I concentrate on the semantic side of abstracta and
illata: I focus my sights on the absence or presence of probability relations
rather than on questions of existence. For me, abstracta and illata feature
only in the linguistic sphere.

4. Are beliefs and desires abstracta or illata?

Reichenbach tells us that dispositions can be either abstracta or illata. But
what about the psychological dispositions that we are interested in? What
about beliefs and desires? Are they abstracta, illata, or can they be both?

Although philosophers hardly ever talk about abstracta or illata
explicitly, their disparate opinions about beliefs and desires can be classified
by setting them alongside Reichenbach’s distinction. The resulting
classification is simple enough; philosophers end up in three different
groups: some regard beliefs and desires as abstracta, others consider them
to be illata, and still others believe that they can be either the one or the
other. Below I take a look at representatives from each group.
Representatives of the first two groups are considered in 4.1; examples of
the third group are discussed in 4.2. As the reader may be well aware, the
philosophers mentioned are often interested in the ontological side of
abstracta and illata: they make claims about the existence or non-existence
of beliefs and desires. However, that does not restrain me from adhering to
my point; for reasons that I explained above, I continue to stress the
linguistic rather than the ontological connotation of Reichenbach’s
distinction.

4.1 The first two groups

Of the philosophers belonging to the first group, the most prominent one
perhaps is Gilbert Ryle. As William P. Alston has intimated,The Concept
of Mindcan be regarded as a twofold project (Alston 1971, 360-361). On the
one hand, it is an attempt to interprete mental concepts like beliefs and
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desires as dispositions rather than as as occurrences or private episodes;82

on the other, it aims to demonstrate that dispositional predicates are purely
dispositional, in the sense that they "cannot also receive an occurrent
interpretation, and vice versa" (Alston 1971, 360). Ryle appears to regard
dispositional and occurrent predicates or statements as mutually exclusive.83

Nowhere does Ryle use the words ‘illata’ and ‘abstracta’. However, it is
clear that when he speaks about "occurrences" or "states" or "processes" he
has something like illata in mind. Also, when he bandies psychological
dispositions about, he clearly refers to the phenomena that Reichenbach has
tagged abstracta. The beliefs and desires discussed inThe Concept of Mind
fully coincide with sets of specific actions performed under specific

82 This can, for instance, be inferred from:

"It is being maintained throughout this book that when we characterize people
by mental predicates, we are not making untestable inferences to any ghostly
processes occurring in streams of consciousness which we are debarred from
visiting; we are describing the ways in which those people conduct parts of
their predominantly public behaviour. True, we go beyond what we see them
do and hear them say, but this going beyond is not a going behind, in the
sense of making inferences to occult causes; it is going beyond in the sense of
considering, in the first instance, the powers and propensities of which their
actions are exercises." (Ryle 1949, 50).

"To talk of a person’s mind is not to talk of a repository which is permitted to
house objects that something called ‘the physical world’ is forbidden to house;
it is to talk of the person’s abilities, liabilities, and inclinations to do and
undergo certain sorts of things, and of the doing and undergoing of these
things in the ordinary world." (Ryle 1949, 190).

83 This is, for instance, clear from:

"To possess a dispositional property is not to be in a particular state, or to
undergo a particular change; it is to be bound or liable to be in a particular
state, or to undergo a particular change, when a particular condition is
realized." (Ryle 1949, 43)

"To say that a person knows something, or aspires to be something, is not to
say that he is at a particular moment in process of doing or undergoing
anything, but that he is able to do certain things, when the need arises, or that
he is prone to do and feel certain things in situations of certain sorts." (Ryle
1949, 112).
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conditions. These sets completely exhaust the meaning of the corresponding
disposition term. Disposition termsà la Ryle lack any surplus meaning, and
hence denote abstracta.84

According to the philosophers in the second group, beliefs and
desires are not abstracta but illata. An early representative of this position
is Rom Harré. Although Harré uses the words ‘abstracta’ and ‘illata’ no
more than does Ryle, it is obvious that he regards dispositions as illata. For
he marshalls dispositions alongside "powers", and powers are intrinsic
properties going beyond mere sets of stimuli and responses. A difference
between two powers involves not only a difference in behaviour, but a
difference in nature too: "The difference between something which has the

84 Among the philosophers who argued that beliefs and desires are abstracta, we
oddly enough also find Reichenbach himself. Notwithstanding his claims that
dispositions can be either abstracta or illata, and that some mental states are illata,
Reichenbach argued thatpsychologicaldispositions are always abstracta. Thus beliefs
and desires, being psychological dispositions, are abstracta too, albeit of a special kind.
For their internal elements are not only concreta but also illata. This can be explained as
follows. Reichenbach explicitly applied his tripartite division into concreta, abstracta, and
illata to psychology:

"Psychology is a science which infers illata from concrete objects. The
inferred objects are projective complexes of these concrete objects. Since some
of the objects of psychology such as bodily feelings are accessible to the inner
tactile sense, the inferred illata in such cases are internal elements of the
observed concrete objects; it is therefore the process of internal projection
which plays a role here. The ‘higher’ psychological objects, and just those
most frequently occurring in practical psychology, i.e., psychology as needed
for daily life, are abstracta, built up of concreta and illata." (Reichenbach
1938, 247).

Thus for Reichenbach the internal states of the human body (such as brain states) are
illata. They are inferred from concrete objects of the physical world, which stand to the
inner states as either stimuli or reactions (cf. Reichenbach 1951, 263-264). If the internal
states are "accessible to the inner tactile sense" (as is for instance the case with sense
impressions), then they are also internal elements of a reductive complex, viz., a
concretum; in this case we have to do with an internal projection (for the concept
‘internal projection’, see the footnote in Section 2.3). On the other hand, psychological
complexes like beliefs and desires are abstracta. Hence each reason, being a belief/desire
pair, is an abbreviation of an entire cluster. This cluster consists of concreta (observable
stimuli or reactions) and illata (brain states or sense impressions).
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power to behave in a certain way and something which does not have that
power is not a difference between what theywill do, since it is contingently
the case that their powers are, in fact, ever elicited, but it is a difference in
what they themselves now are.It is a difference in intrinsic nature." (Harré
1970, 215; first emphasis by the author, second by me). According to Harré,
the ascription of a power to a thing or a person should be analysed thus:

"X has the power toA = if X is subject to stimuli or
conditions of an appropriate kind, thenX will do A, in
virtue of its intrinsic nature." (Harré 1970, 215-216;
emphasis by the author).

He then adds:

"The last clause is vital, and marks the difference between
the ascription of powers and any other kind of description.
... [T]o ascribe a power to a thing asserts only that it can
do what it does in virtue of its nature, whatever that is. It
leaves open the question of the exact specification of the
nature or constitution in virtue of which it has the power."
(Harré 1970, 215-216).

Harré is far from being the only philosopher who denies that beliefs and
desires are merely abbreviations for regularities between certain conditions
and certain actions. Another example is Fodor, who considers beliefs and
desires as internal states or events in mutual causal interaction. Still another
example is D.H. Mellor, to whom I referred at the beginning of Chapter VII.
Mellor’s claim that dispositions are properties which have not yet been
identified entails of course that the same goes for psychological dispositions;
beliefs, desires and other psychological dispositions are properties, although
we do not know yet what sort of properties. In Reichenbach’s terminology,
this means that Mellor, like Fodor and Harré, treats beliefs and desires as
illata rather than as abstracta.
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4.2 The third group

The third group probably is the largest one. It contains such disparate
authors as Raimo Tuomela, Herbert Feigl, Willard V.O. Quine, Daniel
Dennett, and Jaap van Heerden and Anton Smolenaars (Tuomela 1978b;
Feigl 1958; Quine 1974; Dennett 1987; Van Heerden and Smolenaars 1989).
According to these philosophers beliefs and desires are neither pure abstracta
(as Ryle claims) nor full-blooded illata (as Harréet al. maintain), but
something in between. As Daniel Dennett, one of the very few authors who
talks about abstracta and illata explicitly, phrases it:

"The ordinary notion of belief no doubt does place beliefs
somewhere midway between illata and abstracta ... The
ordinary notion of belief is pulled in two directions"
(Dennett 1987, 55, 57; emphasis by Dennett).

Thus beliefs and desires are supposed to have a mixed nature; they are
neither plain flesh nor pure fowl. The reason for the ambivalent nature of
beliefs and desires springs from the ambivalent nature of their niche, viz.
folk psychology. For folk psychology has a dual constitution too. It is, in the
happy locution of Dennett, "a mixed bag, like folk productions generally"
(Dennett 1987, 55). In order to get things straight, Dennett suggests splitting
messy folk psychology into two tidy theories, one in which beliefs and
desires are abstracta and one in which they are illata:

"If we want to have good theoretical entities, good illata,
or good logical constructs, good abstracta, we will have to
jettison some of the ordinary freight of the concepts belief
and desire. So I propose a divorce. Since we seem to have
both notions wedded in folk psychology, let’s split them
apart and create two new theories: one strictly abstract,
idealizing, holistic, instrumentalistic - pure intentional
theory - and the other a concrete, microtheoretical science
of the actual realization of those intentional systems - what
I will call sub-personal cognitive psychology." (Dennett
1987, 57).

The pure intentional theory deals with competence, whereas the sub-personal
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theory is about performance (Dennett 1987, 58ff, 61ff). Although folk
psychology can never be reduced to neurology or any other sub-personal
level, it is translatable into pure intentional theory. The latter theory in turn
can be "legitimized". This means that its "mentalistic" vocabulary is
provided with "rules of attribution", so that the "predictive powers" of the
mental terms manifest themselves (Dennett 1987, 67).

Dennett does not tell us what the rules of attribution consist in
precisely; instead, he calls his current views "woefully informal and
unsystematic" (Dennett 1987, 67). I for my part take the rules to be
reduction sentences. After all reduction sentences constitute an instrument
for making beliefs, desires and other dispositions operational; they are rules
that tell us how dispositions should be applied. But if Dennett’s attribution
rules indeed are reduction sentences, they should have either a probabilistic
or a non-probabilistic shape; and as we will see in Chapter IX, each of the
two options has its own difficulties.

Dennett’s opinion is shared by Jaap van Heerden and Anton
Smolenaars, although they do not mention him. However, they do cite
Herbert Feigl and Raimo Tuomela. In their spirit they argue:

"... the scientific procedure in theory building can be
characterized as an attempt to eliminate mere correlations
headed under dispositional terms. ... where scientific
progress is concerned, dispositional terms get closer and
closer to mature, realistically conceived theoretical terms.
... To ascribe a disposition to an object is ... to issue
promissory notes". (Van Heerden and Smolenaars 1989,
300-301).

The promissory notes might be redeemed; in that case the disposition is an
illatum (in the ontological sense of the word). The promises might however
also turn out to be illusory; in that case we have to do with an (ontological)
abstractum. Quine, on several occasions, has taken a similar stance. His
views on the issue were clearly expressed in the famous BBC interview that
he granted Bryan Magee. During that conversation Quine declared that his
behaviouristic attitude towards psychology has a signalling or anticipating
function; it enables us to specify problems regarding mental states and
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events in such a way that neurology might some day solve them.85 Thus
Quine expects that somewhere in the future psychological theories will
gradually turn into neurological theories; by taking a behaviouristic outlook,
Quine tries to anticipate this future state. However, it might turn out that
some psychological dispositions resist reduction to neurological features. In
other words, it might appear that some dispositions are not illata but abstracta.86

85 Quine Behaviourism, mine anyway, does not say that the mental states and
eventsconsistof observable behaviour, nor that they areexplained
by behaviour. They aremanifestedby behaviour. Neurology is the
place for explanations, ultimately. But it is in terms of outward
behaviour that we specify what we want explained.

....
Magee What you’re really saying is that behaviourism is not a solution to

the kind of problems with which the psychologist deals, but a way
of formulating them. It’s a kind of model in terms of which the
problems should be couched before we go on to seek solutions.

Quine Yes.

(Magee 1978, 174; emphasis by Quine; cf. Quine 1974, 8-15).

86 Quine’s behaviourism in psychology can be used to shed light on the difference
between the indetermination of translation (IoT) and the underdetermination of theories
(UoT). For UoT reflects Quine’s psychological behaviourism, and that behaviourism
differs considerably from Quine’s linguistic behaviourism, which is mirrored in IoT. This
can be clarified as follows.

After Quine’s introduction of IoT in Quine 1960, there has been a steady flow
of articles on it. Many of the articles aim to demonstrate that IoT is not a genuine
novelty compared to UoT. Whereas IoT implies that we may have logically incompatible
translationswithout being able to determine which is the right one, UoT implies that we
may have logically incompatibletheorieswithout being able to devise a crucial
experiment. Thus IoT would at best be only a special case of UoT: indeterminacy would
merely be underdetermination applied to the field of linguistics (Chomsky 1969).

Time and again Quine opposed such arguments by explaining that IoT does
differ essentially from UoT (Quine 1969a, 47; Quine 1969b, 303; Quine 1970, 180;
Quine 1981, 23; Quine 1987, 10). Notwithstanding the frequency with which they have
been put forward, Quine’s arguments appeared to have been poorly understood
(Bergström 1990; Gemes 1991). As I explained in the footnote to Section 3.2.2 of
Chapter IV, I believe that these misunderstandings stem from the failure to distinguish
between psychology and linguistics, between theories about the human mind and
manuals of translations.

For Quine, there is a vital difference between linguistics and psychology,
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What to think of the position occupied by the philosophers in the
third group? What to think of the idea that some beliefs and desires are
abstracta while others are illata? At first sight, I think, it sounds sensible
enough. It is only natural to assume that some beliefs and desires are
abstracta while others are illata. Examples are easy to find. Politeness and
prosperity are both abstracta; it is unlikely that these dispositions ever will
be more than abbreviations for a cluster of responses which appear under
certain circumstances. Aggressivity and claustrophobia, on the other hand,

between scientists and translators, between manuals of translation and mental theories.
The essential difference can well be explained in terms of the Reichenbachian distinction
between abstracta and illata. Mental theories are about beliefs and desires, which, see the
text, can be abstracta or illata. Translation manuals, on the other hand, are about
meanings. According to Quine’s linguistic behaviourism, meanings are shorthand terms
for clusters of observable events, notably stimuli and responses. Therefore, and in
contradistinction to beliefs and desires, meanings must be abstracta. Consequently, two
empirically equivalent theories can be rivals on the level of illata (they assume the
existence of different illata), whereas two empirical manuals can be rivals only on the
level of abstracta (they have different ways of ‘slicing’ the observable world). Therefore
it does make sense to ask which of the two theories is correct, whereas it is pointless to
ask which of the manuals is correct. In the Quinean nomenclature: in the first case there
is a fact of the matter whereas in the second there is not.

Another way of saying this is by stating that Quine’s psychological
behaviourism differs considerably from his linguistic behaviourism. His psychological
behaviourism leaves open the possibility that mental theories turn into neurological
theories; such a turn occurs when the beliefs and desires in question appear to be illata.
His linguistic behaviourism, however, prohibits the transformation of translation manuals
into neurological theories, for by Quinean lights it is impossible that linguistics will ever
be replaced by neurology. Hence Quine’s linguistic behaviourism is his whole story
about linguistics in general; in no way is it an anticipation of an ideal future theory, be it
a neurological theory or a theory in which meanings as illata are assumed. On the other
hand, Quine’s psychological behaviourismis an anticipation of an ideal theory, viz., a
theory in which all kinds of arrangements and interactions of small bodies (i.e. illata) are
assumed.

Still another way of explaining the basic difference between a translator and a
scientist is by stressing the indispensability of the former. Even if we were to have an
ideal neurological theory by which we could explain every utterance of every person in
neurological terms, we would still be in need of a translation manual if we want to link
sentences such as, for instance, "Willard aime bien les lapins, surtout avec une bonne
sauce à l’ail" with "Willard liebt die Kaninchen sehr, besonders mit einer guten
Knoblauchsosse".
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presumably are illata; it is quite possible that future research will identify
frequent aggressive behaviour as caused by a chemical substance or a
physical entity (the pugnacity lobule? the truculence neuron?).

But again, on closer consideration difficulties occur. For the idea
that reasons are abstracta or illata cannot circumvent theakrasia problem.
No matter whether we decide to call all reasons abstracta, illata, or both
(thus joining the first, second or third group), we will encounter theakrasia
problem anyway. This will be explained in the next and final chapter.
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CHAPTER IX

GRADUALISED DISPOSITIONS AND DEGREES OF STRENGTH

0. Introduction

In this final chapter I explain how the gradualisations of Hempel and
Reichenbach lead into acul-de-sac. For they either presuppose a non-
gradualistic approach or sabotage the very idea of a reduction sentence
(Section 1 and Section 2). We need an alternate gradualisation, and in
Section 3 of this chapter I describe two of them. The first, laid down in 3.2,
turns out not to be satisfactory. The second, in 3.3, will appear to be in
better shape. Like Hempel and Reichenbach, I shall render the reduction
sentences open to degrees, but for the rest my gradualisation differs from
theirs in two respects. First, while Hempel and Reichenbach gradualise the
meaningof a disposition, I will gradualise the dispositionitself. Second,
whereas their gradualisations are dominated by the concept ofprobability,
mine is governed by the notion ofintensity. By deviating from Hempel and
Reichenbach in the above-mentioned way, I obtain a more realistic
description of akratic actions, which gives us a better understanding of what
akratic actions really are. Moreover, I can capture some intuitions about
akrasiaexpressed by philosophers whom I have already discussed: Socrates,
Plato, Aristotle, the Stoics, Davidson and Pollock. The affinity of my
approach to theirs is the theme of Section 4.

1. An example: agoraphobia

Imagine someone who suffers from a morbid dread of open spaces such as
squares, meadows and lawns. This person has a disposition, agoraphobia
(AP), which can be described in a bilateral reduction sentence:

(IX.1): (x) {OP(x) → (AP(x) ↔ SF(x))},

where ‘OP(x)’ means ‘x is brought into an open place’ and ‘SF(x)’ means
‘x shows signs of dreadful fear’. We have repeatedly seen that (IX.1) is
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equivalent to the conjunction of (IX.2) and (IX.3):

(IX.2): (x) {AP(x) → (OP(x) → SF(x))},
(IX.3): (x) {OP(x) → (SF(x)→ AP(x))},

both of which are symptom sentences expressing a necessary and a sufficient
condition respectively. As described in (IX.1),AP is a simple disposition,
but it is easy to picture it as a broad or multiple one. In that case the
definition of AP would be given by a set, U, ofm different bilateral
reduction sentences, (u-1) ... (u-m) (cf. Chapter III, Section 3.3, and Chapter
VII, Section 2.2). Each single bilateral reduction sentence (u-i) (1≤i≤m)
would be equivalent to the conjunction of (ui) and (ui):

(ui): (x) {AP(x) → (OPi(x) → SFi(x))}
(ui): (x) {OPi(x) → (SFi(x) → AP(x))},

where (ui) expresses a necessary condition,Ci, and (ui) expresses a sufficient
condition, Ci, for application ofAP, Ci being described by means of the
ordered pair <OPi(x), SFi(x)> andCi by means of <OPi(x), SFi(x)>. Ci and
Ci could for instance be interpreted as: <x is brought to the Grote Markt in
Groningen,x breaks out in cold sweat>, <x is told that he has to cross the
English Channel,x starts trembling>, <x watches Plato walking in the
Athenian agora,x pales and faints>, et cetera. As is typical for broad
dispositions,Ci andCi need not coincide.

With respect to the point I am trying to make, it is entirely
irrelevant whetherAP is a simple or a broad diposition. Since my remarks
will pertain to eachpair of reduction sentences expressing a necessary and
a sufficient condition for application ofAP, AP might be defined by one pair
or by a whole series of them. Until further notice I shall, therefore, restrict
myself to the simple variant ofAP. In the meanwhile I point out that I shall
alter my strategy in 3.3.3; there I will cancel the present restriction and
consider agoraphobia as a broad disposition. The reasons for this shift will
be given in the section concerned.

If AP is a simple disposition, then its definition is given by the
conjunction of (IX.2) and (IX.3). In the preceding chapters we have seen
that Hempel and Reichenbach deem (IX.2) and (IX.3) to be rather unrealistic
as descriptions ofAP: it seldom occurs that an agoraphobic person who is
taken to an open placealways shows signs of morbid fear, and it rarely
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happens that a person who enters an open place and does not feel very well
always suffers from agoraphobia. Thus both (IX.2) and (IX.3) are
inappropriate as descriptions ofAP; they are formulated too strictly and
should be wearing looser and less formal clothes. Hempel and Reichenbach,
we have seen, present (IX.2) and (IX.3) in probabilistic garments. Attired
thus, (IX.2) and (IX.3) appear as (IX.4) and (IX.5):

(IX.4): p(SF(x) OP(x)∧ AP(x)) = s
(IX.5): p(AP(x) OP(x)∧ SF(x)) = r,

wheres,r are numbers expressing probability values. Preferably,s andr are
neither 1 nor 0. For if they were, (IX.4) and (IX.5) would be reduced to
(IX.2) and (IX.3) or to the negations of the latter, and in either case (IX.4)
and (IX.5) would have been stripped of their probabilistic raiment.

The difference between (IX.2) and (IX.3) on the one hand and
(IX.4) and (IX.5) on the other reflects the difference between the non-
concretumAP as anabstractumor as anillatum (again in the linguistic
rather than in the ontological sense of the words). For as we have seen, the
linguistic fingerprint of an illatum is its description in probabilistic terms,
whereas it is the description ofAP in the non-probabilistic sentences (IX.2)
and (IX.3) that turnsAP into an abstractum.

If AP is an abstractum, then it is totally ineffectual for our
purposes: instead of avoiding theakrasiaproblem, it leads straight to it. This
at least has been the message of Chapter III. There we saw that non-
probabilistic reduction sentences like (IX.2) and (IX.3) render akratic actions
puzzling. Worse still, that chapter revealed that the couching of beliefs and
desires in ordinary, non-probabilistic reduction sentences blatantly
contradicts the existence of irrational actions,paceHempel’s claim to the
contrary. However, the important point is that the difficulty is by no manner
of means removed ifAP is an illatum: even if we describe the relevant
beliefs and desires by means of probabilistic reduction sentences like (IX.4)
and (IX.5) we are still saddled with the problem ofakrasia. This will be
explained in Section 2.
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2. AP as an illatum

The probability valuess and r in (IX.4) and (IX.5) are numerical values
betweenor identical to 1 and 0. I have already given the reason why the
latter option runs up against difficulties. Ifs and r were identical to 1 or 0
in a particular case, then (IX.4) and (IX.5) would effectively be reduced to
ordinary, non-probabilistic reduction sentences.AP would then become an
abstractum, with all the consequent disadvantages that I have explained in
Chapter III. But as I will argue below, the first option is problematic too.
For s and r can only take the values of numbersbetween1 and 0, if we
know under which circumstances theyare 1 or 0. This means that the
dispositionAP can only be a (linguistic)illatum if we know under which
conditions it is a (linguistic) abstractum. In still other words, the
probabilistic reduction sentences (IX.4) and (IX.5) solely make sense if we
can in principle determine when thenon-probabilisticreduction sentences
(IX.2) and (IX.3) are true.

In 2.1 and 2.2 I argue that (IX.5) must presuppose a statement of
the form (IX.3), on pain of making the very translation of theoretical terms
into observational ones a trifling enterprise. In 2.3 it is shown thatmutatis
mutandisthe same goes for (IX.4): either (IX.4) presupposes a statement of
the form (IX.2), or it renders the entire project of contriving reduction
sentences for defining dispositions nugatory. If my argument is correct, then
it constitutes of course a serious threat for Hempel’s probabilistic reduction
sentences as well as for Reichenbach’s idea of probability meaning. Both
Hempel and Reichenbach have presented (IX.4) and (IX.5) assubstitutesfor
(IX.2) and (IX.3): in their approaches, (IX.2) and (IX.3) are shown to be
defective, and consequently they arereplaced by their probabilistic
counterparts (IX.4) and (IX.5). But of course, if it turns out that (IX.4) and
(IX.5) actuallypresupposethe truth of (IX.2) and (IX.3), or other statements
of the same form, then such a replacement does not make sense.87

87 My criticism as laid down in Sections 2.1 - 2.3 is inspired by Arthur Pap’s
berating of reduction sentences, brought to my notice by Alfons Keupink (Pap 1958a;
Pap 1958b; Pap 1963). Pap has developed an alternative approach, which I discuss and
subsequently reject in 3.2. My own approach is explained in 3.3.
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2.1 On the reduction sentence (IX.5)

Suppose that Kenneth exhibits signs of anxiety (SF) when confronted with
wide spaces (OP). In the approaches by Hempel and Reichenbach, this
means that with a certain probability,q, Kenneth suffers from agoraphobia.
This is expressed in a simple instantiation of (IX.5):

(IX.6): p(AP(k) OP(k)∧ SF(k)) = q,

where ‘k’ is an individual constant denoting the poor patient. We have seen
that q, rather than being 1 or 0 itself, must be a number smaller than 1 and
greater than 0: 0<q<1. In order to determine the precise value ofq, we have
to know the meanings of the terms that occur in (IX.6): we must know what
it means that Ken shows signs of fear (SF), that he is in an open place (OP),
and that he suffers from agoraphobia (AP). For only if we know what it
meansfor Ken to have agoraphobia,AP(k), can we say howprobable AP(k)
is, givenOP(k) andSF(k). More generally, only if we know what it means
for a property or an evente to occur, can we say how probablee’s
occurrence in fact is.

When do we know what it means fore to occur? The answer is of
course: when we are able in principle toidentify or to recognise e. That is,
we must be capable of knowing the circumstances under which we would
assert or deny thate is present. Whene is an observable concrete event,ec,
this will not pose any problem. In this case the identification or recognition
consists in a simple act of observation: the only thing we have to do is to
look whether or notec is the case. This being-able-in-principle-to-observeec

is essential for the meaning of the probability value that we have ascribed
to it, for assigning a probability value toec without being able (in principle)
to check it by observation, makes the entire assignment nonsensical. This is
of course just another way of saying that callingec probable only makes
sense if we know what it means forec to occur.

Whene is a non-concretum,enc, the situation is more complex. The
recognition ofenc clearly goes beyond mere observation, since the existence
of enc must be inferred from observable events. As in the case of
dispositions, there are two possibilities. Eitherenc is an abstractum or it is an
illatum. If it is an abstractum, thenenc coincides with a set of observables,
and the term which denotesenc is merely a short-hand term for the entire set.
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In this case it is relatively easy to inferenc from the observables; the only
thing we have to do is to observe whether or not the set in question is
present. But although the recognisability ofenc is no problem in this case,
there still remains the problem that I mentioned above. When the abstractum
enc is a reason, i.e. a belief and a desire, then it is of no help in our attempts
to solve theakrasiaproblem. Worse still, in this case it leads directly to that
very difficulty, as I have shown in Chapter III.

On the other hand, ifenc is not an abstractum but an illatum, how
should we identify or recognise it? How can we know the circumstances
under which we would assert or deny that the illatumenc is present? We
have seen what Reichenbach’s answer to these questions is: we identify illata
on the basis of probability inferences. By probabilistically inferring an
illatum like AP(k) in (IX.6) from observable events likeOP(k)andSF(k), we
show that the former has a certain plausibility given the latter. However, we
have observed that attaching a conditional probability toAP(k)on the basis
of OP(k) and SF(k) presupposes that we know whatAP(k) means, in the
sense that we could identify or recogniseAP(k), were it to occur. Thereby
we are hurled back to the point where our problem originated, for the whole
difficulty indeed was how to recognise or identify illata such asAP(k).

We seem to have been driven to the following conclusion. Only if
we know the conditions under which we may or may not ascribe
agoraphobia to a person, do we know what suffering from agoraphobia
means. Knowing those conditions, however, might seem to be the same as
knowing in principle when the conditional probability of agoraphobia is 1
or when it is 0. From this it follows that the valueq in (IX.6) can only lie
between 1 and 0 if we know under which circumstancesq=1 or q=0: only
if we know under which conditions Kennethcertainly would or would not
suffer from agoraphobia, can we reasonably say something about the
probability of his suffering from it. Put in general terms, the conclusion says
that it is incomprehensible to call a non-concretum probable to such and
such a degree if we do not know what would make its presence or its
absence certain. This conclusion actually reflects one of the two ways in
which we can meaningfully call a non-concretum probable. In Section 2.2
I describe the other way. I shall argue that neither way is accessible for
Hempel and Reichenbach.
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2.2 Ways to escape

Section 2.1 indicated that there exist precisely two ways of overcoming the
difficulty, that is, two ways in which the sentence (IX.5) can be meaningful.
The first we have already discussed. According to this way, we must know
what circumstances would causer in (IX.5) to be equal to 1, and thus when

(IX.7): p(AP(x) OP(x)∧ SF(x)) = 1.

Of course, (IX.7) is equivalent to:

(IX.3): (x) {OP(x) → (SF(x)→ AP(x))},

i.e. the reduction sentence expressing sufficient conditions for application of
AP. This means that any application of (IX.5) to a special case, such as that
described in (IX.6), requires that we know when the probability valuer in
(IX.5) is 1, and hence when (IX.7) is true. That, however, is the same as
knowing when (IX.3) is true. Ergo, (IX.5) is meaningful under the
assumption that we can determine in principle (not necessarily in practice!)
when (IX.3) is the case.

There is, however, a second way to confer meaning upon (IX.5).
This way does not require that we know when (IX.7) or (IX.3) are true.
Here it is argued that we might perfectly well determine the value ofr in
(IX.5) without in any sense knowing under which circumstancesr=1. The
only thing we have to assume is that the presence or absence ofAP can be
detected independently from the pair <OP(x), SF(x)>. Thus the second route
forces us to suppose that the meaning of ‘AP(x)’ is totally detached from
<OP(x), SF(x)>. For only then does it make sense to speak about the
probability of AP(x), given OP(x) and SF(x), without knowing when that
probability equals 1.

Neither way is accessible for Hempel or Reichenbach. In Hempel’s
approach (IX.5)is to replace(IX.3), and thus can never presuppose (IX.3).
After all, Hempel’s probabilistic reduction sentences (IX.4) and (IX.5) are
essentiallysubstitutesfor the non-probabilistic ones (IX.2) and (IX.3). They
are developed for the purpose of avoiding the unwanted consequences of
(IX.2) and (IX.3), and indeed of avoiding (IX.2) and (IX.3) themselves.
Similarly, Reichenbach’s probability implications ‘ ’ and ‘ ’ aresubstitutes
for the ordinary non-probabilistic implications ‘→’ and ‘←’, just as his
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probability connection (VIII.4) - see Chapter VIII, Section 1 - is a substitute
for the early positivistic equivalence relation (VIII.1). Statements (VIII.5),
(VIII.6) and (VIII.4) are replacements, meant as conclusive improvements
on the sentences that they replace. It would be rather paradoxical if we were
to assume that the improved sentences are presupposed by the improving
ones, in the sense that the latter would be meaningless without the former.
Yet taking the first way of escape would require precisely that we embrace
this paradox.

One can without much effort see why the second way, too, must
remain closed for both Hempel and Reichenbach. If the meaning of ‘AP(x)’
is totally detached from ‘OP(x)’ and ‘SF(x)’, then there must be other
expressions that can serve as the definiens of ‘AP(x)’. Either those
expressions are reduction sentences or they are not. If they are not, then the
whole venture of conceiving reduction sentences for defining dispositions
turns out to be void: it appears that we do not need reduction sentences, no
matter whether they are probabilistic or non-probabilistic. Consequently, the
entire enterprise of relating theoretical or indirect terms to observational or
direct ones falters. But if, on the other hand, the shifted expressions are
indeed reduction sentences, then the problem is merely postponed. For in
that case the problem will attach itself to the newly introduced reduction
sentences. To be sure, those sentences describe alternative operations to
detect the presence ofAP. For example, we could rather wildly postulate that
persons (x) suffer from agoraphobia if they show signs of joy (SJ) when they
stand in a fast moving elevator (FME):

(IX.8): p(AP(x) FME(x)∧ SJ(x)) = 1.

Under the assumption that (IX.8) is true, it becomes perfectly possible to
discover the value ofr in (IX.5) without in any sense assuming that we must
know whenr equals 1. For now (IX.5) is a purely factual sentence, which
merely expresses a correlation betweenOP(x) and SF(x) on the one hand
and AP(x) on the other. In no sense, not even partly, does (IX.5)define
agoraphobia. However, (IX.8) obviously fails to rescue the Hempel-
Reichenbach approach, for it has the same form as (IX.3), and is thus
equivalent to a clean non-probabilistic reduction sentence that expresses a
sufficient condition for the application ofAP. This means that we are back
to the first way, where the probabilistic sentence (IX.5) is only meaningful
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if we can determine when the non-probabilistic sentence (IX.3) is true.88

2.3 On the reduction sentence (IX.4)

In 2.1 and 2.2 I have argued that (IX.3) is equivalent to (IX.7), and that
(IX.7) is presupposed by

(IX.5): p(AP(x) OP(x)∧ SF(x)) = r,

where 0<r<1. Hence (IX.5) presupposes (IX.3), i.e. the non-probabilistic
reduction sentence expressing sufficient conditions. We have seen that the
only way to avoid this result was to forsake the reduction sentences
altogether, a price that is too dearly bought. I shall now show that an
analogous story can be told about the probabilistic reduction sentence which
expresses a necessary condition for application ofAP, viz. sentence (IX.4).
That is, either (IX.4) presupposes the non-probabilistic (IX.2), or the very
idea of a reduction sentence loses its point. Not surprisingly, my
argumentation in the present section is analogous to that in 2.1 and 2.2.

Consider:

(IX.4): p(SF(x) OP(x)∧ AP(x)) = s,

in words: a person,x, who stays in an open place and suffers from
agoraphobia will, with probabilitys, show signs of fear. Ignoring the case
s=0, there are two possibilities: either 0<s<1 or s=1. If 0<s<1, then by the
train of thought that I developed above, there has to be another probabilistic
reduction sentence forSF(x), such that the probability value in that other
sentence does equal 1. But then we might as well assume that this other
sentence is (IX.4). Thuss=1:

(IX.9): p(SF(x) OP(x)∧ AP(x)) = 1,

88 For the record, I point out that my criticism of (IX.5), stated in 2.1 and 2.2, does
not involve the familiar reproach that events can only be probable if other events are
certain. In the case of which I am speaking the events arethe same. This mutatis
mutandisobtains for my criticism of the symptom sentence (IX.4), to be explained in
Section 2.3.
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which is equivalent to:

(IX.2): (x) {AP(x) → (OP(x) → SF(x))}.

Thus (IX.4) presupposes (IX.2).

2.4 A daring detour

My argument to the effect that (IX.5) presupposes (IX.3) and that (IX.4)
presupposes (IX.2) indicates the existence of an intimate link between
meaning and probability. Probability is dependent upon meaning; or, to use
a term which is moreen vogue, it is supervenient onmeaning. In the present
section I try to illustrate this supervenience on the basis of a realm where it
doesnot hold, namely the labyrinthine domain of quantum mechanics. Our
ordinary notion of probability is not well suited to this field, and I regard
this obstacle as being reflected in the difficulty tounderstandquantum
mechanical events. There is an ongoing debate about the question of how to
interpret quantum mechanical phenomena, and I suggest that we see this
debate as one side of a coin that has the discussion about probability as the
other. The reader should bear in mind, however, that the present writer is a
total layman in the field, who, for her information on the general outlines of
quantum mechanics, must depend completely on the experts. Having said
this, I think I have covered myself enough to make the following, admittedly
daring, remarks.

The considerations about the supervenience of probability on
meaning are based on the classical Kolmogorov concept of probability; it is
theKolmogorovianprobability that is supervenient on meaning. In quantum
mechanics, however, Kolmogorov’s probability theory cannot naïvely be
applied. If one wants to apply Kolmogorov’s theory to quantum mechanics,
then one has to pay a price; one must either abandon classical logic (in
favour of some quantum logic), or make other modifications elsewhere in
the system. However, many scholars are content to give up Kolmogorovian
probability. They opt for another probability concept, defined by axioms that
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differ somewhat from those of Kolmogorov.89 This alternative concept of
probability it isnotsupervenient on meaning. In quantum mechanics one can
perfectly well call a quantum event,eqm, probable to such and such a degree,
without knowing the circumstances under whicheqm will certainly occur. It
is even possible to ascribe probability value 1 or 0 toeqm without being sure
whether or noteqm will or will not happen. Contrary to what is presupposed
whenever we apply Kolmogorovian probability, in quantum mechanics we
are ignorant in principle of the circumstances under whicheqm would
certainly occur.

At first sight, one might admit that we do not know what itmeans
for eqm to happen. Indeed, one of the difficulties in the interpretation of
quantum mechanics precisely is how to understand an individual quantum
mechanical phenomenon likeeqm. It is on the level of these single quantum
mechanical events that the deterministic macroscopic world with which we
are familiar collapses. For now we enter the alien universe of bizarre and
indeterministic microscopic events. Such is the peculiarity of these events
and their descriptions that not only are we blind to their meanings, but we
do not even know whether we must stay sightless or may one day ‘see’.

3. Origin of the problem and solution

The problems brought about by probabilistic reduction sentences have, to
retain Reichenbach’s terminology, a common cause. The culprit in question
is called probability meaning. Together, (IX.4) and (IX.5) state what
agoraphobia means, but they do it only probabilistically. What they jointly
produce is a probabilistic definition (not to be confused with a partial
definition or an operational definition, cf. Chapter III), that is, a specification
of the probability meaning of agoraphobia. As such, (IX.4) and (IX.5) render
the meaning of agoraphobia open to degrees or grades. However, the very
notion of degree of meaning is, like its confederate probability meaning, a
conceptual eyesore. Both concepts look obvious and plausible, yet they lead

89 A notable exception is Bas van Fraassen who, with his so-called modal
interpretation of quantum mechanics, not only saves classical logic but also
Kolmogorovian probability (but the latter only for so-called surface phenomena) (Van
Fraassen 1991, 134-135 and 112-115).
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us to the vexing quandary that I described above: either they rely on a non-
probabilistic or a non-gradual approach, or they frustrate the whole
enterprise of transmuting theoretical terms into observational ones. In the
first case the supposed illatum presupposes an abstractum; in the second case
the entire idea of abstracta and illata as two sorts of non-concreta becomes
inapt.

At the deepest level one might well surmise another source of our
predicament. A reduction sentence, whether bilateral or unilateral, has a
Janus face: it performs two different functions which are hard to reconcile.
On the one hand it is adefinition of a term such as ‘agoraphobia’; as we
have seen, this definition is partial, operational, and either probabilistic or
non-probabilistic. On the other hand, it is afactual statement, expressing a
certain empirical content. The content in question is given by the appropriate
stimuli and responses, which constitute the observables out of which the
non-observables are constructed. This can also be expressed by saying that
reduction sentences somehow are analytic and synthetic at the same time:
they are definitionsand testable lawlike statements, they stipulate meanings
and they assert facts. Small wonder, then, that we find ourselves in a vicious
plight. In Section 3.1 I go more deeply into this Jekyll-and-Hyde nature of
reduction sentences. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 contain two different proposals for
mending matters.

3.1 Analytic and synthetic

I am by no means the first to observe that reduction sentences have a two-
faced nature. In one of Schilpp’s invaluable volumes,The Philosophy of
Rudolf Carnap, several scholars commented on the phenomenon. For
example, Hempel notes that Carnap’s theory of reduction "fuse[s] two
functions of language which have often been considered totally distinct: the
specification of meanings and the description of facts" (Hempel 1963, 691;
cf. Hempel 1954). Also, Arthur Pap frequently mentioned the matter. When
he comes to the point at issue, Pap’s tone is often critical, not to say
castigatory. In Pap’s view, there are only two, mutually exclusive,
possibilities: either one keeps the distinction between analytic and synthetic
and casts aside the idea of a reduction sentence, or one continues to devise
reduction sentences at the cost of the distinction between analytic and
synthetic. According to Pap, the terms ‘analytic’ and ‘synthetic’ are simply
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not applicable to reduction sentences. Reduction sentences cannot be analytic
or synthetic because they stand in between the analytic and the synthetic; in
that sense they evade the very distinction:

"... The axiom that to specify the meaning of a termT by
verbal means is to state a number of strictly analytic
implications aboutT cannot stand once we admit the
method of reduction sentences as a proper method of
specification. ... the concepts ‘having factual content’ and
‘being factually empty’ which logical positivists, including
Carnap, have always intended as contradictories are not
applicable in the original sense to sentences whose
predicates are but partially (or ‘conditionally’) defined; and
it is, in that case, misleading to apply the same concepts to
such sentences." (Pap 1958a, 306-307).

After having observed that every reduction sentence simultaneously is a
meaning rule and an empirically disconfirmable statement, Pap comments
at another place:

"The just diagnosed dual nature of the sort of partial
definitions ... cannot be reconciled with the tenet of logical
empiricism that every non-contradictory sentence of an
interpreted language is either analytic or factual but not
both. ... the analytic-synthetic dichotomy is inapplicable to
partially interpreted scientific theories ... " (Pap 1963, 572-
577).

Thus Pap moves to "the breakdown" or "the collapse" of the analytic-
synthetic distinction for reduction sentences (Pap 1959, 187; Pap 1963, 571).
Indeed, Carnap himself was well aware of the fact that reduction sentences
have a dual nature. In the same Schilpp volume on his work, Carnap replies
to both Hempel and Pap:

"When I originally proposed so-called reduction sentences
for the introduction of disposition terms [in Carnap 1936],
I emphasized that these sentences generally combine two
different functions. First, they give an interpretation for the
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disposition terms introduced by them .... Secondly, they
make in general a factual assertion." (Carnap 1963b, 947).

Given this dual nature, it is indeed difficult to apply the distinction analytic-
synthetic to reduction sentences. Carnap later tried to make the distinction
nonetheless applicable by reconstructing reduction sentences as meaning
postulates (Carnap 1952a). Ingenious though the reconstruction may be, it
has been criticised again by Pap (Pap 1958, 358). But more important than
Pap’s disapproval, at least for us, is the fact that this reconstruction does not
elucidate theakrasiaproblem. If we regard reduction sentences as meaning
postulates, it is still puzzling how akratic actions can occur.

Pap took great pains to circumnavigate the shoals by trying to
conceive a completely alternative approach. Rather than giving the reduction
sentences a different reconstruction (as was Carnap’s strategy), Pap simply
defenestrated them. Pap’s alternative, which hinges on the notion of ‘degree
of entailment’, is surveyed in Section 3.2. After having explained why it is
not entirely satisfactory, I shall develop an alternative approach in 3.3.

3.2 Pap’s degree of entailment

Pap’s alternative approach consists in a new form of meaning specification,
based on the approaches by Reichenbach and C.I. Lewis, and having as key
concept ‘degree of entailment’ (Pap 1963, footnote 15, 327). As Pap tells us,
degree of entailment is a pragmatic and not a semantic concept. It is about
the intensity of a person’s reluctance to accept a certain statement rather
than about what the statement in fact implies. More precisely, degree of
entailment is the degree of willingness of a person,P, to assert a statement,
h, in the light of certain evidence,e (Pap 1963, 359, cf. 326ff). For example,
let h be ‘This object is a chair’, and let ‘being a chair’ entail forP:

(a) having at least three legs
(b) capable of seating just one person
(c) having a back.

The idea is that the entailment admits degrees, in the sense that, forP, the
expression ‘being a chair’ entails (a) to degreedeg1, (b) to degreedeg2, and
(c) to deg3. Suppose that:
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deg1 > deg2 > deg3,

where eachdegi could be a number between 1 and 0. IfP notices that the
object mentioned inh does not have a back, thenP’s evidencee includes
not-(c) for that object, and as a consequenceP will feel a reluctance to
accepth. However, this reluctance issmallerthan it would have been ifP’s
evidence were to include not-(b), and still smaller ife would have contained
not-(a). This amounts to saying that, forP, ‘being a chair’ means more (a)
than (b) and more (b) that (c). In Pap’s words:

"If ‘S’ represents a declarative sentence and‘p’ a state of
affairs, then degree of meaningp is related to reluctance
of withdrawing S after an assertion ofS as follows: the
greater the degree to which‘S’ meansp, the smaller the
reluctance with which‘S’ will be withdrawn (or ‘not-S’
will be asserted) in casep is disbelieved as a result of
subsequent observations." (Pap 1958a, 327).

Thus the meaning of an expression (such as a disposition term) is reduced
to a disposition, namely the disposition of a person using the expression:

"... to ascribe a certain meaning to a descriptive term (and
derivatively to a descriptive sentence) is to ascribe to the
users of the term a certaindispositionwith regard to its
application. The above analysis in terms of a person’s
reluctance to withdraw a claim when faced with apparently
disconfirming evidence can easily be reformulated in terms
of dispositions of people to apply a term to an objectx if
they believex to have such and such properties." (Pap
1958a, 327-328; emphasis by Pap).

Clearly, this way of arguing does not bring us any further. For how do we
measure someone’s degree of willingness if the latter is a disposition? The
only way in which this seems possible is by making an appeal to reduction
sentences; but Pap’s entire enterprise, I recall, was intended precisely to
bypass such a move.

Let us sum up. Reduction sentences were meant to state the
meanings of terms denoting dispositions. But instead of properly
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accomplishing their task, those sentences saddle us with a dilemma. In their
non-probabilistic garments, when they describe abstracta, reduction sentences
lead us to theakrasiaproblem; yet in their probabilistic raiment, when they
represent illata, they presuppose the existence of their non-probabilistic
analogues. If we try to circumvent this kind of problem by appealing to
‘degree of entailment’, as Pap proposes that we should do, then we are
doomed to circularity. For a degree of entailment is a degree of willingness,
and a degree of willingness is a disposition. Hence we might well conclude
that Pap’s approach is indeed circular. Rather than navigating between the
Scylla and the Charybdis engendered by the reduction sentences, Pap drifts
around them both in an everlasting maelstrom.

3.3 Gradualised dispositions

The method of Pap fails because, among other things, it involves the notion
of degree of meaning. The central notion in Pap’s approach, viz. ‘degree of
entailment’, appears to be virtually equivalent to ‘degree of meaning’: if
‘being a chair’entails (with degreedeg1)‘ having at least three legs’, then
it means(with degreedeg1) ‘having at least three legs’. Both notions appear
to be essential to a meaning specification in which meaning is rendered open
to degrees. As far as its commitment to degree of meaning is concerned,
Pap’s approach resembles that of Reichenbach. Notwithstanding the
significant differences between Reichenbach’s probability meaning and Pap’s
degree of entailment, both conceptions presuppose the idea that meaning
admits degrees. But this idea, as we saw, is a conceptual monstrosity. At
first sight it has an innocent mien, suggesting a tolerant character and an
open, lenient approach to what meaning is. But in verity it takes us out of
the frying pan into the fire, since in the end it frustrates the whole enterprise
of converting theoretical terms into observational ones, as has been shown
at the beginning of Section 3.

I cannot conceive any other solution to this problem than to give up
the entire idea that meaning admits degrees. So that is what I will do. I will
forsakemeaninggradualisation without, however, abandoning gradualisation
per se. This means that I shall gradualise the disposition itself, instead of its
meaning. Rather than talking about "the degree of meaning ofD" I shall
refer to "the degree ofD", where ‘D’ is a disposition, preferably a
psychological disposition like a belief or a desire. This brings us to the first
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difference between my approach and those of Hempel and Reichenbach. As
we saw in Chapters VII and VIII, Hempel and Reichenbach gradualise
merely the meaning of terms denoting beliefs and desires. In the present
chapter I have explained the unwanted consequences of that approach, and
in effect decided to gradualise the beliefs and desires themselves.

But there is still another difference between their gradualisations
and mine. It has been clear all along that the gradualisations by Hempel and
Reichenbach are dominated by the concept of probability. In contrast, when
I speak about gradualising a dispositionD, I refer to grades in the strength
of D rather than to the chance thatD will manifest itself. The way in which
I gradualise the reduction sentences enables us to say that a person hasD
partially rather thanprobably. The difference between havingD in part or
having it with some probability is not that the former notion is qualitative
whereas the latter is quantitative - both notions can be either quantitative or
qualitative. The difference rather pertains to the meanings of both
expressions. HavingD in part means that you possess pieces ofD for sure.
HavingD in all probability means that you presumably possess the entireD,
although it is perfectly possible that you do not haveD at all. The rest of the
present Section 3.3 is devoted to an explanation of the second difference. I
shall present my explanation in four steps. Step one is to develop the idea
of a gradualised disposition on the basis of an intuition about degrees of
strength (3.3.1). This intuition is made operational in the second step, where
I show how we can operationalise the idea that broad dispositions come in
degrees (3.3.2-3.3.3). In the third step I show how the operationalisation for
broad dispositions differs from the approaches by Hempel and Reichenbach
(3.3.4). Section 3.3.5 is an intermezzo, pertaining to the gradualisation of
simple dispositions. My fourth and final step consists in demonstrating how
the operationalisation for broad dispositions contributes to a better
understanding of akratic actions (3.3.6).

3.3.1 An intuition: degree of intensity

How to shape the idea of a gradualised disposition? How to develop the
thought that beliefs and desires come in parts or degrees? I think there is an
evident way of doing that, namely by taking the intuition seriously that
believing and desiring is usually believing and desiringto a certain extent.

The intuition that we believep or desireq to some extent is quite
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common. It is completely natural and part of everyday speech to say that a
particular person isa little bit jealous, or very avaricious, orslightly
suspicious, orsomewhatgullible. When we compare people’s qualities with
one another, we often talk in these terms of ‘more or less’. "Is Livia
aggressive?" "Yes, somewhat. She is much more aggressive than Alexandra,
but not nearly as aggressive as Ferdinand." "Do you believe that Livia is the
murderer?" "Yes, I do. Alexandra is even more convinced of it than I am,
but Ferdinand scarcely believes it." Everybody will admit that this mode of
speaking is entirely normal. Moreover, everybody will recognise that it only
makes sense if we assume that to believe and to desire are at least
comparative concepts, and thus that beliefs and desires can have degrees of
strength. The intuition that we believe and desire with grades of intensity
will be my starting point in working out the idea of gradualised dispositions.

Once again I wish to point out that this starting point is pushed into
the background by the approaches of Hempel and Reichenbach. Both
approaches are, as we have seen, reconcilable with the standard Hempel-
Oppenheim picture of a dispositional explanation, which has two modes: a
probabilistic and a non-probabilistic one. As far as the non-probabilistic
mode is concerned, the story can be put briefly. In the non-probabilistic
version our intuition vanishes entirely. The dispositions mentioned in this
version can be simple or broad, but for the rest they are always treated
categorically or dichotomously: the agent either does or does not possess the
dispositions in question. The idea that he might possess thempartially or to
a certain extent is clearly foreign to the ordinary, non-probabilistic
dispositional explanation. However, for two reasons things are not much
better in the probabilistic version. Firstly, since the Hempel-Oppenheim
dispositional explanation perches on the edge of the analytic and the
synthetic, the probabilistic mode makes sense only against the background
of the non-probabilistic version. Such at least has been the upshot of the
sections above, where I have been arguing that the probabilistic version
would lead us to the non-probabilistic version after all, with all its
consequent detriments. Secondly, having a dispositionin part is by no means
the same as having itin all probability; in particular, the latter does not
automatically imply the former. As we shall see in the next sections, the
difference stands out clearly when it comes to the gradualisation of reduction
sentences: a gradualisation on the basis of having a dispositionpartly is
quite different from a gradualisation based on having itprobably.

So my first step is clear: in working out the idea of a gradualised
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disposition I take as a starting point the intuition that our beliefs and desires
have strengths or degrees of intensity. But two more questions are in need
of an answer. How do we put this intuition into practice, i.e. how do we
operationalise it; and after we have succeeded in making it work, how does
it improve our understanding of akratic actions? The first question will be
the subject of 3.3.2-3.3.5; the second question is dealt with in 3.3.6.

3.3.2 A distinction among events

The statement that beliefs and desires have grades of intensity may well
sound natural, but as long as it remains unspecified it expresses nothing
more than a vague idea. In the present section together with the subsequent
one I specify this statement by making it operational. I wish to point out,
however, that my method is not fully worked out and that all I do here is to
give an initial impetus to its development. Furthermore, the method is solely
applicable to broad dispositions.

I begin by introducing a distinction among events (or actions, for
that matter). I distinguish between events that are of thesametype and
events that belong todifferent types. By the word ‘type’ I simply mean the
contrast term of ‘token’, so that ‘I went skating yesterday’ and ‘I go skating
today’ describe two different events of the same type (viz. the type
consisting of my going skating), whereas ‘Juliet is invited for dinner’ and
‘Philip enters the grocery shop’ characterise two events of different types.
Of course, the distinction in question is dependent upon the descriptions of
the particular events involved, rather than on the events themselves.

My next move is to apply this distinction among events to the
stimuli and the responses that are mentioned in the reduction sentences.
Assume that there aren stimuli, S-1, ...,S-n, with n corresponding responses,
R-1, ..., R-n. As before, each pair <S-i, R-i> consists of two other pairs, <Si,
Ri> and <Si, Ri>, the first describing necessary conditions, and the second
describing sufficient conditions for application of the term in question.
Application of my distinction to all the pairs <S-i, R-i> yields the following
table, which represents four classes of reduction sentences, 1-4, describing
four classes of dispositions:
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1 S-i’s are of same type R-i’s are of same type

2 S-i’s of different type R-i’s of same type

3 S-i’s of same type R-i’s of different type

4 S-i’s of different type R-i’s of different type

"Treat a thousand dispositions in a thousand ways", Ovid recommended in
his Ars Amatoria(mille animos excipe mille modis). A thousand ways is
indeed numerous (although Mozart’s Don Giovanni capped it with 1003);
but for my purposesfour different ways of treating all the dispositions will
suffice, namely the four classes of our table.

In the first class all theS-i’s are of the same type, and so are all the
R-i’s. To this class belong the reduction sentences that define what we have
called simpledispositions. An example is the bilateral reduction sentence,
(F), that defines ‘fragile’ (FRAG) as:

(F): (x) {BLOW( x) → (FRAG(x) ↔ BREAKS(x))},

in words: if x is under a relatively weak blow, thenx is fragile if and only
if x breaks. Under the assumption that (F) is the only bilateral reduction
sentence for FRAG, fragility is a simple disposition. (F) implies that the
stimuli in the definition of FRAG are always of the same type: they are all
weak blows. Similarly, in (F) the responses are of the same type: they are
always instances of breaking.

On the other hand, the reduction sentences which describe broad
dispositions typically reside in class 4. Almost all the dispositions that I have
mentioned so far, from being aggressive to suffering from agoraphobia, also
reside in the fourth class. For each of these dispositions manifests itself in
different ways under different circumstances.

The second and the third class also contain broad dispositions,
although of a somewhat different nature. In the second class we find, among
others, all the dispositions that are peculiar to addictive and compulsive
behaviour. Smoking, drinking, and nail-biting may serve as examples of such
dispositions. There are numerous different triggers, and hence numerous
different stimuli that result in an alcoholic’s producing the same response:
to start drinking. Perhaps it is justified to say that a disposition becomes
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more intense when multifarious stimuli engender responses of the same type.
As for the third class, it is a bit difficult to find examples of dispositions that
are described by reduction sentences that make up this class. The
dispositions for erratic, eccentric or capricious behaviour would do, were it
not that they onlyecho what they are supposed toillustrate: capricious
behaviour is just another name for unpredictable behaviour, and
unpredictable behaviour is another way of saying that stimuli of the same
type prompt responses of different types.

On the basis of this classification, I shall in the next section suggest
a gradualisation of the reduction sentences which differs from the
gradualisations of Hempel or Reichenbach. For convenience’s sake I restrict
my gradualisation to the fourth class, although it is applicable to the third
and the second class as well (but not to the first). A gradualisation
appropriate to the first class, in which simple dispositions are described, is
developed in 3.3.5.

3.3.3 Agoraphobia again

Consider again the disposition agoraphobia. Like all dispositions,
agoraphobia has an ontological and a linguistic aspect, but as to the former
aspect, I can remain silent. I am not concerned with ontological affairs, and
thus need not make any proclamation about the existence or non-existence
of the trait at hand. I confine myself to remarks about the linguistic aspect
alone, and no ontological implications should be inferred.

Earlier, in Section 1, I treated agoraphobia as a simple disposition;
for relative to the point I was making then the question of whether it is
broad or simple did not matter. With respect to the gradualisation that I have
proposed above, however, the questionis vital: in order to state that a person
believes or desires something partly or to a certain extent, we have to
assume that the belief or desire in question does allow a division into parts,
and thus that it admits grades of strength. But of course, a disposition can
only admit grades of strength in this sense if it is broad rather than simple
(but see 3.3.5 for a gradualisation which is germane to simple dispositions).
I therefore here reconstruct agoraphobia as a broad disposition. Moreover,
I assume that agoraphobia is defined by reduction sentences of the fourth
class rather than of the second or the third. This is a very plausible
assumption indeed: most people will be inclined to suppose that agoraphobia
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manifests itself in a variety of ways under a variety of circumstances.
Let the number of circumstances under which agoraphobia manifests

itself bem. Then the definition of agoraphobia, (DA), consists ofm pairs of
stimuli and responses:

(DA): {< OP-1, SF-1>, <OP-2, SF-2>, ..., <OP-m, SF-m>},

where eachOP-i (0≤i≤m) is a class of situations, to wit situations of being
in an open place (the Grote Markt in Groningen, the agora in Athens, the
prairies of the American midwest or the moors in Yorkshire), and where
each SF-i is a class of signs expressing fear (serious trembling, paling,
sweating, fainting). Every single pair <OP-i, SF-i> reflects a bilateral
reduction sentence (u-i), which, see Section 1, is equivalent to the
conjunction of two unilateral reduction sentences (ui) and (ui). Thus (DA),
the set ofm ordered pairs, corresponds to U, the set ofm bilateral reduction
sentences mentioned in Section 1. How can we operationalise on the basis
of (DA) the intuition that usually one believes or desires something to a
certain extent? How to insert the idea of partiality into the set ofm bilateral
reduction sentences represented by U? The method is simple. All we have
to do is to divide U inton subsets, i.e. to divide (DA) inton subsets:

P(DA): {(DA ss1), (DAss2), ... (DAssn-1), (DAssn)},

where ‘(DAssi)’ means ‘subset numberi of (DA)’ (1≤i≤n). P(DA) is the
power set of (DA). It contains all the subsets (DAssi) of (DA), including
(DA) itself as well as the empty set. Of course, the subsets may overlap: it
might happen that a member of (DA), for instance the pair <OP-5, SF-5>,
is a member of subset (DAssi) and also of subset (DAssj) (i≠j).

Some people suffer from agoraphobia in a very severe sense. They
show all signs of heavy fear when confronted with all sorts of open or
public places. Of those people we will say that they have agoraphobia in its
highest degree, or that every single member of (DA) is applicable to them.
On the other hand, there also exist people who are not troubled by
agoraphobia at all. No matter how open the place is where you situate them,
no matter how packed the crowd in the midst of which they stand, they feel
perfectly happy and are not bothered by any feeling of uneasiness. Of those
people we will say that there is exactly one member ofP(DA) applicable to
them, namely the empty set.
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Most people, however, belong to neither of the above-mentioned
groups. These people do not always feel comfortable in open or crowded
places, but they are certainly not struck with terror or otherwise rooted to the
ground with fear. Of these people we say that they suffer from agoraphobia
slightly; their sufferings are sufferings toa certain extent, allowing amore
or less. Translated in terms ofP(DA), this means that some but not all
members ofP(DA) are applicable to them. For instance, suppose that
(DAss7) applies to Elizabeth, that (DAssn-13) pertains to Nicholas, and that
(DAssn-2) matches the behaviour of Rachel. If it turns out that (DAssn-2) is
very small, then we may well say that Rachel is onlya little bit
agorophobic. And if (DAss7) happens to be a proper subset of (DAssn-13),
then we are justified in stating that Nicholas is more agoraphobic than
Elizabeth. Thus by simply dividing (DA) into subsets, which are then
manipulated in accordance with the standard set-theoretical operations, we
succeed in giving our originally vague intuition a more precise sense.90 In
the next section I explain how exactly my gradualisation differs from the
way in which Hempel and Reichenbach gradualised reduction sentences.

90 Although a lot is left that could be made even more precise. At least two points
are clearly in need of further precision. First, in my approach the members of (DA) do
not carry different weights: all are regarded as being equally important with respect to a
definition of agoraphobia. In a more refined and developed version of my approach, the
members presumably will have different significance. Second, and partly as a result of
the first point, the subsets (DAssi) (1≤i≤n) do not form an ordering, so that a comparison
of the degrees to which different people suffer from agoraphobia is not always possible.
For instance, let (DAssj) consist of {<OP-1,SF-1>,<OP-2,SF-2>,<OP-3,SF-3>} and let
(DAssk) consist of {<OP-4,SF-4>,<OP-5,SF-5>,<OP-6,SF-6>} (1≤j,k≤n,j≠k). If (DA ssj)
applies to Jon and (DAssk) to Kathy, then it does not make sense to say that Jon, or
Kathy for that matter, is more agoraphobic than the other person. In this case, both Jon
and Kathy are equally agoraphobic, although they suffer from the phobia in totally
different ways. In addition, imagine that Leonard has agoraphobia to an extent that is
described by (DAssl)={< OP-4,SF-4>,<OP-5,SF-5>,<OP-6,SF-6>,<OP-23,SF-23>,<OP-
25,SF-25>}. Then Leonard is clearly more agoraphobic than Kathy, since (DAssl)
contains (DAssk) as a proper subset. Also, Leonard is more agoraphobic than Jon,
although Leonard and Jon possess the property in entirely different manners.
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3.3.4 Gradualisations: differences in domain and nature

At the beginning of 3.3 I briefly explained the two aspects in which my
gradualisation deviates from the Hempel-Reichenbach approach: first,
whereas Hempel and Reichenbach gradualise the meaning of a disposition
term, my gradualisation touches the disposition itself, and second, whereas
the Hempel-Reichenbach gradualisation is dominated by the concept of
probability, mine is governed by the notion of intensity. After the
operationalisation of my intuition in the manner of 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, the two
differences manifest themselves even more clearly. The present section 3.3.4
is meant as an extensive gloss on the latter remark.

The first difference between my approach and the Hempel-
Reichenbach view touches the subject matter of the gradualisation; it
involves thedomain to which the gradualisation is applied. Hempel and
Reichenbach, as we have observed, balance on the edge of the analytic and
the synthetic. By their lights the reduction sentences still have the double-
faced head that Carnap bestowed on them: they are lawlike statements and
non-empirical definitions at the same time. As a result, their way of
gradualising the reduction sentences might easily mislead us. Whereas it
looks as if it involves a gradualisation ofdispositions, it actually gradualises
the definitionsof dispositions. This makes itself felt most strongly through
Reichenbach’s notion of probability meaning, which evinces the feature that
probability affects the meaning of the disposition statement rather than the
disposition itself. What is called ‘probable’ in Reichenbach’s approach are
not the observableeventswhich manifest the unobservable disposition, but
the connection between the definiendum and the definiens. But as I have
tried to argue, the whole idea of a definition being probable is a conceptual
monster. The very concepts ‘probability definition’ or ‘probability meaning’
are deceitful, since they pretend to unite what ineluctably remains
distinguished: the analytic and the synthetic. Definitions belong to the realm
of the analytic, probability statements appertain to the empirical. Mixing the
two spheres makes sense only if on a deeper level they remain conceptually
separated.91

91 Of course, we are free to call one and the same statement analytic or synthetic, but
that does not mean that we may ignore the distinction. In fact, that is one of the lessons
Quine has taught us.
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Unlike the approaches of Reichenbach and Hempel, mine is not in
danger of mixing the analytic and the synthetic. I can pass over ‘probability
meaning’ and ‘probability definition’ in complete silence, since I am not
interested in makingmeaning open to grades. When I divide a set of
bilateral reduction sentences into subsets, I am not dividing a definition into
parts. On the contrary, my entire enterprise makes sense only if we assume
that the definition of a disposition remains fixed. For how else could I
sensibly present my gradualisation? How can I meaningfully maintain that
someone hasa little bit of a dispositionD if I have no clear knowledge of
what it means to haveD entirely? The only way in which I can do so is by
assuming that degrees prosper on a stable basis, and thus that the definition
of D can be fixed in principle. As far as the necessity of this assumption is
concerned, I am in the same boat as Hempel and Reichenbach. For not only
does the statement that Christopher hasa bit of D presuppose knowledge of
what it means to haveD (entirely), but the statement that Christopher has
D probably assumes that knowledge too. Nevertheless, we observed that
Hempel and Reichenbach are not particularly fond of this assumption, in the
sense that they apparently avoid explicit acceptance of what they implicitly
presuppose. In contradistinction to this attitude, I welcome what I need to
presuppose: I embrace the consequences of my gradualisation, and assume
that the definition ofD must be fixed in principle. For only under that
assumption does it make sense to speak about havingD in grades, no matter
whether those grades are grades of probability or grades of strength.

The latter remarks have taken us to the second difference. Whereas
the first difference touches the domain to which the gradualisation is applied
(dispositions versus meanings of disposition statements), the second one
pertains to thenatureof the gradualisation itself. When I speak about grades
or degrees, I mean degrees ofintensity, not degrees ofprobability.
Accordingly, my gradualisation of the set (DA) comprises a division of (DA)
into n subsets, (DAss1), ..., (DAssn). Each subset (DAssi) has as its members
pairs of stimuli and responses (0≤i≤n). Or, as we might say after having
jumped to another notation system, each subset has as its members bilateral
reduction sentences or pairs of unilateral reduction sentences. The degree to
which a person suffers from agoraphobia is then determined by the number
of reduction sentences applicable to this person.

However, a gradualisation of (DA) in the spirit of Hempel and
Reichenbach would look quite different. Because a Hempel-Reichenbach
gradualisation is dominated by the concept of probability, it focusses on the
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relation between the definiendum and the definiens. Both Hempel and
Reichenbach regard this relation as a probability relation, although their
views display the following small difference. Reichenbach, true to his
probability connection (VIII.4), situates the probability relation somewhere
between the definiendum on the one hand and the entire definiens on the
other. Thus, ifAP is the definiendum and the definiens, (DA), involves the
set

{<OP-1, SF-1>, <OP-2, SF-2>, ..., <OP-m, SF-m>},

then Reichenbach’s probability connection, symbolised by , holds between
those two:

AP {<OP-1, SF-1>, <OP-2, SF-2>, ..., <OP-m, SF-m>}.

Yet Hempel, faithful to his probability connections in (VII.8), (VII.9),
(VII.12) and (VII.13) - see Chapter VII, Section 4 - situates the probability
relations differently: applied to the example above, probability in Hempel’s
sense somehow nestles down into each single pair <OP-i, SF-i> (0≤i≤m).
However, this difference between the ways in which Hempel and
Reichenbach shape the probability relation is not of much importance
compared to the overall resemblance of their approaches.

3.3.5 Gradualising simple dispositions

In 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 I have operationalised my intuition, which I gave in 3.3.1,
that dispositions come in degrees. The operationalisation involves the
gradualisation of a disposition,D, through the division into subsets of the
set,V, of the stimulus/response pairs that jointly constituteD. If V contains
for instance three different stimulus/response pairs, then one can divideV
into eight subsets,Vss1, ...,Vss8. Relative to subsetVssi (1≤i≤8) that suits a
personP, we can then say thatP hasD with such-and-such a degree.

However, the operationalisation in question only works ifD is
broad. For only broad dispositions consist of more than one
stimulus/response pair, hence only broad dispositions can be reasonably
divided into subsets. In the present section I develop a gradualisation for
simple dispositions, i.e. dispositions consisting of a single stimulus/response
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pair and hence described by a single bilateral reduction sentence. This
gradualisation is suggested by Carnap’s analysis of inductive probability
(Carnap 1952b). Although it will turn out not to be strictly applicable to the
akrasiaproblem, I include it here for the sake of completeness with respect
to gradualisation.

Imagine a regular dodecahedron with a Roman number painted on
each of the twelve pentagons. We are given the following additional
information. First, the numbers on the pentagons vary from I (1) to C (100).
Second, the numbers need not differ from each other - it could even occur
that all pentagons carry the same number, e.g. XXXIV. Third, the
dodecahedron has been rolled fifty times, and each time someone recorded
the number that came out on top. Fourth, the concept of inductive
probability matches the axioms of standard probability calculus. These four
pieces of information form our evidence,e.

Givene, what is the inductive probability of the hypothesis,h, that
the next roll will result in numberi, wherei is for instance XVII? Carnap
argued that the answer to this question isnot ni/n, whereni is the number of
rolls resulting in i (here: XVII) and n is the total number of rolls (here:
fifty). That answer is unrealistic because it fails to take into account that we
often reason and judge beyond what we know to be the bare facts. Since we
realise that the exact value ofni/n is highly unstable (it differs after each
sequence of rolls), we are inclined to regardni/n as a mere consequence of
another, less changeable ratio. The latter ratio would then be the inductive
probability or confirmation,c, of h given e: c(h,e). According to Carnap,

ni + λ/k
c(h,e) =

n + λ,

wherek is the number of the possible alternatives (here: a hundred), and
where λ is a real number that we have chosen before we rolled the
dodecahedron for the first time. The minimum value ofλ is 0, its maximum
value goes to infinity. Ifλ=0, then c(h,e) boils down to the extremely
changeable value ofni/n. If λ goes to infinity, thenc(h,e) is 1/k, the value
of which is constant. The actual choice ofλ’s value might be seen as
reflecting a psychological characteristic. Those who choose very low values
are persons without preconceived notions, always prepared to learn from
incoming information. On the other hand, someone with the proclivity of
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letting λ go to infinity is conservative in the extreme. This is the diehard
know-it-all, who refuses to be budged by new phenomena. No matter how
often the number XVII turns up, our man will still maintain that the
inductive probability of ‘The next roll results in XVII’ is 1/100.

How can the above analysis of inductive probability help us in
gradualising simple dispositions? LetD be a simple disposition,P a person,
and t0 a point in time. Then the degree,deg, in which P has D at t0 is
symbolised by

deg(D(P,t0)).

How to specifydeg? SinceD is a disposition, it consists in a set,V, of
stimulus/response pairs; and sinceD is asimpledisposition,V is a singleton:
{<S,R>}. It does not make sense to divide a singleton into subsets, hence
degcannot be specified via the number of stimulus/response pairs applicable
to P.

In our search for a specification ofdeg, we could start by observing
the repetitive character of the stimulus and the response in question. For
typically, S and R will occur more than once. In fact, a criterion for
ascribingD to P is that S is repeatedly followed byR; if R comes afterS
only rarely, then we will in general not conclude thatP hasD, but at best
decide thatP has D only slightly. This suggests that we can specify
deg(D(P,t0)) by means ofR/S on t0. The latter ratio equals the number
of times, measured att0, that P has displayed reactionR when in situation
S. Hence

deg(D(P,t0)) = <S,Rt0/St0>.

This formula says that the degree to whichP hasD at t0 equals the relative
frequency, determined att0, of R on S. It is readily seen that this way
of computingdeg(D(P,t0)) parallels Carnap’s way of computingc(h,e)with
λ=0. For in both cases the decisive rôle is played by the observed relative
frequencies: both the values ofc anddegequal a relative frequency which
is determined at a certain point in time.

This way of gradualising simple dispositions may sound surprising.
For have I not talked myself blue in the face to avoid the case in whichS
andRare probabilistically related? Now that I temporarily consider this case
after all, what is the difference between my approach and the Hempel-
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Reichenbach view? The answer lies in the status of probability as relative
frequency. When I speak of relative frequency, I mean anobservedrelative
frequency, adapted to a certain point in time. Thus the value of ‘my’ relative
frequency changes after each observation, just as, in our dodecahedron
example, the value ofni/n changes after an extra roll. On the other hand, the
relative frequency in the analyses by Hempel and Reichenbach plays a quite
different rôle. Instead of being anadaptedrelative frequency, as one might
call it, it is one of which the value is establishedin the long run (see
Chapter VII, Section 0, and Chapter VIII, Section 2.1).

As might be expected, this particular gradualisation of simple
dispositions has a weakness, following from the computation ofc(h,e)with
λ=0. Although the gradualisation on the basis of this computation stays close
to the facts and in that sense is empirical, it does not enable us to make any
prediction about what the actor will do. In thus computing the exact value
of deg, we are so to speak wholly submitted to the regime of past facts. We
could of course try to mend matters by choosing a positive value ofλ, but
I doubt whether this strategy would be of any help. For that very choice of
ours is a disposition too; hence it must be tested, operationalised and last but
not least gradualised. We thus seem to be threatened by an infinite regress.

As intimated above, I do not intend the gradualisation of simple
dispositions to be enlisted as a solution of theakrasiaproblem. For me, an
akratic action occurs only when the dispositionD is broad. Apart from the
danger of an infinite regress, I have two other reasons for taking that route.
The first pertains to the fact that, as we saw in Chapter III Section 3.3, being
broad is a matter of description. Many, if not all, dispositions can be
described as being either simple or broad. Mostly we will prefer interpreting
them in a broad sense, since thus interpreted they are generally more
interesting. Consequently, apparently simple dispositions will often be re-
interpreted as broad ones. The second reason is more important. If we allow
akratic actions to occur when the disposition is simple, we need to know
something about thehistory of the agent; more particularly we must know
the number of cases in which his exposure to situationS indeed led to
reactionR. This additional knowledge is an extra complication that I wish
to bypass here. I want to speak about akratic actions, even if we are not
acquainted with the agent’s past. When, in 3.3.6, I explain how my
gradualisation improves our understanding of akratic actions, I shall,
therefore, confine my remarks to the gradualisation for broad dispositions.
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3.3.6 Knowing what and knowing how much

How does my gradualisation contribute to our understanding ofakrasia?
Finally we have prepared ourselves to answer this question. As in the case
of the gradualisation itself, things appear to be stunningly simple.

The standard way of saying that someone performs an akratic action
is by saying that he acts against his best judgement. Typical of theakratès
is his four-step behaviour. First he perceives what his beliefs and desires are;
then he sets up an impeccable practical syllogism culminating in a clear
conclusion to doA; next he decides that all things considered he should do
A; finally he doesnot-A. It is the last step that turns the agent into an
akratic. Also, it is the last step that rendersakrasiaparadoxical: surely it is
mysterious to decide in favour ofA without actually doingA.

In my view it is the standard description that rendersakrasia
paradoxical. This description draws a picture of akratic acting which is a
specimen of unjustified black and white thinking: the idea that a person
sincerely intendsA and yet does not doA is far too dichotomous to be called
a suitable representation of what actually goes on. The paradoxical air that
surroundsakrasia is imparted only by this dichotomous description of it. It
diffuses away if we abandon this description in favour of a non-dichotomous
one, the outlines of which have been depicted above.

In the new description the akratic still takes his characteristic four
steps: he realises his reasonsK, he sets up a syllogism on the basis ofK
culminating in the advice to doA, he decides accordingly forA, and he
finally performs not-A. Does this mean, as many philosophers have
suggested, that the agent must be mistaken about his own beliefs and
desires? Does it mean that he cannot be driven byK? The answer is an
unambiguous no. This way of lending meaning to irrational actions is
induced by the standard description, which allows only two possibilities:
either the agent hasK and then he must doA, or he performsnot-A but in
that case he cannot possibly haveK.

According to the new description the agent,P, can haveK to a
certain degree. This makes it possible thatP performsnot-A, notwithstanding
the fact that he is really being driven byK. In this case he only possesses
K in a weak sense, i.e. only a few of the reduction sentences that
collectively defineK are applicable to him. For instance, letK be defined by
a set, UK, consisting of seventeen bilateral reduction sentences:
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(uk-1): (x) {S-1(x)→ (K(x) ↔ R-1(x))}
(uk-2): (x) {S-2(x)→ (K(x) ↔ R-2(x))}

.
UK .

.

.
(uk-17): (x) {S-17(x)→ (K(x) ↔ R-17(x))},

where ‘S-i’ is an observable stimulus and ‘R-i’ is an observable response
(1≤i≤17). As before, see Section 1, each element of UK is equivalent to a
pair of unilateral reduction sentences. Imagine that only three members of
UK are applicable toP, e.g. the elements (uk-6), (uk-9), and (uk-14). Then
together those elements form a set, (UKssi), which is one of the subsets
(namely subset number i) of UK:

(UKssi): {(uk-6), (uk-9), (uk-14)}.

HenceP has only a fraction ofK, to wit the fraction that is defined by
(UKssi). As a result, only a fraction of all the seventeen stimuli function as
triggers forP: only if P is in one of the situations represented byS-6, S-9
andS-14will he display the responses that indicateK. When exposed to one
of the remaining fourteen stimuli,P will show no sign ofK.

What happens in the case ofakrasia is that P hasK to a certain
extent, for instance the extent described by (UKssi), but is ignorant of it. He
only knows that he is motivated byK, not the degree with which this is
happening. ThusP is indeed mistaken, and inP there is indeed a weakness -
in that sense the standard accounts ofakrasiaare correct. However, they are

not correct enough, forP’s mistake as well as his weakness should be
looked upon differently, in particular in the following way.

The mistake thatP makes does not touch thequality or the
characterof P’s beliefs and desires, but only theirstrengthor intensity. It
is assumed thatP perfectly well knows what his beliefs and desires are. In
the standard description it is precisely that assumption which makesP’s
irrational actions so difficult to understand, not only for us, but also forP
himself, since what he does is completely at odds with what he himself
knows to be his reason. In my description the assumption thatP knows his
reason is preserved, butP is still mistaken. ForP is in error about the
strengthof his reason: he does not know theforce of what he believes and
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desires, although he very well realises thecontent of it. The difference
between content and strength is quite familiar in the physical, as opposed to
the mental, domain. In the physical domain we often fail, or on the contrary
succeed, in accomplishing something because we made an incorrect
judgement concerning the force of our physical powers: we accidentally drop
the television because we are not as strong as we thought we were, or we
suddenly ride away on a bike because bicycling turned out to be much easier
than we thought it was. In either caseP perceives the content of his physical
powers: he knows he can carry a television, and he knows that he will learn
to bicycle. He just did not know that he can carry onlylight televisions, and
that he would learn to bicycleso easily. Something similar occurs whenP
performs an akratic action. WhenP acts akratically, he knows what his
reasons are but not what their force is: he is thus mistaken with respect to
the strength of his mental powers, in much the same way as one can err in
estimating the strength of one’s physical powers.

As for the weakness which is doubtlessly mixed up inakrasia, it
differs from the way in which it is pictured in the standard view. For it
applies neither toP himself nor toP’s ‘free will’, but only to the presence
of K in P: it is K that is weak sinceK is merely weakly present inP. Thus
we should not think ofP as someone who is too weak or too weak-willed
to performA and who therefore doesnot-A. Such a conception of weakness
can scarcely clarifyakrasia, since it only gives the problem another label;
for then we can still ask what it means to be weak or to possess a weak will.
Rather we should regardP as someone whose particular reason for a
particular action is weaker than he thinks it is. HenceP doesR-6 when in
situationS-6, R-9 when in S-9, andR-14 when in S-14, all in accordance
with that fraction ofK which applies to him. However, when in situationS-
3, or S-5, or any other of the remaining fourteen situations, he does not act
in the corresponding manner.

The idea can be clarified by reference to the classic example of
akrasia. If P is an alcoholic who has decided not to drink any more, then
P’s decision does not necessarily become insincere or phoney ifP starts
drinking again. It might be thatP can only execute his decisionin a limited
number of situations, and for instance not when his friend has run away, not
when his child is ill, not when he has lost his worldly possessions in a
financial crash. Also, it is quite plausible thatP might be ignorant of those
situations. This is the same as saying thatP might perceive thenatureof his
decison without realising itsstrength: althoughP perfectly well knows what
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he wants (not to drink any more), he does not quite know the set of
conditions under which he can achieve what he wants. Knowledge of that
set has to be acquired, notably through experience, i.e. through trial and
unfortunately enough through error. ThusP has to find out in which
situations he can gloriously succeed, or must miserably fail, in
accomplishing what he really wants, namely to stop drinking altogether. Or,
as Aristotle said about the knowledge that akratic persons "have and not
have": "it has to become part of themselves, and that takes time"
(Nicomachean Ethics VII1147a19-21; cf. Chapter I, Section 3.2).

On the other hand, ifP takes that time and accordingly makes the
knowledge involved a part of himself, then he has prepared the ground for
the exact opposite ofakrasia, and thus for what Aristotle calledenkrateia.
In that case we might say thatP ‘knows’ in at least three senses of the
word. First, he has knowledge of a linguistic kind. He knows what itmeans
when we say that someone wants to stop drinking altogether, i.e. he knows
what the definition of such a disposition is. This definition is not the
troublesome probability definition that Hempel and Reichenbach put
forward, but a ‘normal’, non-probabilistic one. Second, he knows that the
definition is applicable to him. In other words,P knowshe himselfhas the
disposition consisting in the desire to stop drinking. Third, he knowsto what
extenthe has the disposition, i.e. he knows the set of conditions under which
he can achieve what he wants. Conversely, he also knows which
circumstances will cause him to drink.

I have been arguing that akratic actions, at least a great many of
them, are best described by saying that the agent lacks knowledge of the
third kind: although he knows how the disposition is defined, and although
he realises that he has the disposition, he fails to fathom the degree to which
it applies to him. Accordingly, he fails to take measures, viz. to avoid the
stimuli which cause the responses that he sincerely wants to avoid.

I deem this view ofakrasia to be more plausible than the standard
one. The latter view focusses on the second rather than on the third kind of
knowledge mentioned above. In that sense the standard view heavily relies
on the Freudian legacy. There it is argued that theakratèsdoes not know his
own motives, or at best knows them only ‘unconsciously’ - whatever that
may mean. In my opinion, this makes the allowance for akratic actions
unduly expensive. It forces us to assume not only that someone’s reasons for
acting are completely unknown (even by the agent himself), but also that the
agent’s convictions about his own motives might be quite wrong. I find such
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ideas hard to digest, although I realise that in many circles they sell like hot
cakes. My description, I think, imbues us with more compassion. For it does
not force us to accept that we are totally ignorant of, or totally mistaken
about, what we believe and desire. The only thing we have to accept here
is that an actor, or the outside world, overlooks the strength of the beliefs
and desires in question. This idea sounds more realistic than the ideas with
which the standard description saddles us. It is much more likely that we do
not realisehow muchwe desire or believe something than that we would err
in what we desire or believe. Also, I consider it an advantage that I do not
need the distinction between conscious and unconscious knowledge. In my
view, an agent may know or not know the degree to which he possesses a
disposition. He may even know it partially, in the sense that he has
hypotheses about the strength of his own dispositions, but needs more time
to acquire accurate knowledge. However, we need not therefore conclude
that these hypotheses embody unconscious knowledge.

4. Affinities with other views

The above resolution of theakrasiaproblem is a novel one that nevertheless
captures valid insights of many philosophers discussed in these chapters.92

92 And of many philosophers who were not at all, or only very briefly, discussed in
this book. Michael Slote is an example. Slote discovered an interesting parallel between
moral supererogation and what he calls rational supererogation (Slote 1986). Both kinds
of supererogation are so to speak anti-dichotomous. Whereas moral supererogation cuts
across the idea that actions are either moral or immoral, rational supererogation disclaims
that actions are either rational or irrational. Both kinds of supererogation thus allow
degrees or grades: an action can be less rational/moral than another action without,
however, being irrational/immoral. Slote declared that his thoughts on gradualisation (as
I have called it) are influenced by Conee, Kroon, Cherniak, and Simon; in particular
Simon’s writings on maximizing and satisfying were for him a source of inspiration
(Slote 1986, 471, 480, footnote 25).

It is apparent that Dagfinn Føllesdal also has intuitions about gradualisation. In
arguing that man has rationality as a norm, as a sort of Kantian regulative idea, Føllesdal
stressed that man’s rationality consist in striving to be rational. Consequently, "rationality
comesin degrees, and the crucial question is:how muchrationality do we have to
require in order to talk meaningfully about desires and other ‘intentional’ notions?"
(Føllesdal 1982, 312, my emphasis; cf. Føllesdal 1986).
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Socrates, who introduced the problem into Western philosophy,
consideredakrasiaimpossible on the grounds that no man intentionally acts
counter to what he knows to be the best (oudeis hekon hamartanei- see
Chapter I, Section 1). To believe that akratic actions do occur, Socrates
argues, is the result of deception by what merelyseemsto be the case.
Shallow people erroneously think that a man can intentionally do what he
deems to be not the best action, but the sage and sensible amongst us realise
what in fact is going on: the man does not truly know that his act is not the
best one, because he is in error about the better and the worse. Thus
Socrates reducesakrasia to a form of ignorance. That which superficially
thinking people carelessly call akratic actions, he argues, are actually
instances of ignorance.

What is the nature of this ignorance? As we have seen in Chapter
I Section 2, this exactly is the question that Aristotle tried to answer.
Aristotle observed that Socrates’ view ofakrasia contradicts plainly
observable phenomena, and thatakrasia therefore requires additional
scrutiny. If an akratès indeed acts by reason of ignorance, Aristotle
comments in theNicomachean Ethics VII(1145b 29-30), what then is the
form or nature of this ignorance? Aristotle’s own writings onakrasia are
meant to find an answer to this question, and we have seen what this answer
is. According to Aristotle, theakratèsboth knows and does not know that
his act is not the best. He knows it, in the sense that hepossessesthat
knowledge; yet he does not know it in the sense that he fails tousewhat he
possesses. Now the fact that we can possess knowledge without using it is
of course quite common: we know the second law of thermodynamics or the
square root of 324, but normally we are not using these particular pieces of
knowledge. In theakratès’ case, however, the situation is different. For in
possessing but not using a certain piece of knowledge theakratèsresembles
the sleeper, the drunk or the madman: he possesses his unused piece of
knowledgeonly in a partial way.

This idea of having only partial knowledge faced us with a couple
of questions that were hard to answer on the basis of Aristotle’s text.

Furthermore, Michael Bratman may have had an intuition about gradualisation
when he referred to thepartiality of intentions as plans (Bratman 1987). However, Slote
as well as Føllesdal and Bratman develop their intuitions on gradualisation differently
than I do mine.
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Ultimately, Aristotle believes that theakratèsis overcome by passion. This
passion is the source of partial knowledge (it can "drag knowledge about
like a slave"); and this incomplete knowledge is the source ofakrasia. My
view of akrasia, I think, captures the core of Aristotle’s ideas while
renouncing the metaphorical paraphernalia about passions that override
knowledge. For my gradualisation enables us to give a rather precise
meaning to the idea of having something in part. In my reconstruction,
beliefs and desires are dispositions, and dispositions we generally possess in
grades. This means that only some of the reduction sentences that define the
disposition are applicable to us. Moreover, in the case of irrational actions
we are mistaken about the degree to which we possess the disposition in
question.

Furthermore, my view also captures the idea ofakrasiaas springing
from a mental conflict, which in turn is rooted in a divided mind. As we
have seen, this idea occupies a major place in the relevant literature. The
core of it was already prominently present in the writings of Plato, and it
blossomed out further in Stoic writings, notably those by Poseidonius. Many
years later Sigmund Freud so to speak rediscovered the divided mind for
psychology, while Davidson did the same for philosophy. In Chapter VI we
have seen how Davidson uses both the concept of a divided mind and that
of a mental conflict to demonstrate the logical possibility of akratic actions.
In order to show that those actions are not just possible in principle but do
indeed occur in practice, Davidson appeals to a third concept: the concept
of mental causality. Davidson’s final solution of theakrasiaproblem hinges
on mental causes that fail to make reasonable what they cause (the so-called
MCNR’s) and reasons that do not cause what they make reasonable (the
RNC’s). Jointly, the MCNR’s and the RNC’s enable Davidson to argue that
one’s all-things-considered-judgement may lack causal power, so that one’s
actions are caused by minor judgements and thereby become irrational.
However, Davidson’s idea of MCNR and RNC presupposes the idea of
mental causation, and that is a vexing concept. Davidson is cognizant of its
awkwardness and intricacy, which he tries to allay by introducing two
auxiliary distinctions: the distinction between mental and physical events on
the one hand and that between causal laws and singular causal statements on
the other. But neither is particularly elegant or natural.

My gradualisation retains Davidson’s intuitions without using the
two forced distinctions or the concepts of MCNR and RNC that prepare the
stage for the notion of mental causation. Davidson’s suggestion that
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irrationality has something to do withcausalityis preserved in my claim that
action explanations are dispositional explanations. Dispositional explanations
are forms of causal explanations, where the causal rôle is played by the
antecedent event. Since this event is supposed to be physical and observable,
we have thereby circumvented the uncomfortable idea of mental causation.
Additionally, Davidson’s idea that irrational actions cannot stem from one’s
best judgement is also preserved. Someone’s best judgment, I recall, is an
all-things-considered-judgement: it accounts for the total set of reasons for
and against a certain action. If and only if the set as a whole has causal
power, will a decently rational action result. This entails that any proper
subset may cause an irrational action, in much the same way as subsets of
stimuli form the culprit in my gradualisation.

Finally, my proposal matches the intuition that any sound inquiry
into akrasiaand action explanation should employ the concept of degree or
grade. I trust that this need not be clarified any more, after all that has been
said about gradualisations in the present chapter as well as in the preceding
ones.
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Samenvatting in het Nederlands
(Summary in Dutch)

Handelen tegen beter weten in (Acting Against One’s Best Judgment)heeft
als ondertitel Een onderzoek naar praktisch redeneren, disposities en
wilszwakte. De laatste term is daarbij cruciaal. Wat is wilszwakte - in het
oud-Grieksakrasiaof akrateia - en hoe valt het te verklaren? Wat gebeurt
er precies wanneer iemand akratisch handelt, dat wil zeggen willens en
wetens iets anders doet dan wat hijzelf het beste vindt? Dat zijn de vragen
waarop dit boek een antwoord probeert te geven. Daarbij fungeert Ockhams
spaarzaamheidseis als methodologische leidraad: welk antwoord we
uiteindelijk ook zullen geven, het aantal vooronderstelde entiteiten dient tot
een minimum beperkt te blijven. Deze eis èn de stelregel dat de aangenomen
entiteiten empirische inhoud moeten hebben, leiden ertoe hetakrasia-
probleem aan te pakken met behulp van het begrip ’dispositie’. Dit betekent
dat de opvattingen (beliefs) en wensen (desires) die optreden in praktische
redeneringen (die op hun beurt weer ten grondslag liggen aan alle
handelingen) als disposities worden beschouwd. Voor de beschrijving van
deze disposities wordt gebruik gemaakt van oud, maar nuttig gereedschap:
Carnaps bilaterale reductiezinnen.

Handelen tegen beter weten inbestaat uit drie delen. Deel Eén gaat over de
geschiedenis van hetakrasia-probleem. Het omvat één hoofdstuk, waarin
wordt beschreven hoe de oude Grieken (Socrates, Plato, Aristoteles) en de
vroege Stoïci (Zeno, Cleanthes, Chrysippus) tegen het probleem aankeken.
Daarna wordt een enorme sprong gemaakt, over de Middeleeuwen en de
moderne tijd heen, aangezien in die periode de filosofische interesse eerder
uitgaat naar wilsvrijheid dan naar wilszwakte.

Deel Twee, bestaande uit Hoofdstuk II t/m Hoofdstuk IV, begint in het
midden van de twintigste eeuw. De centrale stelling luidt dat het oude
akrasia-probleem via een achterdeur terugkeert in de hedendaagse filosofie,
namelijk als een onvoorziene consequentie van het debat over de verklaring
van handelingen. Dat debat nam een aanvang in de jaren vijftig, toen Carl
Hempels verklaringsmodellen in brede kring bekendheid kregen. Er worden
in dit boek drie debatterende partijen onderscheiden, aangevoerd door



respectievelijk Hempel (wiens positie beschreven wordt in Hoofstuk II),
Georg Henrik von Wright (Hoofdstuk III), en Donald Davidson (Hoofdstuk
IV). Elk van de drie blijkt vroeg of laat te stuiten op hetakrasia-probleem,
en geen van drieën is bij machte om het bevredigend op te lossen.

Deel Drie (’Naar een oplossing’) bestaat uit vijf hoofdstukken waarvan het
eerste, Hoofdstuk V, ingaat op een begrip dat volgens velen onlosmakelijk
met akrasia verbonden is, namelijk het begrip ’gespleten geest’ (divided
mind). Hoofdstuk V dient tevens als een uitgebreide introductie tot
Hoofdstuk VI, dat gewijd is aan de oplossing die Donald Davidson gaf voor
het akrasia-probleem. In dit hoofdstuk wordt uitgelegd dat Davidsons
oplossing stoelt op drie, aan Freud ontleende ideeën: (1) het idee dat de
geest opgesplitst kan worden in delen, (2) het idee dat er tussen de delen
onderling conflicten kunnen bestaan, en (3) het idee dat de delen elkaar
causaal kunnen beïnvloeden.

Vooral (3) - het idee van mentale veroorzaking - is problematisch,
ook al is de vorm die Davidson eraan geeft tamelijk gematigd. In de drie
resterende hoofdstukken, VII-IX, wordt daarom een benadering voorgesteld
waarin het idee van mentale veroorzaking geen rol speelt. Het sleutelbegrip
in deze benadering is de notie van mate of graad. De gedachte is dat mensen
iets kunnen willen of geloven in een bepaalde mate of tot op zekere hoogte,
en dat dit een aanknopingspunt biedt voor de oplossing van hetakrasia-
probleem. In dit verband wordt gesproken over een "gradualisatie" van
disposities, in het bijzonder van opvattingen en wensen.

Het is belangrijk om te onderscheiden tussen graden van
waarschijnlijkheid en graden van intensiteit; er is immers een verschil tussen,
bijvoorbeeld, heel waarschijnlijk iets willen en iets heel graag willen. In het
b o e k w o r d t d a a r o m o n d e r s c h e i d g e m a a k t t u s s e n
waarschijnlijkheidsgradualisatie en intensiteitsgradualisatie. Het eerste wordt
uitgewerkt aan de hand van werk van Hempel (Hoofdstuk VII) en
Reichenbach (Hoofdstuk VIII). Hoofdstuk IX maakt duidelijk waarom deze
vorm van gradualisatie niet bruikbaar is voor de oplossing van ons probleem.
Vervolgens wordt een eenvoudige, op verzamelingenleer geënte
operationalisatie van intensiteitsgradualisatie beschreven. Deze
operationalisatie stelt ons in staat om beter te begrijpen wat akratische
handelingen zijn en hoe ze kunnen optreden.

De oude, Socratische zienswijze datakrasianiet kan bestaan omdat



niemand moedwillig in strijd met zijn beste inzicht handelt, blijkt ten dele
correct. Ze is correct voorzover zelfkennisakrasia uitsluit: eenakratèsis
inderdaad iemand die zichzelf slecht kent. Maar ze is incorrect in haar
precisering van dat gebrek aan zelfkennis. In tegenstelling tot wat Socrates
beweert, weet eenakratèsheel goedwat hij moet doen, enwil hij dat ook
werkelijk doen. Alleen, eenakratèskent dekracht van zijn opvattingen en
wensen niet; hij vergist zich inde matewaarin de betreffende disposities op
hem van toepassing zijn. Als gevolg daarvan doet hij in een beperkt aantal
welomschreven situaties iets anders dan wat hij, in alle oprechtheid, dacht
dat hij zou doen.

Het verschil met de Socratische zienswijze lijkt gering, maar is
groot. Niet alleen maakt de Socratische benadering het bestaan van
akratische handelingen onmogelijk, ze is ook implausibel. Het is immers
veel aannemelijker dat een actor zich vergist in de kracht van zijn wensen
en opvattingen dan in die wensen en opvattingen zelf -paceSigmund Freud.
Aan het eind van het boek wordt aangegeven waarin de voorgestelde
gradueel-dispositionele aanpak verschilt van de benaderingen van andere
besproken filosofen, waaronder Aristoteles en Davidson.


